
Loveless, David

From: HACKEROTT, HAROLD A [hhackerott@oppd.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11,2011 3:29 PM
To: Loveless, David
Subject: FW: ON Update: Earthquakes and nuclear power plants

From: ZANK, TERRENCE D
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 3:24 PM
To: All Divisions
Subject: ON Update: Earthquakes and nuclear power plants

*oPP-

Update for Friday, March 11, 2011

Earthquake Impacts Nuclear Plants in Japan;
Fort Calhoun Station Built to Withstand Quakes
The following summary is based on an Associated Press news story posted online this afternoon:

* The magnitude 8.9 earthquake is the biggest to hit Japan since officials started keeping records. It struck

at about 2:45 p.m. (Japan time).

* 10 nuclear reactors in Japan shut down due to the quake.

0 At the time, Tohoku Electric Power Co. had been operating three of six reactors at its Fukushima
Daiichi plant, 170 miles northeast of Tokyo. All three shut down.

0 A resulting power outage and failure of a backup generator disabled the primary cooling system on the
460-megawatt Fukushima unit I reactor.

* For the first time ever, the Japanese government declared a state of emergency at a nuclear power plant.

0 Nearly 3,000 people in the area were ordered to evacuate.

0 As of mid-afternoon today (Omaha time), workers were using one of two backup cooling systems to
cool down the reactor core.

From OPPD Vice President Dave Bannister.

* Nuclear power stations like Fort Calhoun are designed and built to withstand the maximum projected earthquake,
based on where the plant is located.



A.

Design standards include structures, systems and components needed to safely shut down the plant and protect the
public.

* This is accomplished via a "defense in depth philosophy" that features redundant safety systems, sophisticated
detection equipment and training of plant staff to respond to such acts of nature.

* Should an earthquake of sufficient magnitude occur at or near the Fort Calhoun Station, the plant would be shut
down and systems would undergo a complete and comprehensive inspection prior to the plant being allowed to
resume operations.

* Notification of the public would occur as a part of the station's pre-determined response plans to ensure people
were informed of the magnitude and actions being taken.

Please print and post for those who do not work at a PC.
You may need to refresh your screen to see this update online.

This e-mail contains Omaha Public Power District's confidential and proprietary information and is for use only
by the intended recipient. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, this e-mail is not a contract offer, amendment, nor
acceptance. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking
any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
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Vegell, Anton

From: Giitter, Joseph
Sent: Friday, March 11,2011 1:38 PM
To: Mamish, Nader
Cc: Polickoski, James; Hall, Randy; Nelson, Robert; Vegel, Anton
Subject: Latest TEPCO reports

Looks like the LOCA report at Fukushima Daini was a false alarm.
httD://www.tepco.co.ijr/en/press/corp-com/release/1 1031203-e.html

Concern is keeping the reactors at Fukushima Daiichi cooled and covered

http://www.tepco.co.*p/en/press/corp-com/release/1 1031204-e.html

Joseph G. Giitter
Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

1.



Vegel, Anton

From: Kobetz, Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:22 AM
To: West, Steven; Reynolds, Steven; Croteau, Rick; Munday, Joel; Clifford, James; Roberts,

Darrell; Vegel, Anton; Pruett, Troy; Wilson, Peter
Subject: FW: Earthquake Update as of 11 am
Attachments: NPPJapanmap2011 .pdf

FYI. See Eric Thomas' synopsis below.

From: Brown, Frederick
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:19 PM
To: Ashley, MaryAnn; Cartwright, William; Cheok, Michael; Elliott, Robert; Fields, Leslie; Franovich, Rani; Kobetz,
Timothy; McHale, John; Shoop, Undine; Thorp, John; Weerakkody, Sunil
Subject: FW: Earthquake Update as of 11 am

From: Brown, Frederick
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:19 PM
To: Boger, Bruce; Leeds, Eric; Grobe, Jack; Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Cheok, Michael; Evans, Michele; Ferrell,
Kimberly; Galloway, Melanie; Guitter, Joseph; Giwines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson;
Lubinski, John; Lund, Louise; 'Mark Cunningham'; McGinty, Tim; Nelson, Robert; Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William;
Skeen, David; Weerakkody, Sunil
Subject: FW: Earthquake Update as of 11 am

FYI - item 4c of most interest

From: Thomas, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:13 AM
To: Brown, Frederick
Cc: Thorp, John; Garmon-Candelaria, David; Bernardo, Robert; Haskell, Russell; Pannier, Stephen
Subject: Earthquake Update as of 11 am

Fred,

I have been monitoring the phone and email traffic as best I can this morning. There is a lot of repetition so I think it
may be useful to summarize the salient points every couple of hours. Here is what I have as of 11:00. I am going over to
the Ops Center to see what I can pickup on the 11:00 and 11:45 calls. Based on the amount of traffic going around, you
may find it useful (or not) to forward this to ET/LT members.

The following information was gathered from several different sources. The best online source of information we have
noted thus far is the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) website: http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/index-e.html which is
issuing hourly press releases on the status of its facilities.

1. A magnitude 8.9 earthquake occurred approximately 80 km east of Onagawa NPP and 150 km NE of
Fukushima Daichi. USGS believes the quake may have actually been a 7.9. 5 aftershocks measuring
between 6.2 and 7.1 on the Richter Scale have been reported.

2. Based on stack monitoring, no radiation releases have occurred from any nuclear facilties.



3. All units that were operating at the time at the Onagawa, Fukushima Daichi, Fukushima Daini, and
Tokai Daini sites (11 units in all) automatically shutdown when the earthquake hit at 2:45 pm local time
on 3/11.

4. The following complications occurred:
a. Onagawa - A small fire occurred in the turbine building and was extinguished.
b. Fukushima Daichi - A small fire occurred in a service building and was subsequently

extinguished.
c. Fukushima Daichi - A first level emergency was declared at 3:42 pm local on 3/11 due to a loss

of offsite power and subsequent failure of EDGs which resulted in a station blackout. The loss
of EDGs may have been due to a seawater cooling issue. A backup EDG was being brought in
on a truck to provide power. An evacuation has been ordered out to 3 km, and residents have
been told to shelter in place out to 10 km.

d. Fukushima Daini - RCIC is providing cooling to all 4 units that shutdown. In Unit 1, ECCS
actuated due to a possible RCS leak into containment. The first level emergency declaration
also applies to Fukushima Daini Unit 1.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR/DIRS/IOEB
OWFN-7E24
eric.thomas@nrc.gov
301-415-6772 (office)

,301-514-4741 (mobile]]
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NRC INSPECTION MANUAL IRIB

TEMPORARY INSTRUCTION 2515/183

FOLLOWUP TO THE FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR STATION
FUEL DAMAGE EVENT

CORNERSTONE: INITIATING EVENTS AND MITIGATING SYSTEMS

APPLICABILITY:

2515/183-01

This Temporary Instruction (TI) applies to all holders of operating
licenses for nuclear power reactors, except plants which have
permanently ceased operations.

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this TI is to independently assess the adequacy of actions taken by
licensees in response to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear station fuel damage event. The
inspection results from this TI will be used to evaluate the industry's readiness for a
similar event and to aid in determining whether additional regulatory actions by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission are warranted.

2515/183-02 BACKGROUND

Starting on March 11, 2011, events began that led to significant damage the six units of
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station. The events were initiated by an
earthquake of a magnitude 9 and subsequent tsunami. At the time of the event, Units 1,
2, and 3 were in operation and Units 4, 5, and 6 were shut down for refueling. The core
for Unit 4 was offloaded to the spent fuel pool to support reactor vessel internals repair.
The following is based on the best information available on March 18, 2011.

The station, consisting of six boiling water reactors, is centered along the shore of the
Sendai region, 300 kilometers northeast of Tokyo in the Fukushima Prefecture. Unit 1,
rated at 460 megawatts electric (MWe), is a General Electric (GE) design and is the
oldest of the units, placed in service in 1971. Units 2 (GE/Toshiba) and 3 (Toshiba) are
rated at 784 MWe and went into operation in 1974. The facility is operated by Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO).
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Following the earthquake and tsunami, offsite power was lost and cooling water
systems were damaged, resulting in difficulties in cooling all units' reactor cores and
spent fuel pools. For Units 1, 2, and 3, suppression pools could not be cooled and
temperature increased to the saturation point, rendering core cooling systems
inoperable. For all units, spent fuel pool cooling was lost. It appears that as the level of
coolant in the reactor vessels of all three units lowered because of evaporation and
venting, a portion of the top of the uranium fuel rods was exposed. This may have
caused zirconium cladding of the fuel rods to react with water to create hydrogen.
Hydrogen explosions occurred on Units 1 and 3 during venting of the primary
containment. The explosions damaged secondary containments. It appears that primary
containments remained intact. Efforts to restore power to emergency equipment were
significantly impacted by the effects of the tsunami, including flooding of electrical
distribution equipment. Operators resorted to pumping seawater, laced with boron, into
the reactor cores to cool the fuel, using diesel-driven fire pumps. Over subsequent days,
radiation levels increased significantly, requiring evacuation of all site personnel with the
exception of limited emergency workers and evacuation of the public from the vicinity of
the station.

In response, the industry is verifying the readiness of each commercial reactor facility to
respond to events similar to those that affected the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
station.

2515/183-03 INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDANCE

NRC inspection staff should assess the licensee's activities and actions with regard to
the industries verification process. These inspections should occur at the operating
power reactor facilities.

This TI may be completed all at once or in phases as the licensee verifies each of the
recommendations. The inspector(s) should coordinate the inspection effort with the
licensee in accordance with the licensee's verification schedule.

The events at the Fukushima Daiichi plant appear to be caused by factors directly
impacting nuclear safety that were outside the design basis for the facility. While details
on the full extent of damage to these units remain unknown, the damage poses a
significant challenge to the nuclear safety of these units. Immediate actions by the U.S.
industry are appropriate to assess and take corrective actions to address potential
vulnerabilities that would challenge response to events that are beyond site design
bases.

03.01 Assess the licensee's verification of its capability to mitigate conditions that
result from beyond design basis events, typically bounded by security threats,
committed to as part of NRC Security Order Section B.5.b issued February 25, 2002,
and severe accident management guidelines and as required by Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CFR) 50.54(hh). Use Inspection Procedure (IP) 71111.05T,
"Fire Protection (Triennial)," Enclosure 2 as a guideline. If IP 71111.05T was recently

Issue Date: XX/XX/XX 2 2515/183



performed at the facility the inspector should review the inspection results and findings
to identify any other potential areas of inspection. Particular emphasis should be placed
on strategies related to the spent fuel pool. Include, but do not limit, the assessment of
the licensee's actions to:

a. Verify through test or inspection that equipment is available and functional.
Active equipment shall be tested and passive equipment shall be walked down
and inspected. It is not expected that permanently installed equipment that is
tested under an existing regulatory testing program be retested.

b. Verify through walkdowns or demonstration that procedures to implement the
strategies associated with B.5.b and 10 CFR 50.54(hh) are in place and are
executable. Licensee's may choose not connect to, or operate, permanently
installed equipment during this verification.

c. Verify the training and qualifications of operators and the support staff needed to
implement the procedures and work instructions are current for activities related
to Security Order Section B.5.b and severe accident management guidelines as
required by 10 CFR 50.54 (hh).

d. Verify that any applicable agreements and contracts are in place and are
capable of meeting the conditions needed to mitigate the consequences of these
events.

e. Review any open corrective action documents to identify vulnerabilities that may
not have yet been addressed.

The licensees intend to complete the verification of these items by March 23, 2011.

03.02 Assess the licensee's verification that its capability to mitigate station blackout
(SBO) conditions, as required by 10 CFR 50.63, "Loss of All Alternating Current Power,"
and station design, is functional and valid. Refer to TI 2515/120, "Inspection of
Implementation of Station Blackout Rule Multi-Plant Action Item A-22" as a guideline.
Include, but do not limit, the assessment of the licensee's actions to:

a. Verify through walkdowns and inspection that all required materials are
adequate and properly staged, tested, and maintained.

b. Demonstrate through walkdowns that procedures for response to an SBO are

executable.

The licensees intend to complete the verification of these items March 30, 2011.

03.03 Assess the licensee's capability to mitigate internal and external flooding events
required by station design. Refer to IP 71111.01, "Adverse Weather Protection,"
Section 02.04, "Evaluate Readiness to Cope with External Flooding" as a guideline.
Include, but do not limit, the assessment of the licensee's actions to verify through
walkdowns and inspections that all required materials and equipment are adequate and
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properly staged. These walkdowns and inspections shall include verification that
accessible doors, barriers, and penetration seals are functional.

The licensees intend to complete the verification of these items April 6, 2011.

03.04 Assess the thoroughness of the licensee's walkdowns and inspections of
important equipment needed to mitigate fire and flood events to identify the potential
that the equipment's function could be lost during seismic events possible for the site.
Assess the licensee's development of any new mitigating strategies for identified
vulnerabilities. As a minimum, the licensee should have performed walkdowns and
inspections of important equipment (permanent and temporary) such as storage tanks,
plant water intake structures, and fire and flood response equipment; and developed
mitigating strategies to cope with the loss of that important function. The licensees
intend to complete the verification of these items by April 13, 2011.

2515/183-04 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The inspection report results of this TI should be included in Section 4OA5 of an
integrated inspection report in accordance with Inspection Manual Chapter 0612,
"Power Reactor Inspection Reports." The inspector should document only safety
significant observations regarding the preparedness of the licensee to respond to
events as described in 10 CFR 50.54(hh) and 10 CFR 50.

The inspection report containing the results should be forwarded to NRR/DIRS/IRIB,
Attention: Tim Kobetz via e-mail at timothy.kobetzanrc..ov. Mr. Kobetz can also be
reached at (301) 415-1932. The inspection results from this TI will be used to evaluate
industry's readiness for a similar event and to aid in determining whether additional
NRC regulatory actions are warranted.

2515/183-05 COMPLETION SCHEDULE

This TI is to be initiated upon issuance and documented by June 30, 2011.

2515/183-06 EXPIRATION

The TI will expire on June 30, 2012.

2515/183-07 CONTACT

Any technical questions regarding this TI should be addressed to Tim Kobetz at 301-
415-1932 or timothy.kobetzanrc.,ov.

2515/183-08 STATISTICAL DATA REPORTING

All direct inspection effort expended on this TI is to be charged to 2515/183 with an IPE
code of TI. All indirect inspection effort expended on this TI for preparation and
documentation should be attributed to activity codes TIP and TID respectively.

Issue Date: XX/XX/XX 4 2515/183



2515/183-9 RESOURCE ESTIMATE

The estimated average time to complete the TI inspection requirements is 40 hours per
site. Where applicable, inspectors should credit the baseline inspection program for
samples reviewed during this TI assessment.

2515/183-10 TRAINING

No additional training is required.

END

Issue Date: XX/XX/XX 5 2515/183



ATTACHMENT 1

Revision History for TI 2515/183
FOLLOWUP TO FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI NUCLEAR STATION FUEL DAMAGE EVENT

Commitment Issue Date Description of Change Training Training Comment Resolution
Tracking Needed Completion Date Accession Number
Number

N/A XX/XX/XX Researched commitments for 4 No N/A N/A
years and found none.
This is a new document issued for
inspections related to the industry
response to the Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Station Fuel Damage
Event.

Issue Date: XX/XX/XX Attl-1 2515/183



Owen, Lucy

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:42 AM
To: Weber, Michael; Jaczko, Gregory
Cc: Batkin, Joshua; Mamish, Nader; Virgilio, Martin, Collins, Elmo; Leeds, Eric
Subject: RE: Federal and public communication

Our talking points are distributed for use agencywide, and there is a government-wide communicators
conference call in a few minutes that OPA will monitor.

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 9:41 AM
To: Jaczko, Gregory; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Batkin, Joshua; Mamish, Nader; Virgilio, Martin; Collins, Elmo; Leeds, Eric
Subject: Response - Federal and public communication

We're on it. I'm in the Ops Center. We have completed Federal agency notifications and are coordinating with
the NRCC.

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Jaczko, Gregory
To: Weber, Michael; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Fri Mar 11 09:25:49 2011
Subject: Federal and public communication

I would like a written update by 10 for the status of us licensees and our best and accurate info for japan that
could be distributed to public and fed family. Also I need a 1 page set of talking points with the most important
points as soon as possible.

Thanks



I ,

Maier, Bill

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Maier, Bill
Saturday, March 12, 2011 4:08 PM
Tifft, Doug; Logaras, Harral
SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION ATTACHED: FW: TALKING POINTS
boardfile.docx

Here are the talking points - They are not approved for sharing with the states except orally (the public
portions only).

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 1:25 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy; Maier, Bill; Trojanowski, Robert; Barker, Allan
Cc: Virgilio, Rosetta; Turtil, Richard
Subject: TALKING POINTS

ATTACHED IS )FFI0CiALUSE ONLy - ONLY USE PUBLIC-PORTION AS TALKING POINTS - DO 1NOTFORWARD

NOTE THAT STATES ARE RECEIVING NRC PRESS RELEASES; YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO ACCESS THOSE VIA BLACKBERRY

Note that OPA is referring questions about monitoring to EPA. The NRC EPA has indicated that if there is a release, they will assume
their role as lead agency under the national response framework.

I am in the Headquarters Ops Center: You can reach me at 301-816-5202.

I am in process of establishing a counterpart link

1.



Questions and Answers for Chairman Jaczko
March 11, 2011 Japan Earthquake/Tsunami Aftermath
As of 10:00 a.m. 3/12/2011

1. What is the NRC doing about the emergencies at the nuclear power plants in Japan? Are
you sending staff over there?

Public Answer: We are closely following events in Japan, working with other agencies of the federal
government, and have been in direct contact with our counterparts in that country. In addition, we
are ready to provide assistance if there is a specific request. An NRC staffer is participating in the
USAID team headed to Japan.

Additional technical, non-public information:
We are taking the knowledge that the staff has about the design of the US nuclear plants and we are
applying this knowledge to the Japan situation. For example, this includes calculations of severe
accident mitigation that have been performed.

2. What's going to happen following the steam explosion everyone's seen from the video
footage?

Public Answer: If a similar event occurred at a U.S. nuclear power plant, the NRC would be seeking
information to answer several questions, including: What's the status of the reactor core, the reactor
vessel and the containment building? What radiation measurement equipment is available and what
measurements are being reported? What efforts are being taken to keep the public safe? How did
the explosion affect efforts to keep the nearby reactors in a safe condition? And most importantly -
What can the NRC do to help?

Additional technical, non-public information:

3. What should people in Alaska, Hawaii and the West Coast do to protect themselves from
fallout?

Public Answer: The available evidence shows the United States can be expected to avoid any
impacts from radioactive material, so no public action is necessary. We believe there is very low risk
to the US considering the long distance from the US and the type of event. The NRC continues to
analyze the available information, and existing monitoring equipment can detect any materials
before they could present a hazard.

Additional technical, non-public information: NRC is working with DHS, EPA and other federal
partners to ensure monitoring equipment is properly positioned, based on meterological and other
relevant information.
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4. Can this happen here i.e. an earthquake that significantly damages a nuclear power plant?
Are the Japanese plants similar to U.S. plants?

Public Answer: All U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive
seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires
that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account the
most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding area and then
goes further. Nuclear power plants are designed to be safe based on historical data and projections
regarding the area's maximum credible earthquakes.
The Japanese facilities are similar in design to several US facilities.

Additional technical, non-public information:
The reactor design is a Boiling Water Reactor that is similar to some U.S. designs, including Oyster
Creek, Nine Mile Point and Dresden Units 2 and 3.

5. What would U.S. plants do in this situation?

Public Answer: The NRC requires plant designs to include multiple and diverse safety systems, and
plants must test their emergency preparedness capabilities on a regular basis. Plant operators are
very capable of responding to significant events. In addition, NRC regulations require plants to have
plans in place that would allow them to mitigate even "worst case scenarios".

Since 9/11, we have implemented requirements for licensees to have additional response
capabilities for extreme situations.

Additional technical, non-public information:
Our nuclear plants have procedures in place to address a variety of accident scenarios, including
abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, sever accident guidelines and
emergency plans.

6. Are U.S. power plants designed to withstand tsunamis?

Public Answer: Yes. Plants are built to withstand a variety of environmental hazards and those
plants that might face a threat from tsunami are required to withstand large waves and the maximum
wave height at the intake structure (which varies by plant.)

Additional, technical, non-public information:
Tsunami have been considered in the design of US nuclear plants since the publication of
Regulatory Guide 1.59 in 1977. Nuclear plants are designed to withstand flooding from not only
tsunami, but also hurricane and storm surge. Currently the US NRC has a tsunami research
program that is focused on developing additional guidance through cooperation with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the United States Geological Survey.
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7. What happens when/if a plant "melts down"?

Public Answer: In short, nuclear power plants in the United States are designed to be safe. To
prevent the release of radioactive material, there are multiple barriers between the radioactive
material and the environment, including the fuel cladding, the heavy steel reactor vessel itself and
the containment building, usually a heavily reinforced structure of concrete and steel several feet
thick.

Additional, technical, non-public information:
The melted core may melt through the bottom of the vessel and flow onto the concrete containment
floor. The core may melt through the containment liner and release radioactive material to the
environment.

8. Should people in Japan take KI?

Public Answer: The Japanese people should listen to the public authorities in Japan regarding
protective actions. KI - potassium iodide - is one of the protective measures that might be taken in
a radiological emergency in this country. We do not know if this measure is necessary or appropriate
in the Japanese situation.

Additional, technical non-public information.
There are a range of protective measures that we use ... the most effective is evacuation. Local
government officials are responsible for determining the best means to protect their public. KI is
another means for protection but evacuation and sheltering are the primary means that is used.

9. Was there any damage to U.S. reactors from either the earthquake or the resulting
tsunami?

Public Answer: No

Additional, technical non-public information:
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 declared an "unusual event" based on tsunami warning following the
Japanese earthquake. They have since exited the "unusual event" declaration, based on a
downgrade to a tsunami advisory.

10. Has this incident changed the NRC perception about earthquake risk?

Public Answer: As is prudent, the NRC will certainly be looking closely at this incident and the effects
on the Japanese nuclear power plant in the future to see if any changes are necessary to NRC
regulations.

Additional, technical, non-public information.
We expect that there would be lessons learned, etc.
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11. Will this incident affect new reactor licensing?

Public Answer: It is not appropriate to hypothesize on such a future scenario at this point.

Additional, technical non-public information:

4
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Baca, Bernadette

From: Vegel, Anton
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 1:44 PM
To: Hay, Michael
Subject: Fw: NEI posted the following fact sheet

FYI!

From: Uselding, Lara
To: Pruett, Troy; Kennedy, Kriss; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Howell, Linda; Vegel, Anton; Caniano, Roy
Sent: Sun Mar 13 13:46:55 2011
Subject: NEI posted the following fact sheet

You may have this but sharing as FYI
Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs
817-917-0321

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
To: Sheehan, Neil; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne; Screnci, Diane; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey;
Mitlyng, Viktoria; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor; Uselding, Lara; Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Sat Mar 12 20:23:12 2011
Subject: NEI has just posted the following fact sheet

FYI--Summary info on Japan from NEI

Events at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in Japan

March 12, 2011 (posted at 4:40 p.m. EST, Saturday, March 12)

Key Facts

The Incident

Unit 1 of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant was damaged in a magnitude 8.9
earthquake and subsequent tsunami on March 11. The plant is centered along the shore of
the Sendai region, which contains the capital Tokyo.

The plant is a General Electric boiling water reactor 3 Mark 1 design, operated by Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO).

Eleven of Japan's 55 nuclear reactors automatically shut down, as they are designed to do,
when the earthquake hit.
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After the earthquake and tsunami, there were difficulties powering the cooling system for
unit 1 of the Fukushima Daiichi plant. After a buildup of hydrogen gas in the secondary
containment structure at the plant, there was an explosion at that reactor on March 12.

The explosion caused a breach in the secondary containment. However, the primary
containment that houses and protects the reactor vessel and fuel remains intact and is
safe. This structure is made of steel and is extremely robust. The primary and secondary
containment are designed to prevent radiation from being released into the environment in
the case of an accident. However, TEPCO intentionally vented steam from the secondary
containment building in an effort to reduce pressure in that building. For a diagram of the
reactor type used at Fukushima Daiichi, click here.

It appears that as the level of coolant in the reactor vessel lowered, a portion of the top of
the uranium fuel rods was exposed. This may have caused zirconium cladding of the fuel
rods to react with water to create hydrogen. This hydrogen was vented, then somehow
ignited, causing the explosion.

As the explosion did not occur inside the reactor core-and the primary containment was
not breached-there has not been a significant public health impact from the release of
radiation from the containment structure.

Reactors 2 and 3 at Fukushima Daiichi were shut down in response to the earthquake.
Units 4, 5 and 6 had been shut down prior to the earthquake for inspections and scheduled
outages.

The Response

TEPCO has been pumping seawater, laced with boron, into the reactor core of Unit 1 of the
Fukushima-Daiichi plant to cool the fuel.

Backup diesel generators and batteries have arrived at the Fukushima Daiichi plant. They
will be used as an emergency source of electric power to pump water into the reactor core
or containment of units 2 and 3 to continue cooling the reactor cores.

The Japanese government has expanded the evacuation zone around the facility to 20
kilometers, or about 12 miles.

TEPCO also is preparing to vent the containment structures at Fukushima Daiichi Units 2
and 3 to reduce the pressure inside primary containment in these reactors and maintain the
structural integrity of the containment. Venting reduces pressure in the containment, but
can be done in a safe manner.

Similar Reactors in the United States

The General Electric BWR 3 Mark 1 reactor design is used in six of 104 reactors in the
United States. Every nuclear power plant is designed, built and managed to prevent
radioactive releases, even in the event of natural disasters, operational accidents or

2



security threats.

A variety of measures work together to protect public safety: the design and safety features
built into nuclear power plants; the multiple layers of physical barriers that protect the
reactor; and highly trained, federally certified professionals who operate the plant safely
and know how to respond in the event of emergencies.

More information

To learn about boiling water reactors in general, click here.

For more on nuclear reactors and seismic events, click here.

To stay up to date:

See these resources:

0

0

NEI
TEPCO

* World Nuclear News
* International Atomic Energy Agency

nuclear
Putt int: C Ieant Air , t. Work.

FOLLOW US ON

An official energy sponsor of the Washington Capitals 144 -&

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. The information is intended solely for the use of the addressee and its use
by any other person is not authorized. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, you have received this communication in error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or
distribution of the contents of this communication is strictly prohibited If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please notfif, the sender immediately by
telephone or by' electronic mail and permanently delete the original message. IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS and
other taxing authorities, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be
used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (i) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter
addressed herein.

Sent through mail.messaging.microsoft.com
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Owen, Lucy

From: NRC Announcement [nrc.announcement@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:30 PM
To: NRC Announcement
Subject: Daily: 5 New Items from Monday, March 14, 2011

NRC Daily
Announcements
[ Moda Mac 14 201 -- Reioa Editio

* Employee Resources: Rotational Opportunity - NRO/NPLS. Team Leader for Design Center Support. GG-
1411 5

* General Interest: Call for Veterans' Success Stories
Security/Safety: Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Disaster Fake Web Sites. E-mail Scams, Fake Antivirus
and Phishing Attack Warning

o Employee Resources: Do You Know Your EAP?
Employee Resources: Rotational Opportunity - RES/SPB. Management Analyst. GG-9111112 - Two
Positions

Employee Resources: Rotational Opportunity - NRO/NPLS, Team Leader for Design Center
Support, GG-14/15

The Office of New Reactors, Division of New Reactor Licensing, Planning and Scheduling Branch has a 3- to 4-
month rotational opportunity for GG-14 or GG-15 employees interested in an assignment as the Team Leader for
Design Center Support:

Detailed information is available on the NRC internal Web page.

If you have difficulty accessing a Web link in this announcement, contact the NRC Announcement Coordinator, Beverly
Martin, ADM/DAS, 301-492-3674.

(2011-03-14 00:00:00.0) View item in a new window

General Interest: Call for Veterans' Success Stories

Attention NRC Military Veterans

Do you have an interesting story to tell about your conversion from military service to civilian
service with the NRC? If so, please visit the Office of Personnel Management Website to learn
more about how to submit your story to inspire others to continue or pursue a career in Federal
service. Selected stories will be posted on the Website, and could be chosen for an upcoming
video focusing on veterans in Federal service.

For assistance or more information, please contact Len Carsley.

..TOP (2011-03-14 00:00:00.0) View item in a new window
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Security/Safety: Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Disaster Fake Web Sites, E-mail Scams,
Fake Antivirus and Phishing Attack Warning

NRC has learned of incorrect information relating to the disaster in Japan being released to the
public via Web sites using the NRC logo. Per the March 1 3 th news release, the NRC will not
provide information on the status of Japan's nuclear power plants. For the latest information on
NRC actions see the NRC's Web site or bloc.

Also, US-CERT has warned users of potential email scams, fake antivirus scams, and phishing
attacks that use the Japan earthquake and the tsunami disasters to potentially redirect users to
malicious sites or otherwise target them. These e-mail scams may contain links or attachments
which may direct users to phishing or malware-laden websites. Fake antivirus attacks may come in
the form of pop-ups that flash security warnings and ask the user for credit card information.
Phishing emails and bogus Websites requesting donations for charitable organizations commonly

appear after these types of natural disasters.

The following recommendations are provided to assist users in avoiding these types of malicious
attacks:

* Do not follow unsolicited web links or attachments in e-mail messages.
* Review the US-CERT Recognizing Fake Antivirus document for additional information on

recognizing fake antivirus.
• Refer to the US-CERT Avoiding Social Engineering and Phishing Attacks document for

additional information on social engineering attacks.
" Refer to the US-CERT Recognizing and Avoiding E-mail Scams (pdf) document for

additional information on avoiding e-mail scams.
* Review the Federal Trade Commission's Charity Checklist.
* Verify the legitimacy of the email by contacting the organization directly through a trusted

contact number. Trusted contact information can be found on the Better Business Bureau
National Charity Report Index.

If you suspect that a Web site or e-mail is not legitimate or appears to be suspicious in nature,
please do not open it, reply to it, or click on any links/files found. Instead, forward the information
as an attachment to the Computer Security Incident Response Team for analysis or call 301-415-
6666.
A TOP (2011-03-14 00:00:00.0) View item in a new window

Employee Resources: Do You Know Your EAP?

Do you know your EAP?

Most employees and managers think that NRC's Employee Assistance Program (EAP) only
provides counseling for personal problems. It does. However, when you ask these folks if they
were aware of other services offered by the EAP such as legal, financial, childcare and eldercare
assistance for both employees and their dependants, the majority answer a resounding no.
Additionally, beside these highlighted services offered by your EAP, you may be unaware of others
such as management consultation, training, and coaching for employees and work groups.

Promoting Work/Life Balance through Training, Consultation and Coaching

2



* The EAP staff want you to know that the EAP Program is part of NRC's work-life balance strategy
to improve organizational effectiveness and to integrate work and personal life. By promoting such
balance, the EAP helps make NRC "the best place to work" among all Federal Agencies, and has
done so for several years. It does this by offering help in those areas that affect you both on-and-
off-the job.

Accessing Services

By now you should have received a mailing of our EAP brochure and wallet card which highlights
the many services offered by your EAP program. EAP Consultants, Inc. (EAPC) is NRC EAP
contractor. You may also visit EAPC Website. Go to member access and click on EAP Employee
Orientation. The NRC passcode is "nuclear". You may call the EAP 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
at 1-800-869-0276.

Future Events

Please look for upcoming articles and a listing of our lunch and learn discussion series on various
work-life topics.

r to P (2011-03-14 00:00:00.0) View item in a new window

Employee Resources: Rotational Opportunity - RES/SPB, Management Analyst, GG-9/11/12 -
Two Positions

The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, Division of Systems Analysis, Special Projects
Branch, has two rotational opportunities for a Management Analyst GG-09/11/12. The primary
SPB project requiring support is the State-of-the-Art Reactor Consequence Analyses conducted
with two power plant licensees. Each rotation will last for 4-6 months, beginning in March 2011.

Detailed information is available on the NRC internal Web page.

If you have difficulty accessing a Web link in this announcement, contact the NRC Announcement
Coordinator, Beverly Martin, ADM/DAS, 301-492-3674.

TOP (2011-03-14 00.00:00.0) View item in a new window
. .. ... .. . . . . . . . . ..... . . .,.,...... 1 1 - .1 .

The latest Announcements arealways on the NRC(W6RKHome Page.

.Announcements by Date IAnnouncements by Gategorv :

Search 'Announcements: termý erin GoI(
F Aresuently •ked Questions About the NRC'Daily Announcements Email
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Loveless, David

From: HACKEROTT, HAROLD A [hhackerott@oppd.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:58 AM
To: Loveless, David
Subject: FW: NEI Update on Japan reactors, 3/13 7 p.m.

From: Scott Peterson [mailto:jsp@nei.org]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 6:20 PM
To: HACKEROTT, HAROLD A
Subject: NEI Update on Japan reactors, 3/13 7 p.m.

NEI Member:

March 13, 2011, 7 p.m. EDT Update

Fukushima Daiichi

The hydrogen explosion on March 11 between the primary containment vessel and secondary
containment building of the reactor did not damage the primary containment vessel or the reactor
core. To control the pressure of the reactor core, TEPCO began to inject seawater and boric acid into
the primary containment vessels of Unit 1 on March 12 and Unit 3 on March 13. There is likely some
damage to the fuel rods contained in reactors 1 and 3.

At both reactors I and 3, seawater and boric acid is being injected into the reactor using fire pumps.
On reactor 3, a pressure relief valve in the containment structure failed to open, but was restored by
connecting an air pressure to the line driving valve operation.

The water level in the reactor vessel of reactor 2 reactor is steady.

Personnel from TEPCO are closely monitoring the status of all three reactors.

The highest recorded radiation level at the Fukushima Daiichi site was 155.7 millirem at 1:52 p.m.
on March 13. Radiation levels were reduced to 4.4 millirem by the evening of March 13. The NRC's
radiation dose limit for the public is 100 millirem per year.

Japanese government officials acknowledged the potential for partial fuel meltdowns at Fukushima
Daiichi Unit 1 and 3 reactors, but there is no danger for core explosion, as occurred at the nuclear
power station at Chernobyl in 1986. Control rods have been successfully inserted at all of the
reactors, thereby ending the chain reaction. The reactor cores at Fukushima Daiichi and Daini power
stations are surrounded by steel and concrete containment vessels of 40 to 80 inches thick that are
designed to contain radioactive materials.

Fukushima Daini

The Fukushima Daini plants remains in a state of emergency. There is electricity available at all four



of the reactors at Fukushima Daini, although there is limited availability of the cooling water pumps
at reactors 1, 2 and 4.

TEPCO is working to maintain constant cooling in the primary containment vessels of those reactors.
No radioactivity has been recorded outside of the secondary containment buildings at Fukushima
Daini, according to TEPCO.

Two other nuclear power plants in the Tohoku region, Onagawa Nuclear Power Station and Tokai
Nuclear Power Station, were automatically shut down in response to the earthquake. The four
reactors at these plants have functioning cooling systems and are being monitored by plant operators.

The Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant and accompanying facilities, located far north of the tsunami zone
in Rokkasho Town, is operating safely on backup power generation systems.

Japanese nuclear facilities are designed to withstand powerful seismic events, such as earthquakes. In
this earthquake-the strongest recorded over the past 100 years in Japan-the containment structures
of Fukushima Daiichi maintained their structural integrity. These facilities were designed to
withstand tsunamis within a range of assumed strength, however the force of the tsunami on March
10 exceeded the assumed range and flooded diesel generators at Fukushima Daiichi power station.
This precipitating the loss of power for the reactor cooling systems.

The automatic shutdown of the 11 operating reactors at the Onagawa Nuclear Power Station, Tokai
Nuclear Power Station, Fukushima Daiichi and Daini, represents a loss of 3.5% of electric generation
capacity for Japan.

Scott Peterson
Senior Vice President-Communications
Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20006
p: 202.739.8044
m: 202.497.8505
f: 202.533.0180

twitter: http://twitter.com/nuclear policy
www.nei.org
www.neinuclearnotes.blogspot.com

Click here to unsubscribe

This e-mail contains Omaha Public Power District's confidential and proprietary information and is for use only
by the intended recipient. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, this e-mail is not a contract offer, amendment, nor
acceptance. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking
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any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
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Owen, Lucy

From: HSToday [noreply@newsletters.hstoday.us]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:47 PM
To: Collins, Elmo
Subject: HSToday Daily Briefing - Focus on DHS

IA L
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Monday, March 14, 2011 E-Newsletter Sign-Up I E-mail To A Friend

DAILY NEWS BRIEFING
US Weathers Tsunami, Sends Expert Help to Japan
Specialized personnel from the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) continued to supply tsunami and earthquake
assistance to domestic and international disaster efforts throughout the weekend in the wake of a crippling... >

TODAY'S NEWS ANALYSIS
Admiral Papp Outlines Coast Guard Rebuilding Priorities
Even in the current fiscal environment where resources are scarce rebuilding the Coast Guard to rebuild the Coast Guard,
support front-line operations, invest in our people and families, and enhance maritime incident prevention... >>

BS1 Global Supply Chain Summit
Enhancing supply chain security v4ithout disrupting global trade-3 %fashington, D.C. April 5,2011 8,30arn- 5.00prn EST

wANmiýbsiam.erica.com/supplyciiainevent

TODAY'S FOCUS TOPIC.' DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

TSA Orders 'Re-tests' of Radiation Levels on Airport Body Scanners
The Transportation Security Administration on Friday ordered re-testing of all radiation-emitting full-body scanners after an
internal review showed calculation errors, missing data and other discrepancies on paperwork by... >>

Sen. Landrieu Says Japan Earthquake Shows Need for Disaster Funding
Senator Mary Landrieu (D-La.) says the devastating impact of the earthquake off the coast of Japan and subsequent flooding
triggered by a tsunami in the Pacific Ocean highlight the need to maintain adequate funding for disaster... >>

Calif. Fishing Town Battered bv Tsunami Vet Again
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Coastal residents forced to evacuate to higher ground were able to spend Friday night in their own homes, while work crews
were assessing damage along the California Coast after a tsunami triggered by the massive earthquake in... >

Opinion: Did TSA Really Screen All Air Cargo?
The Transportation Security Administration says it screened all air cargo--but a government auditor said there's no way the
TSA can know that. It's the second time this month the GAO has dinged the TSA for over-hyping itself and... >

90I Annual

MARI TIME
HOMELAND.
SECURITY
SUMMIT
APIII1-14,2m1
Roaaisuince Baltimorg
Harboiplcs Noate!
Battimgire.VsA
CoDordinated Sup port
for the Safety and
Security ofthe
Maritimye voinain

Want more federal, state and local
news, insight and analysis?
Visit our Federal, State and Local focus topic diannel.

TODAY'S HEADLINES
Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Death Toll Expected to Exceed 10,000
The death toll from Japan's earthquake and tsunami is almost certain to exceed 20,000, which is the number of people
unaccounted for in two coastal cities alone, a Japanese newspaper reported Sunday. Elsewhere, hundreds of bodies... >>

FEMA Pushes to Rid Louisiana of Their Trailers
The Federal Emergency Management Agency is pushing to get rid of the last 424 of its trailers still in Louisiana more than
five years after Hurricane Katrina struck the state, leveling towns and flooding New Orleans. Click here... >>

Reaction Time Critical in Calif. County Big Wave Scenario
A Monterey County tsunami emergency response plan says there would not be enough time to evacuate coastal residents if a
local earthquake created a huge wave similar to the one that devastated Japan on Thursday.... >

US Lawmakers Say Go Slow on Nuclear Energy
The unfolding nuclear disaster in Japan at reactors damaged by a massive earthquake and tsunami has led some lawmakers to
call for putting the "brakes" on US nuclear development. Click here for the full story »

Alaska Democrat Heads to Washington to Fight TSA Pat-Downs
Homeland Security officials and a congressional committee will get an earful from an Alaska politician this week. Rep.
Sharon Cissna (D-Anchorage) is heading to Washington to argue that enhanced pat-downs at airports go too far... >>

CORRESPONDENTS WATCH
Britain Convicts Awlaki Acolyte Targeting US Bound Planes
Last week a court in London convicted Rajib Karim, a 3 I-year-old Bangladeshi national in the UK working for British
Airways of plotting with the Yemeni-American Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) leader, Anwar Al... >>

2011 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

Paul zoe Coimbmlk

Asimiam CaI rmdan for
WONz SdftSomaair4.

Dimon.:, Naininal Mwntins

Casa Grnzd Districs
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NEW: Kirnery Report
Cuimninal ComMilaints Provide Details on Smuggling of Illegals Wearing Marine BDUS
An 11-page *amended' criminal complaint that was filed last week in the case of the 13 illegal
aliens who H-omeland Security Today first reported were apprehended a week earlier by Border
Patrol disguised as members of the US Marine Corps and transported in a van bearing allegedly
stolen and altered US Government license plates, offers dturbing new details about their
alleged smugglers' efforts.

I 3 TO HTDY US FOR MOEN-s AAYI RSURCE

NEWS SHORTS
Committee Reveals Witness List for Hearing on Muslim Radicalization

The House Homeland Security Committee Monday unveiled the complete list of witnesses testifying at its first planned
hearing on Muslim radicalization to be held this Thursday. Rep. Peter King (R-NY), committee chairman, plans to... >>

Best Practices
The Big Picture in Biosurveillance
By: Cban Haqivan
March 8. 2011
Andre Gide wrote, -The greatest intelligence is precisely the one that suffers most from its own limitations.'
Cleariy, his thoughts were not intended for the biosurveillance community, yet they do highlight the limitations
poed by the disaggregabed systems ftat emergency responders and securit officials currently rely upon to
identify public health threat•.

Click here to view I
GRANTS & FUNDING
Funding & Resources: Emergency Healthcare's Unique Funding Track
One of the four funding priorities supported by the Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP) - the largest and most well-
known homeland security funder-is, according to its mission statement, "Improving preparedness for, response... >>

Libya's Gadhafi Has History of Terrorism
The ongoing sitation in Uibya continues to worry both the United States and its international
allies. And over the weekend the United Nations set up a no-fly zone in Libya. The fear is that
Libyan leader Moamrnar Gadhafi will resort to usng terrorism to regain the upper hand. In his
weekly intemew with Federal News Radio, Homeand Securffy Today Edbor Daoid Silverberg
discusses Gadhafis long history of using terrorsmn.

IiI5TU *(E IC Nagm n I # 154I 0HI

INDUSTRY ANNOUNCEMENTS
COS Systems Awarded Contract Worth Approximately $31 Million
OSI Systems Inc., Hawthorne, Calif., a vertically-integrated provider of specialized electronic products for critical
applications in the security and healthcare industries, has announced that its security division, Rapiscan... >>

Centice Corporation Announces Beta Program for Portable Raman Spectroscopy Platform
Centice Corporation, Morrisville, NC, a pioneer in chemical verification and identification using Raman spectroscopy and
computational sensor technology, has announced the start of a Beta Program with Cherokee Multi-Agency... >>

NetStar-I Chooses Monacelli to Lead Management Consulting Division
NetStar-I Government Consulting Inc. (NetStar-I), Rockville, Md., a provider of consulting services in the areas of program
management, financial management, and program governance, has named Pierre Monacelli Vice President of... )
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Owen, Lucy

From: Howell, Linda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:12 AM
To: Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art
Subject: FW: CNO SONGS on FOX ths morning

From: Lantz, Ryan
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:52 AM
To: Dricks, Victor; Uselding, Lara
Cc: Pruett, Troy; Kennedy, Kriss; Howell, Linda; Hall, Randy; Allen, Don; Jayroe, Peter
Subject: CNO SONGS on FOX ths morning

Pete Dietrich, CNO at SONGS, is being interviewed at 6:30am PDT (8:30am CDT) this morning (Monday, Mar
14). We suspect he will be asked about the design of SONGS and its ability to withstand seismic/tsunami
events, such as has occurred in Japan.

RYTAN L4NrZ
CH'reF, REA crR PRoj•crs R>AN CHP

NCRer=~ IV
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Owen, Lucy

Owen, LucyFrom: GovExec.com newsletters [news@get.govexec-media.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:09 AM
To: Collins, Elmo
Subject: GovExec Today: Reorganization begins; Japanese tragedy; and advice from the advisory

board

GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE,°° Tod av
NIONI)AV. M1ARCH 14. 2011 S.b.sc.ib or i•e.rsuhsc..t from this newsletter

HEADLINES

1. White House officially begins government reorganization
2. Government uses new and old media to get its message out

after Japan disaster
3. From Nextgov.com: Defense prepares response to massive

earthquake in Japan
4. Corporate leaders advise government on personnel,

contracting issues
5. SEC told to reorganize and live within its means
6. Is D.C. prepared for a tsunami?
7. New continuing resolution shows GOP's strong hand
8. Japan earthquake live blog
9. Fedblog: Rhetoric of Reorganization
10. Today's column: Wired Workplace
11. The Earlybird: Today's headlines
12. Quote of the Day

13. For breaking federal news throughout the day,
visit GovExec.com

Brought to you by Government
Executive

GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE
Combating internal
cybersecurity threats

How can agencies reduce the chance
that federal employees will leak sensitive
documents?

Veteran reporter Aliya Sternstein has
answered YOUR questions on
advancements in management,
technology and policy to combat a
growing problem.

Get Answers Today>>
Wbersecurity Report: Updates on••the battle to protectdata and systems

iChGeck •out Nextgo•vs cybersecurity blog delivering breaking news and insights on federaleybereeurity efforDon'tmiJss. th latestq cy4LbrscUrit updates-clck here.

1. White House officially begins government reorganization
By Robert Brodsky

Presidential memo directs top aides to look for ways to reduce duplication in trade and export agencies.

Full story: http:/lwww.qovexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47317&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

2. Government uses new and old media to get its message out after Japan disaster
By Kellie Lunney

Press conferences, Twitter help agencies disseminate information on tsunami effects in the U.S.

Full story: http://www.,qovexec.com/storv pacge.cfm?articleid=4731 9&dcn=e .qvet
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Return to Top

3. From Nextgov.com: Defense prepares response to massive earthquake in Japan

By Bob Brewin

High-capacity undersea cable used by military was severed; impact on operations is unclear.

Full story: http:/lwww.,ovexec.com/story pa-ge.cfm?articleid=47321 &dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

4. Corporate leaders advise government on personnel, contracting issues
By Robert Brodsky

The new Management Advisory Board is working with the White House on operational management issues.

Full story: http://www.,ovexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47318&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

Brought to you by Government Executive

GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE
Combating internal cybersecurity threats

How can agencies reduce the chance that federal employees will leak sensitive documents?

Veteran reporter Aliya Sternstein has answered YOUR questions on advancements in management, technology
and policy to combat a growing problem.

Get Answers Today>>

5. SEC told to reorganize and live within its means
By George A. Warner

House hearing on conflict-of-interest charges involving former general counsel leaves agency battling for public
trust and increased funding.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story paqe.cfm?articleid=47315&dcn=e gvet

Return to Top

6. Is D.C. prepared for a tsunami?
By Marc Ambinder, National ,Journal
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Complicating a mass evacuation would be various emergency contingency plans put in place by the federal
government.

Full story: http:l/www.qovexec.com/story paqe.cfm?articleid=47314&dcn=e .vet

Return to Top

7. New continuing resolution shows GOP's strong hand
By Humberto Sanchez, National Journal

Plan could be considered by the full House as soon as Tuesday.

Full story: http://www.-govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47313&dcn=e .qvet

Return to Top

8. Japan earthquake live blog

National Journal has continuous updates on the earthquake, tsunamis and the federal response.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story pagqe.cfm?articleid=473 1 &dcn=e gvet

Return to Top

[F o lo w .u .•.te . . .. . . ,.... .. .. .. .... ...... ... : ....... .. ........
FF o Wýui oins w ifte: 6 r"
1Get.breaking.linkt.lsand more from: the bPest news source for federal government news, from human capital and IT to
'finance andupr•rurement Read Or, tWoets at http://twitter.com/qovexec. ..

9. Fedblog: Rhetoric of Reorganization
By Tom Shoop

Outside the bureaucracy, looking in.

Friday, March 11, 6:16 p.m. ET:

In continued to be intrigued by the talk coming out of the White House on the subject of reorganizing government.
On the one hand, the rhetoric is sweeping. "We cannot win the future with a government built for the past,"
President Obama said in his memo to agencies on reorganization today. "We live and do business in the
information age, but the organization of the federal government has not kept pace. Government agencies have
grown without overall strategic planning and duplicative programs have sprung up, making it harder for each to
reach its goals."

Read blog: http://blo-s.govexec.com/fedblog/

Return to Top

10. Today's column: Wired Workplace

Race to Hire

The Veterans Affairs Department has brought on 365 new IT workers so far in its push announced in January.
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Full column: http://www..qovexec. com/dailyfed/0311/03141 lww. htm

Return to Top

11. The Earlybird: Today's headlines

Get links to the top news of the day:

http://www..qovexec.com/dailyfed/ebird.htm

Return to Top

12. Quote of the Day

We use contractors to write contracts for other contractors.

-- Dan Gordon, administrator of the Office of Federal Procurement Policy, on government's overdependence on
contractors.

Return to Top

S ubsc ri6be to -(j orýiinhme6hn, ExecU tfi v- e
'Get the #1magazine: forfederal manwgers - it's free! Sign up and stay informed through 2011'.. Sign Up.

Brought to you by Government Executive

GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE
Combating internal cybersecurity threats

How can agencies reduce the chance that federal employees will leak sensitive documents?

Veteran reporter Aliya Sternstein has answered YOUR questions on advancements in management, technology
and policy to combat a growing problem.

Get Answers Today>>

Subscriptions I Customer Service I Unsubscribe I Contact the Editor

This message was sent from GovExec~com to elmo.collins@nrc.gov. You have been sent GovExec.com Today
because you have opted in to receive it.

Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading GovExec.com Today.

Review our privacy policy.

Government Executive * 600 New Hampshire Avenue, NW * Washington, DC 20037
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Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tannenbaum, Anita
Monday, March 14, 2011 9:20 AM
R4
Issued - Press Release
11-046.docx

(Revised)
NRC SEES NO RADIATION AT HARMFUL LEVELS REACHING U.S.

FROM DAMAGED JAPANESE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS



N;k REGU IN C1N E104NRC NEWS
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200
-, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

* -4 E-mail: opa.resource@nrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov
Blog: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov

No. 11-046 March 13, 2011

(Revised)
NRC SEES NO RADIATION AT HARMFUL LEVELS REACHING U.S.

FROM DAMAGED JAPANESE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is coordinating with the Department of Energy and
other federal agencies in providing whatever assistance the Japanese government requests as they
respond to conditions at several nuclear power plant sites following the March 11 earthquake and
tsunami. The NRC has sent two boiling-water reactor experts to Japan as part of a U.S. Agency
for International Development team.

In response to nuclear emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to monitor
radioactive releases and predict their path. All the available information indicates weather
conditions have taken the small releases from the Fukushima reactors out to sea away from the
population. Given the thousands of miles between the two countries, Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S.
Territories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected to experience any harmful levels of
radioactivity.

During a nuclear event the NRC has requirements to protect populations around reactors.
For instance, the U.S. evacuation standard at 10 miles is roughly equivalent to the 20-kilometer
distance recommended in Japan. The United States also uses sheltering in place and potassium
iodide, protective measures also available in Japan. United States citizens in Japan are
encouraged to follow the protective measures recommended by the Japanese government. These
measures appear to be consistent with steps the United States would take.

The NRC will not comment on hour-to-hour developments at the Japanese reactors. This
is an ongoing crisis for the Japanese who have primary responsibility.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.



Owen, Lucy

From: GovExec.com newsletters [news@get.govexec-media.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:06 AM
To: Collins, Elmo
Subject: GovExec Today: IRS contracts with tax debtors;Postal Service and union ink pact;Cutting

Congress' pay
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1. Tax delinquency no impediment to contracts with IRS
By Robert Brodsky

As the revenue service reviews company delinquency claims, it continues to pay offending firms millions under
contracts, report finds.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47329&dcn=e gvet

Return to Top

2. USPS, union reach tentative agreement
By Emily Long

L
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New contract would protect against layoffs, limit "excessing' and raise salaries by 3.5 percent.

Full story: http://www..govexec.com/story pa-ge.cfm?articleid=47328&dcn=e .vet

Return to Top

3. Lawmaker seeks 10 percent pay cut for Congress, White House
By Emily Long

Bill would reduce salaries for lawmakers,the president and vice president, beginning in 2013.

Full story: http://www..ovexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47326&dcn=e .vet

Return to Top

4. From Nextgov: U.S. supercomputer experts assess radiation risks amid crisis at Japanese nuclear facility
By Aliya Sternstein

The National Nuclear Security Administration activates a California-based center to process predictive models
based on available information.

Full story: http://www..govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47330&dcn=e .vet

Return to Top

Brought to you by Bloomberg Government
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5. Federal mentors dispense wisdom on YouTube
By Kellie Lunney

Top government leaders offer career advice in online videos for young employees.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47327&dcn=e civet

Return to Top

6. New GSA acquisition chief calls for government-contractor cooperation
By Robert Brodsky

Mindy Connolly aims to reduce the burden on industry and to develop better dialogue.
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Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story paqge.cfm?articleid=47325&dcn=e ,vet

Return to Top

7. Short-term funding measure to prevent shutdown expected to pass
By Chris Strohm, National Journal

But lawmakers don't see end game in sight to resolve disputes over funding measure for rest of year.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page. cfm?articleid=47322&dcn=e gvet

Return to Top

8. Senator: Feds should "put the brakes on" new nuke plants after Japanese disaster
By Chris Strohm, National Journal

Joe Lieberman says he doesn't want to halt new construction, but to take time for reviews of crisis in Japan.

Full story: http:llwww.govexec.com/story page. cfm?articleid=47323&dcn=e cqvet

Return to Top
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9. Fedblog: FOIA Studies Find Progress

By Tom Shoop

Outside the bureaucracy, looking in.

Monday, March 14, 6:19 p.m. ET:

By George A. Warner

Many government agencies have made significant changes in Freedom of Information processing in the last two
years, a new report released on Monday found. But, nearly half of all agencies studied have shown little or no
progress since President Obama instructed agencies to "renew their commitment" to open government principles
in a memorandum signed on his first day in office.

Read blog: http://blogs.,govexec.com/fedbloq/

Return to Top

10. Executive Coach: Twelve Steps to a Great Networking Conversation
By Scott Eblin

Taking your career to the next level.'

Monday, March 14, 10:00 a.m. ET:
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A couple of years ago, I wrote a post called Five Principles for Building a Strong Network. It proved to be pretty
popular and I've been practicing and coaching on those principles ever since. Today, I want to share twelve steps
to having a good networking conversation. With the idea in mind that experience is the best teacher, I'm going to
draw on some lessons learned from networking conversations I've had lately both as both the inviter and the
invitee.

Read blog: http://blogs.qovexec.com/executivecoach/

Return to Top

11. Today's column: On Politics

Trend or Fluke?

A new poll that shows independents warming to the role of government could signal an important shift

Full column: http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0311/031511 op. htm

Return to Top

12. The Earlybird: Today's headlines

Get links to the top news of the day:

http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/ebird. htm

Return to Top

13. Quote of the Day

We want to see data that can be used to hold government accountable," but that is "noticeably absent from
Data.gov.

- Rep. James Lankford, R-Okla., on apparent errors and trivia on government data websites

Return to Ton
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This message was sent from GovExec.com to elmo.collins@nrc.gov. You have been sent GovExec.com Today
because you have opted in to receive it.

Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time

you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading GovExec.com Today.

Review our privacy policy.
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Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:

Baca, Bernadette
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:03 PM
Achen, Stephanie; Adams, James; Alexander, Ryan; Alferink, Beth; Allen, Don; Allen, Shirley;
Azua, Ray; Baca, Bernadette; Baquera, Mica; Barrett, Andy; Bashore, Joseph; Brown,
Michael; Caniano, Roy; Chambers, Michael; Clark, Jeff; Clayton, Kelly; Collins, Elmo; Davis,
Marlone; Deese, Rick; Denissen, Christie; Diederich, Karl; Dixon, John; Drake, James;
Dufrene, Linda; Goldberg, Paula; Graves, Samuel; Greene, Natasha; Groom, Jeremy; Guerra,
Gilbert; Hagar, Bob; Hall, Randy; Haskell, Russell; Hatfield, Gloria; Hay, Michael; Hayes,
Mahdi; Hedger, Sean; Hernandez, Nicholas; Howell, Linda; Hutchinson, Heather; Jayroe,
Peter; Kopriva, Ron; Kramer, John; Lantz, Ryan; Long, Chris; Lyon, Fred; Markley, Michael;
Mehrhoff, Vivian; Micewski, Laura; Morris, June; Murnahan, Colleen; Myers, Crystal; Norton,
Charles; Okonkwo, Nnaerika; Osterholtz, Clyde; Pick, Greg; Powers, Dale; Proulx, David; R4
IRC; R4RDO Resource; Reinert, Dustin; Replogle, George; Rice, Blake; Robles, Jesse;
Ruesch, Eric; Sanchez, Alfred; Schlapper, Gerald; Smith, Rich; Stearns, Don; Strickland,
Duane; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Nick; Tharakan, Binesh; Tindell, Brian; Tutak, Greg;
Walker, Wayne; Whitten, Jack; Wright, Lynn; Yancey, Dawn
** OUO** Daily News for 03/15/2011

Offi al Use 0 - Sensitive Inte.nformation
Inte nly

RIV NEWS

Tuesday, March 15, 2011

Subject:

Support Issues
IRA I
IDNMS I Weekly Highlights are available at the following link: Weekly Report

Plant Status
BRANCH A

Columbia 100
STP Unit 1 100 Staffing joint information center to respond to inquiries from

the public related to Japanese events.
STP Unit 2 100
Comanche Peak 1 100
Comanche Peak 2 100

BRANCH B
Callaway 100
Wolf Creek 100 Stand down with recent human performance events.

Repairing RPS power supply that created 10% Control Room
enunciator loss.

Diablo Canyon 1 100 230kV Morro Bay line out for service, compensatory measures
being taken. Affects both units. Expect return to service on
Thursday.

Diablo Canyon 2 100

BRANCH C
I Grand Gulf 96

1



River Bend 100 Yellow risk for containment monitoring system H2 Analyzer
failed pressure regulator.

Local broadcast to interview site VP today.

BRAI

BRAI

Cooper 0 Mode 4. Expecting to enter Mode 5 around noon today. Site
is re-validating their B.5.b strategy and their Station Blackout
coping strategy.

NCH D
Palo Verde Unit 1 100 Station Blackout generator has vibration issues being

reviewed.
Palo Verde Unit 2 100 Continuing work on Start-Up transformer out of service for

planned maintenance and repair. (Affects Units 2 &3)
Palo Verde Unit 3 100
SONGS 2 100 Entered 7 day LCO for turbine AFW pump bearing

maintenance.
SONGS 3 99.8 Small increase in steam pressure causing small step change

in nuclear power. Licensee troubleshooting.

NCH E:
ANO Unit 1 100
ANO Unit 2 0 Mode 6. During reassembly, bent center Control Element

Assembly (CEA) extension shaft. Licensee is investigating
misalignment event. Licensee to order parts offsite and repair
before continuing reassembly.

Fort Calhoun 100 Yellow risk: Day 2 of 5 day LCO for mini overhaul EDG.
Waterford 3 85

Headquarters
NRR

Acron ms
AFW Auxiliary Feedwater
AOV Air Operated Valve
AS Action Statement
BPV Bypass Valve
CAS Central Alarm Station
CCW Component Cooling Water
CEDM Control Element Drive Mechanism
CNO Chief Nuclear Officer
ECCS Essential Component Cooling System
ECW Essential Cooling Water
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator
EDO Executive Director for Operations (NRC)
EHC Electro Hydraulic Control
EOF Emergency Operations Facility
ERDS Emergency Response Data System (NRC)
FOF Force on Force
gpm Gallons per Minute
HPSI High Pressure Safety Injection
ISFSI Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (NRC)
LCO Limiting Condition of Operation
LPSI Low Pressure Safety Injection
MOV Motor Operated Valve

2



liýw IMe qawatt
NOUE Notice Of Unusual Event
NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRC)
01 Office of Investigation
00S Out Of Service
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS Reactor Coolant System
RHR Residual Heat Exchanger
RPS Reactor Protection System
RSP Remote Shutdown Panel
RTS Return to Service
SAS Secondary Alarm Station
S/G Steam Generator
SI Safety Injection
TD Turbine Driven
TRM Technical Requirements Manual
TS Technical Specification
UHS Ultimate Heat Sink

AttachmentsI I

Distribution
I R4 DRS/DRP Electronically S:\DRS\TSB\TSS\DAILY Information
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Hergenroder, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

LIA04 Hoc
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:36 PM
Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara,
Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Heck,
Jared; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda;
Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
NRC Presss Release: NRC Analysis Continues to Support Japan's Protective Actions
11-049.pdf

Latest press release

Alison Rivera
State Liaison

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:24 PM
To: taskforce-lastate.gov
Cc: I1A04 Hoc
Subject: FW: NRC Analysis Continues to Support Japan's Protective Actions

Per our Liaison Team's request.

David McIntyre
NRC Public Affairs

From: opa administrators [mailto:opaanrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:56 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: NRC Analysis Continues to Support Japan's Protective Actions

1



ENRC NEWS
0

.9 /U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
00 Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200
9 cO" Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

**. •.*- E-mail: opa.resource@nrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov

Blog: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov

No. 11-049 March 15, 2011

NRC ANALYSIS CONTINUES TO SUPPORT JAPAN'S PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

NRC analysts overnight continued their review of radiation data related to the damaged
Japanese nuclear reactors. The analysts continue to conclude the steps recommend by Japanese
authorities parallel those the United States would suggest in a similar situation.

The Japanese authorities Monday recommended evacuation to 20 kilometers around the
affected reactors and said that persons out to 30 kilometers should shelter in place.

Those recommendations parallel the protective actions the United States would suggest
should dose limits reach 1 rem to the entire body and 5 rem for the thyroid, an organ particularly
susceptible to radiation uptake. The currently reported Japanese radiation measurements are well
below these guidelines.

A rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average American is exposed to approximately
620 millirems, or 0.62 rem, of radiation each year from natural and manmade sources.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.



Hergenroder, Dan

From: McCree, Victor
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:52 PM
To: Dean, Bill; Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark
Cc: Howell, Art; Lew, David; Pederson, Cynthia; Wert, Leonard; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff,

Gena
Subject: RE: Proposed Outreach activities

Bill,

I apologize for not responding to your email sooner.... Although our SLOs have received a couple of inquiries
from state points-of-contact, we have not received the groundswell of inquiries that you have experienced. As
a result, our SLO's will stay current on the events in Japan through the regular email updates and respond to
any questions from their counterparts.

Also, although we routinely inform FEMA Region IV of our EOC meeting schedule and invite them to
participate, they rarely do so. Based on the small number of inquiries we've received from states, EMDs, etc.,
thus far regarding the Japan event, I do not plan to extend them an additional invitation.

Vic
- ---- Original Message -----
From: Dean, Bill
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:00 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor
Cc: Howell, Art; Lew, David; Pederson, Cynthia; Wert, Leonard
Subject: Proposed Outreach activities

I am not sure what you have experienced thus far relative to the events unfolding in Japan, but I have had
dialog today with State Liaison officers and emergency management directors, congressional staffers, and
FEMA administrators all looking for the same thing: information they can use to address the groundswell of
inquiries they are receiving. What do you think about:

1. Periodic calls with SLOs (maybe even daily right now) to update them on current information and receive,
and where possible, answer questions; and

2. Inviting FEMA to EOC meetings to discuss emergency preparedness questions emanating from the
Japanese situation?
Bill Dean
Regional Administrator
Region I, USNRC
Sent from NRC BlackBerry

(¾
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Hergenroder, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

OPA Resource
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:30 PM
Ash, Darren; Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore, Nancy; Bergman,
Thomas; Bollwerk, Paul; Bonaccorso, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot;
Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar, Patrice; Burnell, Scott; Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia;
Chandrathil, Prema; Clark, Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret, Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie; Cutler,
Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dricks, Victor;
Droggitis, Spiros; Flory, Shirley; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney, Catherine; Hannah,
Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan, Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary;
Holahan, Patricia; Holian, Brian; Jacobssen, Patricia; Jaczko, Gregory; Jasinski, Robert;
Jenkins, Verlyn; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Andrea; Kock, Andrea; Kotzalas, Margie; Ledford,
Joey; Lee, Samson; Leeds, Eric; Lepre, Janet; Lew, David; Lewis, Antoinette; Loyd, Susan;
Magwood, William; McCrary, Cheryl; McGrady-Finneran, Patricia; McIntyre, David; Mensah,
Tanya; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Monninger, John; Montes, David; Nieh, Ho; Ordaz, Vonna;
Ostendorff, William; Owen, Lucy; Powell, Amy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Reddick, Darani;
Regan, Christopher; Reyes, Luis; Riddick, Nicole; RidsSecyMailCenter Resource; Riley
(OCA), Timothy; Rohrer, Shirley; Samuel, Olive; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schmidt,
Rebecca; Scott, Catherine; Screnci, Diane; Shaffer, Vered; Shane, Raeann; Sharkey, Jeffry;
Sheehan, Neil; Sheron, Brian; Siurano-Perez, Osiris; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Svinicki,
Kristine; Tabatabai, Omid; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Renee; Temp, WDM; Thomas, Ann;
Uhle, Jennifer; Uselding, Lara; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Rosetta; Walker-
Smith, Antoinette; Weaver, Doug; Weber, Michael; Weil, Jenny; Werner, Greg; Wiggins, Jim;
Williams, Evelyn; Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
Press Release: NRC Analysis Continues to Support Japan's Protective Actions
11-049.docx

Attaching the press release would be helpful!

To be issued and posted to the live web in 15 minutes.

Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-8200
upa.resourceltnrc.flv
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0NRC NEWS
0

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONIle,• Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200

-, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
E-mail: opa.resource@nrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov

Blog: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov

No. 11-049 March 15, 2011

NRC ANALYSIS CONTINUES TO SUPPORT JAPAN'S PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

NRC analysts overnight continued their review of radiation data related to the damaged
Japanese nuclear reactors. The analysts continue to conclude the steps recommend by Japanese
authorities parallel those the United States would suggest in a similar situation.

The Japanese authorities Monday recommended evacuation to 20 kilometers around the
affected reactors and said that persons out to 30 kilometers should shelter in place.

Those recommendations parallel the protective actions the United States would suggest
should dose limits reach 1 rem to the entire body and 5 rem for the thyroid, an organ particularly
susceptible to radiation uptake.

A rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average American is exposed to approximately
620 millirems, or 0.62 rem, of radiation each year from natural and manmade sources.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.
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Hergenroder, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tannenbaum, Anita
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:01 AM
R4
Issued - Updated Press Release
11-048R.docx

REVISED: NRC SENDS ADDITIONAL EXPERTS TO ASSIST JAPAN

1
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' REVISED: NRC SENDS ADDITIONAL EXPERTS TO ASSIST JAPAN

The NRC has sent nine additional experts to Tokyo to provide assistance as requested by
the Japanese government. Acting as part of a U.S. Agency for International Development
assistance team, the NRC has dispatched the experts to Tokyo to provide assistance as requested
by the Japanese government.

The first members of the team left the United States Monday evening and were due to
arrive in Tokyo Wednesday afternoon. The team includes additional reactor experts,
international affairs professional staffers, and a senior manager from one of the NRC's four
operating regions.

The team members come from the NRC's headquarters in Rockville, Md., and from
offices in King of Prussia, Pa., Chattanooga, Tenn., and Atlanta. The team has been instructed to:
conduct all activities needed to understand the status of efforts to safely shut down the Japanese
reactors; better understand the potential impact on people and the environment of any
radioactivity releases; if asked, provide technical advice and support through the U.S.
ambassador for the Japanese government's decision making process; and draw on NRC-
headquarters expertise for any other additional technical requirements. The team will be in
communication with the Japanese regulator, the U.S. Embassy, NRC headquarters, and other
government stakeholders as appropriate.

The team is led by Charles A. Casto, deputy regional administrator of the NRC's Center
of Construction Inspection, based in NRC's office in Atlanta. Casto has worked in the
commercial nuclear power industry at three different nuclear power plants, including Browns
Ferry, which has three boiling water reactors, operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority in
Alabama. He has also worked as a licensed reactor operator and operator instructor. Casto will
provide a single point of contact for the U.S. Ambassador in Japan on nuclear reactor issues.

The two reactor experts sent Saturday to Japan will participate as members of this
assistance team.

Note To Editors: Revision reflects an additional team member, there are now a total of
11 NRC staffers on the assistance team.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.



Hergenroder, Dan

From: McCree, Victor
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:11 AM
To: Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark; Dean, Bill
Subject: FW: Response to Japan Earthquake/Tsunami

FYI

From: McCree, Victor
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:08 AM
To: R2MAIL; R2RESIDENTS; R2_RESIDENT SITES
Subject: Response to Japan Earthquake/Tsunami

Good Morning.

I'm sure that all of you are aware of the ongoing events in Japan following last Friday's massive
earthquake and tsunami. The loss of life and property due to these catastrophic events is truly
devastating, and the U.S., along with a host of other countries are extending support to the Japanese
government.

Shortly after the event, the NRC entered the Monitoring Mode and staffed the Headquarters
Operations (Ops) Center. Our colleagues in the Ops Center have continued to gather information
from media sources and the International Atomic Energy Agency which indicate that the condition of
the Unit 1, 2 and 3 reactors at the Fukishima Daiichi nuclear station remains dynamic and represents
a continuing safety concern. The Japanese government has implemented protective measures for
persons within the emergency planning zone of the Fukishima station, including evacuation,
sheltering, and issuance of potassium iodide. The NRC does not expect the U.S. to experience any
harmful levels of radioactivity.

On yesterday, the NRC dispatched additional experts to Japan to better understand the status of
efforts to safely shut down the damaged reactors at the Fukishima Daiichi site. They will provide
technical advice to the U.S. Ambassador in Japan and contribute to the communications among
stakeholders (see http:/lwww.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/2011/11-048.pdf). Chuck
Casto has been designated to lead the NRC team and will serve as the single point of contact for the
U.S. Ambassador on nuclear reactor issues. We wish Chuck and his team the best as they take on
this challenging and important assignment. Please note that others in Region II also volunteered to
support the response to the events in Japan and they may be asked in the coming weeks and months
to supplement and/or replace the current U.S. team members.

The extraordinary events in Japan and their impact on that nation's nuclear infrastructure highlight
some of the known risks involved in the technology we regulate. The events have also prompted
widespread media and public interest in the safe use of nuclear power in this country. In addition,
media commentary on the NRC's role in assuring safety of U.S., plants underscores the vital role that
we play in ensuring that nuclear facilities are constructed, maintained, and operated in accordance
with the requirements of their design and license. Despite these potential distractions, I echo the
Chairman's message today in encouraging you to remain focused on carrying out the NRC mission,
as well as Region Il's vision.

Once again, I truly appreciate your professional, safety-focused, and high quality work.

I 2



Thank you, Vic
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Hergenroder, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tannenbaum, Anita
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:04 AM
R4
Updated - Press Release Attached
11-048 (2).docx

NRC SENDS ADDITIONAL EXPERTS TO ASSIST JAPAN

1



0 NRC NEWS
t• U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200
,K "Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

****-V lo •E-mail: opa.resource@nrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov
Blog: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov

No. 11-048 March 14, 2011

NRC SENDS ADDITIONAL EXPERTS TO ASSIST JAPAN

Acting as part of a U.S. Agency for International Development assistance team, the NRC
has dispatched eight additional experts to Tokyo to provide assistance as requested by the
Japanese government.

The first members of the team left the United States Monday evening and were due to
arrive in Tokyo Wednesday afternoon. The team includes additional reactor experts,
international affairs professional staffers, and a senior manager from one of the NRC's four
operating regions.

The team members come from the NRC's headquarters in Rockville, Md., and from
offices in King of Prussia, Pa., and Atlanta. The team has been instructed to: conduct all
activities needed to understand the status of efforts to safely shut down the Japanese reactors;
better understand the potential impact on people and the environment of any radioactivity
releases; if asked, provide technical advice and support through the U.S. ambassador for the
Japanese government's decision making process; and draw on NRC-headquarters expertise for
any other additional technical requirements. The team will be in communication with the
Japanese regulator, the U.S. Embassy, NRC headquarters, and other government stakeholders as
appropriate.

The team is led by Charles A. Casto, deputy regional administrator of the NRC's Center
of Construction Inspection, based in NRC's office in Atlanta. Casto has worked in the
commercial nuclear power industry at three different nuclear power plants, including Browns
Ferry, which has three boiling water reactors, operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority in
Alabama. He has also worked as a licensed reactor operator and operator instructor. Casto will
provide a single point of contact for the U.S. Ambassador in Japan on nuclear reactor issues.

The two reactor experts sent Saturday to Japan will participate as members of this assistance
team.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.



Hergenroder, Dan

From: Boger, Bruce
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:04 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Grobe, Jack; Ruland, William
Cc: Dean, Bill; Lew, David; McCree, Victor; Wert, Leonard; Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia;

Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Virgilio, Martin; Thomas, Eric; Brown, Frederick
Subject: Industry Efforts

I spoke with Randy Edington (CNO Palo Verde) and later with Steve Nichols (INPO) regarding industry actions
as a result of the situation in Japan. The CNOs teleconferenced over the weekend and agreed to-a series of
near-term actions.(lINPO issued a Level 1 Event Report (highest level) to its members this afternQ~n. It
identifies 4 actions,-With due dates, and requires a written response. In general, the actions ilnclude walkdowns
and verifications of aspects of facility capabilities to address B.5.b equipment and procedur-- SAMGs, .

mitigation of SBO conditions, mitigation of internal and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could
be impacted by a concurrent seismic event. This should help shape the generic communication we've been
discussing. !INPO is figuring out how quickly they will be able to share the report with us. The report won't be
available to tle public, but we can share it internally. 'I

I
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Hergenroder, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

LIA04 Hoc
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:52 PM
Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara,
Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim;
Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio,
Rosetta; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Heck, Jared; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark
Issued Press Material: EPA Statement on Rad Monitoring
EPA Statement on Rad Monitoring.docx

EPA issued a statement that their radiation monitoring data is available online.

Issued 3/15/11 at 18:31:39 EST

'2
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EPA STATEMENT:
As the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has said, we do not expect to see radiation at
harmful levels reaching the U.S. from damaged Japanese nuclear power plants. As part of the
federal government's continuing effort to make our activities and science transparent and
available to the public, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will continue to keep all
RadNet data available in the current online database. In addition, EPA plans to work with its
federal partners to deploy additional monitoring capabilities to parts of the western U.S. and
U.S. territories.

As always, EPA is utilizing this existing nationwide radiation monitoring system, RadNet, which
continuously monitors the nation's air and regularly monitors drinking water, milk and
precipitation for environmental radiation. The RadNet online searchable database contains
historical data of environmental radiation monitoring data from all fifty states and U.S. territories.

NOTE: RadNet air monitoring data can be always be viewed on EPA's Central Data Exchange
(CDX) website at www.epa.gov/cdx.
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Hergenroder, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nuclear Plant Journal [anu@goinfo.com]
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:49 PM
Collins, Elmo
E-News from Nuclear Plant Journal

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

Nuclear
Plant
Journal
An Ir•rnna•ar,•i Pubfcarion

Nuclear Plant Journal E-News
Japan Update

March 15, 2011

Dear ELMO E,

Nuclear Plant Journal brings you a special E-edition of the Journal with the latest information from
events related to the Miyagiken-Oki Earthquake and ensuing tsunami on March 11, 2011, in
northern Japan.

All Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants have an INES Radiation Alert Level 4. Please see this
IAEA link for an explanation of the levels.

The following two links provides updates as of March 15, 2011:

* On the JAIF website, there is a complete summary POF that includes status updates of all
units at the Fukushima plant.

* The Prime Minister's office update.

Organizations which are currently providing the current status of the Japanese affected nuclear
power stations are listed below.

TEPCO News Releases

Tokyo Electric Power Company provides the latest updates from the utility that owns the Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

77 TOKYO B•CII, POWM COMPANY

Japan Atomic Industrial Forum

Please see this link for the most current from the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum. I \iV

I -71
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Founded in 1846, The Associated Press is the world's oldest and largest newsgathering organization. On any given day, more than
half the world's population sees news from AP.

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898
and delete this e-mail. Thank you.
[IP US DISC]msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938
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JAPAN ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL FORUM.INC.

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA)

Please see this link for the most current from NISA.

N I S A Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency

Quick Links...

Nuclear Plant Journal Website

View the Most Recent Digital Issue

Subscribe, Cost-free (hard-copy version of the Journal)

Contact Information
phone: 630-313-6739
email: NPJ(,.qoinfo.com

r•g ]flflHi g •mHm4CImi LV •|D I;l•}•}V•ll3LCm

DESafeUnsubscribe

This email was sent to elmo.collins@nrc.gov by anu(cloinfo.com I
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe TM I Privacy Policy.
Nuclear Plant Journal 1 1400 Opus Place, Suite 904 I Downers Grove I IL 160515

9. C0EtZl7tCOflS*2Ct

X~ta~u~
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Owen, Lucy

From: NRC Announcement [nrc.announcement@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:36 AM
To: NRC Announcement
Subject: From the Chairman: Events in Japan

NRC Daily
Announcements
I Tueda Mac 15 2011 ~ -- Heduatr Edto

From the Chairman: Events in Japan

From the Chairman: Events in Japan

By now I am sure that most of you are aware of the tragic earthquake and tsunami that struck
Japan last week, killing thousands of people, destroying cities and infrastructure, and knocking out
large portions of the electricity grid.

I am so proud of our staff and the dedication and tenacity they have shown during the tragic events
of the past several days. NRC employees have been willingly working around the clock, and their
energy, experience and expertise have been invaluable to our response. Those of you who have
not directly been involved in this effort are playing just as valuable a role in making sure that the
facilities we license are safe and secure.

The natural disasters in Japan-and the resulting situations at the Fukushima nuclear power
plant-are sobering in their size and scope. It's easy to become distracted by the stories and
images of devastation and destruction. The best thing we can do in this situation is to make sure we
remain mindful of our responsibilities for the safety and security of our existing nuclear plants and
materials, and to keep our focus where it must always be-on our mission. I continue to appreciate
your dedication to ensure the safety and security of the American people.

. TOP (2011-03-15 00:00:00.0) View item in a new window• ]•: • :•:• i : : •• • . ..... ." • .... ... . ................. " . .. .. . ". .. . . . . ........ .... ... . .. .. " "

The latest Announcements are always. on the NRC•,WORK Home Page.

- " Announ'cehentsqbvDate]Announcements by Category.

Serc Anonemns ter term [Go]
Frequently Asked Questions.Aboutthe NRC Daily Announcem~ents Email• :. . .. .: : . • . . • .. ; : . , . • :.. '" .. :.7 : , • , . . . . ,,, ':',.7. . . . '..: . . ..7. : ! -" . : : . . : . . .• : " , .,; . : , : : :

• ';.. • • ... " • .. ;• • '.! .: : "• •.. • . .:•. .. ! i"
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Pwen, Lucy

From: EDO Update [nrc.announcement@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:15 AM
To: Taylor, Renee
Subject: EDO Update

EDO Update

Tuesday, March 15, 2011

We are all saddened about the tragic events in Japan. Our thoughts and
prayers go out to all of those affected by the earthquake and tsunami.
The serious nuclear power plant issues have obviously been a special
focus of the NRC. Rest assured, we are closely monitoring the situation
and providing requested assistance. Senior managers and staff have
been manning the Operations Center in rotations 24 hours a day since
the earthquake. Over the weekend, we sent two staff members to Japan
who are boiling-water reactor experts (the technology used at the
Fukushima site). At the Japanese government's request, we have also
sent nine additional NRC staff to help the American embassy in Tokyo
and to support the Japanese regulators. Not surprisingly, the
Congressional hearing scheduled for this Wednesday, which was
originally to focus on our Fiscal Year 2012 budget, will now be primarily
focused on the events in Japan.

It is not for the NRC to speak for the Japanese or United States
governments, so I won't comment on the situation in any greater
detail. Additional information can be obtained from the International
Atomic Energy Agency and the U.S. Agency for International
Development, a part of the State Department that is coordinating the
U.S. response and assistance efforts.

It is possible that some of you will be requested by colleagues in another
country to provide technical advice and assistance during this
emergency. It is essential that all such communications be handled
through the NRC Operations Center. If you receive such a request,
contact the NRC Operations Officer (301-816-5100 or via the NRC
Operator) immediately. All media calls should be forwarded to the Office
of Public Affairs (301-415-8200).
If you receive information regarding this or any emergency (foreign or
domestic) and you are not certain that the NRC's Incident Response
Operations Officer is already aware of that information, you should
contact the NRC Operations Officer (301-816-5100 or via the NRC
Operator) and provide that information.



Notwithstanding the significance of what is occurring in Japan, we still
have our domestic mission to carry out, and with the exception of the
small number of people who have been directly called upon to respond to
this situation we should all proceed with previously planned activities.
We will continue to process licensing actions, conduct inspections, and
fulfill our regulatory responsibilities.

In accordance with NRC regulations, every American nuclear power plant
is designed with multiple, redundant safety systems to be robust enough
to withstand the seismic and natural event risks associated with its
specific location. In other words, the NRC analyzes every reactor site for
own specific features and potential hazards, and requires the plant to be
designed and operated accordingly. But in calculating risks, a certain
level of uncertainty is always present. To compensate for these
uncertainties, the NRC utilizes the concept of "defense in depth"-an
approach to safety where multiple, diverse, and redundant layers of
protection are used to prevent accidents and mitigate consequences.
While it is inappropriate to speculate on what would happen to an
American nuclear power plant under similar circumstances to the Japan
event, we do know that U.S. nuclear facilities are among the most robust
and well-protected civilian structures in the country.

Let me express my thanks to the NRC staff that have served in or
supported the Operations Center since the earthquake hit. I'd also like to
thank those who have had to compensate for their colleagues who have
been called away from their regular duties.

I will keep you informed of ongoing developments.

Bill Borchardt, EDO
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Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

OPA Resource
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:41 AM
Ash, Darren; Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore, Nancy; Bergman,
Thomas; Bollwerk, Paul; Bonaccorso, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot;
Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar, Patrice; Burnell, Scott; Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia;
Chandrathil, Prema; Clark, Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret, Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie; Cutler,
Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dricks, Victor;
Droggitis, Spiros; Flory, Shirley; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney, Catherine; Hannah,
Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan, Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary;
Holahan, Patricia; Holian, Brian; Jacobssen, Patricia; Jaczko, Gregory; Jasinski, Robert;
Jenkins, Verlyn; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Andrea; Kock, Andrea; Kotzalas, Margie; Ledford,
Joey; Lee, Samson; Leeds, Eric; Lepre, Janet; Lew, David; Lewis, Antoinette; Loyd, Susan;
Magwood, William; McCrary, Cheryl; McGrady-Finneran, Patricia; McIntyre, David; Mensah,
Tanya; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Monninger, John; Montes, David; Nieh, Ho; Ordaz, Vonna;
Ostendorff, William; Owen, Lucy; Powell, Amy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Reddick, Darani;
Regan, Christopher; Reyes, Luis; Riddick, Nicole; RidsSecyMailCenter Resource; Riley
(OCA), Timothy; Rohrer, Shirley; Samuel, Olive; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schmidt,
Rebecca; Scott, Catherine; Screnci, Diane; Shaffer, Vered; Shane, Raeann; Sharkey, Jeffry;
Sheehan, Neil; Sheron, Brian; Siurano-Perez, Osiris; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Svinicki,
Kristine; Tabatabai, Omid; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Renee; Temp, WDM; Thomas, Ann;
Uhle, Jennifer; Uselding, Lara; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Rosetta; Walker-
Smith, Antoinette; Weaver, Doug; Weber, Michael; Weil, Jenny; Werner, Greg; Wiggins, Jim;
Williams, Evelyn; Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
Press Release: (Revised) NRC Sends Additional Experts to Assist Japan
11-048R.docx

Attached to be released in approxiniately 15 minutes.

Dffice of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-8200
opa.resour'cegnrc..oov
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REVISED: NRC SENDS ADDITIONAL EXPERTS TO ASSIST JAPAN

The NRC has sent nine additional experts to Tokyo to provide assistance as requested by
the Japanese government. Acting as part of a U.S. Agency for International Development
assistance team, the NRC has dispatched the experts to Tokyo to provide assistance as requested
by the Japanese government.

The first members of the team left the United States Monday evening and were due to
arrive in Tokyo Wednesday afternoon. The team includes additional reactor experts,
international affairs professional staffers, and a senior manager from one of the NRC's four
operating regions.

The team members come from the NRC's headquarters in Rockville, Md., and from
offices in King of Prussia, Pa., Chattanooga, Tenn., and Atlanta. The team has been instructed to:
conduct all activities needed to understand the status of efforts to safely shut down the Japanese
reactors; better understand the potential impact on people and the environment of any
radioactivity releases; if asked, provide technical advice and support through the U.S.
ambassador for the Japanese government's decision making process; and draw on NRC-
headquarters expertise for any other additional technical requirements. The team will be in
communication with the Japanese regulator, the U.S. Embassy, NRC headquarters, and other
government stakeholders as appropriate.

The team is led by Charles A. Casto, deputy regional administrator of the NRC's Center
of Construction Inspection, based in NRC's office in Atlanta. Casto has worked in the
commercial nuclear power industry at three different nuclear power plants, including Browns
Ferry, which has three boiling water reactors, operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority in
Alabama. He has also worked as a licensed reactor operator and operator instructor. Casto will
provide a single point of contact for the U.S. Ambassador in Japan on nuclear reactor issues.

The two reactor experts sent Saturday to Japan will participate as members of this
assistance team.

Note To Editors: Revision reflects an additional team member, there are now a total of
11 NRC staffers on the assistance team.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.



Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

OPA Resource
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:46 PM
Ash, Darren; Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore, Nancy; Bergman,
Thomas; Bollwerk, Paul; Bonaccorso, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot;
Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar, Patrice; Burnell, Scott; Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia;
Chandrathil, Prema; Clark, Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret, Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie; Cutler,
Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dricks, Victor;
Droggitis, Spiros; Flory, Shirley; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney, Catherine; Hannah,
Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan, Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary;
Holahan, Patricia; Holian, Brian; Jacobssen, Patricia; Jaczko, Gregory; Jasinski, Robert;
Jenkins, Verlyn; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Andrea; Kock, Andrea; Kotzalas, Margie; Ledford,
Joey; Lee, Samson; Leeds, Eric; Lepre, Janet; Lew, David; Lewis, Antoinette; Loyd, Susan;
Magwood, William; McCrary, Cheryl; McGrady-Finneran, Patricia; McIntyre, David; Mensah,
Tanya; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Monninger, John; Montes, David; Nieh, Ho; Ordaz, Vonna;
Ostendorff, William; Owen, Lucy; Powell, Amy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Reddick, Darani;
Regan, Christopher; Reyes, Luis; Riddick, Nicole; RidsSecyMailCenter Resource; Riley
(OCA), Timothy; Rohrer, Shirley; Samuel, Olive; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schmidt,
Rebecca; Scott, Catherine; Screnci, Diane; Shaffer, Vered; Shane, Raeann; Sharkey, Jeffry;
Sheehan, Neil; Sheron, Brian; Siurano-Perez, Osiris; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Svinicki,
Kristine; Tabatabai, Omid; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Renee; Temp, WDM; Thomas, Ann;
Uhle, Jennifer; Uselding, Lara; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Rosetta; Walker-
Smith, Antoinette; Weaver, Doug; Weber, Michael; Weil, Jenny; Werner, Greg; Wiggins, Jim;
Williams, Evelyn; Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
*RESEND*Press Release: NRC Analysis Continues to Support Japan's Protective Actions
11-049.docx

To be posted on the live web and public release in 10-15 minutes.

iffice of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-8200
opa.resourceainrc.gov
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200

Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
* . *, .• 4 E-mail: opa.resource(anrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov

Blog: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov

No. 11-049 March 15, 2011

NRC ANALYSIS CONTINUES TO SUPPORT JAPAN'S PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

NRC analysts overnight continued their review of radiation data related to the damaged
Japanese nuclear reactors. The analysts continue to conclude the steps recommend by Japanese
authorities parallel those the United States would suggest in a similar situation.

The Japanese authorities Monday recommended evacuation to 20 kilometers around the
affected reactors and said that persons out to 30 kilometers should shelter in place.

Those recommendations parallel the protective actions the United States would suggest
should dose limits reach 1 rem to the entire body and 5 rem for the thyroid, an organ particularly
susceptible to radiation uptake.

A rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average American is exposed to approximately
620 millirems, or 0.62 rem, of radiation each year from natural and manmade sources.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.htmi. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.



Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Taylor, Renee
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:21 PM
Abraham, Susan; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Andersen, James; Ash, Darren; Baker, Pamela;
Belmore, Nancy; Bettis, Ashley; Boger, Bruce; Borchardt, Bill; Boyce, Thomas (OIS); Boyd,
Lena; Brenner, Eliot; Brown, Milton; Buckley, Patricia; Campbell, Andy; Casby, Marcia; Casto,
Chuck; Cianci, Sandra; Cohen, Miriam; Collins, Elmo; Crawford, Carrie; Crouch, Nicole;
Cullison, David; Dambly, Jan; Dapas, Marc; Darby, Krystal; Deegan, George; Delligatti, Mark;
Dembek, Stephen; Doolittle, Elizabeth; Dorman, Dan; Dubose, Sheila; EDO Distribution;
Ficks, Ben; Flory, Shirley; Garland, Stephanie; Givvines, Mary; Golder, Jennifer; Grobe, Jack;
Gusack, Barbara; Harris, Natasha; Hasan, Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Higginbotham, Tina;
Holahan, Gary; Holahan, Patricia; Hopkins, Rhonda; Howard, Patrick; Howell, Art; Jaegers,
Cathy; Kaplan, Michele; Kelley, Corenthis; Krupnick, David; Landau, Mindy; Lee, Pamela;
Lew, David; Mamish, Nader; Matakas, Gina; McCrary, Cheryl; Miles, Patricia; Mitchell, Reggie;
Moore, Scott; Muessle, Mary; ODaniell, Cynthia; Owen, Lucy; Pederson, Cynthia; Poland,
Catherine; Powell, Amy; Pulliam, Timothy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Raynor, Kathleen;
Reynolds, Steven; Rheaume, Cynthia; Riddick, Nicole; Ronewicz, Lynn; Ross, Brenda; Ross,
Robin; Salus, Amy; Santiago, Patricia; Satorius, Mark; Schaeffer, James; Schmidt, Rebecca;
Schum, Constance; Schumann, Stacy; Schwarz, Sherry; Shah, Maria; Shay, Jason; Smith,
Beverly; Somerville, Glenda; Sprogeris, Patricia; Stewart, Sharon; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor,
Renee; Tomczak, Tammy; Tracy, Glenn; Uhle, Jennifer; Veltri, Debra; Virgilio, Martin; Walker,
Dwight; Weber, Michael; Wert, Leonard; West, Steven; Williams, Barbara; Wyatt, Melissa;
Zimmerman, Roy; Seltzer, Rickie; Arildsen, Jesse
Scheduling Call Summary - March 14, 2011
Scheduling Call Summary for 3-14-11 .docx

Please find attached the notes from the March 1 4 th scheduling call with the AO.

Thank you,

Administrative Assistant to the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1701

1



Scheduling Call Summary for March 14, 2011

Agenda/Action Items:

1) OEDO discussed issues associated with NRC's support of recovery efforts in Japan. It
was noted that all requests for support from the NRC Operations Center have first
priority. Two NRC personnel were deployed to the American Embassy in Tokyo and
nine additional (six program office and three OIP) personnel are being deployed to help
support the Japanese regulators. Staff not directly supporting the response efforts
should continue to focus on work in progress. It was also noted that the upcoming
Congressional briefings will shift focus from budget issues to issues associated with the
Japanese nuclear incidents.

2) NSIR stated that the Headquarters Operations Center staffing is expected to continue at
current levels through Friday, and at possible reduced levels through the weekend.

3) OEDO discussed the Strategic Acquisition Transformation Plan. The SRM was issued
on February 2 8 th, and both major recommendations were accepted by the Commission.
It was noted that contractual authority will reside with the EDO, to be further delegated,
and that the process for generating Chairman papers has been terminated. It was also
noted that new procurement templates will be promulgated in the near future.

4) OEDO discussed profiling of OIG reports and emphasized that, after a final report is
published it will be made public and posted in ADAMS. Following this, all subsequent
correspondence should be made public (with the exception of items that are classified,
OUO, etc).

5) OEDO discussed feedback from the recent Commission Agenda Planning Meeting. It
was noted that the Commissioners were very pleased with recent meetings. Notable
points included good eye contact from speakers (i.e., not reading from a script), good
presentation of technical detail, and use of pictures to illustrate salient points. The need
for revisions to guidance for Commission meeting preparation is being evaluated.

6) CFO requested survey feedback concerning implementation of FAIMIS by March 25.



Owen, Lucy

From: Dean, Bill
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:49 PM
To: McCree, Victor; Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark
Cc: Howell, Art; Lew, David; Pederson, Cynthia; Wert, Leonard; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff,

Gena; Tifft, Doug; McNamara, Nancy
Subject: Re: Proposed Outreach activities

Got it, thanks. Guess this is part of what region I has to deal with.
Bill Dean
Regional Administrator
Region I, USNRC
Sent from NRC BlackBerry

- ---- Original Message -----
From: McCree, Victor
To: Dean, Bill; Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark
Cc: Howell, Art; Lew, David; Pederson, Cynthia; Wert, Leonard; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena
Sent: Tue Mar 15 14:52:10 2011
Subject: RE: Proposed Outreach activities

Bill,

I apologize for not responding to your email sooner.... Although our SLOs have received a couple of inquiries
from state points-of-contact, we have not received the groundswell of inquiries that you have experienced. As
a result, our SLO's will stay current on the events in Japan through the regular email updates and respond to
any questions from their counterparts.

Also, although we routinely inform FEMA Region IV of our EOC meeting schedule and invite them to
participate, they rarely do so. Based on the small number of inquiries we've received from states, EMDs, etc.,
thus far regarding the Japan event, I do not plan to extend them an additional invitation.

Vic
- ---- Original Message -----
From: Dean, Bill
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:00 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor
Cc: Howell, Art; Lew, David; Pederson, Cynthia; Wert, Leonard
Subject: Proposed Outreach activities

I am not sure what you have experienced thus far relative to the events unfolding in Japan, but I have had
dialog today with State Liaison officers and emergency management directors, congressional staffers, and
FEMA administrators all looking for the same thing: information they can use to address the groundswell of
inquiries they are receiving. What do you think about:

1. Periodic calls with SLOs (maybe even daily right now) to update them on current information and receive,
and where possible, answer questions; and

2. Inviting FEMA to EOC meetings to discuss emergency preparedness questions emanating from the
Japanese situation?
Bill Dean
Regional Administrator
Region I, USNRC
Sent from NRC BlackBerry
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Maier, Bill

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:35 PM
To: OST05 Hoc
Cc: Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara,

Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim;
Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio,
Rosetta

Subject: FW: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP

Fyi...

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:45 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc
Subject: FW: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:22 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: Deavers, Ron; Turtil, Richard; Screnci, Diane; Uselding, Lara; Hannah, Roger; Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot;
McNamara, Nancy; Mitlyng, Viktoria
Subject: RE: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP

Suggest this:

The 10-mile EPZ reflects the area expected to be affected by design basis accidents at nuclear power plants,
and we are confident that it would be adequate even for severe accidents. However, the 10-mile zone was
always considered a base for emergency response that could be expanded if the situation warranted. The
situation in Japan, with four reactors experiencing exceptional difficulties simultaneously, creates the need to
expand the EPZ beyond the normal 10-mile radius.

We have said from the beginning of this crisis that the NRC would analyze this situation for any lessons that
can be derived to improve our oversight of U.S. nuclear power plants. Emergency protection planning will be
part of that review.

Dave Mc, OPA

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:04 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP
Importance: High

Dave:

Holly told me I should forward this to you.

1



From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:52 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP
Importance: High

Scott:

Are you downstairs?

I don't know anyone on the PMT. We're isolated from all of the teams with specialized knowledge up here.

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: OST05 Hoc; McNamara, Nancy
Subject: FW: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP
Importance: High

Ron and Amy:

You may wish to touch base with our PMT folks for insights. I can't help on this.

Richard Turtil
State Liaison - Liaison Team
Incident Response Center

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:24 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; OST05 Hoc
Subject: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP
Importance: High

1. How is it that the NRC has always defined the emergency planning zone to be out to 10 miles based
on worse case scenarios, yet they just recommended a 50 mile evacuation?

2. What does a PAR out to 50 miles say about the current 10 mile EPZ used here in the United States?

2



McKelvey, Harold

From: Muessle, Mary
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:32 AM
To: Evans, Michele; Hackett, Edwin; Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis,

Spiros; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader; Dyer, Jim; Brown, Milton; Greene, Kathryn; Stewart,
Sharon; Howard, Patrick; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott; Cohen, Miriam; Tracy, Glenn; Haney,
Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Grobe,
Jack; Zimmerman, Roy; Campbell, Andy; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Dean, Bill; Lew,
David; McCree, Victor; Wert, Leonard; Casto, Chuck; Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia;
Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Andersen, James; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Belmore, Nancy;
Quesenberry, Jeannette; Kreuter, Jane; Armstrong, Janine; Hudson, Sharon; Ellis, Mary;
Hasan, Nasreen; Ronewicz, Lynn; Schumann, Stacy; Daniels, Stanley; Casby, Marcia;
Thomas, Loretta; Walker, Dwight; Sprogeris, Patricia; Schwarz, Sherry; Ross, Robin; Cohen,
Shari; Riddick, Nicole; Flory, Shirley; Veltri, Debra; Matakas, Gina; ODaniell, Cynthia; Miles,
Patricia; Lee, Pamela; Dubose, Sheila; Buckley, Patricia; Tomczak, Tammy; Owen, Lucy;
Tannenbaum, Anita; Gusack, Barbara; Harrington, Holly; Ricketts, Paul; Howell, Linda;
Higginbotham, Tina; Ross, Brenda; Boyce, Thomas (OIS); Schaeffer, James; Jackson,
Donald

Cc: Williams, Shawn; Andersen, James; Ramsey, Jack
Subject: Additional Staff requirements outside Ops Center Long Term Staffing

Importance: High

OPA and OIP expect large call volumes today and in the next few weeks given expected news from Japan. OIP is looking
for names of people who have desk officer or other OIP or international experience to assist them in the event that
current staff cannot meet the work demands for call inquiries as well as ongoing international work. Please provide
Shawn Williams and I a list of names that could serve to help OIP in this capacity and their general availability over the
next week and month. It is difficult to determine the need level at this time, but as in the Op Center, it is anticipated OIP
will have for an additional month. We would like the list of names by COB today.
Thanks
Mary

Mary Muessle
Assistant for Operations - Acting
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1703 office
301-415-2700 fax

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:53 PM
To: Hackett, Edwin; Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader;
Dyer, Jim; Brown, Milton; Greene, Kathryn; Stewart, Sharon; Howard, Patrick; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott; Cohen,
Miriam; Tracy, Glenn; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce;
Grobe, Jack; Zimmerman, Roy; Campbell, Andy; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Dean, Bill; Lew, David; McCree, Victor;
Wert, Leonard; Casto, Chuck; Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Muessle, Mary; Andersen,
James; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Belmore, Nancy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Kreuter, Jane; Armstrong, Janine; Hudson,
Sharon; Ellis, Mary; Hasan, Nasreen; Ronewicz, Lynn; Schumann, Stacy; Daniels, Stanley; Casby, Marcia; Thomas,
Loretta; Walker, Dwight; Sprogeris, Patricia; Schwarz, Sherry; Ross, Robin; Cohen, Shari; Riddick, Nicole; Flory, Shirley;
Veltri, Debra; Matakas, Gina; ODaniell, Cynthia; Miles, Patricia; Lee, Pamela; Dubose, Sheila; Buckley, Patricia; Tomczak,
Tammy; Owen, Lucy; Tannenbaum, Anita; Gusack, Barbara; Harrington, Holly; Ricketts, Paul; Howell, Linda;
Higginbotham, Tina; Ross, Brenda; Boyce, Thomas (OIS); Schaeffer, James; Jackson, Donald
Subject: Follow-up from 4 pm teleconference on Ops Center Long Term Staffing

8



Everyone,

Please find attached 1) a list of current positions being staffed in the Ops Center and 2) the staff identified as
available to support in Japan.

Regarding additional staff available to support in the ops center, the primary needs are for the specialized
positions on the PMT and anyone with previous international experience in OIP.

Regarding support in Japan, please provide any updates/changes to the list by COB March 17. The target
time frame for sending these staff members is March 27-April 9, so please consider that when considering staff
to put on the list.

Thanks for your support.

ftchele

9



Maier, Bill

From: Lynch, James
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:39 PM
To: OST05 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill;

McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison;

Ryan, Michael; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; McCree, Victor;
Satorius, Mark; Boland, Anne; Louden, Patrick

Subject: RE: RASCAL projection

Cindy,

Thanks for getting back to me quickly. I told Cheryl Rogers (Wisconsin) that we could not provide the
assumptions to States at this time. She understands but is puzzled that the US is telling Americans in
Japan to evacuate to a distance further from the plant than what the Japanese government is telling
its citizens. I told Cheryl that I would pass that comment to NRC decisionmakers.

-Jim

Jim Lynch
State Agreements Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III
2443 Warrenville Road
Lisle, IL 60532
630-829-9661
james.lynch0nrc.gov

From: OST05 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:59 PM
To: Lynch, James; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft,
Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michael; Turtil,
Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark
Subject: RE: RASCAL projection

Jim and RSLOs,

The RASCAL inputs below are for your information. Please do not share this information outside of NRC.
Jim, would you please communicate to Cheryl Rogers that we are not able to share this information outside of
the NRC at this time?

.1ve been advised by the Protective Measures Team that the following assumptions were made in RASCAL.

Unit #2: 33% core damage and containment leakage
Unit #3: damage to the spent fuel pool, 50% of fuel melted
Unit #4: spent fuel pool leaked and all of the fuel melted

I hope this provides the clarification that you were seeking.



Regards,
Cindy Flannery
State Liaison

----- Original Message -----
From: Lynch, James
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:04 PM
To: OST05 Hoc
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; Logaras, Harral; Barker, Allan
Subject: FW: RASCAL projection

Would you please respond to Wisconsin on this? Thank you.

Jim Lynch
State Agreements Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III
2443 Warrenville Road
Lisle, IL 60532
630-829-9661
james.lynch(nrc.gov

From: Rogers, Cheryl K - DHS [Cheryl.Rogers@dhs.wisconsin.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Lynch, James
Subject: RASCAL projection

Jim,
Can you get the inputs for RASCAL outputs?
Cheryl

----- Original Message -----
From: Shober, Megan L - DHS
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:26 PM
To: Rogers, Cheryl K - DHS; Manor, Perry J - DHS
Subject: Did you see?

Cheryl and Perry,
NRC published RASCAL estimates for the Japanese reactor this morning and NRC is recommending
the evacuation of US citizens out to 50 miles. They project 9.9 rem EDE at 50 miles and 48
rem thyroid CDE at 50 miles. This seems hard to believe. NRC did not share the input data
for the RASCAL estimate.
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/2011/11-050.pdf

-Megan
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Maier, Bill

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:28 PM
To: Barker, Allan; OST05 Hoc
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; Heck, Jared; Logaras, Harral; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda;

Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michael; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Browder,
Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Maier, Bill; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Lynch,
James

Subject: RE: Computer Calculations of News Release 11-050

Importance: High

I ditto Region IIl's request. We are getting the same question. Everyone runs dose assessment at the State
level since they are first responders and they are trying to make sense of the data.

From: Barker, Allan
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:22 PM
To: 0ST05 Hoc
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; Heck, Jared; Logaras, Harral; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera,
Alison; Ryan, Michael; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy;
Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Lynch, James
Subject: Computer Calculations of News Release 11-050

Liaison Team,

I received the following request from Wisconsin on the computer calculations associated with News Release
11-050, "NRC Provides Protective Action Recommendations Based on U.S. Guidelines."

"The NRC published RASCAL estimates for the Japanese reactor this morning and NRC is
recommending the evacuation of US citizens out to 50 miles. They project 9.9 rem EDE at 50 miles
and 48 rem thyroid CDE at 50 miles. This seems hard to believe. The NRC did not share the input
data for the RASCAL estimate."

The request is for the input data that results in the RASCAL estimate.

Allan



McKelvey, Harold

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:28 PM
To: Virgilio, Martin; Wiggins, Jim; Evans, Michele
Cc: Leeds, Eric
Subject: Fyi: Update on Regional Assistance to the Ops Center

Marty

We're glad that we're able to take on some of the Ops Center work

Elmo

From: Howell, Linda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:26 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Kennedy, Kriss; Pruett, Troy; Caniano, Roy; Vegel, Anton
Subject: Update on Regional Assistance to the Ops Center

I've had some discussions with Bill Gott about how we can balance work between the HOOs and ROOs.
We've agreed that effective 3/17, the ROOs will be adjusting work schedules so that we can assist the HOOs
in performing some routine tasks. We will be conducting the morning plant status calls and putting together the
report. The ROOs will also begin preparing and delivering the EDO briefing. During routine daytime periods,
the ROOs will being fielding some non-event calls that come through the Ops Center to relieve the HOOs. Bill
and I will re-visit weekend needs for the plant status reports later this week. Our handling them would largely
depend on how the situation in Japan unfolds.

Although this will require some shift in work schedules, our ROOs are quite willing to assist in this effort. (If
you have a chance, some recognition or thanks would be welcomed.)
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A.
Maier, Bill

From: Maier, Bill
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:41 PM
To: 'Brozowski.George@epamail.epa.gov'; 'zhen.davis@epamail.epa.gov';

'snyder.ed@epamail.epa.gov'; Richard Graham; 'dye. robert@epamail.epa.gov';
'hooper.charlesa@epamail.epa.gov'; 'meer.daniel@epa.gov'

Subject: IMPORTANT NRC NEWS RELEASE!FW: Please see attached Press Release. This is on
our External NRC WEB site. (eom)

Attachments: PressReleaseNRCProvides PAG Recl 1-050.pdf; NEWS RELEASE 11-050
ATTACHMENT.pdf

Importance: High

Dear Regional EPA colleagues and FEMA RAC chairs,

This is an important document to share with you. The NRC has issued a protective action recommendation to American
citizens living near the stricken reactor site in JAPAN. Attached is the NRC news release containing the recommendation
and the calculation sheet supporting it. It is also on our public website at www.nrc.gov

This is only for Americans in Japan. Note the statement at the bottom of the news release:

All the available information continues to indicate Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast
are not expected to experience any harmful levels of radioactivity.

I don't have any further information on either the decision or the supporting calculations. Follow our website if you are
looking for more information.

As I mentioned, this is a publicly-released document, so you may share it with your RACs or other interested parties.

Bill Maier
Regional State Liaison Officer
USNRC Region 4
612 E. Lamar Blvd.
Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011-4125
Tel: 817-860-8267
e-mail: bill.maier@nrc.gov

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:13 PM
To: OST05 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft,
Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Heck, Jared; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark;
Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio,
Rosetta
Cc: Piccone, Josephine; Jackson, Deborah; Noonan, Amanda
Subject: Please see attached Press Release. This is on our External NRC WEB site. (eom)

NRC's Web site contains the attached, "NRC PROVIDES PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS
1/•



Questions and Answers for OPA:
March 15, 2011; 8:50 pm

1. Can this happen here?

The events that have occurred in Japan are the result of a combination of highly unlikely
natural disasters. These include the fifth largest earthquake in recorded history and the
resulting devastating tsunami. It is highly unlikely that a similar event could occur in the
United States.

2. I live near a nuclear power plant similar to the ones having trouble in Japan. How
can we now be confident that this plant won't experience a similar problem?

U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with
extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.
The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be
designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported
for the site and surrounding area. The NRC is confident that the robust design of these
plants makes it highly unlikely that a similar event could occur in the United States.

3. Has this crisis changed your opinion about the safety of U.S. nuclear power
plants?

No. The NRC remains confident that the design of U.S. nuclear power plants ensures
the continued protection of public health and safety and the environment.

4. With all this happening, how can the NRC continue to approve new nuclear power
plants?

It is premature to speculate what, if any, effect the events in Japan will have on the
licensing of new nuclear power plants.

5. What is the NRC doing in response to the situation in Japan?

The NRC has taken a number of actions:
a. Since the beginning of the event, the NRC has continuously manned its

Operations Center in Rockville, MD in order to gather and examine all available
information as part of the effort to analyze the event and understand its
implications both for Japan and the United States.

b. A team of 11 officials from the NRC with expertise in boiling water nuclear
reactors have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for
International Development (USAID) team.



c. The NRC has spoken with its counterpart agency in Japan, offering the
assistance of U.S. technical experts.

d. The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the
U.S. government response.

6. What other U.S. agencies are involved, and what are they doing?

The entire federal family is responding to this event. The NRC is closely coordinating its
efforts with the White House, DOE, DOD, USAID, and others. The U.S. government is
providing whatever support requested by the Japanese government.

7. What else can go wrong?

The NRC is continuously monitoring the developments at the nuclear power plants in
Japan. Circumstances are constantly evolving and it would be inappropriate to
speculate on how this situation might develop over the coming days.

8. What is the worst-case scenario?

In a nuclear emergency, the most important action is to ensure the core is covered with
water to provide cooling to remove any heat from the fuel rods. Without adequate
cooling, the fuel rods will melt. Should the final containment structure fail, radiation from
these melting fuel rods would be released to the atmosphere and additional protective
measures may be necessary depending on factors such as prevailing wind patterns.

9. The United States has troops in Japan and has sent ships to help the relief effort -
are they in danger from the radiation?

The NRC is not the appropriate federal agency to answer this question. DOD is better
suited to provide information regarding its personnel.

10. Is there a danger of radiation making it to the United States?

In response to nuclear emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to
monitor radioactive releases and predict their path. The NRC continues to monitor
information regarding wind patterns near the Japanese nuclear power plants.
Nevertheless, given the thousands of miles between the two countries, Hawaii,
Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected to experience
any harmful levels of radioactivity.

11. Is the U.S. government tracking the radiation released from the Japanese plants?



Yes, a number of U.S. agencies are involved in monitoring and assessing radiation
including EPA, DOE, and NRC. The best source of additional information is the
Environmental Protection Agency.

12. Has the government set up radiation monitoring stations to track the release?

The NRC understands that EPA is utilizing its existing nationwide radiation monitoring
system, RadNet, to monitor continuously the nation's air and regularly monitors drinking
water, milk and precipitation for environmental radiation. EPA has publicly stated its
agreement with the NRC's assessment that we do not expect to see radiation at harmful
levels reaching the U.S. from damaged Japanese nuclear power plants. Nevertheless,
EPA has stated that it plans to work with its federal partners to deploy additional
monitoring capabilities to parts of the western U.S. and U.S.territories.

13. The radiation "plume" seems to be going out to sea - what is the danger of it
reaching Alaska? Hawaii? The west coast?

See response to Question 10.

14. I live in the Western United States - should I be taking potassium iodide (KI)?

At this time, the NRC does not believe that protective measures are necessary in the
United States. We do not expect any U.S. states or territories to experience harmful
levels of radioactivity. In the unlikely event that circumstances change, U.S. residents
should listen to the protective action decisions of their states and counties. These
protective action decisions could include actions such as sheltering, evacuation, or
taking potassium iodide. The NRC will provide technical assistance to the states should
they request it.

15. Are there other protective measures I should be taking?

At this time, the NRC does not believe that protective measures are necessary in the
United States. We do not expect any U.S. states or territories to experience harmful
levels of radioactivity. In the unlikely event that circumstances change, U.S. residents
should listen to the protective action decisions of their states and counties. These
protective action decisions could include actions such as sheltering, evacuation, or
taking potassium iodide. The NRC will provide technical assistance to the states should
they request it. United States citizens in Japan are encouraged to follow the protective
measures recommended by the Japanese government. These measures appear to be
consistent with steps the United States would take.

16. What are the risks to my children?

See response to Question 15.



17. My family has planned a vacation to Hawaii/Alaska/Seattle next week - is it safe to
go, or should we cancel our plans?

The NRC does not expect that residents of the United States or its territories are at any
risk of exposure to harmful levels of radiation resulting from the events in Japan. Any
changes to travel are a personal decision. The NRC is unaware of any travel restrictions
within the United States or its territories.

18. What are the short-term and long-term effects of exposure to radiation?

The NRC does not expect that residents of the United States or it territories are at any
risk of exposure to harmful levels of radiation resulting from the events in Japan.

On a daily basis, people are exposed to naturally occurring sources of radiation, such as
from the sun or medical X-rays. The resulting effects are dependent on the strength and
type of radiation as well as the duration of exposure.

19. I am traveling to Asia (not Japan). Should I adjust my travel plans to avoid flying
through plume or being contaminated once on the ground?

The NRC is not the responsible federal agency to advise U.S. citizens on foreign travel
restrictions. That responsibility belongs to the Department of State.

20. What is the official agency to report radiation numbers and what is the public
contact?

NRC regulations require nuclear power plants to report any radiation doses detected at
the plant that could be harmful to the public. This would include doses that are
generated by the plant or by an external source. During an event in the U.S., it is the
state's responsibility to provide protective action decisions for public health and safety.
For this incident, the Japanese are responsible for reporting the public dose;
nevertheless, should radiation doses be detected within the U.S., it would still be the
state's responsibility to provide protective action decisions for public health and safety.

21. How many plants are located in seismic areas?

Although we often think of the US as having "active" and "non-active" earthquake zones,
earthquakes can actually happen almost anywhere. Seismologists typically separate the
US into low, moderate, and high seismicity zones. The NRC requires that every plant be
designed for site-specific ground motions that are appropriate for their location. In



addition, the NRC has specified a minimum ground shaking level to which the plants
must be designed.

22. Where would I get IOSAT Potassium Iodide if my city should experience fallout
from the Japanese nuclear disaster? Is this the right precaution or is there
anything else that can be done to protect myself?

We do not expect any U.S. states or territories to experience harmful levels of
radioactivity. As such, we do not believe that there is any need for residents of the
United States to take potassium iodide. U.S. residents should listen to the protective
action decisions by their states and counties. If necessary, protective action decisions
could include actions such as sheltering, evacuating, or taking potassium iodide.

Additional information regarding the use of potassium iodide can be found on NRC's
webpage at the following link:
http://www. nrc.gov/about-nrc/emerpq-preparedness/about-emerq-
preparedness/potassium-iodide-use.html

Since Potassium Iodide is classified as a drug. Additional information is on the Food and
Drug Administration's web site. www.fda.Qov

23. My loved one is overseas, how do I find out if they are ok?

We are directing public inquiries with regard to concern for loved ones overseas to the
State Department, Consular Services at 202-647-7004.



McKelvey, Harold

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Operations Center Bulletin
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:51 AM
Operations Center Bulletin
UPDATE: NRC IS RESPONDING TO JAPANESE EVENTS

THIS IS NOT A DRILL

The Office of Public Affairs is expecting a large volume of calls from media and the general public
regarding the latest statements from the State Department and the NRC regarding the situation in
Japan. ALL CALLS from media or the general public on this topic must be referred to Regional Public
Affairs or the 301-415-8200 number for HQ employees.

THIS IS NOT A DRILL

*****Event Information is Attached***'*

The NRC is responding to an event.

Please contact the NRC Executive Support Team if necessary at 301-816-5100 or reply to this e-mail.
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Owen, Lucy

From: GovExec.com newsletters [news@get.govexec-media.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:07 AM
To: Collins, Elmo
Subject: Govexec Today: Pentagon's furlough planning;CBO scores proposed pay caps;SBA begins

reg review
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8. SBA opens its review of small business regulations
9. Five decades of the Peace Corps in photos
10. A Japan-reactor repeat in the United States could cost the
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12. Fedblog: Union Pulls Out of Talks on DoD Pay System
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1. Government would save billions by capping pay, CBO says
By Kellie Lunney

Latest report from the Congressional Budget Office explores potential savings of reducing annual military and
civilian pay raises.

Full story: http://www..qovexec.com/story paqie.cfm?articleid=47337&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top (-7
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2. Defense outlines furlough policy
By Emily Long

Military personnel must report for duty without pay and complete any work left undone by furloughed civilian
employees.

Full story: http://www.qovexec.com/story paqe.cfm?articleid=47336&dcn=e gvet

Return to Top

3. GSA's wiki platform is improving efficiency and performance, senior official says
By George A. Warner

Initiative is in keeping with White House efforts to link open government to improved operations.

Full story: http:/lwww.-govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47345&dcn=e gvet

Retufn to Top

4. House passes government funding bill for three more weeks
By Humberto Sanchez, National Journal

Measure now goes to the Senate for consideration later this week.

Full story: http://www..qovexec.com/story pagqe.cfm?articleid=47339&dcn=e ,vet

Return to Top
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Enroll Today!
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5. Administration backs delay of contractor tax withholding
By Robert Brodsky

Controversial provision would require the government to withhold 3 percent of its payments to industry firms.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47341 &dcn=e ,vet

Return to Top

6. From Nextgov: Defense blocks access to 13 websites to conserve bandwidth for Japan
By Bob Brewin

Employees and service members can continue to use Facebook.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47343&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

7. Hiring managers should be agency brand ambassadors, says official
By Emily Long

OPM recruiting specialist recommends that search for new talent be done through formal activities; new online
tools suggest how.

Full story: http://www.,ovexec.com/story page. cfm?articleid=47340&dcn=e gvet

Return to Top

8. SBA opens its review of small business regulations
By Robert Brodsky

Agency wants public input on which rules should be streamlined, expanded or withdrawn.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47338&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

9. Five decades of the Peace Corps in photos
By Emily Long

As the agency marks a landmark anniversary, a look back at some compelling images of its work.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47334&dcn=e gvet

Return to Top
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10. A Japan-reactor repeat in the United States could cost the government dearly
By Jim Tankersley, National Journal

Taxpayers, not the utilities, would be liable for most of the bill.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47331&dcn=e avet

Return to Top

11. For Petraeus, apathy about Afghanistan may be the biggest challenge
By Yochi J. Dreazen, National Journal

General's Hill visit will be less scrutinized this week.

Full story: http://www.gqovexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47332&dcn=e avet

Return to Top

'rolow Us on T1iftter:
,Get breqking lini and mor~efrom the best news soure forfeeral ovement news, from human capital and IT to,
fina~nceand prEocur.6ment.. Read o?_qrtweets ~at httgJi/witter.comigovexec. .~

12. Fedblog: Union Pulls Out of Talks on DoD Pay System

By Emily Long

Outside the bureaucracy, looking in.

Tuesday, March 15, 5:02 p.m. ET:

The American Federation of Government Employees has pulled out of talks around the Defense Department's
personnel system overhaul, calling recent agency actions "nothing less than union busting."

Read blog: http://bloqs.govexec.com/fedbloq/

Return to Top

13. Executive Coach: Japan: What You Can Do
By Scott Eblin

Taking your career to the next level.

Tuesday, March 15, 10:45 a.m. ET:

Like many other people around the world this past weekend, I was transfixed by the news of the epic disaster that
hit Japan on March 11. I've noticed that almost all of the coverage so far has been straight news and very little
commentary. In my own case, I find that I can't get my mind around the scale of the disaster and the impact on
the people in the area.

Read blog: http://blocgs.govexec.com/executivecoachl

Return to Top
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14. Today's column: Management Matters

Diamonds in the Rough

By identifying and grooming top talent, managers can play an important role in encouraging the next generation of
leaders.

Full column: http:llwww.govexec.comldailVfed/0311/031611 mm. htm

Return to Top

15. The Earlybird: Today's headlines

Get links to the top news of the day:

http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/ebird. htm

Return to Top

16. Quote of the Day

You chose to be a manager. This is your responsibility. You should be out there recruiting.

-- Carmen Andujar, OPM recruitment specialist, taLk to federal managers.

Return to Top

Mbscribe. to Goerhtlnetftrxecutive, kmlol
.te fiffe aSi ' na gm§ - e(throughe! I 4 t ' r t i•r•i UP.

Brought to you by Management Concepts

IMANAGEMENTCONCEPTS

It's Not About Your Title.
It's About Your Role.

Are you involved in implementing change in your organization (whether IT or process-related)? If so, you are a
business analyst, regardless of your title. But do you follow the business analysis best practices that will
ensure change brings value to your organization?

Our business analysis courses provide the fundamental skills and experience you need to ensure your solutions
fulfill organizational objectives.

* Building Business Cases
* Leadership and Communication Skills for Business Analysts NEW
" Principles of Business Analysis

Enroll Today!
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Owen, Lucy

From: McCree, Victor
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:28 AM
To: Dean, Bill; Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark
Cc: Lew, David; Wert, Leonard; Pederson, Cynthia; Howell, Art
Subject: Re: EOC MEETINGS

Thanks Bill - I understand your concerns, particularly regarding TMI. In fact, during one of my meetings with
staff on yesterday, there was a collective groan when I mentioned that TMI would be your first EOC plant.

As you know, I strongly encouraged the creation of Q&As to better prepare our folks for the meetings. Given
the Q&As and the Chairman's testimony yesterday, I feel like we're in a sufficient position in Region II (where
we have a couple of facilities that will attract passionate and engaging stakeholders) to move forward with our
meetings, as currently scheduled. FYI, we plan to have the Director or Deputy Director DRP participate in all
of our EOC meetings. Also, either I or Len will participate in our 3 BWR site EOC meetings.

Vic

This email is being sent from an NRC Blackberry device.

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Dean, Bill
To: McCree, Victor; Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark
Cc: Lew, David
Sent: Wed Mar 16 23:01:50 2011
Subject: RE: EOC MEETINGS

the downside is putting a branch chief, or even an SES manager in a position that they may not be comfortable
being in, without adequate guidance/direction/information to provide a consistent and approved message.
Until the chairman's testimony today, there has not been a single NRC representative interviewed in a
televised media, and do we really want a branch chief to be that person. There is definitely a dichotomy
between sites with high interest and what could be expected in terms of protests, media, intervenors, etc. and
those that typically receive very little attention. I am suggesting that we ALL have a comfortable feeling that we
are appropriately prepared for this evolution. My Branch CHiefs at this point do not feel prepared. Perhaps the
recent release of information associated with today;s testimony will help. I asked my team to make a decision
by the end of week whether to postpone next thursday;s TMI meeting. I think we can all appreciate the
significance that site holds relative to the history of nuclear power and its clear juxtaposition to the events of
the past few days.

Additionally, i have asked Eric if there could be materials developed that we all could use to help explain in
layman's terms, what has transpired in Japan and he was going to outreach to RES which does well in
preparing posters and other similar materials. Not unlike the agency's decision to delay the issuance of the
Vermont Yankee license renewal to allow us to appropriately focus on the current events, i feel comfortable in
using a similar rationale to delay our assessment meeting a week or so to give us time to be prepared and
maybe have in hand some good pictorials that can help explain things.

i included dave lew in the email as he is acting for me the next few days.

From: McCree, Victor
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:33 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Dean, Bill; Collins, Elmo; Satorius, Mark
Subject: EOC MEETINGS
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Gents,

I've been reflecting on our abbreviated conversation today regarding the suggestion to delay the subject
meetings. I was unsure where we left the matter.... but given that our EOC meetings are scheduled to begin in
1 week, I wanted to make sure that we're on the same page.

I considered the questions shown below and, after answering them, feel comfortable holding to the current
EOC meeting schedule. However, there may be other questions and concerns that ought to be factored into
the decision:

(i) What is the downside(s) of holding the EOC meetings as scheduled?

(ii) What, if any, messages would we send to stakeholders if we delay the meetings?

(iii) If we delay the meetings, how long should we wait to reschedule them and/or what information should we
possess before holding the meetings?

Your thoughts?

Vic

This email is being sent from an NRC Blackberry device.
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McKelvey, Harold

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:50 AM
To: Collins, Elmo
Subject: Re: FYI for now- Boxer and Feinstein request for comprehensive investigation at Cali nukes?

They sent a Itr too - being the CA Sens, they feel that they have the most vulnerable plants. Chr J was in front
of Boxer's Comm yesterday for a public briefing...

Amy Powell
Associate Director
Office of Congressional Affairs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673

Sent from my Blackberry

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Collins, Elmo
To: Powell, Amy
Sent: Wed Mar 16 22:56:13 2011
Subject: Fw: FYI for now- Boxer and Feinstein request for comprehensive investigation at Cali nukes?

Any insights?
Thanks
Elmo

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Uselding, Lara
To: Collins, Elmo; Lantz, Ryan; Miller, Geoffrey
Sent: Wed Mar 16 18:42:58 2011
Subject: FYI for now- Boxer and Feinstein request for comprehensive investigation at Cali nukes?

I'm taking care of reporter
Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs
817-917-0321

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Mavis Scanlon <mavis(,newsdata.com>
To: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Wed Mar 16 17:53:36 2011
Subject: Re: Can you comment on Boxer and Feinstein request for comprehensive investigation at Cali nukes?

Here is Boxer's statement from earlier today:
http://boxer.senate.qov/en/press/releases/03161 1.cfm

Uselding, Lara wrote:
> Have not heard that so I do not have info on that at this time. We
> will be reviewing japan incident and will look at this and any new
> info that arises Lara Uselding NRC Region 4 Public Affairs
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I > 817-917-0321

------ Original Message -----
> From: Mavis Scanlon <mavis(,newsdata.com>
> To: Uselding, Lara
> Sent: Wed Mar 16 17:41:19 2011
> Subject: Can you comment on Boxer and Feinstein request for comprehensive investigation at Cali nukes?

> Hi Lara,
> Immediately after I responded, I saw that Sen Boxer, in a hearing this
> afternoon, called on the NRC to conduct a comprehensive investigation
> into safety issues, with a focus on seismically active areas like
> California. Can you comment on that request to the NRC - does the NRC
> plan to conduct such an investigation?

> thanks again,
> -Mavis

> Uselding, Lara wrote:

>> No delays on reviews at this time.
>> Yes.

>> Lara Uselding
>> U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Public Affairs - Region IV

>> Lara.Useldinpqnrc..ov
>> For more information visit www.nrc.pov

>> ----- Original Message -----
>> From: Mavis Scanlon [mailto:mavisanewsdata.com]
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:49 PM
>> To: Uselding, Lara
>> Subject: Diablo Canyon question - request for comment

>> Hi Lara,
>> I'm following up an earlier message regarding Diablo Canyon. I wanted
>> to get a comment on whether the NRC is considering suspending or
>> delaying its review of PG&E's application to renew licenses for
>> Diablo Canyon until the utility completes additional seismic reports.
>> I also wanted to confirm whether the schedule for the review that is
>> on the NRC's website is the most current, updated schedule.

>> Best regards,
>> -Mavis

>> Mavis Scanlon
>> Associate Editor
>> California Energy Markets
>> 425 Divisadero St. Ste. 303
>> San Francisco CA 94605
>> 415.963.4439 x12
>> mavis()newsdata.com
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McKelvey, Harold

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:47 PM
To: Piccone, Josephine; Jackson, Deborah; OST05 Hoc; LIA06 Hoc; LIA05 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc;

LIA1 1 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill;
McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Flannery, Cindy; LIA04
Hoc; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil,
Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Heck, Jared; McCree, Victor; Pederson,
Cynthia; Satorius, Mark

Subject: Tonight's call with DOE

We have learned that tonight's 19:00 call with DOE with the States is in fact:

A meeting organized by the White House (NSS - National Security Staff) for Western Governors and Territories.

The following agenda was communicated by a DOE individual (A.J. Gibson):

Vst. Coordinated Strategic Call - 19:00 EDT (Governors are being contacted by the White House)

1) Introductions
2) Briefing Update - Intergovernmental Agencies
3) Reactor Situation in Japan - DOE
4) Humanitarian/Effects on U.S. Citizens - State Department
5) Discussion of Monitoring - U.S. EPA
6) Potential Health Effects - HHS
7) Open Discussion - Intergovernmental Agencies
8) Summary - All

NRC will be a party to this call, but we are not expected to speak.

Richard Turtil
State Liaison - Liaison Team
Incident Response Center

V\,
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McKelvey, Harold

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:49 PM
To: Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara,

Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena
Cc: Piccone, Josephine; LIA06 Hoc; OST05 Hoc; Harrington, Holly; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill;

Heck, Jared; McCree, Victor; Pederson, Cynthia; Satorius, Mark; Flannery, Cindy; LIA04 Hoc;
Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil,
Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta

Subject: 10 mile EPZ and 50 mile evacuation zone in Japan

Importance: High

RSLOs:

Many of your states and others have inquired about the 10 mile EPZ and the 50 mile evacuation recommendation as

stated in the NRC's press release of March 16 (No. 11-050), which states "the NRC believes it is appropriate for U.S.
residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate."

The following has been provided by OPA on March 17 through its approved Talking Points.

0 The 10-mile EPZ reflects the area where projected doses from design basis accidents at nuclear power plants
would not exceed the EPA's protective action guidelines, and we are confident that it would be adequate even for
severe accidents. However, the 10-mile zone was always considered a base for emergency response that could be
expanded if the situation warranted. The situation in Japan, with four reactors experiencing exceptional difficulties
simultaneously, creates the need to expand the EPZ beyond the normal 10-mile radius. We have said from the

beginning of this crisis that the NRC would analyze this situation for any lessons that can be derived to improve our
oversight of U.S. nuclear power plants. Emergency planning will be part of that review.

Richard Turtil
State Liaison - Liaison Team
Incident Response Center
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McKelvey, Harold

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Collins, Elmo
Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:42 PM
Maier, Bill
FW: COMMISSION E-READER...THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 2011
Tab A 03-16-11 Rep. Blumenauer.pdf

From: Champ, Billie
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:11 AM
To: Commission E-Reader Distribution; E-Reader Distribution
Subject: COMMISSION E-READER...THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 2011

II WMTFrVT USE OLY
Some of the information contained in the

Reader is not publicly available.
If there are any questions, please contact SECY.

READING FILE

INDEX

March 17, 2011

INCOMING CORRESPONDENCE

Tab "A" 03/16/11 -- Letter from Rep. Earl Blumenauer, concerns potential risk to U.S. West Coast
communities from the explosions and release of radiation from the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear facility in Japan.

1



EARL BLUMENAUER
THIRD DISTRICT, OREGON

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

SUBCOMMITTEES:

TRADE

SELECT REVENUE MEASURES

COMMITTEE ON BUDGET

WASHINGTON OFFICE:

2267 RAYBURN BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC 20515

(202) 225-4811
FAX: (202) 225-8941

DISTRICT OFFICE:

729 N.E. OREGON STREET
SUrES 115

PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503)231-2300

FAx: (503) 230-5413

website: blumenauer.house.gov
onrrss of thie 3itMab 1ta6t20

March 16, 2011

Lisa Jackson
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
US EPA Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20004

Gregory Jaczko
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

1

Dear Administrator Jackson and Chairman Jaczko,

I write to inquire about the potential risk to U.S. West Coast communities from the
explosions and release of radiation from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear facility in Japan.
In a region that is already breathing air pollution from China, my constituents are
concerned about radiation contamination from the facility reaching the West Coast.

While a number of experts have indicated that contamination in the U.S. as a result of the
Japanese catastrophe is unlikely, I would like to better understand the agencies'
contingency plans and your plan for disseminating information to concerned citizens. At
your earliest convenience, please respond to me with the following information:

e What is the U.S. Government doing to monitor radiation levels over the
Pacific?
I What steps is the Government taking to plan for a scenario in which radiation is
elevated to unsafe levels?
* How does the Government plan to provide information about this potential risk
to citizens?

Thank you for your attention to this request. I look forward to being able to assure my
constituents that the U.S. Government has a plan and to be able to tell them where they
can find more information about the situation.

Sincere3

Earl Blumenauer
Member of Congress

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER



McKelvey, Harold

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:38 PM
To: Lopez, Joseph
Subject: FW:
Attachments: Work Schedule and Premium Pay Guidance for Japan Response 3.docx

It would be hard to believe that you didn't get this
Elmo

From: Davidson, Lawrence
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:06 PM
To: Abraham, Susan; Abrams, Charlotte; Ader, Charles; Akstulewicz, Frank; Albert, Ronald; Allwein, Russell; Alston,
Timothy; Andersen, James; Anderson, Joseph; Armentrout, Deborah; Ash, Darren; Ash, Melissa; Astwood, Heather;
Auluck, Rajender; Austin, Joseph; Ayres, David; Bahadur, Sher; Bailey, Marissa; Bailey, Stewart; Baker, Pamela; Banas,
Paul; Barss, Dan; Bartlett, Bruce; Bartley, Jonathan; Bartley, Malion; Batkin, Joshua; Baum, Robin; Bayliff, Shirley;
Beardsley, James; Beasley, Benjamin; Bell, Hubert; Bell, Marvin; Bellamy, Ronald; Bellinger, Alesha; Benjamin, Jamie;
Benner, Eric; Benney, Brian; Bergman, Thomas; Biggins, James; Bladey, Cindy; Blarney, Alan; Bloom, Steven; Bloomer,
Tamara; Blount, Tom; Boger, Bruce; Boland, Anne; Bolduc, Angela; Bonser, Brian; Borchardt, Bill; Borden, William;
Bouling, Ramona; Bower, Fred; Bower, Phyllis; Boyce, Tom (RES); Boyce, Thomas (OIS); Brady, Joseph; Brenner, Eliot;
Brezovec, Michael; Broaddus, Doug; Brooks, Kenneth; Brown, Frederick; Brown, Tony; Brown, Milton; Brown, Rohn;
Bubar, Patrice; Buchholz, Jeri; Buckley, Michael; Bumpass, Sheila; Burns, Stephen; Burritt, Arthur; Burton, Stephen;
Burton, William; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Cain, Chuck; Caldwell, Robert; Calle, Joselito; Cameron, Jamnes; Campbell,
Andy; Campbell, Larry; Campbell, Stephen; Campbell, Vivian; Camper, Larry; Caniano, Roy; Cardenas, Daniel; Carlson,
Robert; Carpenter, Cynthia; Case, Michael; Casto, Chuck; Casto, Greg; Cataldo, Paul; Catts, Michelle; Champion, Bryan;
Chang, Helen; Chang, Lydia; Cheok, Michael; Chernoff, Harold; Chernoff, Margaret; Chokshi, Nilesh; Christensen, Harold;
Clark, Jeff; Clay, Earnestine; Clayton, Brent; Clifford, James; Cobey, Eugene; Cochrum, Steven; Coe, Doug; Cohen,
Miriam; Cohen, Ronald; Cohen, Stephen; Colaccino, Joseph; Coleman, Judy; Collins, Daniel; Collins, Elmo; Conte, Richard;
Cook, Christopher; Corbett, James; Cordes, John; Correia, Richard; Costello, Ralph; Coyne, Kevin; Croteau, Rick; Crowe,
Eddy; Cruz, Jeffrey; Csontos, Aladar; Cubbage, Amy; Cubellis, Louis; Cullison, David; Curtis, David; Daley, Robert; Daly,
Jill; Dambly, Jan; Daniel, Susan; Danna, James; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Henry; Davis, Jack; Davis, Marlone; Dean, Michael;
Dean, Bill; Dehn, Janine; Delligatti, Mark; Dembek, Stephen; Demoss, Gary; Dennig, Robert; Dentel, Glenn; Desai, Binoy;
Dias, Antonio; Diaz-Toro, Diana; Dickson, Billy; Dingbaum, Stephen; DiPaolo, Eugene; Dixon, John; Dixon-Herrity,
Jennifer; Doane, Margaret; Dodmead, James; Doerflein, Lawrence; Donaldson, Leslie; Donnell, Tremaine; Donoghue,
Joseph; Doornbos, Roger; Dorman, Dan; Dorsey, Jeryll; Dosch, William; Dreisbach, Jason; Droggitis, Spiros; Dudes,
Laura; Dumbacher, David; Duncan, Eric; Dwyer, James; Dyer, Jim; Eads, Johnny; Easson, Pamela; Egan, Dennis; Egli,
Richard; Einberg, Christian; Elkins, Scott; Ellegood, John; Elliott, Robert; Ellsbury, Richard; Erlanger, Craig; Ernstes,
Michael; Brown, Cris; Evans, Carolyn; Michele.ca@nrc.gov; Farnholtz, Thomas; Felts, Russell; Fenton, Darlene; Ferdas,
Marc; Ferrell, Kimberly; Ficks, Ben; Fields, Leslie; Finney, Patrick; Fitch, Karen; Flanders, Scott; Flynn, Sean; Foster, Jack;
Franke, Mark; Franovich, Rani; Fredericks, Carl; Freeman, Scott; Fretz, Robert; Frumkin, Daniel; Frye, Timothy; Fuller,
Michael; Gaddy, Vincent; Gallo, Jenny; Galloway, Melanie; Gartman, Michael; Gavrilas, Mirela; Giantelli, Adelaide; Gibson,
Kathy; Giessner, John; Glitter, Joseph; Givvines, Mary; Gody, Tony; Golder, Jennifer; Golshan, KG; Gorham, Tajuan; Gott,
William; Graham, Thorne; Grancorvitz, Teresa; Grant, Jeffery; Graser, Dan; Gray, Mel; Greene, Kathryn; Grice, Thomas;
Griffin, Steven; Grobe, Jack; Hawkins, Kimberly; Gusack, Barbara; Guthrie, Eugene; Guttmann, Jack; Haag, Robert;
Habighorst, Peter; Hackett, Edwin; Haeg, Lucas; Haire, Mark; Hall, Donald; Hall, Patricia; Hamzehee, Hossein; Haney,
Catherine; Hansell, Samuel; Harris, Tim; Harrison, Donnie; Hatchett, Gregory; Hawkens, Roy; Hay, Michael; Hayden,
Elizabeth; Hays, Myra; Heck, James; Heck, Jared; Helton, Shana; Henderson, Pamela; Hickey, James; Hiland, Patrick;
Hills, David; Hilton, Nick; Hiltz, Thomas; Hirsch, Patricia; Hoeg, Tim; Hogan, Rosemary; Holahan, Gary; Holahan, Patricia;
Holian, Brian; Holland, Crystal; Holody, Daniel; Holonich, Joseph; Holt, BJ; Hopper, George; Howard, Patrick; Howe,
Allen; Howell, Art; Howell, Linda; Hoxie, Chris; Hsia, Anthony; Hsu, Caroline; Hsueh, Kevin; Huber, Deborah; Hudson,
Jody; Humerick, David; Hunegs, Gordon; Hunter, James; Huth, Virginia; Hutto, Andy; Huyck, Doug; Imboden, Andy;
Itzkowitz, Marvin; Jackson, Deborah; Jackson, Donald; Jackson, Terry; James, Lois; Jankovich, John; Janney, Margie;
Jarvis, Rodney; Jenkins, Ronaldo; Jernell, Eleni; Johns, Nancy; Johnson, Michael; Johnson, Clay; Johnson, Robert;
Jolicoeur, John; Jones, Bradley; Jones, Evan; Jones, William; Josey, Jeffrey; Joustra, Judith; Julian, Emile; Jung, Ian;
Junge, Michael; Kahler, Robert; Kaplan, Michele; Karas, Rebecca; Kellar, Ray; Kelley, Corenthis; Kemerer, Myron; Kemker,]\,



Brian; Kennedy, Kriss; Kennedy, Silas; Kerben, Valerie; Kern, David; Khanna, Meena; Kim, Yong; Kimble, Daniel; King,
Donald; King, Michael; Kinneman, John; Kirkland, John; Kirkwood, Sara; Klein, Alex; Knutson, Ed; Kobetz, Timothy;
Kokajko, Lawrence; Kolaczyk, Kenneth; Konzman, Carl; Koshy, Thomas; Kowal, Mark; Kramer, John; Krohn, Paul; Krsek,
Robert; Krupnick, David; Kulesa, Gloria; Kulp, Jeffrey; Kunowski, Michael; Lam, Donna; Lambert, Kenneth; Landau,
Mindy; Langan, Scott; Lankford, Jeffrey; Lantz, Ryan; Lara, Julio; Larkin, Grant; Laura, Richard; Layton, Michael; Le,
Hong; Lee, Bert; Lee, David; Lee, Richard; Lee, Samson; Lee, Samuel; Leeds, Eric; Lennartz, Jay; Lesser, Mark; Lew,
David; Lewis, Robert; Lipa, Christine; Lombard, Mark; Long, Chris; Lopez, Joseph; Lorson, Raymond; Louden, Patrick;
Lubinski, John; Luehman, James; Lui, Christiana; Lukes, Robert; Lund, Louise; Lupold, Timothy; Lyons-Burke, Kathy; Ma,
May; Madden, Patrick; Madison, Wil; Magruder, Stewart; Mamish, Nader; Markley, Michael; Marshall, Jane; Marshfield,
Mark; Martin, Gillian; Masnik, Michael; Masse, Todd; Matheson, Mary; Mathew, Roy; Matthews, David; Mattingley, Joel;
Maxin, Mark; Mayfield, Michael; McCann, Carrie; McConnell, Keith; McCoppin, Michael; McCoy, Gerald; McCrary, Cheryl;
McCree, Victor; McDermott, Brian; McGhee, James; McGill, Clinton; McGinty, Tim; McGowan, Anna; McHale, John;
McKelvey, Harold; McKenna, Eileen; McKenney, Christepher; McKirgan, John; McMillan, Joseph; McMurtray, Anthony;
Mendiola, Anthony; Meyer, David; Michalak, Paul; Miller, Charles; Miller, Chris; Miller, Geoffrey; Miller, Marie; Miller, Mark;
Miller, Michael; Miotla, Sherri; Mitchell, Matthew; Mitchell, Reggie; Mohseni, Aby; Monk, Robert; Monninger, John;
Montgomery, Jack; Moore, Scott; Moore, Thomas; Moorman, James; Morris, Eddie; Morris, James; Morris, R. Michael;
Morris, Scott; Morrissey, Thomas; Moulding, Patrick; Moy, Romena; Mrowca, Lynn; Muessle, Mary; Munday, Joel; Murphy,
Jerome; Murphy, Martin; Musser, Randy; Narick, Marianne; Nazario, Tomy; Nease, Rebecca; Neff, Deborah; Nelson,
Robert; Nichols, Russell; Nieh, Ho; Norato, Michael; Norris, Michael; Nute-Blackshear, Lora; OBrien, Kenneth; OBryan,
Phil; O'Donohue, Kathleen; Offutt, David; Ogle, Chuck; OKeefe, Neil; Oklesson, Edward; Ordaz, Vonna; Orth, Steven;
O'Sullivan, Kevin; Ott, William; Ousley, Elizabeth; Owens, Janice; Paradiso, Karen; Partlow, Benjamin; Pascarelli, Robert;
Peck, Michael; Pederson, Cynthia; Pelke, Patricia; Pellet, John; Pelton, David; Peralta, Juan; Perry, Jamila; Perry, Neil;
Persinko, Andrew; Peters, Sean; Peterson, Gordon; Peterson, Hironori; Pham, Bo; Phillips, Charles; Piccone, Josephine;
Pool, Stephen; Poole, Brooke; Powell, Amy; Powell, Dawn; Powell, Raymond; Prescott, Peter; Pretzello, Andrew; Price,
Georgette; Pruett, Troy; Pstrak, David; Pulliam, Timothy; Quay, Theodore; Quichocho, Jessie; Rabideau, Peter; Rahimi,
Meraj; Raione, Richard; Rajnic, Cecilia; Ramirez, Frances; Rasmussen, Richard; Rasouli, Houman; Raspa, Rossana;
Rayland, Andrew; Raymond, William; Reckley, William; Reddick, Darani; Reece, James; Regan, Christopher; Reis,
Terrence; Remsburg, Kristy; Reynolds, Steven; Reynoso, John; Rheaume, Cynthia; Ricci, John; Rich, Daniel; Rich,
Thomas; Richards, Stuart; Ricketts, Paul; Riemer, Kenneth; Ring, Mark; Roach, Edward; Roach, Gregory; Roberts, Darrell;
Rodgers, Felecia; Rogge, John; Rosenberg, Stacey; Ross, Thierry; Ross-Lee, MaryJane; Rothschild, Trip; Rough, Richard;
Rowhani, Bahman; Royal, Judith; Rubenstone, James; Rubic, Mark; Ruiz, Robert; Ruland, William; Rule, David;
Rutkowski, John; Rutledge, Steven; Rzepka, Robert; Sabisch, Andrew; Safford, Carrie; Salgado, Nancy; Salley,
MarkHenry; Salter, Susan; Sanchez, Alba; Sanchez, Alfred; Sangimino, Donna-Marie; Santiago, Patricia; Santos,
Cayetano; Sargent, Kimberly; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schaeffer, James; Schmidt, Rebecca; Schneider, Max;
Schnetzler, Bonnie; Schoenmann, Sandra; Schroeder, Daniel; Schum, Constance; Scott, Catherine; Scott, Michael;
Sealing, Donna; Segala, John; Serepca, Beth; Seymour, Deborah; Shaeffer, Scott; Shaffer, Steve; Shannon, Mel;
Shannon, Michael; Sharkey, Jeffry; Shay, Jason; Shear, Gary; Shehee, James; Sheron, Brian; Shields, James; Shoop,
Undine; Shuaibi, Mohammed; Silva, Patricia; Simms, Sophonia; Skeen, David; Skokowski, Richard; Smith, Arthur; Smith,
Brian; Smith, Galen; Smith, Rich; Smith, Tuwanda; Solorio, Dave; Sosa, Belkys; Sotiropoulos, Dina; Spencer, Mary;
Spindler, David; Spitzberg, Blair; StAmour, Norman; Stablein, King; Stapleton, Bernard; Stetson, Kathleen; Stewart, Scott;
Stewart, Sharon; Stoedter, Karla; Stone, AnnMarie; Suber, Gregory; Subosits, Stephen; Sullivan, Allen; Swain, Karol;
Sydnor, Russell; Sykes, Marvin; Szyperski, Bill; Tailleart, Don; Talley, Sandra; Tappert, John; Tate, Travis; Taylor, Robert;
Tenaglia, Mickey; Terao, David; Terry, Leslie; Thaggard, Mark; Thomas, Brian; Thomas, Christopher; Thorp, John;
Tonacci, Mark; Tracy, Glenn; Tran, Tu; Trapp, James; Travick, Vanette; Trent, Glenn; Tschiltz, Michael; Turner, Joseph;
Turtil, Richard; Uhle, Jennifer; Ulses, Anthony; Usilton, William; Valentin, Andrea; Vegel, Anton; Vias, Steven; Vietti-Cook,
Annette; Virgilio, Martin; VonTill, Bill; Voytko, Victoria; Walker, Tracy; Walker, Wayne; Wall, Scott; Warnick, Greg;
Wastler, Sandra; Waters, Michael; Watson, Bruce; Weaver, Doug; Webber, Robert; Weber, Michael; Weerakkody, Sunil;
Welling, Blake; Werkheiser, David; Werner, Greg; Wert, Leonard; West, Garmon; West, Steven; Westreich, Barry;
Whetstine, Jack; White, Duncan; White, Darrell; Whited, Ryan; Whitten, Jack; Widdup, Joseph; Widmann, Malcolm;
Wiggins, Jim; Williams, Barbara; Williams, Evelyn; Williams, Kevin; Williams, Michael; Williams, Mona; Williams-Johnson,
Patrice; Williamson, Edward; Wilson, Ernest; Wilson, George; Wilson, Peter; Wood, Gene; Wood, Kent; Wright, Lisa
(Gibney); Wrona, David; Wunder, George; Yerokun, Jimi; Young, Cale; Young, Mitzi; Zane, Steven; Zeiler, John;
Zimmerman, Jacob; Zimmerman, Roy; Zobler, Marian
Cc: Scott, Tracy; Tallarico, Alison; Thoman, Raymond; Jones, Jackie; Blair, Tina; Chin, Allison; Dean, Vivian; Evans(HR),
Marilyn; Himmelberg, Jude; Jackson, Briana; Jaigobind, Savi; Silberfeld, Dafna; Watson, Madonna; Williams, Michelle;
Atkinson, Jeanne; Broadwater, Lynne; Brown, Keisa; Hicks, Beverly; Hicks, Valencia; Jonsson, Dawn; Lindsay, Sandy;
Marziale, Riqueza; ORourke, Christine; Reeves, Gloria; Scott, Mary; Thomas-Richards, Karen; Todd, Colleen
Subject:
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Managers, supervisors, team leaders, and T&L Coordinators,

Attached for your information is a document that addresses, in detail, work schedules and premium
pay for individuals who serve in and support the NRC Operations Center or work in Japan, in
response to the current, serious nuclear power plant issues in that country. NSIR and the NRC
Japanese support team leader will provide the document to all participants.

T&L Coordinators, please note that participants in your organization may contact you to request a

change in their HRMS workgroups for pay periods in which they perform emergency response work.

Participants should contact me if they have any questions on work schedules or premium pay.

Larry Davidson
Office of Human Resources
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-492-2286; lawrence.davidson(cnrc.gov
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WORK SCHEDULE AND PREMIUM PAY GUIDANCE
FOR RESPONSE TO EVENTS IN JAPAN

Please first review this document and contact Larry Davidson of the Office of Human Resources
(301-492-2286 or lawrence.davidson(,nrc.qov) for any needed assistance.

Work Schedules

One or more types of work schedules may be appropriate during a pay period in which you
serve in and support the NRC Operations Center or work in Japan, in response to the current,
serious nuclear power plant issues in that country. You are authorized to select the type of work
schedule you will work during the pay period depending on:

* Your specific workdays and work clocks hours in the Operations Center or in Japan, as
well as any flexibility you have to choose those workdays and clock hours;

* Your entitlement to premium pay for work in the Operations Center or Japan;

• Your performance, if any, of regular duties outside of the Operations Center/Japan
during the pay period; and,

* Your loss of earned credit hours if you switch from NEWFlex to another type of work
schedule.

Possible work schedules include:

* Compressed work schedule - Appropriate if, during the entire pay period, your workdays
and work clock hours are fixed (i.e., you do not have any flexibility to choose either) and
there are fewer than ten nonovertime workdays in the pay period (at least one
nonovertime workday contains more than eight nonovertime hours). Note that
restrictions on nonovertime work clock hours and weekend workdays have been lifted for
the pay period. An Expanded-Compressed Work Schedule may be appropriate (see the
Yellow Announcement at http://www.internal. nrc.-gov/announcements/yellow/2003/2003-
032.html and Article 6.10.3 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement).

* NEWFlex - Appropriate if, during at least a portion of the pay period, you have some
discretion to select your workdays and/or work clock hours (for example, if/when
performing regular duties outside of the Operations Center or Japan). Note that
restrictions on nonovertime work clock hours and weekend workdays have been lifted for
the pay period.

" First-40 - Appropriate if it is impracticable to prescribe a regular schedule of definite
hours of duty for each workday of the workweek (likely not appropriate).
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Note that you must advise your T&L coordinator to change your HRMS workgroup if you change
the type of schedule you work, e.g., if you normally work CWS and change to NEWFlex for the
pay period in which you serve in and support the NRC Operations Center or work in Japan.
Also note that if you switch from NEWFlex to another type of work schedule, you will lose and
will be paid for any accumulated credit hours.

Also note that if you work fewer than 80 hours serving in and supporting the NRC Operations
Center or working in Japan, your "home" supervisor will allow you discretion, to the extent
possible, to decide how/when to cover any missing time.

Premium Pay

Cap on Combined Salary Plus Premium Pay -The biweekly cap on premium pay has been lifted
and will be applied on an annual basis during any pay period in which you serve in and support
the NRC Operations Center or work in Japan (the annual cap will benefit you if you are paid a
salary below the GG-1 5 step 10 salary rate). Your organization has been advised to contact
CFO with employee names and dates of work.

Overtime Pay or regular comp time - Overtime (limited to the higher of: your regular rate; or,
150% of GG-1 0 step 10) is paid for your work in excess of your full-time work schedule during
the pay period. You may choose to be compensated via regular compensatory time off instead
(limited to a 40-hour pay period carryover) if your overtime work was not scheduled in advance
of the workweek, or regardless of when it was scheduled if you are on NEWFlex.

TRCs - Use "OT" for overtime pay and "COMPE" for regular comp time.

Night premium (10%) -This premium is paid for your nonovertime work between 6:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m. the following morning, and for your overtime work during these clock hours if the work
was scheduled in advance of the week in which you performed it. Also, this premium is paid for
your periods of paid leave, if any, during night clock hours if, during the pay period, you have
fewer than 8 hours of total paid leave inclusive of both night and day work.

TRC - NDIFF (hours must also be recorded under another TRC such as REG or OT).

Sunday premium (25%) - This premium is paid for your nonovertime work performed on a
shift(s), any part(s) of which falls on a Sunday (e.g., a shift from Saturday at 6:00 p.m. to
Sunday at 6:00 a.m.). Sunday premium is not payable for periods of nonwork, including leave,
holidays not worked, and excused absence.

TRC - SUNP (hours must also be recorded under another TRC such as REG).

Standby status - You are eligible for special overtime pay if you are restricted by official order to
a designated post of duty and assigned to be in a state of readiness to perform work, versus
actually performing work, with limitations on your activities so substantial that you cannot use
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your time effectively for your own purposes. We do not anticipate that any employee will be in a
standby status.

Miscellaneous

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

Free, confidential counseling is available to you and your family members to address emotional
issues, work problems, substance abuse, stress, crisis, marital/family concerns, financial
matters, legal issues, eldercare resources, and childcare referrals. Call 1-800-869-0276 or
check www.eapconsultants.com.

Travel

If you travel to/from Japan:

" Keep a log of specific travel times and work clock hours to help NRC compute your
entitlement to compensation.

* Consider enrolling in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program or STEP) to make it easier
for the Embassy/Consulates to contact you in case of an emergency. You may enroll at
https://travelregistration.state.gov, or if you have no internet access, directly at the U.S.
Embassy or U.S. Consulates.

* If you are paid a salary below the GG-15 step 10 salary rate, you are entitled to overtime
pay (limited to higher of: your regular rate; or, 150% of GG-1 0 step 10) for travel to/from
Japan, and if the travel is during night hours (6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) and scheduled in
advance of the workweek, you are also entitled to night premium pay. You may
substitute regular compensatory time off (limited to a 40-hour pay period carryover) for
overtime pay if your travel was not scheduled in advance of the workweek, or regardless
of when it was scheduled if you are on NEWFIex.

TRCs - Use "OT" for overtime pay, "COMPE" for regular comp time, and "NDIFF" for
night premium pay.
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Owen, Lucy

From: HSToday [noreply@newsletters.hstoday.us]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:45 AM
To: Collins, Elmo
Subject: HSToday Daily Briefing - Focus on Intelligence

Protecting physical, logical and data assets.
We provide design, installation, monitoring and

services for enterprise-wide integration.

Thursday, March 17, 2011 E-Newsletter Sign-Up I E-mail To A Friend

DAILY NEWS BRIEFING
Terrorists' Use of Internet, Problems Combating it Detailed in Congressional Report
A Congressional Research Service (CRS) report released last week, Terrorist Use of the Internet: Information Operations in
Cyberspace, "describes the ways that international terrorists and insurgents use the Internet... ),

TODAY'S NEWS ANALYSIS
DHS Working to Operationalize Cybersecurity, Reitinger Says
A congressional panel expressed concern Wednesday that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) might not be well
equipped to deal with a catastrophic cyber attack, lacking the authority and a strong relationship with the... 5>

BS1 Global Supply Chain Summit (.-R ... E'611STERT6Dýy
Enhan(ing supply (hain security without disrupting global trade
Aýashington, D.C, April 5,2011830arn- 5.00prn EST
www.bsiamerica.coollsupplychainevent

L
Tor>AY15 Focu5 Topic: INTELLIGENCE, COLINTERTERROR15M & COUNTERNARCOTIC5

White House Intensifies Search for Next FBI Chief
The Obama administration is ramping up its search for a new FBI director, as Robert Mueller's term approaches its end in
early September, with former Bush and Clinton administration officials and a federal judge among those... >>

Napolitano: Algorithms a Big Key in Solving Security, Big Data Puzzle
Better algorithms to spot patterns and trends in the serious mass of information the Department of Homeland Security sees
everyday is key to national security. Click here to read full story. >>

Intellipence Renort Confirms Viahilitv of MK Dav Bomb

199\1



An unclassified Joint Intelligence Bulletin written earlier this month gave an in-depth analysis of the MLK Day bomb and
described the maker of the MLK Day Bomb as someone who "possesses a higher degree of knowledge and skill... »

Napolitano: More Terror Plots are Homegrown, Sharing Intelligence Locally is Key
Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano says joint intelligence centers are one of the "centerpieces" in the fight against
terrorism. Click here to read full story. >>

Want more federal, state and local
news, insight and analysis?
Visit our Federal, State and Local focus topic channel. p

TODAY'S HEADLINES
US Drone Kills Five Militants in Pakistan: Official
A US drone strike in Pakistan's lawless northwest tribal belt on Wednesday killed at least five militants, security officials
said, as the covert campaign steps up in the border region. Click here for the full story >

DHS Faces Challenges in IT Hiring Process
The Homeland Security Department needs hundreds of information technology workers - especially in the cybersecurity
arena - but it faces considerable obstacles in doing so. Click here for the full story »>

Tennessee Revamps Driver's Licenses
Changes are designed to counter document fraud and will use new credentialing technology, according to an announcement
from Tennessee Department of Safety and Homeland Security Commissioner Bill Gibbons. Click here for the full... >>

Panel Urges TSA to Implement 'Trusted Travelers' Program
Treating every airport passenger as a potential terrorist slows the security system, is needlessly frustrating and deters some
people from flying, according to a report that recommends ways to ease bottlenecks at security... >>

Napolitano Tells Denver Confab That US Drills for Disasters Like Japan's
The Department of Homeland Security is regularly practicing for large-scale disasters similar to the earthquake and tsunami
in Japan, Secretary Janet Napolitano said Tuesday. Click here for the full story >>

CORRESPONDENTS WATCH
Britain Convicts Awlaki Acolyte Targeting US Bound Planes
Last week a court in London convicted Rajib Karim, a 3 1-year-old Bangladeshi national in the UK working for British
Airways of plotting with the Yemeni-American Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) leader, Anwar Al... >>
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NEWS SHORTS
DoD Must Step Up Fight Against Pirates, GAO Says
US and coalition forces have driven Somali pirate attacks from their original focus area but attacks have become more
frequent and more diffused, warned congressional investigators in testimony Tuesday. From 2007 to 2010, pirates... >>

IF Perspectives
An Open Hearing is Not the Best Way to Explore Radicalization
Maydh 9, 2011
Rep. Peter King (R-NY), chairman of the House Homeland Security Corimitbee, is sdheduled to
hold a hearing on rackizalt o the Ameri"can Muslim community. *WA will examine al
Qeeda's latest and dangerous tactic of radicalizing moernbes of the American Muslim
comnmimity aid recruiting them to engage in jihadAt attacks against innocent Americans"
K(ing stated.

I I
GRANTS & FUNDING
Funding & Resources: Emergency Healthcare's Unique Funding Track
One of the four funding priorities supported by the Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP) - the largest and most well-
known homeland security funder-is, according to its mission statement, "Improving preparedness for, response... >>

INDUSTRY ANNOUNCEMENTS
FedStore Corporation Names 'Skip' Trahern President
FedStore Corporation, Rockville, Md., an IT solutions provider, has announced the appointment of Skip Trahern, a 27-year
industry veteran, as President. Mr. Trahern is charged with leading FedStore during its period of... >>

Elbit Systems and Israel Aerospace Industries Establish Joint Company
Elbit Systems Ltd., Haifa, Israel, an international defense electronics company, has announced the signing of a founder's
agreement (the "Agreement") with Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd. ("IAI") , Ben-Gurion... >>

Raytheon Completes Work on Upgraded Early Warning Radar in Greenland

Raytheon Company, Tewksbury, Mass., a developer of technology systems and solutions, has announced that it has
completed all system requirements and testing of the Upgraded Early Warning Radar at Thule Air Base, Greenland. With...
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Owen, Lucy

From: Owen, Lucy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:33 PM
To: Ahern, Gregory; Alexander, Ryan; Alferink, Beth; Andrews, Tom; Berger, Lynn; Collins, Elmo;

Diederich, Karl; Dricks, Victor; Fuller, Karla; Howell, Art; Howell, Linda; Kellar, Ray; Livermore,
Dan; Maier, Bill; Maier, Christi; Owen, Lucy; Rodriguez, Jaime; Simpson, Eric; Tannenbaum,
Anita; Taylor, Nick; Uselding, Lara; Weaver, Judith

Subject: FW: Response Work Schedule Guidance
Attachments: Work Schedule and Premium Pay Guidance for Japan Response 3.docx

For for all ORA ......

From: Jacobssen, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:22 PM
To: Owen, Lucy; Tannenbaum, Anita; Freeman, Denise; Trifiletti, Sue; Karl, Tracy; Harrison, Deborah; Lackey, Dana;
Jenkins, Verlyn; Castles, Debbie; Murray, Jenny
Subject: FW: Response Work Schedule Guidance

FYI.

From: Pellet, John
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:11 PM
To: Jacobssen, Patricia; Herrera, Marisa
Cc: Gardin, Kathy; Nute-Blackshear, Lora; Howell, Linda
Subject: FW: Response Work Schedule Guidance

FYI

Thanks,
John Pellet
USNRC/Region IV
817-860-8231

From: Davidson, Lawrence
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:06 PM
To: Abraham, Susan; ...

Managers, supervisors, team leaders, and T&L Coordinators,

Attached for your information is a document that addresses, in detail, work schedules and premium
pay for individuals who serve in and support the NRC Operations Center or work in Japan, in
response to the current, serious nuclear power plant issues in that country. NSIR and the NRC
Japanese support team leader will provide the document to all participants.

T&L Coordinators, please note that participants in your organization may contact you to request a

change in their HRMS workgroups for pay periods in which they perform emergency response work.

Participants should contact me if they have any questions on work schedules or premium pay.

Larry Davidson
Office of Human Resources
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

I



301-492-2286; lawrence.davidson(,nrc.gov
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I V

WORK SCHEDULE AND PREMIUM PAY GUIDANCE
FOR RESPONSE TO EVENTS IN JAPAN

Please first review this document and contact Larry Davidson of the Office of Human Resources
(301-492-2286 or lawrence.davidson(,nrc..qov) for any needed assistance.

Work Schedules

One or more types of work schedules may be appropriate during a pay period in which you
serve in and support the NRC Operations Center or work in Japan, in response to the current,
serious nuclear power plant issues in that country. You are authorized to select the type of work
schedule you will work during the pay period depending on:

* Your specific workdays and work clocks hours in the Operations Center or in Japan, as
well as any flexibility you have to choose those workdays and clock hours;

* Your entitlement to premium pay for work in the Operations Center or Japan;

* Your performance, if any, of regular duties outside of the Operations Center/Japan

during the pay period; and,

* Your loss of earned credit hours if you switch from NEWFlex to another type of work
schedule.

Possible work schedules include:

" Compressed work schedule - Appropriate if, during the entire pay period, your workdays
and work clock hours are fixed (i.e., you do not have any flexibility to choose either) and
there are fewer than ten nonovertime workdays in the pay period (at least one
nonovertime workday contains more than eight nonovertime hours). Note that
restrictions on nonovertime work clock hours and weekend workdays have been lifted for
the pay period. An Expanded-Compressed Work Schedule may be appropriate (see the
Yellow Announcement at http://www.internal.nrc.gov/announcements/yellow/2003/2003-
032.html and Article 6.10.3 of the Collective Bar-gaining Agreement).

* NEWFlex - Appropriate if, during at least a portion of the pay period, you have some
discretion to select your workdays and/or work clock hours (for example, if/when
performing regular duties outside of the Operations Center or Japan). Note that
restrictions on nonovertime work clock hours and weekend workdays have been lifted for
the pay period.

* First-40 - Appropriate if it is impracticable to prescribe a regular schedule of definite
hours of duty for each workday of the workweek (likely not appropriate).
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Note that you must advise your T&L coordinator to change your HRMS workgroup if you change
the type of schedule you work, e.g., if you normally work CWS and change to NEWFlex for the
pay period in which you serve in and support the NRC Operations Center or work in Japan.
Also note that if you switch from NEWFlex to another type of work schedule, you will lose and
will be paid for any accumulated credit hours.

Also note that if you work fewer than 80 hours serving in and supporting the NRC Operations
Center or working in Japan, your "home" supervisor will allow you discretion, to the extent
possible, to decide how/when to cover any missing time.

Premium Pay

Cap on Combined Salary Plus Premium Pay -The biweekly cap on premium pay has been lifted
and will be applied on an annual basis during any pay period in which you serve in and support
the NRC Operations Center or work in Japan (the annual cap will benefit you if you are paid a
salary below the GG-15 step 10 salary rate). Your organization has been advised to contact
CFO with employee names and dates of work.

Overtime pay or regular comp time - Overtime (limited to the higher of: your regular rate; or,
150% of GG-1 0 step 10) is paid for your work in excess of your full-time work schedule during

the pay period. You may choose to be compensated via regular compensatory time off instead
(limited to a 40-hour pay period carryover) if your overtime work was not scheduled in advance
of the workweek, or regardless of when it was scheduled if you are on NEWFlex.

TRCs - Use "OT" for overtime pay and "COMPE" for regular comp time.

Night premium (10%) -This premium is paid for your nonovertime work between 6:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m. the following morning, and for your overtime work during these clock hours if the work
was scheduled in advance of the week in which you performed it. Also, this premium is paid for
your periods of paid leave, if any, during night clock hours if, during the pay period, you have
fewer than 8 hours of total paid leave inclusive of both night and day work.

TRC - NDIFF (hours must also be recorded under another TRC such as REG or OT).

Sunday premium (25%) - This premium is paid for your nonovertime work performed on a
shift(s), any part(s) of which falls on a Sunday (e.g., a shift from Saturday at 6:00 p.m. to

Sunday at 6:00 a.m.). Sunday premium is not payable for periods of nonwork, including leave,
holidays not worked, and excused absence.

TRC - SUNP (hours must also be recorded under another TRC such as REG).

Standby status - You are eligible for special overtime pay if you are restricted by official order to

a designated post of duty and assigned to be in a state of readiness to perform work, versus

actually performing work, with limitations on your activities so substantial that you cannot use
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your time effectively for your own purposes. We do not anticipate that any employee will be in a
standby status.

Miscellaneous

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

Free, confidential counseling is available to you and your family members to address emotional
issues, work problems, substance abuse, stress, crisis, marital/family concerns, financial
matters, legal issues, eldercare resources, and childcare referrals. Call 1-800-869-0276 or
check www.eapconsultants.com.

Travel

If you travel to/from Japan:

* Keep a log of specific travel times and work clock hours to help NRC compute your
entitlement to compensation.

* Consider enrolling in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program or STEP) to make it easier
for the Embassy/Consulates to contact you in case of an emergency. You may enroll at
https://travelregistration.state.gov, or if you have no internet access, directly at the U.S.
Embassy or U.S. Consulates.

* If you are paid a salary below the GG-1 5 step 10 salary rate, you are entitled to overtime
pay (limited to higher of: your regular rate; or, 150% of GG-1 0 step 10) for travel to/from
Japan, and if the travel is during night hours (6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) and scheduled in
advance of the workweek, you are also entitled to night premium pay. You may
substitute regular compensatory time off (limited to a 40-hour pay period carryover) for
overtime pay if your travel was not scheduled in advance of the workweek, or regardless
of when it was scheduled if you are on NEWFIex.

TRCs - Use "OT" for overtime pay, "COMPE" for regular comp time, and "NDIFF" for
night premium pay.



McKelvey, Harold

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:32 PM
To: Howell, Linda; Howell, Art; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy
Subject: FW: WHITE HOUSE CALL SUMMARY WRT COMMUNICATIONS WITH STATES

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:11 PM
To: Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug;
Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena
Cc: LIA01 Hoc; LIA11 Hoc; OST05 Hoc; Piccone, Josephine; Jackson, Deborah; Turtil, Richard; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill;
Heck, Jared; McCree, Victor; Pederson, Cynthia; Satorius, Mark; Flannery, Cindy; LIA04 Hoc; Lukes, Kim; Noonan,
Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: WHITE HOUSE CALL SUMMARY WRT COMMUNICATIONS WITH STATES

Below are a few bullets FYI regarding Charlie Miller's participation in a White House call today relative to plume
modeling data and communications with States.

The Federal family is working together to develop models to determine whether the plume from the Japanese event will
reach the US. This will be run through DOE NARAC (National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center)

DOE is tasked as the LEAD agency to provide information to the States in this regard. There will be a call at 1900
(7 pm Eastern) this evening with Governors to inform them about DOE aerial monitoring activities.

Also note that NRC is working to hold a public Commission briefing Monday 3/21 - time TBD. NRC staff will provide the
Commission on the status of the Japanese event, provide an overview of staff actions to date, and any early planned
actions. The meeting will be Web streamed and will be a good opportunity to invite/inform our State contacts - when
we have all the details.

Rosetta Virgilio
State Liaison
NRC Operations Center
301-816-5193
LIAO4.HOC@nrc.gov
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McKelvey, Harold

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:30 PM
To: Leeds, Eric
Cc: Kennedy, Kriss; Vegel, Anton; Pruett, Troy; Caniano, Roy; Howell, Art; Howell, Linda; Maier,

Bill; Uselding, Lara; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy
Subject: RE: Japan event Q&As - additional info

Thanks Eric! This is an outstanding move.

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:38 PM
To: Dean, Bill; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo; Lew, David; Wert, Leonard; Pederson, Cynthia; Howell, Art;
Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; Wiggins, Jim; Evans, Michele; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary;
Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader; Boyce, Thomas (OIS);
Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; McDermott, Brian
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Ash, Darren; Nguyen, Quynh; Meighan, Sean; Kammerer, Annie; Landau, Mindy;
Wittick, Brian; Morris, Scott; Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Brown, Frederick; Cheok, Michael; Galloway, Melanie; Giitter,
Joseph; Giwines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson; Lubinski, John; McGinty, Tim; Nelson,
Robert; Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William; Skeen, David
Subject: Japan event Q&As - additional info

I've assigned Bob Nelson, Deputy Director, Division of Operating Reactor Licensing, as the NRR Coordinator for External
Communications related to NRR's response to the recent events in Japan. Nelson and his team will be responsible for
coordinating the development and review of related Qs & As, and coordinating the response to related controlled
correspondence tasked to NRR, including related 2.206 petitions. Assisting Nelson will be Sean Meighan and Quynh
Nguyen from the NRR front office, Eric Thomas from DIRS and a communications "tiger team" being formulated in DORL
headed by Mike Markley. Harold Chernoff will also provide assistance as needed. Please forward all of your requests for
support in this area to Nelson. (Extension 7298 and cell: 703-244-7493).

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270
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McKelvey, Harold

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Champ, Billie
Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:11 AM
Commission E-Reader Distribution; E-Reader Distribution
COMMISSION E-READER...THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 2011
Tab A 03-16-11 Rep. Blumenauer.pdf

Some of the information contained in the
Reader is not publicly available.

If there are any questions, please contact SECY.

READING FILE

INDEX

March 17, 2011

INCOMING CORRESPONDENCE

Tab "A" 03/16/11 -- Letter from Rep. Earl Blumenauer, concerns potential risk to U.S. West Coast
communities from the explosions and release of radiation from the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear facility in Japan.
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EARL BLUMENAUER
THIRD DISTRICT, OREGON

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

SUBCOMMITTEES:

TRADE

SELECT REVENUE MEASURES

COMMITTEE ON BUDGET

WASHINGTON OFFICE:

2267 RAYBURN BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC 20515

(202) 2254811
FAX: (202) 225-8941

DISTRICT OFFICE:

729 N.E. OREGON STREET
SUIRE 115

PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 231-2300

FAx: (503) 230-5413

website: blumenauer.house.gov
Tounress of tlr Iftitfite *tates

Wuse f prezeatiuen
'WaslMingach, ET 20515-31D3

March 16, 2011

Lisa Jackson
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
US EPA Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20004

Gregory Jaczko
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Administrator Jackson and Chairman Jaczko,

I write to inquire about the potential risk to U.S. West Coast communities from the
explosions and release of radiation from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear facility in Japan.
In a region that is already breathing air pollution from China, my constituents are
concerned about radiation contamination from the facility reaching the West Coast.

While a number of experts have indicated that contamination in the U.S. as a result of the
Japanese catastrophe is unlikely, I would like to better understand the agencies'
contingency plans and your plan for disseminating information to concerned citizens. At
your earliest convenience, please respond to me with the following information:

e What is the U.S. Government doing to monitor radiation levels over the
Pacific?
9 What steps is the Government taking to plan for a scenario in which radiation is
elevated to unsafe levels?
e How does the Government plan to provide information about this potential risk
to citizens?

Thank you for your attention to this request. I look forward to being able to assure my
constituents that the U.S. Government has a plan and to be able to tell them where they
can find more information about the situation.

Sincere lv

Earl Blumenauer
Member of Congress

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER



CHARTER FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION TASK FORCE
TO CONDUCT A NEAR-TERM EVALUATION OF THE NEED FOR AGENCY ACTIONS

FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

Obiective

The objective of this task force is to conduct a methodical and systematic review of relevant
NRC regulatory requirements, programs, and processes, and their implementation, to
recommend whether the agency should make near-term additional improvements to our
regulatory system. This task force will identify a framework and topics for review and
assessment for the longer-term effort.

Scope

The task force review will include the following:

a. A near-term review to:

* Evaluate currently available technical and operational information from the events
that have occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear complex in Japan to identify
potential or preliminary near term/immediate operational or regulatory actions
affecting domestic reactors of all designs, including their spent fuel pools.

0 The task force will evaluate, at a minimum, the following technical issues and
determine priority for further examination and potential agency action:

* External event issues (e.g. seismic, flooding, fires, severe weather)

" Station blackout
* Severe accident measures (e.g., emergency operating procedures, severe

accident management guidelines)
" B.5.b (10 CFR 50.54 (hh)(2))
* Emergency preparedness (e.g., radiological protection, emergency planning

zones)
• Incident response (e.g., emergency communications, operations center

lessons-learned)
0 Develop recommendations, as appropriate, for potential changes to inspection

procedures and licensing review guidance, and recommend whether generic
communications, orders, or other regulatory requirements are needed.

b. Recommendations for the content, structure, and estimated resource impact for the
longer-term review.



Coordination and Communications

The near-term task force will:

* Solicit stakeholder input as appropriate, but remain independent of industry efforts.
* Coordinate and cooperate where applicable with international efforts reviewing the

events in Japan for additional insights.
* Provide recommendations to the Commission for any immediate policy issues

identified prior to completion of the near-term review.
* Provide recommendations to program offices for any immediate actions not involving

policy issues, prior to completion of the near-term review.

* Identify resource implications of near-term actions.
* Develop a communications plan.

* Update and brief internal stakeholders, as appropriate.

Expected Product and Schedule

The task force will provide its observations, conclusions, and recommendations in the form of a
written report to the Deputy Executive Director for Reactor and Preparedness Programs at the
completion of the 90-day near-term review.

During the development of its report, the task force will brief the Commission on the status of
the review at approximately the 30 and 60 day points

The report will be transmitted to the Commission via a SECY paper, and the task force will brief
the Commission on the results of the near-term effort at approximately the 90-day point. The
report will be released to the public via normal Commission processes.

The task force will recommend a framework for a longer-term review as a part of the near-term
report. The longer-term review will begin as soon as the NRC has sufficient technical
information from the events in Japan (with a goal of beginning by the end of the near-term
review).

Staffing

The task force will consist of the following members:
Leader Charles Miller FSME
Senior Managers Jack Grobe NRR

Gary Holahan, NRO
Senior Staff Nathan Sanfilippo OEDO
Administrative Assistant Cynthia Davidson OGC

Additional task force members will be added as needed. For the near-term review, other staff
members may be consulted on a part-time basis.



EDO Interface

The task force will keep agency leadership informed on the status of the effort and provide early
identification of significant findings. The task force will report to the Deputy Executive Director
for Reactor and Preparedness Programs.



McKelvey, Harold

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:38 PM
To: Dean, Bill; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo; Lew, David; Wert, Leonard;

Pederson, Cynthia; Howell, Art; Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; Wiggins, Jim; Evans, Michele;
Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary; Haney, Catherine; Dorman,
Dan; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader; Boyce, Thomas (OIS);
Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; McDermott, Brian

Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Ash, Darren; Nguyen, Quynh; Meighan, Sean; Kammerer,
Annie; Landau, Mindy; Wittick, Brian; Morris, Scott; Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Brown,
Frederick; Cheok, Michael; Galloway, Melanie; Giitter, Joseph; Giwines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick;
Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson; Lubinski, John; McGinty, Tim; Nelson, Robert;
Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William; Skeen, David

Subject: Japan event Q&As - additional info

I've assigned Bob Nelson, Deputy Director, Division of Operating Reactor Licensing, as the NRR Coordinator for External
Communications related to NRR's response to the recent events in Japan. Nelson and his team will be responsible for
coordinating the development and review of related Qs & As, and coordinating the response to related controlled
correspondence tasked to NRR, including related 2.206 petitions. Assisting Nelson will be Sean Meighan and Quynh
Nguyen from the NRR front office, Eric Thomas from DIRS and a communications "tiger team" being formulated in DORL
headed by Mike Markley. Harold Chernoff will also provide assistance as needed. Please forward all of your requests for

support in this area to Nelson. (Extension 7298 and cell: 703-244-7493).

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270
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McKelvey, Harold

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:11 PM
To: Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara,

Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena
Cc: LIA01 Hoc; LIA1 1 Hoc; OST05 Hoc; Piccone, Josephine; Jackson, Deborah; Turtil, Richard;

Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Heck, Jared; McCree, Victor; Pederson, Cynthia; Satorius, Mark;
Flannery, Cindy; LIA04 Hoc; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison;
Ryan, Michelle; Virgilio, Rosetta

Subject: WHITE HOUSE CALL SUMMARY WRT COMMUNICATIONS WITH STATES

Below are a few bullets FYI regarding Charlie Miller's participation in a White House call today relative to plume
modeling data and communications with States.

The Federal family is working together to develop models to determine whether the plume from the Japanese event will
reach the US. This will be run through DOE NARAC (National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center)

DOE is tasked as the LEAD agency to provide information to the States in this regard. There will be a call at 1900
(7 pm Eastern) this evening with Governors to inform them about DOE aerial monitoring activities.

Also note that NRC is working to hold a public Commission briefing Monday 3/21 -time TBD. NRC staff will provide the

Commission on the status of the Japanese event, provide an overview of staff actions to date, and any early planned
actions. The meeting will be Web streamed and will be a good opportunity to invite/inform our State contacts - when
we have all the details.

Rosetta Virgilio
State Liaison
NRC Operations Center
301-816-5193
LIA04.HOC@nrc.gov
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Maier, Bill

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Maier, Bill
Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:11 AM
Aubrey Godwin
RE: attachment will not open to 11-050
NEWS RELEASE 11-050 ATTACHMENT.pdf

All I have is what was attached. I have no info on worksheets, assumptions, etc.

Here is the attachment.

Bill

From: Aubrey Godwin [mailto:agodwin5azrra.govl
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:25 AM
To: Maier, Bill
Subject: attachment will not open to 11-050

Ease 11-050 stats dose calculations attached shile no attachment there. The words computer calculations appear to be a

link but will not open.

Any way to get us calculations?

Aubrey

I

<ýP



15 March 2010 02:51am (EDT), NRC Operations Center, Protective Measures Team

This data is based on system condition estimates for a hypothetical, single reactor site, 2350
MWt, Boiling Water Reactor. Model results are projections only and may not be representative
of an actual release. This projection uses modeled forecast meteorological conditions and is
subject to change.

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In

Dist from release
miles 0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(kilometers) (0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

Total EDE 5.4E+03 2.0E+03 1.2E+03 8.2E+02 4.8E+02 2.4E+02 1.6E+02 9.5E+01
Thyroid CDE 2.8E+04 1.1E+04 6.2E÷03 4.3E+03 2.5E+03 1.3E+03 8.4E+02 5.1E+02
Inhalation CEDE 3.7E+03 1.4E+03 8.0E+02 5.6E+02 3.3E+02 1.7E+02 1.1E+02 6.7E+01
Cloudshine 1.9E+01 9.3E+00 5.8E+00 4.1E+00 2.5E+00 1.4E+00 9.7E-01 6.2E-01
4-day Groundshine 1.7E+03 6.5E+02 3.8E+02 2.6E+02 1.5E+02 7.3E+01 4.6E+01 2.8E+01
Inter Phase 1st Yr 2.4E+04 9.4E+03 5.4E+03 3.8E+03 2.2E+03 1.1E+03 6.6E+02 3.9E+02
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 1.1E+04 4.4E+03 2.6E+03 1.8E+03 1.0E+03 4.9E+02 3.1E+02 1.8E+02

Notes:
" Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
" Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year- 2 rem, 2nd year- 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

Dist from release
miles 15 20 30 40 50
(kilometers) (24.1) (32.2) (48.3) (64.4) (80.5)

Total EDE 8.6E+01 6.3E+01 3.7E+01 1.8E+01 8.1E+00
Thyroid CDE 3.3E+02 2.7E+02 1.3E+02 5.9E+01 2.3E+01
Inhalation CEDE 3.9E+01 3.1E+01 1.3E+01 4.4E+00 1.3E+00
Cloudshine 4.5E-01 3.8E-01 1.7E-01 7.4E-02 2.7E-02
4-day Groundshine 4.7E+01 3.2E+01 2.4E+01 1.3E+01 6.7E+00
Inter Phase 1st Yr 7.2E+02 4.8E+02 3.8E+02 2.2E+02 1.3E+02
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 3.4E+02 2.3E+02 1.8E+02 1.._E+02 6.9E+01

Notes:
" Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
• Intermediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem
* indicates values less than 1 mrem

* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine



16 March 2010 12:24pm (EDT), NRC Operations Center, Protective Measures Team

This data is based on system condition estimates for a hypothetical, four reactor site. Model
results are projections only and may not be representative of an actual release. This projection
uses modeled forecast meteorological conditions and is subject to change.

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In

Dist from release
miles 0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(kilometers) (0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

Total EDE 5.4E+03 1.5E+03 6.7E+02 3.9E+02 1.8E+02 7.5E+01 4.OE+01 1.4E+01
Thyroid CDE 2.9E+04 7.9E+03 3.6E+03 2.1E+03 9.6E+02 4.0E+02 2.1E+02 7.5E+01
Inhalation CEDE 3.8E+03 1.OE+03 4.8E+02 2.8E+02 1.3E+02 5.4E+01 2.9E+01 1.0E+01
Cloudshine 2.2E+01 8.OE+00 3.9E+00 2.3E+00 8.OE-01 2.6E-01 2.1E-01 1.1E-01
4-day Groundshine 1.5E+03 4.1E+02 1.9E+02 1.1E+02 5.OE+01 2.1E+01 1.1E+01 4.3E+00
Inter Phase 1st Yr 2.6E+04 7.OE+03 3.2E+03 1.9E+03 8.5E+02 3.6E+02 1.9E+02 7.5E+01
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 1.3E+04 3.5E+03 1.6E+03 9.2E+02 4.2E+02 1.8E+02 9.5E+01 3.8E+01

Notes:
* Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
* Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - I rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
* Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

Dist from release
miles 15 20 30 40 50
(kilometers) (24.1) (32.2) (48.3) (64.4) (80.5)

Total EDE 1.5E+01 1.3E+01 1.1E+01 1.OE+01 9.9E+00
Thyroid CDE 8.6E+01 7.OE+01 5.2E+01 4.9E+01 4.8E+01
Inhalation CEDE 1.1E+01 9.2E+00 7.7E+00 7.6E+00 7.3E+00
Cloudshine 1.2E-01 9.7E-02 7.3E-02 7.OE-02 6.6E-02
4-day Groundshine 4.1E+00 3.4E+00 2.8E+00 2.6E+00 2.5E+00
Inter Phase Ist Yr 7.1E+01 6.OE+01 4.7E+01 4.5E+01 4.3E+01
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 3.6E+01 3.0E+01 2.3E+01 2.2E+01 2.1 E+01

Notes:
" Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
" Intermediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine
* Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine

T EDE - Total Effective Dose Equivalent
CDE - Committed Dose Equivalent
CEDE - Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
PAGs - Protective Action Guidelines
EPA - Environmental Protection Agency



McKelvey, Harold

From: Kennedy, Kriss
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:37 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Caniano, Roy; Vegel, Anton; Pruett, Troy; Walker, Wayne; Miller,

Geoffrey; Gaddy, Vincent; Lantz, Ryan; Clark, Jeff; Hay, Michael; Howell, Linda; Uselding,
Lara

Subject: FW: Japanese Earthquake-related Information Notice
Attachments: IN 11-xx B5b Earthquake.docx

FYI -Draft of IN.

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:31 PM
To: Roberts, Darrell; Lara, Julio; Croteau, Rick; Kennedy, Kriss
Cc: West, Steven; Shear, Gary
Subject: FYI: Japanese Earthquake-related Information Notice

For info only. Trying to keep you up to date. We plan on completing concurrence on it this afternoon so that it
will be ready for review by the Ops Center ET tonight.

NELSON

1



IN 2011-05
Page 5 of 5

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT
This Information Notice does not contain any information collections and, therefore, is not

subject to the requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).

Public Protection Notification

The NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a request for
information or an information collection requirement unless the requesting document displays a
currently valid Office of Management and Budget control number.

CONTACTS

This information notice requires no specific action or written response. Please direct any
questions about this matter to the technical contact(s) listed below or the appropriate Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.

Timothy J. McGinty, Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical Contact: Eric E. Bowman, NRR
301-415-2963
e-mail: Eric. Bowman(Dnrc.pov

Note: NRC generic communications may be found on the NRC public Web site,
http://www.nrc.gov, under Electronic Reading Room/Document Collections.

Distribution:
OPA
OGC

ADAMS Accession Number: ML1 10760432

OFFICE NRR/DPR/PGCB TECH EDITOR NRR/DIRS/D NRR/DE/D

NAME EBowman BWestreich PHiland
(GWilson for)

DATE 03/17/11 X/XX/11 email 03/17/2011 email

OFFICE NSIR/DSP DPR/PGCB/LA DPR/PGCB/BC NRR/DPR/D

NAME RCorreia CHawes SRosenberg TMcGinty

DATE 03/17/2011 email 03/17/2011

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY



They'd have to be astronomical, right? As a p
ro-nuclear commenter on msnbc.com put it
this weekend, "There's a power plant just like
these in Omaha. If it gets hit by a tsunami ....."

It turns out that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has calculated the odds of an
earthquake causing catastrophic failure to a
nuclear plant here. Each year, at the typical
nuclear reactor in the U.S., there's a 1 in
74,176 chance that the core could be damaged
by an earthquake, exposing the public to
radiation. That's 10 times more likely than you
winning $10,000 by buying a ticket in the
Powerball multistate lottery, where the chance
is 1 in 723,145.

And it turns out that the nuclear reactor in the
United States with the highest risk of core
damage from a quake is not the Diablo Canyon
Power Plant, with its twin reactors tucked
between the California coastline and the San
Andreas Fault.

It's not the San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station, a four-hour drive down the Pacific
coast at San Clemente, surrounded by fault
lines on land and under the ocean.

It's not on the Pacific Coast at all. It's on the
Hudson River.

One in 10,000
The reactor with the highest risk rating is 24
miles north of New York City, in the village of
Buchanan, N.Y., at the Indian Point Energy
Center. There, on the east bank of the Hudson,
Indian Point nuclear reactor No. 3 has the
highest risk of earthquake damage in the
country, according to new NRC risk estimates
provided to msnbc.com.

So much for San Andreas: Reactors in East, Midwest, South have highest chance of damage
A ranking of the 104 nuclear reactors is

shown at the bottom of this article, listing the
NRC estimate of risk of catastrophic failure
caused by earthquake.

The chance of a core damage from a quake at
Indian Point 3 is estimated at 1 in 10,000 each
year. Under NRC guidelines, that's right on the
verge of requiring "immediate concern r
egarding adequate protection" of the public.
The two reactors at Indian Point generate up
to one-third of the electricity for New York
City. The second reactor, Indian Point 2,
doesn't rate as risky, with 1 chance in 30,303
each year.



The plant with the second highest risk? It's in
Massachusetts. Third? Pennsylvania. Then
Tennessee, Pennsylvania again, Florida, V
irginia and South Carolina. Only then does
California's Diablo Canyon appear on the list,
followed by Pennsylvania's Three Mile Island.

Overall, the new estimates mean that nuclear
power plants built in the areas usually thought
of as earthquake zones, such as the California
coastline, are no longer those with the highest
risk of damage from an earthquake.

Other plants in the East, South and Midwest,
where the design standards may have been
lower because the earthquake risk was
thought to be low, have moved to the top of
the NRC's danger list.

The chance ranges from Indian Point's 1 in
10,000, all the way up to 1 in 500,000 each
year at the Callaway plant in Fulton, Missouri.

Playing the odds
The NRC, the federal agency responsible for
nuclear power safety, says the odds are in the
public's favor. "Operating nuclear power
plants are safe," the NRC said when it reported
the new risk estimates.

Every plant is designed with a margin of safety
beyond the strongest earthquake anticipated
in that area, the NRC says.

But the NRC also says the margin of safety has
been reduced.

In the 35 years since Indian Point 3 got its
license to operate in 1976, the same era when
most of today's U.S. nuclear reactors were
built, geologists have learned a lot about the
dangers of earthquakes in the eastern and
central U.S.

No one alive now has memories of the South
Carolina quakes of 1886, which toppled
14,000 chimneys in Charleston and were felt
in 30 states. Or the New Madrid quakes of
1811-1812 in Missouri and Arkansas - the
big one made the Mississippi River run
backward for a time.

But the geologists and seismologists
remember, learning their history from rocks,
and steadily raising their estimates of the risk
of severe quakes. New faults are found, and
new computer models change predictions for
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how the ground shakes. The latest estimates
are drawn from the 2008 maps of the U.S.
Geological Survey. Of special note, the USGS
said, was an allowance for waves of large
earthquakes in the New Madrid fault area
roughly centered on the Missouri Bootheel, as
well as inclusion of offshore faults near
Charleston, S.C., and new data from the
mountains of East Tennessee. With each new
map, the areas of negligible risks have
receded.

Based on those new maps, the NRC published
in August 2010 new estimates of the
earthquake risk at nuclear power reactors in
the eastern and central states. Besides the
proximity, severity and frequency of
earthquakes, the new estimates take into
account the design standards used at each
plant, along with the type of rock or soil it's
built on. This week, the NRC provided
additional data to msnbc.com for the relatively
few reactors in the Western states, allowing a
ranking to be made of all 104 reactors with the
latest data.

The top 10
Here are the 10 nuclear power sites with the
highest risk of suffering core damage from an
earthquake, showing their NRC risk estimates
based on 2008 and 1989 geological data. (The
full list of 104 reactors is below.)

1. Indian Point 3, Buchanan, N.Y.: 1 in 10,000
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 17,241.
Increase in risk: 72 percent.
advertisement U.S. Geological Survey Based on 1982 data, a map of earthquake damage risk in the
continental United States. The highest risk areas are red, yellow and purple. U.S. Geological Survey Based
on 1969 data, a map of earthquake damage risk in the continental United States. The highest risk areas
are red and yellow.
2. Pilgrim 1, Plymouth, Mass.: 1 in 14,493. Old
estimate: 1 in 125,000. Increase in risk: 763
percent.

3. Limerick 1 and 2, Limerick, Pa.: 1 in 18,868.
Old estimate: 1 in 45,455. Increase in risk: 141
percent.

4. Sequoyah 1 and 2, Soddy-Daisy, Tenn.: 1 in
19,608. Old estimate: 1 in 102,041. Increase in
risk: 420 percent.

5. Beaver Valley 1, Shippingport, Pa.: 1 in
20,833. Old estimate: 1 in 76,923. Increase in
risk: 269 percent.

6. Saint Lucie 1 and 2, Jensen Beach, Fla.: 1 in
21,739. Old estimate: N/A.
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7. North Anna 1 and 2, Louisa, Va.: 1 in
22,727. Old estimate: 1 in 31,250. Increase in
risk: 38 percent.

8. Oconee 1, 2 and 3, Seneca, S.C.: 1 in 23,256.
Old estimate: 1 in 100,000. Increase in risk:
330 percent.

9. Diablo Canyon 1 and 2, Avila Beach, Calif.: 1
in 23,810. Old estimate: N/A.

10. Three Mile Island, Middletown, Pa.: 1 in
25,000. Old estimate: 1 in 45,455. Increase in
risk: 82 percent.

A rising risk
Northeast of Chattanooga, Tenn., the
Tennessee Valley Authority's Sequoyah 1 and
2 nuclear plants had been thought to have a
risk of core damage from an earthquake
happening once every 102,041 years. The new
estimate is once every 19,608 years.

That kind of change was typical. Out of 104
reactors, the risk estimate declined at only
eight. (There were 19 for which no older
estimate was available for comparison.)

The increase in risk is so rapid that an NRC
research task force in September sent two
recommendations to NRC management:

First, it is time to move the issue over from the
research staff to the regulatory staff, moving
from study to action.

Second, start figuring out whether some
nuclear power plants need a "backfit," or
additional construction to protect them from
earthquakes.

Another indication of how fast the risk
estimates rose: The median, or middle value
out of all 104 reactors, a measure of the risk
at the typical plant, is now at a 1 in 74,176
chance each year of core damage from a
quake. In the old estimate, it was 1 in 263,158.
In other words, the estimated risk, though still
low by NRC standards, has more than tripled.

What happens next?
This NRC process began in 2005 when its staff
recommended taking a look at updated
seismic hazards. It was late 2008 before NRC
advertisement
staff started working with a contractor,

Electric Power Research Institute, on the
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design of a study. Overall, it took five years
and three months from the staff
recommendation until the seismic task force
submitted its report in August 2010.

One problem is a lack of data about the
nuclear reactors themselves. The NRC task
force said the agency has detailed data on
what it calls plant fragility - the probability
that the expected earthquake would damage
the reactor's core - for only one-third of the
nation's nuclear plants. That's because only
the plants that had been thought to be in areas
of higher seismic risk had done detailed
studies. For the rest, the scientists had to
estimate from other information submitted by
plant operators.

Now the NRC is playing catch-up.

An NRC spokesman, Scott Burnell, said
Tuesday that the NRC is preparing a letter to
send to certain nuclear plants, asking them for
the more detailed data on equipment, soil
conditions and seismic preparedness. Then
the plants and NRC staff will have an
opportunity to analyze that data.

That process could stretch into 2012, Burnell
said. Then'the NRC will have to decide, he said,
"where the ability to respond to seismic events

can be improved."

In the middle of that process, perhaps late this
year, a new round of geologic data will come
out. That will be folded into new calculations.

Industry is "addressing that issue"
The nuclear power industry is watching this
process. A document distributed to the public
by the industry's Nuclear Energy Institute on
Sunday, after the Japanese plant emergency
began, referred to this NRC study and the

possibility of changes, saying, "The industry is
working with the NRC to develop a
methodology for addressing that issue."

The industry statement did not mention that
the study increased the estimates of
earthquake risk for nearly every nuclear
power plant in the U.S.

(One of the leading nuclear power companies,
General Electric, which designed the reactors a
t Fukushima, is a part owner of
NBCUniversal, which co-owns msnbc.com
through a joint venture with Microsoft.)
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Good odds or bad?
How much risk is too much? Is a roller coaster
safe only if no one ever dies? If one passenger
dies every 100 years? Every year?

When the NRC saw that the new earthquake
maps had pushed the level of risk into the
range between 1 in 100,000 and the more
likely 1 in 10,000, that change was enough to
study the issue further, the task force said in
its report. But because the risks didn't go
beyond 1 in 10,000, "there was no immediate
concern regarding adequate protection." The
advertisement
new estimates put Indian River right at that

boundary, and a few others in reach.

By comparison, the chance of winning the
grand prize in the next Powerball lottery: 1 in
195,249,054.

Ranking of nuclear reactors by earthquake
damage risks
Here are the 104 nuclear power reactors in the
United States, ranked by the NRC's estimate of
the risk each year that an earthquake would
cause damage to the reactor's core, releasing
radiation.

Notes: Data come from the NRC's study of
August 2010 on reactors in the central and
eastern states, supplemented by data provided
by the NRC to msnbc.com in March 2011. The
table shows the risks calculated separately
from 1989 and 2008 earthquake data from the
U.S. Geological Survey. Ranks and changes in
risk are calculated by msnbc.com. For the
reactors in the western states, and a few
others, the 1989 estimate was not provided to
msnbc.com, so no change is calculated. The
information in this list is also available in an
Excel spreadsheet file. (See resources, below.)

Rank. Reactor, nearby city, state: Chance of
event each year from 2008 data. Old estimate
from 1989. Change in risk.
1. Indian Point 3, Buchanan, N.Y.: 1 in 10,000
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 17,241.
Change in risk: 72 percent.

2. Pilgrim 1, Plymouth, Mass.: 1 in 14,493
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 125,000.
Change in risk: 763 percent.

3. Limerick 1, Limerick, Pa.: 1 in 18,868 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 45,455. Change in
risk: 141 percent.
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3. Limerick 2, Limerick, Pa.: 1 in 18,868 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 45,455. Change in
risk: 141 percent.

5. Sequoyah 1, Soddy-Daisy, Tenn.: 1 in
19,608 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
102,041. Change in risk: 420 percent.

5. Sequoyah 2, Soddy-Daisy, Tenn.: 1 in
19,608 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
102,041. Change in risk: 420 percent.

7. Beaver Valley 1, Shippingport, Pa.: 1 in
20,833 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
76,923. Change in risk: 269 percent.

8. Saint Lucie 1, Jensen Beach, Fla.: 1 in 21,739
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

8. Saint Lucie 2, Jensen Beach, Fla.: 1 in 21,739
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

10. North Anna 1, Louisa, Va.: 1 in 22,727
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 31,250.
Change in risk: 38 percent.

10. North Anna 2, Louisa, Va.: 1 in 22,727
advertisement
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 31,250.

Change in risk: 38 percent.

12. Oconee 1, Seneca, S.C.: 1 in 23,256 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 100,000. Change
in risk: 330 percent.

12. Oconee 2, Seneca, S.C.: 1 in 23,256 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 100,000. Change
in risk: 330 percent.

12. Oconee 3, Seneca, S.C.: I in 23,256 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 100,000. Change
in risk: 330 percent.

15. Diablo Canyon 1, Avila Beach, Calif.: 1 in
23,810 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

15. Diablo Canyon 2, Avila Beach, Calif.: 1 in
23,810 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

17. Three Mile Island 1, Middletown, Pa.: 1 in
25,000 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
45,455. Change in risk: 82 percent.

18. Palo Verde 1, Wintersburg, Ariz.: 1 in
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26,316 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

18. Palo Verde 2, Wintersburg, Ariz.: 1 in
26,316 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

18. Palo Verde 3, Wintersburg, Ariz.: 1 in
26,316 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

18. Summer, Jenkensville, S.C.: 1 in 26,316
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 138,889.
Change in risk: 428 percent.

22. Catawba 1, York, S.C.: 1 in 27,027 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 33,333. Change in

risk: 23 percent.

22. Catawba 2, York, S.C.: 1 in 27,027 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 33,333. Change in
risk: 23 percent.

24. Watts Bar 1, Spring City, Tenn.: 1 in 27,778
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 178,571.
Change in risk: 543 percent.

25. Indian Point 2, Buchanan, N.Y.: 1 in 30,303
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 71,429.
Change in risk: 136 percent.

26. Duane Arnold, Palo, Iowa: 1 in 31,250
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

27. McGuire 1, Huntsville, N.C.: 1 in 32,258
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 35,714.
Change in risk: 11 percent.

27. McGuire 2, Huntsville, N.C.: 1 in 32,258
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 35,714.
Change in risk: 11 percent.

29. Farley 1, Columbia, Ala.: 1 in 35,714
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 263,158.
advertisement
Change in risk: 637 percent.

29. Farley 2, Columbia, Ala.: 1 in 35,714
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 263,158.
Change in risk: 637 percent.

31. Quad Cities 1, Cordova, Ill.: 1 in 37,037
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 71,429.
Change in risk: 93 percent.

31. Quad Cities 2, Cordova, Ill.: 1 in 37,037
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 71,429.
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Change in risk: 93 percent.

33. River Bend 1, St. Francisville, La.: 1 in
40,000 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
370,370. Change in risk: 826 percent.

34. Peach Bottom 2, Delta, Pa.: 1 in 41,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 120,482.
Change in risk: 189 percent.

34. Peach Bottom 3, Delta, Pa.: 1 in 41,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 120,482.
Change in risk: 189 percent.

36. Crystal River 3, Crystal River, Fla.: 1 in
45,455 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
192,308. Change in risk: 323 percent.

36. Seabrook 1, Seabrook, N.H.: 1 in 45,455
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 114,943.
Change in risk: 153 percent.

36. Beaver Valley 2, Shippingport, Pa.: 1 in
45,455 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
188,679. Change in risk: 315 percent.

39. Perry 1, Perry, Ohio: 1 in 47,619 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,176,471.
Change in risk: 2371 percent.

39. Columbia 1, Richland, Wash.: 1 in 47,619
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

41. Waterford 3, Killona, La.: 1 in 50,000
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 833,333.
Change in risk: 1567 percent.

42. Dresden 2, Morris, Ill.: 1 in 52,632 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 434,783. Change
in risk: 726 percent.

42. Dresden 3, Morris, Ill.: 1 in 52,632 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 434,783. Change
in risk: 726 percent.

42. Monticello, Monticello, Minn.: 1 in 52,632
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 38,462.
Change in risk: -27 percent.

45. Wolf Creek 1, Burlington, Kansas: 1 in
55,556 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
400,000. Change in risk: 620 percent.

46. San Onofre 2, San Clemente, Calif.: 1 in
58,824 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.
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46. San Onofre 3, San Clemente, Calif.: 1 in
58,824 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.
advertisement
48. Millstone 3, Waterford, Conn.: 1 in 66,667

chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 100,000.
Change in risk: 50 percent.

48. Brunswick 1, Southport, N.C.: 1 in 66,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 263,158.
Change in risk: 295 percent.

48. Brunswick 2, Southport, N.C.: 1 in 66,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 263,158.
Change in risk: 295 percent.

48. Robinson 2, Hartsville, S.C.: 1 in 66,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 370,370.
Change in risk: 456 percent.

52. Oyster Creek, Forked River, N.J.: 1 in
71,429 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
126,582. Change in risk: 77 percent.

53. Fort Calhoun, Fort Calhoun, Neb.: 1 in
76,923 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

53. Ginna, Ontario, N.Y.: 1 in 76,923 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 238,095. Change
in risk: 210 percent.

53. Susquehanna 1, Salem Township, Pa.: 1 in
76,923 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
416,667. Change in risk: 442 percent.

53. Susquehanna 2, Salem Township, Pa.: 1 in
76,923 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
416,667. Change in risk: 442 percent.

57. Calvert Cliffs 2, Lusby, Md.: 1 in 83,333
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 116,279.
Change in risk: 40 percent.

57. D.C. Cook 1, Bridgman, Mich.: 1 in 83,333
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

57. D.C. Cook 2, Bridgman, Mich.: 1 in 83,333
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

57. Grand Gulf 1, Port Gibson, Miss.: 1 in
83,333 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
106,383. Change in risk: 28 percent.

57. Kewaunee, Kewaunee, Wis.: 1 in 83,333
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 71,429.
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Change in risk: -14 percent.

62. Millstone 2, Waterford, Conn.: 1 in 90,909
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 156,250.
Change in risk: 72 percent.

62. Salem 1, Hancocks Bridge, N.J.: 1 in 90,909
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 172,414.
Change in risk: 90 percent.

62. Salem 2, Hancocks Bridge, N.J.: 1 in 90,909
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 172,414.
Change in risk: 90 percent.

62. Point Beach 1, Two Rivers, Wis.: 1 in
90,909 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
76,923. Change in risk: -15 percent.

62. Point Beach 2, Two Rivers, Wis.: 1 in
advertisement
90,909 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
76,923. Change in risk: -15 percent.

67. Turkey Point 3, Homestead, Fla.: 1 in
100,000 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

67. Turkey Point 4, Homestead, Fla.: 1 in
100,000 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

67. Calvert Cliffs 1, Lusby, Md.: 1 in 100,000
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 142,857.
Change in risk: 43 percent.

70. Vermont Yankee, Vernon, Vt.: 1 in 123,457
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 434,783.
Change in risk: 252 percent.

71. Braidwood 1, Braceville, Ill.: 1 in 136,986
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,785,714. Change in risk: 1204 percent.

71. Braidwood 2, Braceville, Ill.: 1 in 136,986
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,785,714. Change in risk: 1204 percent.

73. Vogtle 1, Waynesboro, Ga.: 1 in 140,845
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 384,615.
Change in risk: 173 percent.

73. Vogtle 2, Waynesboro, Ga.: 1 in 140,845
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 384,615.
Change in risk: 173 percent.

75. Cooper, Brownville, Neb.: 1 in 142,857
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.
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76. Davis-Besse, Oak Harbor, Ohio: 1 in
149,254 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
625,000. Change in risk: 319 percent.

77. Palisades, Covert, Mich.: 1 in 156,250
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change

in risk: N/A.

78. South Texas 1, Bay City, Texas: 1 in
158,730 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,298,701. Change in risk: 718 percent.

78. South Texas 2, Bay City, Texas: 1 in
158,730 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,298,701. Change in risk: 718 percent.

80. FitzPatrick, Scriba, N.Y.: 1 in 163,934
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 833,333.
Change in risk: 408 percent.

81. Byron 1, Byron, Ill.: 1 in 172,414 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,470,588.
Change in risk: 753 percent.

81. Byron 2, Byron, Ill.: 1 in 172,414 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,470,588.
Change in risk: 753 percent.

83. Surry 1, Surry, Va.: 1 in 175,439 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 123,457. Change
in risk: -30 percent.

83. Surry 2, Surry, Va.: 1 in 175,439 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 123,457. Change
advertisement
in risk: -30 percent.

85. Nine Mile Point 2, Scriba, N.Y.: 1 in 178,571
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,000,000. Change in risk: 460 percent.

86. Browns Ferry 2, Athens, Ala.: 1 in 185,185
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 625,000.
Change in risk: 238 percent.

86. Browns Ferry 3, Athens, Ala.: 1 in 185,185
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 625,000.
Change in risk: 238 percent.

88. Nine Mile Point 1, Scriba, N.Y.: 1 in 238,095
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,724,138. Change in risk: 624 percent.

88. Fermi 2, Toledo, Ohio: 1 in 238,095 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 625,000. Change
in risk: 163 percent.
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90. Arkansas Nuclear 1, London, Ark.: 1 in
243,902 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,063,830. Change in risk: 336 percent.

90. Arkansas Nuclear 2, London, Ark.: 1 in
243,902 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,063,830. Change in risk: 336 percent.

92. Comanche Peak 1, Glen Rose, Texas: 1 in
250,000 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
833,333. Change in risk: 233 percent.

92. Comanche Peak 2, Glen Rose, Texas: 1 in
250,000 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
833,333. Change in risk: 233 percent.

94. Browns Ferry 1, Athens, Ala.: 1 in 270,270
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,000,000. Change in risk: 270 percent.

95. Prairie Island 1, Welch, Minn.: 1 in 333,333
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 714,286.
Change in risk: 114 percent.

95. Prairie Island 2, Welch, Minn.: 1 in 333,333
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 714,286.
Change in risk: 114 percent.

97. La Salle 1, Marseilles, Ill.: 1 in 357,143
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,851,852. Change in risk: 419 percent.

97. La Salle 2, Marseilles, Ill.: 1 in 357,143
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,851,852. Change in risk: 419 percent.

97. Hope Creek 1, Hancocks Bridge, N.J.: 1 in
357,143 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
909,091. Change in risk: 155 percent.

100. Clinton, Clinton, Ill.: 1 in 400,000 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 370,370. Change
in risk: -7 percent.

101. Shearon Harris 1, New Hill, N.C.: 1 in
434,783 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
277,778. Change in risk: -36 percent.

102. Hatch 1, Baxley, Ga.: 1 in 454,545 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,351,351.
Change in risk: 197 percent.
advertisement
102. Hatch 2, Baxley, Ga.: 1 in 454,545 chance

each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,351,351.
Change in risk: 197 percent.

104. Callaway, Fulton, Mo.: 1 in 500,000
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
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in risk: N/A.

A few words about the data (Where's
Richter?)
The NRC's risk estimates are not based on the
usual layman's language of the magnitude
scale (the old Richter scale or its replacement,
the moment magnitude scale). Magnitude
shows the earthquake's energy released. That
is a measure of power.

But a nuclear plant may be close to the
epicenter of a quake, or far from it. And some
types of seismic waves are more jarring than
others.

Instead, these risk estimates consider how
violently the ground will shake at the nuclear
plant, considered a better indication of how
much damage it will cause. That shaking can
be affected by the depth, distance from the
epicenter, and the frequencies of waves that
the quake emits. The shaking is expressed in a
unit called peak ground acceleration, in terms
of the acceleration caused by the Earth's
gravity. This is a measure of intensity.

Often these two ways of measuring
earthquakes are roughly in synch, but
sometimes not. For example:

The 2010 Haiti earthquake, magnitude
7.0, rated only "severe" on the intensity
scale, the third rung from the top, with
peak ground acceleration of 0.5 times
the Earth's gravity.
The 2010 Chile earthquake, with a much
higher magnitude of 8.8, was one step

advertisement How much radiation is dangerous?

higher in terms of intensity, "violent,"
with peak ground acceleration of 0.65

times gravity.
The 2010 Christchurch or Canterbury
earthquake in New Zealand, similar to
Haiti at magnitude 7.1, was at the top of
the intensity scale, "extreme," with a peak
ground acceleration of 1.26 times
gravity.
Besides the peak acceleration, the NRC made
other estimates for each nuclear plant, based
on different types of earthquakes.

From all these estimates, the NRC calculated a
worst case, which it called the "weakest link."
Msnbc.com ranked the plants by that worst
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case, which is the same number the NRC staff
highlights in its report, and the only number it
provided for the reactors in the western
states.

Resources
These links open in a new window.

Earthquake history of each state, from the
USGS.
A USGS brochure describing the changes in
the 2008 seismic hazard maps. PDF file.

The NRC report with new earthquake risk
estimates, "Generic Issue 199 (GI-199),
Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic
Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern
United States on Existing Plants, Safety/Risk
Assessment," August 2010. PDF file. Note: Data
for individual reactors are in appendix D.

An NRC fact sheet from November 2010,
"Seismic Issues for Existing Nuclear Power
Plants."

The NRC database of active nuclear reactors in
the U.S. Each reactor name links to technical
and safety documents.

Industry response to questions about the
situation in Japan. PDF file.

A scientific paper describing the New Madrid
earthquake, and what can be learned by
melding modern science with writings from
long ago.

A brochure with a table comparing values for
magnitude and peak ground acceleration.

The ranking of 104 nuclear plants by risk, by
msnbc.com from NRC data, in an Excel
spreadsheet file.

© 2011 msnbc.com Reprints

A look at the worst earthquakes in recorded
history, in loss of human life. (These figures do
not include the March 11, 2011, temblor off
eastern Japan, the death toll of which is still
not known.) Sources: United States Geological
Survey, Encyclopedia Britannica
advertisement
1: Shensi, China, Jan. 23, 1556

Magnitude about 8, about 830,000 deaths.

This earthquake occurred in the Shaanxi
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province (formerly Shensi), China, about 50
miles east-northeast of Xi'an, the capital of
Shaanxi. More than 830,000 people are
estimated to have been killed. Damage
extended as far away as about 270 miles
northeast of the epicenter, with reports as far
as Liuyang in Hunan, more than 500 miles
away. Geological effects reported with this
earthquake included ground fissures, uplift,
subsidence, liquefaction and landslides. Most
towns in the damage area reported city walls
collapsed, most to all houses collapsed and
many of the towns reported ground fissures
with water gushing out.

2: Tangshan, China, July 27, 1976

Magnitude 7.5. Official casualty figure is
255,000 deaths. Estimated death toll as high
as 655,000.

Damage extended as far as Beijing. This is
probably the greatest death toll from an
earthquake in the last four centuries, and the
second greatest in recorded history.

3: Aleppo, Syria, Aug. 9, 1138

Magnitude not known, about 230,000 deaths.

Contemporary accounts said the walls of
Syria's second-largest city crumbled and
rocks cascaded into the streets. Aleppo's
citadel collapsed, killing hundreds of
residents. Although Aleppo was the largest
community affected by the earthquake, it likely
did not suffer the worst of the damage.
European Crusaders had constructed a citadel
at nearby Harim, which was leveled by the
quake. A Muslim fort at AI-Atarib was
destroyed as well, and several smaller towns
and manned forts were reduced to rubble. The
quake was said to have been felt as far away
as Damascus, about 220 miles to the south.
The Aleppo earthquake was the first of several
occurring between 1138 and 1139 that
devastated areas in northern Syria and
western Turkey.

4: Sumatra, Indonesia, Dec. 26, 2004

advertisement Advertise I AdChoices Keystone I Getty Images 1976: Workers start rebuilding work
following earthquake damage in the Chinese city of Tangshan, 100 miles east of Pekin, with a wrecked
train carriage behind them. (Photo by Keystone/Getty Images)

Magnitude 9.1, 227,898 deaths.

This was the third largest earthquake in the
world since 1900 and the largest since the
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1964 Prince William Sound, Alaska temblor. In
total, 227,898 people were killed or were
missing and presumed dead and about 1.7
million people were displaced by the
earthquake and subsequent tsunami in 14
countries in South Asia and East Africa. (In
January 2005, the death toll was 286,000. In
April 2005, Indonesia reduced its estimate for
the number missing by over 50,000.)

5: Haiti, Jan 12, 2010

According to official estimates, 300,000 were
also injured, 1.3 million displaced, 97,294
houses destroyed and 188,383 damaged in
the Port-au-Prince area and in much of
southern Haiti. This includes at least 4 people
killed by a local tsunami in the Petit Paradis
area near Leogane. Tsunami waves were also
reported at Jacmel, Les Cayes, Petit Goave,
Leogane, Luly and Anse a Galets.
6: Damghan, Iran, Dec. 22, 856

Magnitude not known, about 200,000 deaths.

This earthquake struck a 200-mile stretch of
northeast Iran, with the epicenter directly
below the city of Demghan, which was at that
point the capital city. Most of the city was
destroyed as well as the neighboring areas.
Approximately 200,000 people were killed.

7: Haiyuan, Ningxia , China, Dec. 16, 1920

7.8 magnitude, about 200,000 deaths.

This earthquake brought total destruction to
the Lijunbu-Haiyuan-Ganyanchi area. Over
73,000 people were killed in Haiyuan County.
A landslide buried the village of Sujiahe in Xiji
County. More than 30,000 people were killed
in Guyuan County. Nearly all the houses
collapsed in the cities of Longde and Huining.
About 125 miles of surface faulting was seen
from Lijunbu through Ganyanchi to Jingtai.
There were large numbers of landslides and
ground cracks throughout the epicentral area.
Some rivers were dammed, others changed
course.

advertisement Getty Images / Getty Images MEULABOH, INDONESIA - DECEMBER 29: In this handout
photo taken from a print via the Indonesian Air Force, the scene of devastation in Meulaboh, the town
closest to the Sunday's earthquake epicentre, is pictured from the air on December 29, 2004, Meulaboh,
Aceh Province, Sumatra, Indonesia. The western coastal town in Aceh Province, only 60 kilometres north-
east of the epicentre, has been the hardest hit by sunday's underwater earthquake in the Indian Ocean.
Officials expected to find at least 10,000 killed which would amount to a quarter of Meulaboh's population.
Three-quarters of Sumatra's western coast was destroyed and some towns were totally wiped out after
the tsunamis that followed the earthquake. (Photo by Indonesian Air Force via Getty Images) Advertise 1
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8: Ardabil, Iran, March. 23, 893

Magnitude not known, about 150,000 deaths

The memories of the massive Damghan
earthquake (see above) had barely faded when
only 37 years later, Iran was again hit by a
huge earthquake. This time it cost 150,000
lives and destroyed the largest city in the
northwestern section of the country. The area
was again hit by a fatal earthquake in 1997.

9: Kanto, Japan, Sept. 1, 1923

7.9 magnitude, 142,800 deaths.

This earthquake brought extreme destruction
in the Tokyo-Yokohama area, both from the
temblor and subsequent firestorms, which
burned about 381,000 of the more than
694,000 houses that were partially or
completely destroyed. Although often known
as the Great Tokyo Earthquake (or the Great
Tokyo Fire), the damage was most severe in
Yokohama. Nearly 6 feet of permanent uplift
was observed on the north shore of Sagami
Bay and horizontal displacements of as much
as 15 feet were measured on the Boso
Peninsula.

This earthquake brought extreme destruction
in the Tokyo-Yokohama area, both from the
temblor and subsequent firestorms, which
burned about 381,000 of the more than
694,000 houses that were partially or
completely destroyed. Although often known
as the Great Tokyo Earthquake (or the Great
Tokyo Fire), the damage was most severe in
Yokohama. Nearly 6 feet of permanent uplift
was observed on the north shore of Sagami
Bay and horizontal displacements of as much
as 15 feet were measured on the Boso
Peninsula.
10: Ashgabat, Turkmenistan, Oct. 5, 1948

7.3 magnitude, 110,000 deaths.

This quake brought extreme damage in
Ashgabat (Ashkhabad) and nearby villages,
where almost all the brick buildings collapsed,
concrete structures were heavily damaged and
freight trains were derailed. Damage and
casualties also occurred in the Darreh Gaz
area in neighboring Iran. Surface rupture was
observed both northwest and southeast of
Ashgabat. Many sources list the casualty total
at 10,000, but a news release from the newly
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independent government on Dec. 9, 1988,
advised that the correct death toll was
110,000. (Turkmenistan had been part of the
Soviet Union, which tended to downplay the
death tolls from man-made and natural
disasters.)

advertisement Advertise I AdChoices
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 2011-05: TOHOKU-TAIHEIYOU-OKI EARTHQUAKE
EFFECTS ON JAPANESE NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS

ADDRESSEES

All holders of operating licensees for nuclear power reactors under the provision of Title 10 of
the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and
Utilization Facilities," except those who have permanently ceased operations and have certified
that fuel has been permanently removed from the reactor vessel.

PURPOSE

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information notice (IN) to inform
addressees of effects of the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake on nuclear power plants in
Japan. The NRC expects that recipients will review the information for applicability to their
facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar problems. Suggestions contained
in this IN are not NRC requirements; therefore, no specific action or written response is
required.

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUMSTANCES

On March 11, 2011, the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake occurred near the east coast of
Honshu, Japan. This magnitude 9.0 earthquake and the subsequent tsunami caused significant
damage to at least four of the six units of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station, including
damage to the cooling water systems, a sustained loss of both the off-site and on-site power
systems, and a loss of spent fuel pooling (SFP) cooling. Efforts to restore power to emergency
equipment have been impacted by damage to the surrounding areas due to the tsunami and
earthquake.

Tokyo Electric Power Company, the operator of the plant, resorted to injecting sea water and
boric acid into the reactor vessels Units One through Three, which had been operating at the
time of the earthquake and subsequently scrammed, in an effort to cool the fuel and ensure they
remained shutdown. Hydrogen explosions from overheated fuel-water reaction damaged the
secondary containment, apparently leaving the primary containment functional in all three units.
In addition, all three units suffered from decreasing SFP levels.

MLI 10760432
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Units Four through Six had been shutdown for refueling outages at the time of the earthquake,
with the core for Unit Four offloaded to the SFP. Subsequent damage to the Unit Four SFP
resulted in the inability for the SFP structure to retain water and thus completely drained the
SFP of cooling water. The SFPs for Units Five and Six appeared intact, but heating up.

The areas surrounding Fukushima Daiichi were evacuated under the instructions of the
Government of Japan.

The damage to Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station appears to have been caused by
initiating events outside of the design basis for the facilities.

BACKGROUND

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, General design criteria (GDC) 2, "Design Bases for Protection
against Natural Phenomena," or, as appropriate, similar requirements in the licensing basis for a
reactor facility requires that structures, systems, and components (SSCs) important to safety be
designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes,
hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and seiches without loss of capability to perform their safety
functions. The design bases for these SSCs reflects: (1) appropriate consideration of the most
severe of the natural phenomena that have been historically reported for the site and
surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity, and period of time in
which the historical data have been accumulated, (2) appropriate combinations of the effects of
normal and accident conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena, and (3) the
importance of the safety functions to be performed.

As a result of the events of September 11, 2001, the NRC issued EA-02-026, "Order for Interim
Safeguards and Security Compensatory Measures" (the ICM Order) dated February 25, 2002,
(designated safeguards information (SGI)), which modified then-operating licenses for
commercial power reactor facilities to require compliance with specified interim safeguards and
security compensatory measures. Section B.5.b of the ICM Order requires licensees to adopt
mitigation strategies using readily available resources to maintain or restore core cooling,
containment, and SFP cooling capabilities to cope with the loss of large areas of the facility due
to large fires and explosions from any cause, including beyond-design-basis aircraft impacts.
By letter dated February 25, 2005 the NRC staff provided guidance for implementing Section
B.5.b of the ICM Order. This guidance is designated SGI and is commonly referred to as the
B.5.b Phase 1 Guidance.

Following issuance of the B.5.b Phase 1 Guidance, the NRC staff conducted inspections at
operating reactor sites using Temporary Instruction (TI) 2515/164 (SGI) to gather information on
actions taken in response to the February 25, 2005, guidance. The NRC staff then convened
assessment panels to evaluate the adequacy of licensee actions taken to date. These
assessment panels developed acceptance criteria to determine the adequacy of licensee
responses to each of the 34 expectations identified in Attachment B to the B.5.b Phase 1
Guidance. On January 18 and 26, 2006, the NRC staff met with industry representatives and
provided further clarifying information, including staff acceptance criteria on how licensees could
meet Section B.5.b of the ICM Order. The NRC clarifying information for acceptance of each
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expectation was disseminated in Section 05.02.c and 05.02.d of TI 2515/168 (SGI). This
clarifying information represents acceptable methods, along with staff acceptance criteria, for
satisfying the expectations. The staff used this clarifying information in developing its safety
evaluation and inspection of current reactor licensee's compliance with Section B.5.b of the ICM
Order.

In December 2006, Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued NEI 06-12, Revision 2, "B.5.b Phase 2
& 3 Submittal Guideline." NEI 06-12 is designated for Official Use Only - Security Related
Information (OUO-SRI). The NRC endorsed NEI 06-12, Revision 2, by letter dated December
22, 2006, also designated OUO-SRI, as an acceptable means for developing and implementing
the mitigation strategies requirement in Section B.5.b of the ICM Order. NEI 06-12, Revision 2
provides guidance for implementing a set of strategies intended to maintain or restore core
cooling, containment, and SFP cooling capabilities under the circumstances associated with the
loss of a large area of the plant due to explosions or fire, in the following areas:

* Adding make-up water to the SFP,
* Spraying water on the spent fuel,
* Enhanced initial command and control activities for challenges to core cooling and

containment, and
* Enhanced response strategies for challenges to core cooling and containment.

The specific strategies covered in NEI 06-12, Revision 2, were developed based on the results
of assessments conducted at currently licensed power reactor facilities for the purpose of
enhancing plant specific mitigation capability for damage conditions caused by a large explosion
or fire. These assessments identified a wide spectrum of potential plant specific strategies.
NEI 06-12, Revision 2 specifies one set of strategies applicable to all pressurized-water reactors
and another set applicable to all boiling-water reactors. Both sets are derived from the results of
the plant specific assessments.

The B.5.b Phase 1 Guidance and NEI 06-12, Revision 2, were used by each licensee in
preparing information submitted to the NRC that describes a plant specific approach to
implementing mitigating strategies and supports each plant specific license condition. The NRC
staff has completed its review of the information submitted by each licensee, as well as
information obtained during prior NRC inspections, and has issued an OUO-SRI safety
evaluation (SE) that documents the bases for its approval of the license condition for each
facility. The SE issued for each licensee includes regulatory guidance in Section 3.0 of
Appendix A, "Phase 1 Assessment," that recites the generic B.5.b Phase 1 Guidance of
Reference 3, as clarified in TI 2515/168, in a form that is designated OUO-SRI rather than SGI.

On March 27, 2009, the NRC amended 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and
Utilization Facilities," Part 52, "Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals for Nuclear Power
Plants," and Part 73, "Physical Protection of Plants and Materials," with new requirements
published in the Federal Register dated March 27, 2009 (74 FR 13926). This rulemaking added
paragraph (i) to 10 CFR 50.34, "Contents of applications; technical information," to require
submittal of a "description and plans for implementation of the guidance and strategies intended
to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool cooling capabilities under
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the circumstances associated with the loss of large areas of the plant due to explosions or fire
as required by § 50.54(hh)(2) of this chapter." This rulemaking also added 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2)
in order to impose the same mitigating strategies requirements on new reactor applicants and
licensees as those imposed by the ICM Order and associated license conditions. The
Statement of Considerations for this rulemaking specifically noted that the requirements
described in Section 50.54(hh) are for addressing certain events that are the cause of large fires
and explosions that affect a substantial portion of the nuclear power plant and are not limited or
directly linked to an aircraft impact. In addition, the rule contemplates that the initiating event for
such large fires and explosions could be any number of beyond-design basis events, including
natural phenomena such as those described in GDC 2 (i.e., earthquakes, tornadoes, floods,
tsunami, and seiches), without regard to the GDC 2 limitation in magnitude of the design bases
for the natural phenomena.

NRC regulations at 10 CFR 50.63 require that light-water-cooled nuclear power plants be
capable of withstanding for a specified duration and recovering from a station blackout.

DISCUSSION

The nuclear power industry has taken the actions listed below at each licensed reactor site.
Additional information is available in the NEI Fact Sheet, "Industry Taking Action to Ensure
Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants," dated March 16, 2011, available at
www.nei.orcq.

1. Verification of the capability to mitigate conditions that result from sever adverse events,
including the loss of significant operational and safety systems due to natural events,
fires, aircraft impact and explosions.

2. Verification of the capability to mitigate a total loss of electric power to a nuclear power
plant.

3. Verification of the capability to mitigate flooding and the impact of floods on systems
inside and outside the plant.

4. Identification of the potential for loss of equipment's functions during seismic events
appropriate for the site and development of mitigating strategies of potential
vulnerabilities.

Assessment of the implications of beyond design-basis natural phenomena, including
earthquakes, is continuing as more information becomes available. In the near term, the NRC
is considering additional generic communications and additional action that requests operating
plants to provide specific information relating to their facilities to enable the NRC staff to
complete the Regulatory Assessment. The NRC staff is currently developing a TI in order to
perform independent assessment of nuclear power plant readiness to address beyond
design-basis natural phenomena under the Reactor Oversight Process.
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PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT

This Information Notice does not contain any information collections and, therefore, is not
subject to the requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).

Public Protection Notification

The NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a request for
information or an information collection requirement unless the requesting document displays a
currently valid Office of Management and Budget control number.

CONTACTS

This information notice requires no specific action or written response. Please direct any
questions about this matter to the technical contact listed below or the appropriate Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.

Timothy J. McGinty, Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical Contact: Eric E. Bowman, NRR
301-415-2963
e-mail: Eric. Bowmananrc.gov

Note: NRC generic communications may be found on the NRC public Web site,
http://www.nrc.qov, under Electronic Reading Room/Document Collections.



How2ell, Art

From: Bowman, Eric
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:02 PM
To: McDermott, Brian
Cc: LIA08 Hoc; Rosenberg, Stacey; McGinty, Tim; Burnell, Scott; Williamson, Edward; Morris,

Scott; Lew, David; Wert, Leonard; Pederson, Cynthia; Howell, Art; Westreich, Barry
Subject: ACTION REQUESTED: Japanese Earthquake-related Information Notice
Attachments: IN 11-xx B5b Earthquake.docx

Brian,

The current version of the IN is attached. We chose to use an IN for this as the fastest generic
communications vehicle available in light of our desire to issue it prior to the Commission meeting on the
subject scheduled for Monday.

V/R Eric

From: McDermott, Brian
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:38 PM
To: McGinty, Tim; Burnell, Scott; Williamson, Edward; Morris, Scott
Cc: LIA08 Hoc; Rosenberg, Stacey; Bowman, Eric
Subject: RE: ACTION REQUESTED: Japanese Earthquake-related Information Notice

Tim,

We've tasked the item for review this evening. With comments due to NRR\Tim McGinty by 0700 on 3/18.

Brian

From: McGinty, Tim
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:57 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Williamson, Edward; McDermott, Brian; Morris, Scott
Cc: LIA08 Hoc; Rosenberg, Stacey; Bowman, Eric
Subject: FW: ACTION REQUESTED: Japanese Earthquake-related Information Notice

We are fast tracking this proposed IN. I will want the ET in the Ops Center to review it. Attached is an early
draft. Feedback welcomed. Tim

From: McGinty, Tim
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Bowman, Eric; Thomas, Eric; Correia, Richard; Mathew, Roy
Cc: Rosenberg, Stacey; Hiland, Patrick; Westreich, Barry; Boger, Bruce; Leeds, Eric; Quay, Theodore; Blount, Tom;
Skeen, David
Subject: RE: ACTION REQUESTED: Japanese Earthquake-related Information Notice

My apologies. We have now been tasked to issue the IN tomorrow. Need your comments and concurrence by
mid-afternoon today, COB at the latest. Tim

From: Bowman, Eric
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Thomas, Eric; Correia, Richard; Mathew, Roy
Cc: Rosenberg, Stacey; McGinty, Tim; Hiland, Patrick; Westreich, Barry
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Subject: ACTION REQUESTED: Japanese Earthquake-related Information Notice
Importance: High

All,

We plan to issue the attached Information Notice early next week on the implications of the recent Japanese
Earthquake. In support of that effort, your comments and Divisional concurrence are requested by tomorrow
afternoon.

Very many thanks in advance for your efforts.

V/R; R/ Eric

Eric E. Bowman
Sr. Project Manager
Generic Communications & Power Uprate Branch
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-2963
Eric. BowmanDnrc..qov
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McKelvey, Harold

From: Howell, Linda
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:23 PM
To: Collins, Elmo
Subject: FW: RESPONSE TO MSNBC NEWS ARTICLE

From: Maier, Bill
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:49 PM
To: Howell, Linda
Subject: FW: RESPONSE TO MSNBC NEWS ARTICLE

MSNBC article at bottom of this string.

Bill

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:25 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; McIntyre, David; Deavers, Ron; Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: OST05 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft,
Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Flannery, Cindy; LIA04 Hoc; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen,
William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: RESPONSE TO MSNBC NEWS ARTICLE

My understanding from Region I State Liaison Officers is there is a response to the Q below, provided yesterday by Scott

Burnell to Region I PAOs.

Could you please forward the OPA approved response and include any future such responses to the State Liaison Team
in the Ops Center at LIAO4.Hoc~nrc.gov and OSTO5.Hoc@nrc.gov so that we can forward to our Regional State Liaison

Officers; they are waiting for these so they can respond to State inquiries on this topic.

Also, how are we officially responding to the article? Are we doing anything to help put it into context?

Thanks much

Rosetta Virgilio
State Liaison
NRC Operations Center
301-816-5193
LIA04.HOC@nrc.gov

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:08 AM
To: McIntyre, David; McNamara, Nancy; LIA04 Hoc; Deavers, Ron
Cc: OST05 Hoc; Screnci, Diane; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: News Article

Dave:

Any public response to this article that we can give to callers/emailers? - 11,2

1



Something like... "Based on the data we have....."

I have a caller logged who was asking about it. Right now, I don't have anything to tell them.

Thanks,

Amy

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:33 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy; LIA04 Hoc; Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: OST05 Hoc; Screnci, Diane; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: News Article

Thanks. OPA folks have been working this piece of junk all day.

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:32 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; McIntyre, David; Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: OST05 Hoc; Screnci, Diane
Subject: RE: News Article

It was written by an MSNBC investigative reporter.

From: I1A04 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:30 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: OST05 Hoc; Screnci, Diane; McNamara, Nancy
Subject: FW: News Article

This is fyi from RI. I've placed Diane on cc although it was provided to her.

Nancy: What is the source of this article? NYTimes, Web Blog of some kind ????

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:25 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; OST05 Hoc; Harrington, Holly
Subject: News Article

This is the article that is generating a lot of concern/discussion wINY. Since this is Region I, I will pass along to
Diane Screnci, OPA, Region I. For now, we've talked wINY and they are good.

What are the odds? US nuke plants ranked by
quake risk
What are the odds that a nuclear emergency

like the one at Fukushima Dai-ichi could
happen in the central or eastern United States?
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They'd have to be astronomical, right? As a p
ro-nuclear commenter on msnbc.com put it
this weekend, "There's a power plant just like
these in Omaha. If it gets hit by a tsunami ......

It turns out that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has calculated the odds of an
earthquake causing catastrophic failure to a
nuclear plant here. Each year, at the typical
nuclear reactor in the U.S., there's a 1 in
74,176 chance that the core could be damaged
by an earthquake, exposing the public to
radiation. That's 10 times more likely than you
winning $10,000 by buying a ticket in the
Powerball multistate lottery, where the chance
is 1 in 723,145.

And it turns out that the nuclear reactor in the
United States with the highest risk of core
damage from a quake is not the Diablo Canyon
Power Plant, with its twin reactors tucked
between the California coastline and the San
Andreas Fault.

It's not the San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station, a four-hour drive down the Pacific
coast at San Clemente, surrounded by fault
lines on land and under the ocean.

It's not on the Pacific Coast at all. It's on the
Hudson River.

One in 10,000
The reactor with the highest risk rating is 24
miles north of New York City, in the village of
Buchanan, N.Y., at the Indian Point Energy
Center. There, on the east bank of the Hudson,
Indian Point nuclear reactor No. 3 has the
highest risk of earthquake damage in the
country, according to new NRC risk estimates
provided to msnbc.com.

So much for San Andreas: Reactors in East, Midwest, South have highest chance of damage
A ranking of the 104 nuclear reactors is

shown at the bottom of this article, listing the
NRC estimate of risk of catastrophic failure
caused by earthquake.

The chance of a core damage from a quake at
Indian Point 3 is estimated at 1 in 10,000 each
year. Under NRC guidelines, that's right on the
verge of requiring "immediate concern r
egarding adequate protection" of the public.
The two reactors at Indian Point generate up
to one-third of the electricity for New York
City. The second reactor, Indian Point 2,
doesn't rate as risky, with 1 chance in 30,303
each year.



The plant with the second highest risk? It's in
Massachusetts. Third? Pennsylvania. Then
Tennessee, Pennsylvania again, Florida, V
irginia and South Carolina. Only then does
California's Diablo Canyon appear on the list,
followed by Pennsylvania's Three Mile Island.

Overall, the new estimates mean that nuclear
power plants built in the areas usually thought
of as earthquake zones, such as the California
coastline, are no longer those with the highest
risk of damage from an earthquake.

Other plants in the East, South and Midwest,
where the design standards may have been
lower because the earthquake risk was
thought to be low, have moved to the top of
the NRC's danger list.

The chance ranges from Indian Point's 1 in
10,000, all the way up to 1 in 500,000 each
year at the Callaway plant in Fulton, Missouri.

Playing the odds
The NRC, the federal agency responsible for
nuclear power safety, says the odds are in the
public's favor. "Operating nuclear power
plants are safe," the NRC said when it reported
the new risk estimates.

Every plant is designed with a margin of safety
beyond the strongest earthquake anticipated
in that area, the NRC says.

But the NRC also says the margin of safety has
been reduced.

In the 35 years since Indian Point 3 got its
license to operate in 1976, the same era when
most of today's U.S. nuclear reactors were
built, geologists have learned a lot about the
dangers of earthquakes in the eastern and
central U.S.

No one alive now has memories of the South
Carolina quakes of 1886, which toppled
14,000 chimneys in Charleston and were felt
in 30 states. Or the New Madrid quakes of
1811-1812 in Missouri and Arkansas - the
big one made the Mississippi River run
backward for a time.

But the geologists and seismologists
remember, learning their history from rocks,
and steadily raising their estimates of the risk
of severe quakes. New faults are found, and
new computer models change predictions for
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how the ground shakes. The latest estimates
are drawn from the 2008 maps of the U.S.
Geological Survey. Of special note, the USGS
said, was an allowance for waves of large
earthquakes in the New Madrid fault area
roughly centered on the Missouri Bootheel, as
well as inclusion of offshore faults near
Charleston, S.C., and new data from the
mountains of East Tennessee. With each new
map, the areas of negligible risks have
receded.

Based on those new maps, the NRC published
in August 2010 new estimates of the
earthquake risk at nuclear power reactors in
the eastern and central states. Besides the
proximity, severity and frequency of
earthquakes, the new estimates take into
account the design standards used at each
plant, along with the type of rock or soil it's
built on. This week, the NRC provided
additional data to msnbc.com for the relatively
few reactors in the Western states, allowing a
ranking to be made of all 104 reactors with the
latest data.

The top 10
Here are the 10 nuclear power sites with the
highest risk of suffering core damage from an
earthquake, showing their NRC risk estimates
based on 2008 and 1989 geological data. (The
full list of 104 reactors is below.)

1. Indian Point 3, Buchanan, N.Y.: 1 in 10,000
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 17,241.
Increase in risk: 72 percent.
advertisement U.S. Geological Survey Based on 1982 data, a map of earthquake damage risk in the
continental United States. The highest risk areas are red, yellow and purple. U.S. Geological Survey Based
on 1969 data, a map of earthquake damage risk in the continental United States. The highest risk areas
are red and yellow.
2. Pilgrim 1, Plymouth, Mass.: 1 in 14,493. Old

estimate: 1 in 125,000. Increase in risk: 763
percent.

3. Limerick 1 and 2, Limerick, Pa.: 1 in 18,868.
Old estimate: 1 in 45,455. Increase in risk: 141
percent.

4. Sequoyah 1 and 2, Soddy-Daisy, Tenn.: 1 in
19,608. Old estimate: 1 in 102,041. Increase in
risk: 420 percent.

5. Beaver Valley 1, Shippingport, Pa.: 1 in
20,833. Old estimate: 1 in 76,923. Increase in
risk: 269 percent.

6. Saint Lucie 1 and 2, Jensen Beach, Fla.: 1 in
21,739. Old estimate: N/A.



7. North Anna 1 and 2, Louisa, Va.: 1 in
22,727. Old estimate: 1 in 31,250. Increase in
risk: 38 percent.

8. Oconee 1, 2 and 3, Seneca, S.C.: 1 in 23,256.
Old estimate: 1 in 100,000. Increase in risk:
330 percent.

9. Diablo Canyon 1 and 2, Avila Beach, Calif.: 1
in 23,810. Old estimate: N/A.

10. Three Mile Island, Middletown, Pa.: 1 in
25,000. Old estimate: 1 in 45,455. Increase in
risk: 82 percent.

A rising risk
Northeast of Chattanooga, Tenn., the
Tennessee Valley Authority's Sequoyah 1 and
2 nuclear plants had been thought to have a
risk of core damage from an earthquake
happening once every 102,041 years. The new
estimate is once every 19,608 years.

That kind of change was typical. Out of 104
reactors, the risk estimate declined at only
eight. (There were 19 for which no older
estimate was available for comparison.)

The increase in risk is so rapid that an NRC
research task force in September sent two
recommendations to NRC management:

First, it is time to move the issue over from the
research staff to the regulatory staff, moving
from study to action.

Second, start figuring out whether some
nuclear power plants need a "backfit," or
additional construction to protect them from
earthquakes.

Another indication of how fast the risk
estimates rose: The median, or middle value
out of all 104 reactors, a measure of the risk
at the typical plant, is now at a 1 in 74,176
chance each year of core damage from a
quake. In the old estimate, it was 1 in 263,158.
In other words, the estimated risk, though still
low by NRC standards, has more than tripled.

What happens next?
This NRC process began in 2005 when its staff
recommended taking a look at updated
seismic hazards. It was late 2008 before NRC
advertisement
staff started working with a contractor,

Electric Power Research Institute, on the
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design of a study. Overall, it took five years
and three months from the staff
recommendation until the seismic task force
submitted its report in August 2010.

One problem is a lack of data about the
nuclear reactors themselves. The NRC task
force said the agency has detailed data on
what it calls plant fragility - the probability
that the expected earthquake would damage
the reactor's core - for only one-third of the
nation's nuclear plants. That's because only
the plants that had been thought to be in areas
of higher seismic risk had done detailed
studies. For the rest, the scientists had to
estimate from other information submitted by
plant operators.

Now the NRC is playing catch-up.

An NRC spokesman, Scott Burnell, said
Tuesday that the NRC is preparing a letter to
send to certain nuclear plants, asking them for
the more detailed data on equipment, soil
conditions and seismic preparedness. Then
the plants and NRC staff will have an
opportunity to analyze that data.

That process could stretch into 2012, Burnell
said. Then the NRC will have to decide, he said,
"where the ability to respond to seismic events
can be improved."

In the middle of that process, perhaps late this
year, a new round of geologic data will come
out. That will be folded into new calculations.

Industry is "addressing that issue"
The nuclear power industry is watching this
process. A document distributed to the public
by the industry's Nuclear Energy Institute on
Sunday, after the Japanese plant emergency
began, referred to this NRC study and the

possibility of changes, saying, "The industry is
working with the NRC to develop a
methodology for addressing that issue."

The industry statement did not mention that
the study increased the estimates of
earthquake risk for nearly every nuclear
power plant in the U.S.

(One of the leading nuclear power companies,
General Electric, which designed the reactors a
t Fukushima, is a part owner of
NBCUniversal, which co-owns msnbc.com
through a joint venture with Microsoft.)
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Good odds or bad?
How much risk is too much? Is a roller coaster
safe only if no one ever dies? If one passenger
dies every 100 years? Every year?

When the NRC saw that the new earthquake
maps had pushed the level of risk into the
range between 1 in 100,000 and the more
likely 1 in 10,000, that change was enough to
study the issue further, the task force said in
its report. But because the risks didn't go
beyond 1 in 10,000, "there was no immediate
concern regarding adequate protection." The
advertisement
new estimates put Indian River right at that
boundary, and a few others in reach.

By comparison, the chance of winning the
grand prize in the next Powerball lottery: 1 in
195,249,054.

Ranking of nuclear reactors by earthquake
damage risks
Here are the 104 nuclear power reactors in the
United States, ranked by the NRC's estimate of
the risk each year that an earthquake would
cause damage to the reactor's core, releasing
radiation.

Notes: Data come from the NRC's study of
August 2010 on reactors in the central and
eastern states, supplemented by data provided
by the NRC to msnbc.com in March 2011. The
table shows the risks calculated separately
from 1989 and 2008 earthquake data from the
U.S. Geological Survey. Ranks and changes in
risk are calculated by msnbc.com. For the
reactors in the western states, and a few
others, the 1989 estimate was not provided to
msnbc.com, so no change is calculated. The
information in this list is also available in an
Excel spreadsheet file. (See resources, below.)

Rank. Reactor, nearby city, state: Chance of
event each year from 2008 data. Old estimate
from 1989. Change in risk.
1. Indian Point 3, Buchanan, N.Y.: 1 in 10,000
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 17,241.
Change in risk: 72 percent.

2. Pilgrim 1, Plymouth, Mass.: 1 in 14,493
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 125,000.
Change in risk: 763 percent.

3. Limerick 1, Limerick, Pa.: 1 in 18,868 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 45,455. Change in
risk: 141 percent.
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3. Limerick 2, Limerick, Pa.: 1 in 18,868 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 45,455. Change in
risk: 141 percent.

5. Sequoyah 1, Soddy-Daisy, Tenn.: 1 in
19,608 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
102,041. Change in risk: 420 percent.

5. Sequoyah 2, Soddy-Daisy, Tenn.: 1 in
19,608 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
102,041. Change in risk: 420 percent.

7. Beaver Valley 1, Shippingport, Pa.: 1 in
20,833 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
76,923. Change in risk: 269 percent.

8. Saint Lucie 1, Jensen Beach, Fla.: 1 in 21,739
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

8. Saint Lucie 2, Jensen Beach, Fla.: 1 in 21,739
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

10. North Anna 1, Louisa, Va.: 1 in 22,727
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 31,250.
Change in risk: 38 percent.

10. North Anna 2, Louisa, Va.: 1 in 22,727
advertisement
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 31,250.

Change in risk: 38 percent.

12. Oconee 1, Seneca, S.C.: 1 in 23,256 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 100,000. Change
in risk: 330 percent.

12. Oconee 2, Seneca, S.C.: 1 in 23,256 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 100,000. Change
in risk: 330 percent.

12. Oconee 3, Seneca, S.C.: 1 in 23,256 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 100,000. Change
in risk: 330 percent.

15. Diablo Canyon 1, Avila Beach, Calif.: 1 in
23,810 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

15. Diablo Canyon 2, Avila Beach, Calif.: 1 in
23,810 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

17. Three Mile Island 1, Middletown, Pa.: 1 in
25,000 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
45,455. Change in risk: 82 percent.

18. Palo Verde 1, Wintersburg, Ariz.: 1 in
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26,316 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

18. Palo Verde 2, Wintersburg, Ariz.: 1 in
26,316 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

18. Palo Verde 3, Wintersburg, Ariz.: 1 in
26,316 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

18. Summer, Jenkensville, S.C.: 1 in 26,316
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 138,889.
Change in risk: 428 percent.

22. Catawba 1, York, S.C.: 1 in 27,027 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 33,333. Change in

risk: 23 percent.

22. Catawba 2, York, S.C.: 1 in 27,027 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 33,333. Change in
risk: 23 percent.

24. Watts Bar 1, Spring City, Tenn.: 1 in 27,778
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 178,571.
Change in risk: 543 percent.

25. Indian Point 2, Buchanan, N.Y.: 1 in 30,303
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 71,429.
Change in risk: 136 percent.

26. Duane Arnold, Palo, Iowa: 1 in 31,250
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

27. McGuire 1, Huntsville, N.C.: 1 in 32,258
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 35,714.
Change in risk: 11 percent.

27. McGuire 2, Huntsville, N.C.: 1 in 32,258
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 35,714.
Change in risk: 11 percent.

29. Farley 1, Columbia, Ala.: 1 in 35,714
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 263,158.
advertisement
Change in risk: 637 percent.

29. Farley 2, Columbia, Ala.: 1 in 35,714
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 263,158.
Change in risk: 637 percent.

31. Quad Cities 1, Cordova, Ill.: 1 in 37,037
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 71,429.
Change in risk: 93 percent.

31. Quad Cities 2, Cordova, Ill.: 1 in 37,037
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 71,429.
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Change in risk: 93 percent.

33. River Bend 1, St. Francisville, La.: 1 in
40,000 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
370,370. Change in risk: 826 percent.

34. Peach Bottom 2, Delta, Pa.: 1 in 41,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 120,482.
Change in risk: 189 percent.

34. Peach Bottom 3, Delta, Pa.: 1 in 41,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 120,482.
Change in risk: 189 percent.

36. Crystal River 3, Crystal River, Fla.: 1 in
45,455 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
192,308. Change in risk: 323 percent.

36. Seabrook 1, Seabrook, N.H.: 1 in 45,455
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 114,943.
Change in risk: 153 percent.

36. Beaver Valley 2, Shippingport, Pa.: 1 in
45,455 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
188,679. Change in risk: 315 percent.

39. Perry 1, Perry, Ohio: 1 in 47,619 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,176,471.
Change in risk: 2371 percent.

39. Columbia 1, Richland, Wash.: 1 in 47,619
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

41. Waterford 3, Killona, La.: 1 in 50,000
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 833,333.
Change in risk: 1567 percent.

42. Dresden 2, Morris, Ill.: 1 in 52,632 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 434,783. Change
in risk: 726 percent.

42. Dresden 3, Morris, Ill.: 1 in 52,632 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 434,783. Change
in risk: 726 percent.

42. Monticello, Monticello, Minn.: 1 in 52,632
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 38,462.
Change in risk: -27 percent.

45. Wolf Creek 1, Burlington, Kansas: 1 in
55,556 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
400,000. Change in risk: 620 percent.

46. San Onofre 2, San Clemente, Calif.: 1 in
58,824 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.
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46. San Onofre 3, San Clemente, Calif.: 1 in
58,824 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.
advertisement
48. Millstone 3, Waterford, Conn.: 1 in 66,667

chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 100,000.
Change in risk: 50 percent.

48. Brunswick 1, Southport, N.C.: 1 in 66,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 263,158.
Change in risk: 295 percent.

48. Brunswick 2, Southport, N.C.: 1 in 66,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 263,158.
Change in risk: 295 percent.

48. Robinson 2, Hartsville, S.C.: 1 in 66,667
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 370,370.
Change in risk: 456 percent.

52. Oyster Creek, Forked River, N.J.: 1 in
71,429 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
126,582. Change in risk: 77 percent.

53. Fort Calhoun, Fort Calhoun, Neb.: 1 in
76,923 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

53. Ginna, Ontario, N.Y.: 1 in 76,923 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 238,095. Change
in risk: 210 percent.

53. Susquehanna 1, Salem Township, Pa.: 1 in
76,923 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
416,667. Change in risk: 442 percent.

53. Susquehanna 2, Salem Township, Pa.: 1 in
76,923 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
416,667. Change in risk: 442 percent.

57. Calvert Cliffs 2, Lusby, Md.: 1 in 83,333
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 116,279.
Change in risk: 40 percent.

57. D.C. Cook 1, Bridgman, Mich.: 1 in 83,333
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

57. D.C. Cook 2, Bridgman, Mich.: 1 in 83,333
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.

57. Grand Gulf 1, Port Gibson, Miss.: 1 in
83,333 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
106,383. Change in risk: 28 percent.

57. Kewaunee, Kewaunee, Wis.: 1 in 83,333
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 71,429.
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Change in risk: -14 percent.

62. Millstone 2, Waterford, Conn.: 1 in 90,909
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 156,250.
Change in risk: 72 percent.

62. Salem 1, Hancocks Bridge, N.J.: 1 in 90,909
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 172,414.
Change in risk: 90 percent.

62. Salem 2, Hancocks Bridge, N.J.: 1 in 90,909
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 172,414.
Change in risk: 90 percent.

62. Point Beach 1, Two Rivers, Wis.: 1 in
90,909 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
76,923. Change in risk: -15 percent.

62. Point Beach 2, Two Rivers, Wis.: 1 in
advertisement
90,909 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
76,923. Change in risk: -15 percent.

67. Turkey Point 3, Homestead, Fla.: 1 in
100,000 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

67. Turkey Point 4, Homestead, Fla.: 1 in
100,000 chance each year. Old estimate: N/A.
Change in risk: N/A.

67. Calvert Cliffs 1, Lusby, Md.: 1 in 100,000
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 142,857.
Change in risk: 43 percent.

70. Vermont Yankee, Vernon, Vt.: 1 in 123,457
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 434,783.
Change in risk: 252 percent.

71. Braidwood 1, Braceville, Ill.: 1 in 136,986
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,785,714. Change in risk: 1204 percent.

71. Braidwood 2, Braceville, Ill.: 1 in 136,986
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,785,714. Change in risk: 1204 percent.

73. Vogtle 1, Waynesboro, Ga.: 1 in 140,845
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 384,615.
Change in risk: 173 percent.

73. Vogtle 2, Waynesboro, Ga.: 1 in 140,845
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 384,615.
Change in risk: 173 percent.

75. Cooper, Brownville, Neb.: 1 in 142,857
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
in risk: N/A.
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76. Davis-Besse, Oak Harbor, Ohio: 1 in
149,254 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
625,000. Change in risk: 319 percent.

77. Palisades, Covert, Mich.: 1 in 156,250
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change

in risk: N/A.

78. South Texas 1, Bay City, Texas: 1 in
158,730 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,298,701. Change in risk: 718 percent.

78. South Texas 2, Bay City, Texas: 1 in
158,730 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,298,701. Change in risk: 718 percent.

80. FitzPatrick, Scriba, N.Y.: 1 in 163,934
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 833,333.
Change in risk: 408 percent.

81. Byron 1, Byron, IIl.: 1 in 172,414 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,470,588.
Change in risk: 753 percent.

81. Byron 2, Byron, II1.: 1 in 172,414 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,470,588.
Change in risk: 753 percent.

83. Surry 1, Surry, Va.: 1 in 175,439 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 123,457. Change
in risk: -30 percent.

83. Surry 2, Surry, Va.: 1 in 175,439 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 123,457. Change
advertisement
in risk: -30 percent.

85. Nine Mile Point 2, Scriba, N.Y.: 1 in 178,571
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,000,000. Change in risk: 460 percent.

86. Browns Ferry 2, Athens, Ala.: 1 in 185,185
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 625,000.
Change in risk: 238 percent.

86. Browns Ferry 3, Athens, Ala.: 1 in 185,185
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 625,000.
Change in risk: 238 percent.

88. Nine Mile Point 1, Scriba, N.Y.: 1 in 238,095
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,724,138. Change in risk: 624 percent.

88. Fermi 2, Toledo, Ohio: 1 in 238,095 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 625,000. Change
in risk: 163 percent.
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90. Arkansas Nuclear 1, London, Ark.: 1 in
243,902 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,063,830. Change in risk: 336 percent.

90. Arkansas Nuclear 2, London, Ark.: 1 in
243,902 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,063,830. Change in risk: 336 percent.

92. Comanche Peak 1, Glen Rose, Texas: 1 in
250,000 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
833,333. Change in risk: 233 percent.

92. Comanche Peak 2, Glen Rose, Texas: 1 in
250,000 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
833,333. Change in risk: 233 percent.

94. Browns Ferry 1, Athens, Ala.: 1 in 270,270
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,000,000. Change in risk: 270 percent.

95. Prairie Island 1, Welch, Minn.: 1 in 333,333
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 714,286.
Change in risk: 114 percent.

95. Prairie Island 2, Welch, Minn.: 1 in 333,333
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in 714,286.
Change in risk: 114 percent.

97. La Salle 1, Marseilles, Ill.: 1 in 357,143
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,851,852. Change in risk: 419 percent.

97. La Salle 2, Marseilles, Ill.: 1 in 357,143
chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
1,851,852. Change in risk: 419 percent.

97. Hope Creek 1, Hancocks Bridge, N.J.: 1 in
357,143 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
909,091. Change in risk: 155 percent.

100. Clinton, Clinton, Ill.: 1 in 400,000 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 370,370. Change
in risk: -7 percent.

101. Shearon Harris 1, New Hill, N.C.: 1 in
434,783 chance each year. Old estimate: 1 in
277,778. Change in risk: -36 percent.

102. Hatch 1, Baxley, Ga.: 1 in 454,545 chance
each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,351,351.
Change in risk: 197 percent.
advertisement
102. Hatch 2, Baxley, Ga.: 1 in 454,545 chance

each year. Old estimate: 1 in 1,351,351.
Change in risk: 197 percent.

104. Callaway, Fulton, Mo.: 1 in 500,000
chance each year. Old estimate: N/A. Change
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in risk: N/A.

A few words about the data (Where's
Richter?)
The NRC's risk estimates are not based on the
usual layman's language of the magnitude
scale (the old Richter scale or its replacement,
the moment magnitude scale). Magnitude
shows the earthquake's energy released. That
is a measure of power.

But a nuclear plant may be close to the
epicenter of a quake, or far from it. And some
types of seismic waves are more jarring than
others.

Instead, these risk estimates consider how
violently the ground will shake at the nuclear
plant, considered a better indication of how
much damage it will cause. That shaking can
be affected by the depth, distance from the
epicenter, and the frequencies of waves that
the quake emits. The shaking is expressed in a
unit called peak ground acceleration, in terms
of the acceleration caused by the Earth's
gravity. This is a measure of intensity.

Often these two ways of measuring
earthquakes are roughly in synch, but
sometimes not. For example:

The 2010 Haiti earthquake, magnitude
7.0, rated only "severe" on the intensity
scale, the third rung from the top, with
peak ground acceleration of 0.5 times
the Earth's gravity.
The 2010 Chile earthquake, with a much
higher magnitude of 8.8, was one step

advertisement How much radiation is dangerous?

higher in terms of intensity, "violent,"
with peak ground acceleration of 0.65

times gravity.
The 2010 Christchurch or Canterbury
earthquake in New Zealand, similar to
Haiti at magnitude 7.1, was at the top of
the intensity scale, "extreme," with a peak
ground acceleration of 1.26 times
gravity.
Besides the peak acceleration, the NRC made
other estimates for each nuclear plant, based
on different types of earthquakes.

From all these estimates, the NRC calculated a
worst case, which it called the "weakest link."
Msnbc.com ranked the plants by that worst
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case, which is the same number the NRC staff
highlights in its report, and the only number it
provided for the reactors in the western
states.

Resources
These links open in a new window.

Earthquake history of each state, from the
USGS.
A USGS brochure describing the changes in
the 2008 seismic hazard maps. PDF file.

The NRC report with new earthquake risk
estimates, "Generic Issue 199 (GI-199),
Implications of Updated Probabilistic Seismic
Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern
United States on Existing Plants, Safety/Risk
Assessment," August 2010. PDF file. Note: Data
for individual reactors are in appendix D.

An NRC fact sheet from November 2010,
"Seismic Issues for Existing Nuclear Power
Plants."

The NRC database of active nuclear reactors in
the U.S. Each reactor name links to technical
and safety documents.

Industry response to questions about the
situation in Japan. PDF file.

A scientific paper describing the New Madrid
earthquake, and what can be learned by
melding modern science with writings from
long ago.

A brochure with a table comparing values for
magnitude and peak ground acceleration.

The ranking of 104 nuclear plants by risk, by
msnbc.com from NRC data, in an Excel
spreadsheet file.

© 2011 msnbc.com Reprints

A look at the worst earthquakes in recorded
history, in loss of human life. (These figures do
not include the March 11, 2011, temblor off
eastern Japan, the death toll of which is still
not known.) Sources: United States Geological
Survey, Encyclopedia Britannica
advertisement
1: Shensi, China, Jan. 23, 1556

Magnitude about 8, about 830,000 deaths.

This earthquake occurred in the Shaanxi
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province (formerly Shensi), China, about 50
miles east-northeast of Xi'an, the capital of
Shaanxi. More than 830,000 people are
estimated to have been killed. Damage
extended as far away as about 270 miles
northeast of the epicenter, with reports as far
as Liuyang in Hunan, more than 500 miles
away. Geological effects reported with this
earthquake included ground fissures, uplift,
subsidence, liquefaction and landslides. Most
towns in the damage area reported city walls
collapsed, most to all houses collapsed and
many of the towns reported ground fissures
with water gushing out.

2: Tangshan, China, July 27, 1976

Magnitude 7.5. Official casualty figure is
255,000 deaths. Estimated death toll as high
as 655,000.

Damage extended as far as Beijing. This is
probably the greatest death toll from an
earthquake in the last four centuries, and the
second greatest in recorded history.

3: Aleppo, Syria, Aug. 9, 1138

Magnitude not known, about 230,000 deaths.

Contemporary accounts said the walls of
Syria's second-largest city crumbled and
rocks cascaded into the streets. Aleppo's
citadel collapsed, killing hundreds of
residents. Although Aleppo was the largest
community affected by the earthquake, it likely
did not suffer the worst of the damage.
European Crusaders had constructed a citadel
at nearby Harim, which was leveled by the
quake. A Muslim fort at AI-Atarib was
destroyed as well, and several smaller towns
and manned forts were reduced to rubble. The
quake was said to have been felt as far away
as Damascus, about 220 miles to the south.
The Aleppo earthquake was the first of several
occurring between 1138 and 1139 that
devastated areas in northern Syria and
western Turkey.

4: Sumatra, Indonesia, Dec. 26, 2004

advertisement Advertise I AdChoices Keystone / Getty Images 1976: Workers start rebuilding work
following earthquake damage in the Chinese city of Tangshan, 100 miles east of Pekin, with a wrecked
train carriage behind them. (Photo by Keystone/Getty Images)

Magnitude 9.1, 227,898 deaths.

This was the third largest earthquake in the
world since 1900 and the largest since the
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1964 Prince William Sound, Alaska temblor. In
total, 227,898 people were killed or were
missing and presumed dead and about 1.7
million people were displaced by the
earthquake and subsequent tsunami in 14
countries in South Asia and East Africa. (In
January 2005, the death toll was 286,000. In
April 2005, Indonesia reduced its estimate for
the number missing by over 50,000.)

5: Haiti, Jan 12, 2010

According to official estimates, 300,000 were
also injured, 1.3 million displaced, 97,294
houses destroyed and 188,383 damaged in
the Port-au-Prince area and in much of
southern Haiti. This includes at least 4 people
killed by a local tsunami in the Petit Paradis
area near Leogane. Tsunami waves were also
reported at Jacmel, Les Cayes, Petit Goave,
Leogane, Luly and Anse a Galets.
6: Damghan, Iran, Dec. 22, 856

Magnitude not known, about 200,000 deaths.

This earthquake struck a 200-mile stretch of
northeast Iran, with the epicenter directly
below the city of Demghan, which was at that
point the capital city. Most of the city was
destroyed as well as the neighboring areas.
Approximately 200,000 people were killed.

7: Haiyuan, Ningxia , China, Dec. 16, 1920

7.8 magnitude, about 200,000 deaths.

This earthquake brought total destruction to
the Lijunbu-Haiyuan-Ganyanchi area. Over
73,000 people were killed in Haiyuan County.
A landslide buried the village of Sujiahe in Xiji
County. More than 30,000 people were killed
in Guyuan County. Nearly all the houses
collapsed in the cities of Longde and Huining.
About 125 miles of surface faulting was seen
from Lijunbu through Ganyanchi to Jingtai.
There were large numbers of landslides and
ground cracks throughout the epicentral area.
Some rivers were dammed, others changed
course.

advertisement Getty Images / Getty Images MEULABOH, INDONESIA - DECEMBER 29: In this handout
photo taken from a print via the Indonesian Air Force, the scene of devastation in Meulaboh, the town
closest to the Sunday's earthquake epicentre, is pictured from the air on December 29, 2004, Meulaboh,
Aceh Province, Sumatra, Indonesia. The western coastal town in Aceh Province, only 60 kilometres north-
east of the epicentre, has been the hardest hit by sunday's underwater earthquake in the Indian Ocean.
Officials expected to find at least 10,000 killed which would amount to a quarter of Meulaboh's population.
Three-quarters of Sumatra's western coast was destroyed and some towns were totally wiped out after
the tsunamis that followed the earthquake. (Photo by Indonesian Air Force via Getty Images) Advertise 1
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8: Ardabil, Iran, March. 23, 893

Magnitude not known, about 150,000 deaths

The memories of the massive Damghan
earthquake (see above) had barely faded when
only 37 years later, Iran was again hit by a
huge earthquake. This time it cost 150,000
lives and destroyed the largest city in the
northwestern section of the country. The area
was again hit by a fatal earthquake in 1997.

9: Kanto, Japan, Sept. 1, 1923

7.9 magnitude, 142,800 deaths.

This earthquake brought extreme destruction
in the Tokyo-Yokohama area, both from the
temblor and subsequent firestorms, which
burned about 381,000 of the more than
694,000 houses that were partially or
completely destroyed. Although often known
as the Great Tokyo Earthquake (or the Great
Tokyo Fire), the damage was most severe in
Yokohama. Nearly 6 feet of permanent uplift
was observed on the north shore of Sagami
Bay and horizontal displacements of as much
as 15 feet were measured on the Boso
Peninsula.

This earthquake brought extreme destruction
in the Tokyo-Yokohama area, both from the
temblor and subsequent firestorms, which
burned about 381,000 of the more than
694,000 houses that were partially or
completely destroyed. Although often known
as the Great Tokyo Earthquake (or the Great
Tokyo Fire), the damage was most severe in
Yokohama. Nearly 6 feet of permanent uplift
was observed on the north shore of Sagami
Bay and horizontal displacements of as much
as 15 feet were measured on the Boso
Peninsula.
10: Ashgabat, Turkmenistan, Oct. 5, 1948

7.3 magnitude, 110,000 deaths.

This quake brought extreme damage in
Ashgabat (Ashkhabad) and nearby villages,
where almost all the brick buildings collapsed,
concrete structures were heavily damaged and
freight trains were derailed. Damage and
casualties also occurred in the Darreh Gaz
area in neighboring Iran. Surface rupture was
observed both northwest and southeast of
Ashgabat. Many sources list the casualty total
at 10,000, but a news release from the newly
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independent government on Dec. 9, 1988,
advised that the correct death toll was
110,000. (Turkmenistan had been part of the
Soviet Union, which tended to downplay the
death tolls from man-made and natural
disasters.)

advertisement Advertise I AdChoices
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Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Carson, Louis
Friday, March 18, 2011 11:27 AM
Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Pruett, Troy
Howell, Linda; Allen, Don; Miller, Geoffrey; Alexander, Ryan
FW: Briefing Sheet.doc
Briefing Sheet.doc

FYI: This' the info Diablo sent

From: Somerville, Mark rmajIto: MOS3(_5ge.comJ
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:00 AM
TO: Carson, Louis
Subject: Briefing Sheet.doc

Louis,

Here's what I circulate inside the plant.

Mark

Mark 0. Somerville Ph.D.
Manager-Radiation Protection
Certified Health Physicist
Registered Environmental Assessor
(805) 545-4007
(805) 545-3459 - Fax
mos3(,5pqe.com

I



Briefing Sheet

3/28/2011 4:34:02 PM
Air Sample Data

Continuous air samplers monitoring gasses and particulate show no increase in the past 24 hours.
Particulate and Iodine grab samples revealed NO DETECTABLE ACTIVITY.

Particulate and Iodine grab samples revealed NO DETECTABLE ACTIVITY.

UPDATE: This morning Diablo identified Iodine-1 31 from the Fukushima Site. The level is 6.349 E-13
micro-curies per cubic centimeter of air. This is 0.3% of the NRC effluent concentrations (10CFR20,

Appendix B, Table 2) values and 0.003% of occupational values. In other words, VERY low level and at
the limits of our detection capability. 3/28/2011 4:34:02 PM

Other Samples

No samples obtained to date show Fukushima related radioisotopes.
Pressurized ion chamber dose rate trends are flat. That means no changes were seen in external dose
rates
Pressurized ion chamber dose rate trends are flat. That means no changes were seen in external dose
rates.

Pressurized ion chamber dose rate trends are flat. That means no changes were seen in external dose
rates. 3128/2011 4:34:02 PM

Weather Patterns

Current weather patterns predict an optimum sampling location in southern Oregon or Northern
California. This remains Current. MARCH 18 predictions show a slight southerly droop in the jet
stream.
IAEA/UN predict air mass ("plume") arrival also on March 18. We expect no detectable radioactivity.
500 milli-bar, high level winds predict Japanese winds blowing towards Washington State and Oregon.

This remains current. 3/28/2011 4:34:02 PM

Coastal dispersion will pull some of the air mass south to the California coast.

Coastal touchdown of plume prediction confirmed. 3/28/2011 4:34:02 PM

Helpful Conversions

International Units (SI) Standard Units
Sv (Sievert, pronounced seevert) 100 rem or 100,000 mrem

1 mSv (milli-Sievert) 100 mrem (milli-rem)
I pSv (micro-Sievert) 0.1 mrem (milli-rem)
I pSv (micro-Sievert) 100 prem (micro-rem)

Typical Site Boundary Dose Rates - Diablo Canyon

International Units (SI) T Standard Units



0.09 pSv (micro-Sievert) 9 prem or 0.009 milli-rem
Sample Protocol

0

0

0

S

0

0

Continuous, trending air sampler deployed for monitoring external atmosphere.
Daily radio-isotopic analysis of air sampler filter.
Weekly off-site radio-isotopic analysis of environmental air sampler filters.
Deposition sampling at Off-site Emergency Laboratory.
Daily meteorology updates - PG&E meteorologist.
Trending of PG&E network of high pressure ion chambers (low dose rate environmental
monitors).

PG&E Pressurized Ion Chambers
In San Luis Obispo County

I
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These pressurized ion chamber reading move up and down due to changes in temperature and
barometric pressure. Higher barometric pressure drives the number down, lower barometric
pressure drives the number up. Temperature drives the number up as it increases. The normal
fluctuation in this area is 0.005 milli-rem per hour to 0.022 milli-rem per hour. The highest we've
seen, due to an extreme low pressure cell, was 0.055 milli-rem per hour.
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From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:41 PM
To: LIA06 Hoc
Subject: FYI: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Mark Lombard:

There is a get deal of angst about getting the Q re: the 50 mike EPZ finalized & releasable. Is the Liaison
Team involved? If so, what's the status. If not, who should I talk to?

NELSON

From: Markley, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:35 AM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Attached are the draft OPA talking points.

From: LIA05 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:44 AM
To: Markley, Michael
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Per your request.

FEMA REP .I.iaison
NRC Operations Center

(301) 816-5187

******FýOR OlFviC7,•t •J **
DO N IMOF ýTHE ýFýLY

From: OST05 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:43 AM
To: LIA05 Hoc
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

From: OST05 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 7:55 AM
To: Nguyen, Quynh; Meighan, Sean
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft,
Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; 'Heck, Jared'; McCree, Victor; Pederson, Cynthia;
Satorius, Mark; Easson, Stuart; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Maupin, Cardelia; Noonan, Amanda; OST05 Hoc; Rautzen,
William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Sean and Quynh -

Please update the file on the Sharepoint site with the attached Talking Points.

2
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Kim Lukes
State Liaison - Liaison Team
Incident Response Center

3



Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Attachments:

OPA Resource
Friday, March 18, 2011 3:26 PM
Ash, Darren; Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore, Nancy; Bergman,
Thomas; Bollwerk, Paul; Bonaccorso, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot;
Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar, Patrice; Burnell, Scott; Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia;
Chandrathil, Prema; Clark, Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret, Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie; Cutler,
Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dricks, Victor;
Droggitis, Spiros; Flory, Shirley; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney, Catherine; Hannah,
Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan, Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary;
Holahan, Patricia; Holian, Brian; Jacobssen, Patricia; Jaczko, Gregory; Jasinski, Robert;
Jenkins, Verlyn; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Andrea; Kock, Andrea; Kotzalas, Margie; Ledford,
Joey; Lee, Samson; Leeds, Eric; Lepre, Janet; Lew, David; Lewis, Antoinette; Loyd, Susan;
Magwood, William; McCrary, Cheryl; McGrady-Finneran, Patricia; McIntyre, David; Mensah,
Tanya; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Monninger, John; Montes, David; Nieh, Ho; Ordaz, Vonna;
Ostendorff, William; Owen, Lucy; Powell, Amy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Reddick, Darani;
Regan, Christopher; Reyes, Luis; Riddick, Nicole; RidsSecyMailCenter Resource; Riley
(OCA), Timothy; Rohrer, Shirley; Samuel, Olive; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schmidt,
Rebecca; Scott, Catherine; Screnci, Diane; Shaffer, Vered; Shane, Raeann; Sharkey, Jeffry;
Sheehan, Neil; Sheron, Brian; Siurano-Perez, Osiris; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Svinicki,
Kristine; Tabatabai, Omid; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Renee; Temp, WDM; Thomas, Ann;
Uhle, Jennifer; Uselding, Lara; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Rosetta; Walker-
Smith, Antoinette; Weaver, Doug; Weber, Michael; Weil, Jenny; Werner, Greg; Wiggins, Jim;
Williams, Evelyn; Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
*Once Again!* Media Advisory: Nuclear Regulatory Commission to Hold Public Meeting on
NRC Response to Recent Japan Event
MA_03-18-201 1_JapanBriefing.docx

I apologize, this time with the attachment!

Greetings,

This was issued at approNimately 3pmo today via Listserve. It was not posted to the live web.

Dffice of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-B200l
opa.resource[-nrc.qov

I



0NRC NEWS04.

4 ,U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
- Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200

Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
E-mail: opa.resource@nrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov

*" "b * • Blog: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov

March 18, 2011

***MEDIA ADVISORY***

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION TO HOLD PUBLIC MEETING ON
NRC RESPONSE TO RECENT JAPAN EVENT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission will be briefed by its staff on the NRC's
response to the ongoing nuclear event in Japan in a public meeting on March 21 at 9 a.m. at NRC
Headquarters, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Md. The commission meeting will be open to
public observation and will be webcast at: http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/public-
meetings/webcast-live.html.

Due to limited space availability, the meeting will be set up for a CBS broadcast network
pool camera crew. Broadcast media outlets interested in receiving the feed should contact the
network pool at 202-457-4444. For still photographers, this meeting will be pooled with AP,
Reuters, AFP and Getty only.

In order for us to try to ensure sufficient seating for reporters, please notify the Office of
Public Affairs at the contact information above if you plan to attend. There will be additional
space available in our auditorium on a first-come, first-serve basis.

Pool photographers will have limited space at the meeting in which to take photos.
Movement must be kept to a minimum so as not to be distracting and entry into the inner well
closest to the Commission briefing table is prohibited. Plan to arrive in advance of the meeting at
the Marinelli Road entrance of the NRC with proper media credentials. The NRC offices are
located across the street from the White Flint Metro station. Parking is available at the White
Flint metro parking garage on Marinelli Road.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE

link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.



Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

OPA Resource
Friday, March 18, 2011 4:13 PM
Ash, Darren; Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore, Nancy; Bergman,
Thomas; Bollwerk, Paul; Bonaccorso, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot;
Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar, Patrice; Burnell, Scott; Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia;
Chandrathil, Prema; Clark, Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret, Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie; Cutler,
Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dricks, Victor;
Droggitis, Spiros; Flory, Shirley; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney, Catherine; Hannah,
Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan, Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary;
Holahan, Patricia; Holian, Brian; Jacobssen, Patricia; Jaczko, Gregory; Jasinski, Robert;
Jenkins, Verlyn; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Andrea; Kock, Andrea; Kotzalas, Margie; Ledford,
Joey; Lee, Samson; Leeds, Eric; Lepre, Janet; Lew, David; Lewis, Antoinette; Loyd, Susan;
Magwood, William; McCrary, Cheryl; McGrady-Finneran, Patricia; McIntyre, David; Mensah,
Tanya; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Monninger, John; Montes, David; Nieh, Ho; Ordaz, Vonna;
Ostendorff, William; Owen, Lucy; Powell, Amy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Reddick, Darani;
Regan, Christopher; Reyes, Luis; Riddick, Nicole; RidsSecyMailCenter Resource; Riley
(OCA), Timothy; Rohrer, Shirley; Samuel, Olive; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schmidt,
Rebecca; Scott, Catherine; Screnci, Diane; Shaffer, Vered; Shane, Raeann; Sharkey, Jeffry;
Sheehan, Neil; Sheron, Brian; Siurano-Perez, Osiris; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Svinicki,
Kristine; Tabatabai, Omid; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Renee; Temp, WDM; Thomas, Ann;
Uhle, Jennifer; Uselding, Lara; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Rosetta; Walker-
Smith, Antoinette; Weaver, Doug; Weber, Michael; Weil, Jenny; Werner, Greg; Wiggins, Jim;
Williams, Evelyn; Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
Press Release: NRC Informs U.S. Nuclear Power Plants on Japan Earthquake's Effects
11-052.pdf

Attuched for inmiediate rclcMsc.

Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-8200
opa.resource(_Inrc.qov
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0NRC NEWS
&- U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

E-mail: opa.resource@nrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov
'" "' *• .• ~Blog: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov

No. 11-051 March 18, 2011

NRC INFORMS U.S. NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS ON
JAPAN EARTHQUAKE'S EFFECTS

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has issued an Information Notice to all currently
operating U.S. nuclear power plants, describing the effects of the March 11 earthquake and
tsunami on Japanese nuclear power plants.

The notice provides a brief overview of how the earthquake and tsunami are understood
to have disabled several key cooling systems at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station,
and also hampered efforts to return those systems to service. The notice is based on the NRC's
current understanding of the damage to the reactors and associated spent fuel pools as of Friday,
March 18.

The notice reflects the current belief that the combined effects of the March 11
earthquake and tsunami exceeded the Fukushima Daiichi plant's design limits. The notice also
recounts the NRC's efforts, post-9/1 1, to enhance U.S. plants' abilities to cope with severe
events, such as the loss of large areas of a site, including safety systems and power supplies.

The NRC expects U.S. nuclear power plants will review the entire notice to determine
how it applies to their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.



Maier, Bill

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:03 AM
To: LIA04 Hoc; OST05 Hoc; Maier, Bill; Logaras, Harral; Allard, David; Trojanowski, Robert
Cc: Dean, Bill; Lew, David
Subject: State of CT Requesting Input Parameters for Dose Projections

Please see the question below from the State of CT. Additionally, we were asked to pass
along sentiments expressed yesterday to Region I on our SLO counterpart call with our States.
There was a unison request for the input parameters that was used in RASCAL for us deriving
the data information released to the public. Due to the significant role our States play in
making protective action decisions, they have the technical background for interpreting data
and are proficient on RASCAL or a similar type of dose projection model. They strongly
expressed that they are not capable of explaining to their Governor's office the data that
was released because they don't know what assumptions were used in our dose assessment model.

We used our talking point and it appeared to be unsatisfactory. Until otherwise directed,
Region I will continue to work with the States to help them understand the NRC's position on
not releasing the assumptions.

----- Original Message -----
From: Wilds, Edward rmailto:Edward.Wildsoct.govl
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:07 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug
Subject: Input Parameters for

I am watching a C-Span briefing of the Japanese Natural Disasters & Nuclear Plant Crisis
that involved NRC Chairman Jaczko and a DOE official. One of the members of the press asked
Chairman Jaczko if the NRC would release the data that was used to base the decision for
evacuation of 50 miles in Japan. Chairman Jaczko stated that all the data was released. I
request all input parameters used in the RASCAL runs attached to the yesterdays NRC press
release. Since Chairman Jaczko has stated that the data used to base the decision was
released to the public, it should be released to the states. If this information is not
available, why is the Chairman stating to the press that all data has been released?

Dr. Wilds

Edward L. Wilds, Jr.; Ph.D.
Director, Radiation Division
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection
79 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Ph.: 860-424-3029
Fax: 860-424-4065



Maier, Bill

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8:53 AM
To: LIA04 Hoc
Cc: Maier, Bill
Subject: RE: 10 mile EPZ and 50 mile evacuation zone in Japan

By all means, yes!

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:52 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Maier, Bill
Subject: FW: 10 mile EPZ and 50 mile evacuation zone in Japan
Importance: High

Dave,

Can this be sent to federal , State, and local government partners? We noticed that this particular bullet is in the
approved 3/18 talking points. Bill Maier needs to know ASAP.

Thanks,
Cindy Flannery

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:49 PM
To: Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tiftf, Doug;
Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena
Cc: Piccone, Josephine; LIA06 Hoc; OST05 Hoc; Harrington, Holly; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Heck, Jared; McCree, Victor;
Pederson, Cynthia; Satorius, Mark; Flannery, Cindy; LIA04 Hoc; Lukes, Kim; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera,
Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: 10 mile EPZ and 50 mile evacuation zone in Japan
Importance: High

RSLOs:

Many of your states and others have inquired about the 10 mile EPZ and the 50 mile evacuation recommendation as
stated in the NRC's press release of March 16 (No. 11-050), which states "the NRC believes it is appropriate for U.S.
residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate."

The following has been provided by OPA on March 17 through its approved Talking Points.

* The 10-mile EPZ reflects the area where projected doses from design basis accidents at nuclear power plants

would not exceed the EPA's protective action guidelines, and we are confident that it would be adequate even for
severe accidents. However, the 10-mile zone was always considered a base for emergency response that could be
expanded if the situation warranted. The situation in Japan, with four reactors experiencing exceptional difficulties
simultaneously, creates the need to expand the EPZ beyond the normal 10-mile radius. We have said from the
beginning of this crisis that the NRC would analyze this situation for any lessons that can be derived to improve our
oversight of U.S. nuclear power plants. Emergency planning will be part of that review.

Richard Turtil
State Liaison - Liaison Team

1



Incident Response Center
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Howell, Art

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Cerino, John [JCerino@westchestergov.com]
Friday, March 18, 2011 3:22 PM
Dean, Bill
Lew, David; McNamara, Nancy
Letter from Westchester County Executive Rob Astorino
CE Letter to NRC Administrator Bill Dean.PDF

High

Dear Administrator Dean:

Please see the attached correspondence from Westchester County Executive Rob Astorino, which was also mailed today.

Thank you, and feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

John Cerino
Confidential Scheduler to the County Executive
Office of County Executive Rob Astorino
148 Martine Avenue, Room 936
White Plains, New York 10601
Office: 914-995-2952
Fax: 914-813-4350
icerino@westchestergov.com

1 'A



Westchestergov~corn

IRobert P..Astorina
pounty Execiftio,1..

:March 18, 2011

Regional Administrator Bill Dean
Region I,. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory.Commission
475 Allendale Road
King:of Prussia, PA 19.406-1415

Dear Administrator Dean:

As County Executive of Westchester, the.home of the. Indian -Point Energy Center, my number
one: concern is protecting the public health and safety ofour citizenhs.,

While I support the continued safe operation of Indian Point - and the 2,000 megawatts of
electricity it supplies to the region - it is critical for'the Nuclear Regulatory: Commission to keep
the county :informed. of its:latest thinking, the lessons it is learning from the 'Fukushima0 D .ailchi
plant and the formulation of any ,policy changes or: new strategic: plans with respect to the
:safety and emergency preparedness at U.S. nuclear.sites, in..ludingindian Point.

Going forward communication and coordination will be key. My Emergency Services team
regularly: meets with Entergy's senior site management team to. collaborate: on safety issues. It
is. vitally important that I, along with the county executives of Putnam, Rockland and Orange.
counties,, continue to receive regular updates from the. NRC, as we did on the conference call
yesterday, throughout this crisis in Japan. One point that needs quick Clarification are the
comments from Chairman )aczko to Congress. :recommending the evacuation of Americans
within 50.miles of the Fukushima plant and what implications, if any, that has for nuclear power

plants in the. United States. My hope and expectation is to receive clarification on our Monday,
conference call.

Thank you for-your prompt.consideration.

Respectfully,

Robert P. Astorino
County Executive

Office of the County Executive . RECYCL

Michaelian Office Building
• WhitePlains.New-lork 106.1I. Telephone: (914j0.95-2906 E mail: ce.,vestchesteigovccm.
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Protecting People and the Environment

Events at Fukushima
Units 1-4

March 18, 2011

6
Credit: Bill Dean and Rich Barkley, RI
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SU.S.NRC
UNFI El SI A fSNUCLkAR RUiULAJsRY 1C-MMISION

Protecting 1eo~pI8 a" t"~ Euvironinat

Fukushima Units 1 -4
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C~U.S.NRC
UNIlE S I TATES, NUCLEAR REGULATORY tCOMMISSION

AI'rtectiag People and tke Eniwronmaent

a r4"I
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UN.I LI) S NVCLLAR ftkt.LAJWRY CUM.ION

Protecting People and the Eniironmgent

3/11 Earthquake & 3/12 Unit I Hydrogen Explosion
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C'U.S.NRC
UNIT D sTA rLE NUCLAR REGULA'rORY COMMISSION

oteeting People amu the Euronaent

BWR with Mark I Containment

Secondary containment:
Area of explosion at
Fukushima Daiichi 1

Primary containment:
Remains Intact and safe

Boiling Water Reactor Design
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UNITE LOSTATES NI.CLLAH RELI1JL~rUKY COMNMISSION
Protecting People and the Euvirontrient

Mark I Containment Release Pathways
Simplified

SECO0NDARY CONTAINMENT-4.,

11\ Small isolation REACTOR BUILDING

Building leakage- 1 valve sealunfiltered • ai ur
BLOW OUT PANEL failure

I
PRIMARY.

CONTAINMENT Design
leakage

SO
ADS)

Breaks and leaks
bypassing
suppression pool

leakage Ve

Breaks and leaks through %,%: i /
suppression poolV A

& WL
Automatic depressurization

system (ADS) and safety WET W
relief valves (SRV)
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VU.S.NRC
uNMos STAXES NUCLEAR RViUewUoRY CnOMMISION

Prtecting Nq~p& and the Emmivirontnn

Most Recent View of Units 3 & 4
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I? U.S.NRC
UNITE STLATES. NU CLEAR REGULATOURY C~OMMISSION

Protecting People and the Ensvironmient

Where to Learn More at This Time

Check the NRC web site or blog for the latest information on NRC
actions. Other sources of information include:

USAID -- www.usaid.gov

U.S. Dept. of State -- www.state.gov

FEMA -- www.fema.gov

White House -- www.whitehouse.gov

Nuclear Energy Institute -- www.nei.org

International Atomic Energy Agency -- www.iaea.org/press/
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Baca, Bernadette

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:18 PM
To: Roberts, Darrell; Lara, Julio; Kennedy, Kriss; Croteau, Rick
Cc: Hay, Michael; West, Steven; Shear, Gary
Subject: FYI: Heads up!!!! 50 mile EPZ
Attachments: QUAKETP_3 17.docx

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:12 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor
Cc: Howell, Art; Pederson, Cynthia; Lew, David; Wert, Leonard; Nelson, Robert
Subject: Heads up!!!! 50 mile EPZ

FYI - We're working on a Q&A on the 50 mile EPZ issue. See below for details. We will keep checking to get it to you
for your people as best we can.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Leeds, Eric
Subject: FYI: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Attached is the latest that I have. See the status below from the Liaison Team. I'll share status with my
regional contacts.

N ELSON

From: LIA06 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:43 PM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Yes Bob, we are engaged. The decision is not to share details on the basis for the EPZ outside of the federal family
yet. I asked Rich Turtil to put together a proposal of what information should be shared with the states by NRC, even
thought DOE has the lead for communications with the states, and he and I will take it to the ET for consideration.
That will probably happen later on today.

Mark Lombard
Liaison Team Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Operations Center

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:41 PM

1



To: LIA06 Hoc
Subject: FYI: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Mark Lombard:

There is a get deal of angst about getting the Q re: the 50 mike EPZ finalized & releasable. Is the Liaison
Team involved? If so, what's the status. If not, who should I talk to?

NELSON

From: Markley, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:35 AM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Attached are the draft OPA talking points.

From: LIA05 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:44 AM
To: Markley, Michael
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Per your request.

FEMA REP Liaison
NRC Operations Center
(301) 816-5187

******FO FFICI SE ONLY******

DO NOýELEASE OUTS ýOF THE FEDERAL

From: OST05 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:43 AM
To: LIA05 Hoc
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

From: OSTO5 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 7:55 AM
To: Nguyen, Quynh; Meighan, Sean
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft,
Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; 'Heck, Jared'; McCree, Victor; Pederson,
Cynthia; Satorius, Mark; Easson, Stuart; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Maupin, Cardelia; Noonan, Amanda; OST05 Hoc;
Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Sean and Quynh -

Please update the file on the Sharepoint site with the attached Talking Points.

Kim Lukes
State Liaison - Liaison Team

2
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QuakeTP_3_17.docx

OPA

TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/17/2011 7:30 p.m. EDT

Update: Addition of bullets on expanding EPZ to 50 miles, and response to news report

ranking plants by vulnerability to earthquakes.

" Based on calculations performed by NRC experts, we now believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Our recommendation is based on NRC guidelines for public safety that would be used

in the United States under similar circumstances.

* The 1 0-mile EPZ reflects the area where projected doses firom design basis accidents
at nuclear power plants would not exceed the EPA's protective action ,guidelines, and
we are confident that it would be adeqcuate even for severe accidents. However. the
1 0-mile zone was always considered a base for emergency response that could be
expanded if the situation warranted. The situation in Japan. with four reactors
experiencing exceptional difficulties simultaneously, creates the need to expand the
EPZ beyond the normal I 0-mile radius.

We have said from the beginning of this crisis that the NRC would analyze this
situation for any lessons that can be derived to improve our oversight of U.S. nuclear
Dower niants. Emermencv Dlannina will be nart of that review.



* Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska,

U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to avoid

any harmful levels of radioactivity. The NRC is aware of various internet postings

depicting modeled radiation plumes for the ongoing events at the nuclear power

plants in Japan. All of the models the NRC has seen are based on generic

assumptions regarding the potential radiation release from the plants and as such are

unable to predict actual radiation levels away from the site. The NRC is working

closely with our federal partners to monitor radiation releases from the Japanese

nuclear power plants.

" The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from

Japan and to predict their path.

" The NRC continues to believe, based on all available information, that the type and

design of the Japanese reactors, combined with how events have unfolded, will

prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S. territory.

'IThe Department of Energy has been designated the lead agency for communicating

infornmation to the States regarding monitoring of radiation heading toward or over

the United States. The DOE's Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (National

Atmospheric Release Assessment Center) is monitoring weather patterns over the

Pacific Ocean. The Environmental Protection Agency maintains air monitoring

stations throughout the country and has reinforced its monitoring effort. DOE will

provide aerial monitoring. Questions about this effort should be directed to DOE at

202 586 4940.

* [Status as of 9:35pm on 3/16] The NRC is closely monitoring information about the

spent fuel pools as well as radiation levels at the Japanese nuclear power plants.

Given the totality of the situation, the NRC's recommendation for U.S. residents

within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate remains unchanged. That

recommendation was based on actual radiation levels in the nuclear complex.



In accordance with established protocols, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)

employs several types of radiation detection equipment in its operations at both air

and sea ports, and uses this equipment, along with specific operational protocols, to

resolve any security or safety risks that are identified with inbound travelers and

cargo. Out of an abundance of caution, CBP has issued field guidance reiterating its

operational protocols and directing field personnel to specifically monitor maritime

and air traffic from Japan. CBP will continue to evaluate the potential risks posed by

radiation contamination on inbound travelers and cargo and will adjust its detection

and response protocols, in coordination with its interagency partners, as developments

warrant.

" The Japanese government has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on March

11. The NRC has eleven staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID team.

* The NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and has been monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis

ever since.

" The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident. President Obama

has directed the agency to conduct a comprehensive review of the safety of U.S.

nuclear plants; the agency will do so.

" U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.



4I S

* The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be

designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account

for the limitations on historical data. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants are

designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's maximum credible

earthquake.

In response to MSNBC report ranking US NPPs according to vulnerability to

earthquakes: The NRC does not rank nuclear power plants according to their

vulnerability to earthquakes. This "ranking" was developed by an MSNBC reporter

using partial information and an even more partial understanding of how we evaluate

plants for seismic risk. Each plant is evaluated individually according to the geology

of its site, not by a "one-size-fits-all" model - therefore such rankings or comparisons

are highly misleading.



Baca, Bernadette

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Roberts, Darrell
Friday, March 18, 2011 4:42 PM
Nelson, Robert
Kennedy, Kriss; Lara, Julio; Croteau, Rick; West, Steven; Shear, Gary; Hay,
Michael
RE: FYI: FEMA EPZ Info
FYI: Heads up!!!! 50 mile EPZ

Bob,

It's not clear whether this info is what we're using in response to the 50-mile evacuation/ 10-mile EPZ
controversy, or are there some other Qs/As being developed (see attached e-mail you forwarded from Eric
Leeds to the RAs). At some point it would be helpful to get a summary listing of all the links and/or Q-and-A
documents so we can keep track of what all we're supposed to be using.

Thx,
D JR

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:47 PM
To: Roberts, Darrell; Kennedy, Kriss; Lara, Julio; Croteau, Rick
Cc: West, Steven; Shear, Gary; Hay, Michael
Subject: FYI: FEMA EPZ Info

http://portal.nrc.gov/edo/nrr/NRR TA/FAQ Related to Events Occuring in Japan/Emergency Planning Zones.pdf

Supplied by FEMA & publicly releasable.

NELSON

A
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Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

GovExec.com newsletters [news@get.govexec-media.com]
Friday, March 18, 2011 4:07 AM
Collins, Elmo
GovExec Today: Pentagon trims jobs; FEMA recovers overpayments; Obama FOIA
compliance questioned

HU )' NIAt\ ~RC 11 18,2011 S..b.•stcibe. or n,..ibe from this newsletter

HEADLINES Brought to you by Johnson Controls

1. Gates details high-level Defense job cuts
2. Three-week funding measure headed to president
3. Administration falling short on FOIA compliance, critics say
4. Pentagon not spotting overpayments to contractors, IG finds
5. From Nextgov.com: OMB says it takes money to save money in

IT
6. Obama: No radiation risk to America
7. FEMA recoups millions in improper payments
8. OMB, special counsel nominees approved in committee
9. The Week in Comments: Disaster preparation and paying for

performance
lo. Lawmakers seeking private funds for major infrastructure
11. Warren pushes back against Republican jabs on consumer

bureau
12. Fedblog: Federal Benefits and Japan
13. Executive Coach: Why Google is Teaching Its Managers to

Wash the Dishes
14. Tech Insider: Vivek Kundra, Video Star
15. Today's column: Retirement Planning
16. The Earlybird: Today's headlines
17. Quote of the Day

18. For breaking federal news throughout the day,
visit GovExec. corn

Johnson 4
contwofs

Buildings that work benefit owners,
occupants and their communities.
Johnson Controls can make your building
work more efficiently, sustainably and
profitably. Discover how you can estimate
the energy cost savings, improved
productivity and reduced carbon
emissions that can be achieved through
building improvements with our online
savings calculator.

C/ibersecuirity Re6ort:i Updates on the battle to protect data and systems "
Check out Nextgov'•s-cybersec¢urity blog delivering breaking news. and insights on federal cybersecurity efforts. Don't,
miss the lAtestcybeecurity updates -. click here!

1. Gates details high-level Defense job cuts
By Emily Long

Hundreds of contractor, senior executive and officer positions will be eliminated, memo says.

Full story: http://www..qovexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47367&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

2. Three-week funding measure headed to president
By Hombprto Sanchez, National Journal

9\1



Senate approves House resolution to fund government through April 8th.

Full story: http //www.qovexec.com/story paqe.cfm?articleid=47366&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

3. Administration falling short on FOIA compliance, critics say
By Robert Brodsky

Agencies are not responding to document requests with the openness President Obama promised, observers

charge.

Full story: http://www.qovexec.com/story paqe.cfm?articleid=47369&dcn=e .vet

Return to Top

4. Pentagon not spotting overpayments to contractors, IG finds
By George A. Warner

Report comes as scrutiny of Defense's budget intensifies.

Full story: http://www.qovexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47372&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

Brought to you by Johnson Controls

Johnson

Buildings that work benefit owners, occupants and their communities. Johnson Controls can make your building
work more efficiently, sustainably and profitably. Discover how you can estimate the energy cost savings,
improved productivity and reduced carbon emissions that can be achieved through building improvements with
our online savings calculator.

5. From Nextgov.com: OMB says it takes money to save money in IT
By Aliya Sternstein

Federal CIO Vivek Kundra says White House needs to hold agencies accountable for corrective actions.

Full story: http://wwwv..ovexec.com/story pa-qe.cfm?articleid=47370&dcn=e gvet

Return to Top

6. Obama: No radiation risk to America
By Matthew Cooper, National ,Journal

2



President orders study of nuclear plant safety in the United States.

Full story: http://www.qovexec.com/story paqe, cfm?articleid=47368&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

7. FEMA recoups millions in improper payments
By Kellie Lunney

Agency makes progress with revised process for recovering money but still faces challenges in collecting debt,
officials say.

Full story: http://www.qovexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47365&dcn=e .qvet

Return to Top

8. OMB, special counsel nominees approved in committee
By Robert B3rodsky

Heather Higginbottom would serve in the No. 2 role at the Office of Management and Budget.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47363&dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

9. The Week in Comments: Disaster preparation and paying for performance

The best in reader reaction to recent articles.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47364&dcn=e qcvet

Return to Top

10. Lawmakers seeking private funds for major infrastructure
By Tim Fernholz, National Journal

Two bills approach public project financing from different directions: investments and bond underwriting.

Full story: http://www.govexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47360&dcn=e gvet

Return to Top

11. Warren pushes back against Republican jabs on consumer bureau
By Stacy Kaper. National Journal

Financial institutions guilty of precipitating an economic collapse must be held accountable, she says.
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Full story: http://www.qovexec.com/story page.cfm?articleid=47361 &dcn=e qvet

Return to Top

Follow us on TWitter: • • ..... .

Get breaking links and more from the best news source for federal government news, from human capital and IT to
Ifinance nd.procuremet.. Read our tweets at http:lltwitte-rcom/.qo.vexec.. .. ..

12. Fedblog: Federal Benefits and Japan
By Kellie Lunney

Outside the bureaucracy, looking in.

Thursday, March 17, 4:18 p.m. ET:

The Office of Personnel Management now is handling inquiries related to benefits for federal annuitants who died
during the recent earthquake and tsunami in Japan. Affected family members and other individuals can call 202-
606-8142 to report deaths and/or advise the government of any disruptions in April 1, 2011 annuity payments.

Read blog: http://blogs.qovexec.com/fedblog/

Return to Top

13. Executive Coach: Why Google is Teaching Its Managers to Wash the Dishes
By Scott Eblin

Taking your career to the next level.

Thursday, March 17, 2:30 p.m. ET:

The New York Times recently ran an article about what Google has done lately to share the practices of its best
managers throughout the company. Being Google, a bunch of statisticians started looking for correlations in the
words and phrases that came up again and again in performance reviews, feedback surveys and recognition
nominations. The end result was a simple yet elegant list of eight things that the best Google managers do.

Read blog: http://blogs.qovexec.com/executivecoach/

Return to Top

14. Tech Insider: Vivek Kundra, Video Star
By Tom Shoop

What's happening and what's being discussed in the federal IT community.

Thursday, March 17, 2:46 p.m. ET:

Last year, the Obama administration started producing a series of "White House Whiteboard" videos to highlight
administration policies and initiatives. The latest edition features none other than federal CIO Vivek Kundra,
discussing the ins and outs of the Federal IT Dashboard and the administration's TechStat review sessions:

Read blog: http://techinsider.nextqov.com/

Return to Top
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15. Today's column: Retirement Planning

For Richer or Poorer: Final Words

Some general guidance about options when it comes to providing for a surving spouse.

Full column: http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0311/031811 rp. htm

Return to Top

16. The Earlybird: Today's headlines

Get links to the top news of the day:

http://www.qovexec.com/dailyfed/ebird. htm

Return to Top

17. Quote of the Day

The Bush administration was tough and tricky, but the Obama administration is tougher and trickier.

-- Tom Fitton, president of the conservative Judicial Watch, on agency reluctance to respond to FOIA requests.

Return to Top

.Subscribe.to Go.verment.Executive .. .

Get:•A1,e_#1 magazine for federalnanlagers -Jt'sfree:! Sign up an d stay informed through.20Q11: Sign Up. :

Brought to you by Johnson Controls

Johnsoft

Buildings that work benefit owners, occupants and their communities. Johnson Controls can make your building
work more efficiently, sustainably and profitably. Discover how you can estimate the energy cost savings,
improved productivity and reduced carbon emissions that can be achieved through building improvements with
our online savings calculator.

Subscriptions I Customer Service I Unsubscribe I Contact the Editor

This message was sent from GovExec.com to elmo.collins@nrc.gov. You have been sent GovExec.com Today
because you have opted in to receive it.

Note: It may take our system up to two business days to process your unsubscribe request and during that time
you may receive one or two more newsletters. Thank you for reading GovExec.com Today.
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Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Green Home [green@greenhome.com]
Friday, March 18, 2011 3:30 AM
Collins, Elmo
[Green 4 Life] Our Prayers to Japan

Greenhome.com Eco Info FAO Green Guarantee Secure ShoDoina Testimonial

Our thoughts and prayers to the people of lapan.

10 Ways to Prepare for an
Earthquake

by Care2 Thanks to stringent building

codes and the fact that the Japanese

people are at the top of the earthquake-

preparedness-game, many homes (and

lives) were mercifully spared and the
mega-quake itself was prevented from

living up to it's full destructive potential in
many areas. The terrifying tsunami

unleashed on Japan's northeast coast by

the earthquake and the tense nuclear
situation in the Fukushima prefecture,

however, are whole other stories.

Are you Prepared?

by 72Hours.com In a major disaster, it

might be several days before vital

services are restored. Read the

following to find out how you can

prepare yourself and your family for an

emergency. You can also learn what to

do in response to a specific disaster,

I



like a tsunami, just in case. The Zen of Safety

Chemical Sensitivity -

What to Do

he National Research Council estimates

that about 15% of the US population

experiences environmental illness and

hypersensitivity to toxic materials and

chemicals. The National Academy of
Sciences expects this to rise to 60% by

2010.

Your home may be your castle, but it's also

where you're most likely to cut your hand,

break your leg, hit your head, or bloody

your toe. Every year, one in three
Americans ends up in a doctor's office or

hospital due to injury, thereby consuming

valuable resources of time and energy. The

statistics - 33.2 injuries per 100 - show that

accidents are a green issue, and a large
share of them occur at home.

Save Paper. Only Until Monday!
The Repocket Presentation !older 20% Off

- . 3. )koao . f; -,'oe ,•A'•'.'4 .....O ..

Prs ntto Folder~NO. ','cet You wilntb-iaponenyu

Other Great Deals
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Sanitizing Portable Wand
$32
Public areas are just that -
Public! From restrooms to hotel
rooms, be sure your
environment is clean with the
Verilux UVC Sanitizing Travel
Wand. UV-C light, in the range
of 258 to 262nm, will kill dust
mites eggs, viruses, bacteria
and 99.9% of household germs
leaving your more comfortable
in public locations.

LEARNMORE

Emergency Calamity Kit
$125
This Emergency Calamity Kit
includes our AM/FM Weather
Radio and our Windup Lantern.
In addtion we have included the
essential 221-page Do-It-
Yourself Emergency
Preparedness Book filled with
the best source of information
we have found, plus it is easy to
follow.

jLEARWMORE

100% Recycled Fiber
Wool Blanket
$31
This eco-friendly blanket is
woven from a ioo% recycled
blend of wool and synthetic
fibers and features a plush, soft
texture that feels wonderful
next to your skin. Designed for
yoga, but fit for everyday use.
Moldable and supple, it can be
rolled into a bolster or folded to
support your spine, hips, or legs
for the ultimate warmth,
comfort, and versatility.

LtAýR,N MOREt

Want to stay in the loop'?: Friend json Facebook Follow us on. Twitter

Got a question or a comment? We want to hear from you!
Call: 877-282-6400 or email: help@greenhome.com

My Account Specials Toxipedia Services Secure Shopping Privacy P4licy

Please add sales@greenhome.com to your address book to ensureour emails reach your i6box!
S@2010 Greenhome.com, ® All rights reserved.

San Francisco, California 94111

This message was sent to eec@nrc.gov from:

Greenhome.com I 505 Montgomery Street 2nd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94111

Manage Your Subscription I Forward To a Friend

Email Marketing byaiContact
IV il ýre0
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Owen, Lucy

From: Nuclear Plant Journal [anu@goinfo.com]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Collins, Elmo
Subject: NPJ March 18, 2011 Japan Update

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

Nuclear
PlantJournal

Aý1- -~ rl,,4rd

Nuclear Plant Journal E-News

Japan Update

March 18, 2011

Dear ELMO E,

In this issue of NPJ E-News you'll find an update of the Fukushima Nuclear Plants in Japan.
Information is current as of March 18, 2011, 13:00 CDT. All items are directly quoted, without any
editing.

In this issue

Chief Cabinet Secretary

TEPCO

JAIF

Chief Cabinet Secretary's Update

Operation for filling the spent fuel pool with water at Unit-3 was conducted yesterday. It seems that
water reached the pool. However, how much is unknown. Same operation will be conducted today.

* Operation for filling the spent fuel pool with water from the ground will be conducted at unit-
1 also, if it doesn't affect the operation for unit-3.

* Operation for installing cables and distribution system to the power plant to provide AC
power from the grid is going on.

* Click for more...

Status Updates of TEPCO Facilities

On March 18th, regarding the spent fuel in the common spent fuel pool, we have confirmed that the
water level of the pool is secured. A detailed inspection is under preparation.

On March 17th, we patrolled buildings for dry casks and found no signs of abnormal situation for the
casks by visual observation. A detailed inspection is under preparation.
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Since March 12th, we had been preparing measures for reducing the pressure of reactor
containment vessels (partial discharge of air containing radioactive materials to outside), but on
March 17th, we released such preparation in all Units.

Click for more...

JAIF Status Update
A single-page PDF document provides a simple summary of
each of the units at Fukushima nuclear power plants.

Quick Links...

NPJ Website

Cost-free Subscription

Contact Information
phone: 630-313-6739
email: NPJ•.aoinfo.com

Forward email to an associate.

YVSafeUnsubscribe' P ConMtwtCon~teg

This email was sent to elmo.collins@nrc.gov by anuaqoinfo.com I
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe TM I Privacy Policy.
Nuclear Plant Journal 1 1400 Opus Place, Suite 904 1 Downers Grove I IL 1 60515
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McKelvey, Harold

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:03 PM
To: Miller, Charles; Piccone, Josephine
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Maier, Bill; Howell, Art
Subject: Fyi: March 21st Draft Agenda.doc
Attachments: March 21st Draft Agenda.doc

California hearing - apparently no NRC participation was requested even though "safety" is one of the topics

From: Maier, Bill
To: Collins, Elmo; Howell, Linda; Howell, Art; Kennedy, Kriss; Vegel, Anton; Pruett, Troy; Miller, Geoffrey; Lantz, Ryan
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; OST05 Hoc; Crockett, Steven; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy
Sent: Fri Mar 18 14:18:18 2011
Subject: FW: March 21st Draft Agenda.doc

FYI, attached is the legislative agenda for the State of California's Senate committee hearing scheduled for
noon, PDT on Monday, 3/21. CA state officials and some PGE and SCE officials are scheduled to testify.

Bill Maier

From: Jim Boyd rmailto:Jboyd(energy.state.ca.us1
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:02 PM
To: Maier, Bill
Cc: Barbara Byron
Subject: March 21st Draft Agenda.doc

FYI

JAMES D. BOYD, Commissioner
Vice-Chairman
California Energy Commission
1516 9th Street, MS 34
Sacramento, CA 95814
916-654-3787 / FAX 916-653-1279
iboyd(W-enerqy. state. ca. us
www.enerqy.ca..qov

A\
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Select Committee on Earthquake and Disaster
Preparedness, Response and Recovery

The Japan Earthquake:
The Impact and Lessons for California

Part I

Senate Majority Leader Ellen M. Corbett, Chair

Monday March 21, 2011
12:00 p.m.
Room 4203

Overview - Is California at risk for an earthquake and tsunami like Japan
experienced?

a. Keith L. Knudsen, Deputy Director, Earthquake Science Center,
U.S. Geological Survey

b. John Parrish, California State Geologist

I1. The Impact on California of the Japan Earthquake

a. Mike Dayton, Acting Secretary, California Emergency Management
Agency

b. John Laird, Secretary of Natural Resources
c. John McCamman, Acting Director, Department of Fish and Game
d. Gregory Smith, Director of Disaster Services, American Red Cross Bay

Area Chapter
e. Dr. Howard Backer, Interim Director, Department of Public Health

Ill. Are California's nuclear power plants safe?

a. James Becker Site Vice President, Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Pacific
Gas and Electric

b. Caroline McAndrews, Director of Licensing for San Onofre Power Plant
Southern California Edison

c. Daniel Hirsch, Lecturer in nuclear policy at UC Santa Cruz and president
of the Committee to Bridge the Gap

d. Commissioner James D. Boyd, California Energy Commission



IV. Can California's Natural Gas Infrastructure Withstand a Major Seismic
Event?

a. Kirk Johnson, Vice President Gas Engineering and Operations,
Pacific Gas and Electric

b. Joe Rivera, Director of Gas Engineering, Southern California Gas
Company

c. Michael Peevey, President
California Public Utilities Commission (invited)



Mnc IKeley', Harold

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sosa, Belkys
Friday, March 18, 2011 9:17 AM
Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Collins, Elmo
FYI: Congressional Correspondence
Sen. Boxer and Carper. pdf

Another Itr from Boxer. Thanks, - Belkys

From: Champ, Billie
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:12 AM
To: Batkin, Joshua; Monninger, John; Sharkey, Jeffry; Sosa, Belkys; Bubar, Patrice; Nieh, Ho
Cc: Vietti-Cook, Annette
Subject: Congressional Correspondence

The attached letter has been assigned as follows:

EDO to Prepare Response for Chairman's Signature...Date due Comm: April 8 ...Cpy to: RF, OCA to Ack....11-0126
COMMISSION CORRESONDENCE

I have attached for your information a letter from Senators Boxer and Carper dated March 17, 2011 re: Risks posed to
nuclear reactors in the U.S.

7ie a. 2-B&pe1
Ata'tc17, 2V11
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BARBARA BOXER, CAUFOnNIA, CH•wArAAN

MAX rAUCUS. MON TANA JAMES, M. I'iHOFE: OKI AIHUiMA
THOMAS R,.CARPER,•'.'AWARE DAV0RV1fRýA, LOU,:SANA

R r R, !.4JAUTENBEiRG, NEW JERSEY JOiI•N PASSO; WYOMiI,
&MINJ.,lI L CARDIN; MARYLAND JEFF USSIONS, ALABAMA
BERNARD SANDERS, VERMONT MIKE CnAPO, IDAME)
SHEtOON WHITE4HOUSE; RHODE ISLAND LAMAR ALEXAN•ER. 1ENN;ESNEL
TOM UDALL, NEW MEXICO MhIE .10"ANN,. NEBRASKA U nJ•EFF WEAKLEY, OREGON •JOHN* 0007MAN, AHK~ANS;AS•

KIRSTEN CILLIBRAND.,, NEW YORK,( COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-617 5
BETTINA PZRI1ER' Mj "RflL STAFF 0MECTOR
RUI F AN MA-LK, AAOl.()IINIV ATA Olr,!.CT'OR

March 17,2011

The Honorable Gregory Jaczko
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Jaczko:

The loss of life and physical damage that Japan sustained in last week's devastating earthquake
and subsequent. destructive tsunami is catastrophic and heartbreaking. Our thoughts and
prayers, as well as those of the Americanpeople, go out to all citizens of Japan and especially to
the families of the thousands of disaster victims.

As this tragedy continues to unfold, we encourage the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and other
U.S. agencies to continue to coordinate fully with the Japanese government to assess the status of
public safety in light of the reactors' failures and to provide all technical assistance required.

The earthquake and tsunami that struck Japan are chilling reminders that we are all vulnerable to
unexpected disasters, whether they are an act of nature or a terrorist attack. While we cannot
predict with any certainty when or where the next major disaster will occur, we know that
adequate preparation and response planning arc absolutely vital to minimize injury, death, and
destruction when it does happen.

As the Committee with oversight responsibilities on nuclear safety, we believe it is important to
assist Japan:to ensure that this nuclear disaster is contained as quickly and effectively as
possible. For the long term, the multiple simultaneous failures of backup coolant systems at
nuclear reactors in Japan are a clear warning that we must step up efforts to ensure that every
precaution is taken to safeguard the American people from a similar incident at a U.S. nuclear
facility.

Therefore, we call on the NRC to conduct a comprehensive investigation of all nuclear facilities
in the United States to assess their capacity to withstand catastrophic natural or man-made
disasters including scenarios that may be considered remote like the recent events in Japan.
These domestic nuclear reactors must be fully evaluated to ensure that they are as safe and
resilient as possible, that worst case scenarios are examined and addressed, and that personnel
training and equipment for emergency responses are in place and up-to-date. Special and
immediate attention should be given to those U.S. nuclear reactors that share similar
characteristics as the failing reactors in Japan, including similar designs or located near a
coastline or seismic fault line.
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In addition to updating the EPW Committee on a regular basis, we also request that the :NRC
supply information to the committee as soon as possible regarding the following issues:

1. Please identify all U.S. nuclear facilities-.subject to significant seismic activity and/or
tsunamis.

2. U.S. nuclear power plants are designed to be safe based on historical data of the area's
maximum credible threat (including earthquakes and tsunamis). What extra safety
features does the NRC currently require for facilities that have a credible threat of an
earthquake and/or tsunami? In light of the recent events in Japan, we~would also like the
NRC to re-examine the assumptions used to determine the maximum credible threat and
suggest additional options that could provide a greater margin for safety at plants
nationwide that might be subject to challenges similar to those currently being seen in
Japan following the earthquake and tsunami.

3. Which U.S. nuclear power plants share similar design features with the affected Japanese
reactor facilities? Do these facilities have design vulnerabilities that should be addressed
to ensure their cooling systems do not fail when confronted by stresses including those
similar to what we have seen in Japan following the earthquake and tsunami?

4. How comprehensive is the radiation monitoring system in Japan? Would the U.S. take a
similar monitoring approach if a serious accident were to occur here? What increased
risk is associated with exposure to mixed oxide fuel?

5. Given what has happened at the Japanese facilities, please describe how the NRC
currently ensures the safety of spent fuel pools at U.S. facilities and identify additional
steps the NRC could take to better address the vulnerabilities of spent fuel pools at plants
in the U.S.

6. Has the NRC modeled what could happen if the U.S. had multiple nuclear accidents
simultaneously? If so, how would the NRC respond to such a disaster?

Safety is always our number one priority, and therefore it is vital that the NRC immediately
evaluate the risks posed to nuclear reactors in the United States. We look forward to working
with you to ensure that the nuclear energy industry and NRC regulators are adequately prepared
to prevent accidents and to fuily address the risks of serious events in the fuiture.

Sincerely yours,

Barbara Boxer •Tom Carper
Chairmann Chairman
Committee on Environment and Subcommittee on Clean Air and

Public Works Nuclear Safety



Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Lew, David
Friday, March 18, 2011 4:18 PM
Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor
Howell, Art; Pederson, Cynthia; Wert, Leonard; Nelson, Robert; Roberts, Darrell; Wilson,
Peter; Weerakkody, Sunil; Clifford, James; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Screnci, Diane;
Sheehan, Neil
RE: Heads up!!!! 50 mile EPZ
Letter from Westchester County Executive Rob Astorino

Thanks Eric. We have an incoming request from the counties in New York to have someone address the
potential implications of the recommendation during their Monday meeting. We will have our staff work with
HQs through Bob Nelson to see what we can say and what, if anything, we can support by Monday.

)From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:12 PM
To: CoIýns, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor
Cc: HoWell, Art; Pederson, Cynthia; Lew, David; Wert, Leonard; Nelson, Robert
Subject: Heads up!!!! 50 mile EPZ

Zt ~

FYI - We're workiQg on a Q&A on the 50 mile EPZ issue. See below for details. We will keep checki c`get it to you for
your people as best•we can.

Eric J. Leeds, Di.
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comrn-ission
301-415-1270

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:04 PM".
To: Leeds, Eric
Subject: FYI: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 pA. EDT))

Attached is the latest that I have. See the stKus below frrM the Liaison Team. I'll share status with my
regional contacts. 

6,

NE LSO N

From: LIA06 Hoc /
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:43 PM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: Talking Points (3-17 (7:3Q/p".m. EDT))

Yes Bob, we are engaged. The decision is not to share details on the basis for the EPZ outside of the federal family yet. I
asked Rich Turtil to put togethe,r,' proposal of what information should be shared with the states by NRC, even thought
DOE has the lead for communications with the states, and he and I will take it t the ET for consideration. That will
probably happen later ointoday. '

.1N'

Mark Lombara
Liaison Team D'ctor
U.S. Nuclear egulatory Commission
Operation Center 42
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McKelvey, Harold

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:19 AM
To: Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara,

Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Flannery, Cindy; LIA04 Hoc; Lukes,
Kim; Noonan, Amanda; OST05 Hoc; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil,
Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Heck, Jared; McCree, Victor; Pederson,
Cynthia; Satorius, Mark

Cc: Piccone, Josephine; Jackson, Deborah
Subject: Commission Meeting: Briefing on NRC Response to Recent Nuclear Events in Japan

All,

A Commission meeting will be held on Monday, March 21, 2011 at 9:00 am. This is a public meeting and can
be viewed via webcast.

Please use the following link to access the webcast.

http://www.nrc.qov/public-involve/public-meetinqs/webcast-live.html

Feel free to notify interested stakeholders.

Thanks,
Cindy Flannery
State Liaison - Liaison Team
NRC Incident Response Center

I



Owen, Lucy

From: NRC Announcement [nrc.announcement@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:34 AM
To: NRC Announcement
Subject: Event: Supplemental Information on Today's All-Employees Meeting

NRC Daily
Announcements

EventyMrc Su1lmeta 2 nfrmaio on Toddq artes AlEmitloyesMetn

<•Event: Supplemental Information on Today's All-Employees Meeting

Event: Supplemental Information on Today's All-Employees Meeting

As mentioned in a previous Network Announcement, there will be an All-Employees meeting today
at 2:00 p.m. in the TWFN auditorium, led by EDO Bill Borchardt, to discuss events in Japan. VTC
will be available to the regions, TTC, and headquarters satellite offices. Please note the following
additional information:

* The bridgeline (call-in number: 888-820-8960; passcode: 8690842) is intended for
employees who are teleworking today. If you are not working at home, please attend the
meeting in person or via VTC to avoid overloading the bridgelines.

* There will be a sign-language interpreter in the auditorium for the hearing-impaired.
* The event will videotaped for later viewing.
* The slides that will be used during the presentation are available on the OEDO Sharepoint

site.

I



Owen, Lucy

From: Lew, David
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 4:18 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor
Cc: Howell, Art; Pederson, Cynthia; Wert, Leonard; Nelson, Robert; Roberts, Darrell; Wilson,

Peter; Weerakkody, Sunil; Clifford, James; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Screnci, Diane;
Sheehan, Neil

Subject: RE: Heads up!!!! 50 mile EPZ
Attachments: Letter from Westchester County Executive Rob Astorino

Thanks Eric. We have an incoming request from the counties in New York to have someone address the
potential implications of the recommendation during their Monday meeting. We will have our staff work with
HQs through Bob Nelson to see what we can say and what, if anything, we can support by Monday.

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:12 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor
Cc: Howell, Art; Pederson, Cynthia; Lew, David; Wert, Leonard; Nelson, Robert
Subject: Heads up!!!! 50 mile EPZ

FYI - We're working on a Q&A on the 50 mile EPZ issue. See below for details. We will keep checking to get it to you for

your people as best we can.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1270

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Leeds, Eric
Subject: FYI: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Attached is the latest that I have. See the status below from the Liaison Team. I'll share status with my
regional contacts.

NELSON

From: LIA06 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:43 PM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Yes Bob, we are engaged. The decision is not to share details on the basis for the EPZ outside of the federal family yet. I

asked Rich Turtil to put together a proposal of what information should be shared with the states by NRC, even thought
DOE has the lead for communications with the states, and he and I will take it to the ET for consideration. That will
probably happen later on today.

Mark Lombard
Liaison Team Director

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Operations Center Al/

I



From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:41 PM
To: LIA06 Hoc
Subject: FYI: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Mark Lombard:

There is a get deal of angst about getting the Q re: the 50 mike EPZ finalized & releasable. Is the Liaison
Team involved? If so, what's the status. If not, who should I talk to?

NELSON

From: Markley, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:35 AM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Attached are the draft OPA talking points.

From: LIA05 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:44 AM
To: Markley, Michael
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Per your request.

FEMA REP Liaison

NRC Operations Center

(301) 816-5187

******FOR T USE ONLY**

DO NOT LEASE OU E HE FEDERAL FAMILY

From: OST05 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:43 AM
To: LIA05 Hoc
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

From: OST05 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 7:55 AM
To: Nguyen, Quynh; Meighan, Sean
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft,
Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; 'Heck, Jared'; McCree, Victor; Pederson, Cynthia;
Satorius, Mark; Easson, Stuart; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Maupin, Cardelia; Noonan, Amanda; OST05 Hoc; Rautzen,
William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Sean and Quynh -

Please update the file on the Sharepoint site with the attached Talking Points.

2



Kim Lukes
State Liaison - Liaison Team
Incident Response Center
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Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Cerino, John [JCerino@westchestergov.com]
Friday, March 18, 2011 3:22 PM
Dean, Bill
Lew, David; McNamara, Nancy
Letter from Westchester County Executive Rob Astorino
CE Letter to NRC Administrator Bill Dean.PDF

High

Dear Administrator Dean:

Please see the attached correspondence from Westchester County Executive Rob Astorino, which was also mailed today.

Thank you, and feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

John Cerino
Confidential Scheduler to the County Executive
Office of County Executive Rob Astorino
148 Martine Avenue, Room 936
White Plains, New York 10601
Office: 914-995-2952
Fax: 914-813-4350
icerinocwestchestergov.com

1



Westchestergovcor

Robert.P. Asto•'iua
Count.y Executive.

March 18, 2011

Regiona Administrator Bill Dean

Region I, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475.Allendale Road
King:of Prussia, ýPA 19406-1415

:Dear Administrator Dean:

As County Executive of Westchester, the home of the Indian Point Energy Center, my number
one concern is protecting the public health and safety of our citizens.

While I support the continued safe operation of Indian Point - and the 2,000 megawatts of
electricity it supplies to the region - it is critical for.the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to keep
the county informed, of its latest thinking, the lessons it is learning from the Fu.kush.ima Dalichi
plant and the formulation of any policy changes or new strategic: plans with respect to the
safety and emergency preparedness at U.S. nuclear sites, including Indian Point,.

Going forward communication and coordination will be key. My Emergency. Services team
regularly meets with Entergy's senior site management team to collaborate on safety issues. It
is. vitally important. that I, along with the county :executives of Putnam, Rockland and Orange
counties, continue to receive regular .updates from the NRC, as we did on the conference call
yesterday, throughout this crisis in Japan. One point that needs quick clarification are the
comments from Chairman Jaczko to Congress recommending the evacuation of Americans
within 50 miles of the Fukushima plant and what implicationsý, if any, that has for nuclear power
plants in the United States. .My hope and expectation is to receive.clarification on our Monday
conference call.

Thank you for your prompt consideration.

Respectfully,

Robert P. Astorino
County Executive

Office of the County Eeccuttive KUM

,Nlichaelian Office Building
WVThite Plains, New Yok .10601 Telephone: (914) 995-2!00 E-mnwil: te•4westcu,.teigvum.



Owený, Luby

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:12 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor
Cc: Howell, Art; Pederson, Cynthia; Lew, David; Wert, Leonard; Nelson, Robert
Subject: Heads up!!!! 50 mile EPZ
Attachments: QUAKETP_3_17.docx

FYI - We're working on a Q&A on the 50 mile EPZ issue. See below for details. We will keep checking to get it to you for
your people as best we can.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Leeds, Eric
Subject: FYI: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Attached is the latest that I have. See the status below from the Liaison Team. I'll share status with my
regional contacts.

NELSON

From: LIA06 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:43 PM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Yes Bob, we are engaged. The decision is not to share details on the basis for the EPZ outside of the federal family yet. I
asked Rich Turtil to put together a proposal of what information should be shared with the states by NRC, even thought
DOE has the lead for communications with the states, and he and I will take it to the ET for consideration. That will
probably happen later on today.

Mark Lombard
Liaison Team Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Operations Center

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:41 PM
To: LIA06 Hoc
Subject: FYI: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Mark Lombard:

There is a get deal of angst about getting the Q re: the 50 mike EPZ finalized & releasable. Is the Liaison
Team involved? If so, what's the status. If not, who should I talk to?

1



NELSON'

From: Markley, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:35 AM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Attached are the draft OPA talking points.

From: LIAO5 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:44 AM
To: Markley, Michael
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Per your request.

FEMA REP Liaison

NRC Operations Center
(301) 816-5187

******FOR OFFICI LY******

DO NOT REý EUSIDE THE FEDERAL F

From: OSTO5 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:43 AM
To: LIA05 Hoc
Subject: FW: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

From: OST05 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 7:55 AM
To: Nguyen, Quynh; Meighan, Sean
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft,
Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; 'Heck, Jared'; McCree, Victor; Pederson, Cynthia;
Satorius, Mark; Easson, Stuart; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Maupin, Cardelia; Noonan, Amanda; OST05 Hoc; Rautzen,
William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: Talking Points (3-17 (7:30 p.m. EDT))

Sean and Quynh -

Please update the file on the Sharepoint site with the attached Talking Points.

Kim Lukes
State Liaison - Liaison Team
Incident Response Center

2



QuakeTP_3_17.docx

OPA

TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/17/2011 7:30 p.m. EDT

Update: Addition of bullets on expanding EPZ to 50 miles, and response to news report

ranking plants by vulnerability to earthquakes.

" Based on calculations performed by NRC experts, we now believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Our recommendation is based on NRC guidelines for public safety that would be used

in the United States under similar circumstances.

" The 10-mile EPZ reflects the area where projected doses from design basis accidents
at nuclear power plants would not exceed the EPA's protective action guidelines, and
we are confident that it would be adequate even for severe accidents. However, the
I 0-mile zone was always considered a base for emergency response that could be
expanded if the situation warranted. The situation in Japan, with four reactors
experiencing exceptional difficulties simultaneously, creates the need to expand the
EPZ beyond the non-hal 10-mile radius.

We have said from the beginning of this crisis that the NRC would analyze this
situation for any lessons that can be derived to improve our oversight of U.S. nuclear
power plants. Emergency planning will be part of that review.



Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska,

U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to avoid

any harmful levels of radioactivity. The NRC is aware of various internet postings

depicting modeled radiation plumes for the ongoing events at the nuclear power

plants in Japan. All of the models the NRC has seen are based on generic

assumptions regarding the potential radiation release from the plants and as such are

unable to predict actual radiation levels away from the site. The NRC is working

closely with our federal partners to monitor radiation releases from the Japanese

nuclear power plants.

" The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from

Japan and to predict their path.

" The NRC continues to believe, based on all available information, that the type and

design of the Japanese reactors, combined with how events have unfolded, will

prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S. territory.

* The Department of Energy has been designated the lead agency for communicating

information to the States regarding monitoring of radiation heading toward or over

the United States. The DOE's Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (National

Atmospheric Release Assessment Center) is monitoring weather patterns over the

Pacific Ocean. The Environmental Protection Agency maintains air monitoring

stations throughout the country and has reinforced its monitoring effort. DOE will

provide aerial monitoring. Questions about this effort should be directed to DOE at

202 586 4940.

" [Status as of 9:35pm on 3/16] The NRC is closely monitoring information about the

spent fuel pools as well as radiation levels at the Japanese nuclear power plants.

Given the totality of the situation, the NRC's recommendation for U.S. residents

within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate remains unchanged. That

recommendation was based on actual radiation levels in the nuclear complex.



* In accordance with established protocols, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)

employs several types of radiation detection equipment in its operations at both air

and sea ports, and uses this equipment, along with specific operational protocols, to

resolve any security or safety risks that are identified with inbound travelers and

cargo. Out of an abundance of caution, CBP has issued field guidance reiterating its

operational protocols and directing field personnel to specifically monitor maritime

and air traffic from Japan. CBP will continue to evaluate the potential risks posed by

radiation contamination on inbound travelers and cargo and will adjust its detection

and response protocols, in coordination with its interagency partners, as developments

warrant.

" The Japanese government has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on March

11. The NRC has eleven staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID team.

" The NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and has been monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis

ever since.

* The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident. President Obamna

has directed the agency to conduct a comprehensive review of the safety of U.S.

nuclear plants, the agency will do so.

" U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.



. .

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be

designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account

for the limitations on historical data. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants are

designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's maximum credible

earthquake.

In response to MSNBC report ranking US NPPs according to vulnerability to

earthquakes: The NRC does not rank nuclear power plants according to their

vulnerability to earthquakes. This "ranking" was developed by an MSNBC reporter

using partial infbrmation and an even more partial understanding of how we evaluate

plants for seismic risk. Each plant is evaluated individually according to the geology

of its site, not by a "one-size-fits-all" model - therefore such rankings or comparisons

are highly :misleading.



Owe,Lc

Owen, Lucy

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Attachments:

OST05 Hoc
Friday, March 18, 2011 12:47 PM
Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh
Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara,
Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Heck,
Jared; McCree, Victor; Pederson, Cynthia; Satorius, Mark; Easson, Stuart; Flannery, Cindy;
LIA04 Hoc; Lukes, Kim; Maupin, Cardelia; Noonan, Amanda; OST05 Hoc; Rautzen, William;
Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
japan eqtsu fs07_03-17-201 1.pdf

FYI - Attached is a USAID fact sheet that was just received.

Sean and Quynh - Please consider adding this to the Sharepoint site.



QUSAID
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

BUREAU FOR DEMOCRACY, CONFLICT, AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE (DCHA)

OFFICE OF U.S. FOREIGN DISASTER ASSISTANCE (OFDA)

Japan - Earthquake and Tsunami
Fact Sheet #7, Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 March 17, 2011
Note: The last fact sheet was dated March 16, 2011.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS
" The earthquake and tsunami have resulted in 5,692 deaths and left 9,522 people missing, as reported by the

Government of Japan (GoJ) on March 17. The disasters have damaged or destroyed more than 86,000 buildings
and 1,200 roads.

* On March 17, U.S. Government (USG) Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) and U.N. Disaster
Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) staff conducted an aerial assessment of tsunami- and earthquake-
affected areas from Tokyo to just south of Fukushima Prefecture and a ground assessment of Oarai village in
Ibaraki Prefecture. In Oarai, DART staff observed some road damage but no significant levels of damage to
houses in the areas visited, where the tsunami wave height was estimated at nearly 5 feet. No individuals are
currently displaced in Oarai, according to village residents.

* On March 17, a 35-member U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) team in Japan began aerial surveillance missions
to measure air contamination between Tokyo and Fukushima. The DoE continues to collect data to inform
analysis.

NUMBERS AT A GLANCE' SOURCE
Confirmed Deaths 5,692 GoJ NPA2 - March 17, 2011
Missing Persons 9,522 GoJ NPA - March 17, 2011
Number of People in Evacuation Centers 413,516 JSDF3 - March 17, 2011

FY 2011 HUMANITARIAN FUNDING PROVIDED TO JAPAN TO DATE
USAID/OFDA Assistance for the Japan Earthquake and Tsunami ....................................................... $7,191,171
Total USAID Humanitarian Assistance for the Japan Earthquake and Tsunami ................................ $7,191,171
Total Planned Assistance from USAID for the Japan Earthquake and Tsunami ................................. $8,000,000

CONTEXT
* On March 11 at 0046 hours Eastern Standard Time (EST), or 1446 hours Japan Standard Time (JST), a

magnitude 9.0 earthquake occurred east of Honshu-the largest and main island of Japan-at a depth of
approximately 15 miles. The epicenter of the earthquake was located 80 miles east of Sendai, the capital of
Miyagi Prefecture, and 231 miles northeast of Tokyo. The earthquake generated a large tsunami that resulted in
additional fatalities and damage, particularly in Miyagi, Fukushima, and Iwate prefectures.

* On March 11, U.S. Ambassador John V. Roos declared a disaster due to the effects of the earthquake and
tsunami in Japan. In response, USAID/OFDA provided an initial $100,000 through the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo
to assist with local relief efforts. USAID deployed a DART-including two urban search and rescue (USAR)
teams from Fairfax County, Virginia, and Los Angeles County, California-to Japan to coordinate the USG
response and support Japanese USAR efforts. In addition, USAID activated a Response Management Team
(RMT) in Washington, D.C.

* InterAction, an alliance of U.S.-based non-governmental organizations (NGOs), maintains a list of organizations
accepting donations for the Japanese earthquake response. The American Red Cross (AmRC) accepts donations
of $10 through text messages of"redcross" sent to 90999.

USAR Operations
* On March 17, U.S. and U.K. USAR teams conducted ajoint mission in three previously unsearched sectors of

Kamaishi City, Iwate Prefecture. USAR teams noted that the damages in Kamaishi were due to the tsunami,
with no earthquake-related damages observed. The combined U.S. and U.K. teams searched a wide area of
Kamaishi for five hours but did not detect any live victims.

Figures remain preliminary and are expected to change.

2 National Police Agency (NPA).

Japan Self Defense Force (JSDF).



Japan Earthquake and Tsunami - March 17, 2011

* The L.A. County and Fairfax County USAR teams have completed all searches requested by the Osaka Fire
Department, coordinator of USAR efforts in Ofunato and Kamaishi cities, with no live rescues.

* According to UNDAC, international teams are expected to finish rescue operations in the coming days as the
priority shifts to relief and recovery. On March 17, UNDAC reported that three teams from Germany,
Singapore, and Switzerland have closed their camps and are returning to their respective countries.

* To date, the U.S. Military has conducted 132 helicopter and 641 aircraft missions to assist in survivor recovery,
personnel transport, and relief commodities distribution. The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) continues to
support search and rescue operations at sea through the use of aerial and surface assets.

Logistics and Relief Supplies
* To date, the GoJ has restored 18 main roads, 5 airports, and 6 ports to facilitate aid delivery in affected areas,

according to the U.N. Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). The International Medical
Corps (IMC) reported that systems for delivery of basic goods do not appear overwhelmed at this time in Sendai,
with taxis, running water, and electricity available. However, the current shortage of fuel is limiting the aid
delivery capacity of relief agencies, private transportation companies, municipalities, and the JSDF.
Furthermore, poor communications and insufficient capacity in affected areas has also restricted the delivery of
relief items.

* As reported by OCHA, the International Telecommunication Union has dispatched 37 broadband global area
network terminals to Japan to aid rescue operations.

* OCHA also reports that All Nippon Airways Group has agreed to provide free air transport of humanitarian
personnel and relief items.

* Approximately 13 NGOs-including M6decins Sans Fronti6res, Save the Children, and AmRC-are working
through local partners to provide assistance in Japan's tsunami- and earthquake-affected areas, according to
OCHA. In addition, the U.N. World Food Program is assisting in the transport of 60,000 blankets to affected
areas.

Humanitarian Assessments
" On March 17, DART and UNDAC staff conducted an aerial assessment of tsunami- and earthquake-affected

areas from Tokyo to just south of Fukushima Prefecture and a ground assessment of Oarai village in Ibaraki
Prefecture. In Oarai, DART staff observed some road damage but no significant levels of damage to houses in
the areas visited, where the tsunami wave height was estimated at nearly 5 feet. No individuals are currently
displaced in Oarai, according to village residents. DART staff did not observe any dire humanitarian needs in
Oarai but noted that residents reported fuel shortages, with numerous gas stations closed.

* On March 17, DART staff continued to engage at three levels to determine any possible humanitarian needs in
Japan-nationally through Japan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) and other GoJ contacts, locally at the
prefecture level and in coordination with U.S. Forces-Japan, and through Japanese civil society organizations,
including Japan Platform (JP).

Humanitarian Needs and Response
* While complete information on the extent of needs remains unavailable at this time, IMC reported that the GoJ,

the Japanese Red Cross Society, and the private sector appear to have significant resources and are providing a
substantial amount of assistance to individuals in affected areas. To date, more than 72,400 JSDF personnel, as
well as police, fire service, and Japanese coast guard personnel, are located throughout earthquake-, tsunami-,
and nuclear-affected areas.

* Due to the significant capacity in Japan, DART staff reported that local and international NGOs likely will
provide only a small, supporting role during the response targeting specific gaps. At present, a minimal number
of local and international NGOs appear to be implementing programs in affected areas.

* Japan's NEC Corporation is working to restore information technology capabilities to affected prefectures,
hospitals, and private companies in the northeastern region, according to OCHA.

Displacement
* According to the JSDF, approximately 413,516 people are currently staying in evacuation centers. Various

agencies report differing numbers of people residing in these centers, with the U.N. reporting that up to 430,000
people may be staying in the centers. More than 90 percent of people in evacuation centers are in the prefectures
of Iwate, Myagi, and Fukushima. An unconfirmed number of individuals are also staying with host families.

Emergency Food Assistance
* According to OCHA, the GoJ has delivered approximately 1.5 million meals to evacuation centers and hospitals

in affected areas-a significant increase from the 483,550 meals delivered as of yesterday.
2
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Nearly 40 private sector companies have offered 2.4 million meals and 300,000 liters of water to assist affected
populations, as reported by OCHA. The Japanese Consumers' Co-operative Union has delivered 1.3 million
food and relief items to affected areas.

Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene
* OCHA reports that 1.6 million households in 12 prefectures remain without water. GoJ officials are coordinating

with 245 water supply companies to secure an emergency water supply and have arranged to send 314 water
supply vehicles to the most affected areas, including Fukushima, Iwate, Miyagi, and Ibaraki prefectures.

Health
* Humanitarian agencies have indicated concerns regarding the health of evacuees due to inadequate heating and

medical supplies in evacuation centers, according to OCHA. Doctors deployed to affected areas have reported
that a lack of clean water and the freezing weather are contributing to the poor health of evacuees, particularly
the elderly. On March 17, GoJ officials announced that public services for people living in evacuation centers
will be a priority and requested that psycho-social activities be a part of humanitarian assistance offered to
affected populations and rescue teams.

" IMC staff have reported that the GoJ is supporting a robust medical response through Japanese Disaster Medical
Assistance Teams (DMATs) in affected areas, augmented by the substantial medical capacity based in country
and networks of local volunteers. According to OCHA, the number of Japanese DMATs operating in Iwate,
Miyagi, and Fukushima prefectures has decreased from 100 to 30 as the GoJ response shifts away from
emergency medical assistance.

" IMC staff reported that health staff in Sendai are not currently treating a large number of individuals with
significant injuries or tsunami-related illnesses. According to medical personnel, the hospital in Sendai currently
has approximately 200 vacant beds for patients.

Nuclear Infrastructure
* In addition to conducting aerial surveillance missions, DoE installed high volume air pump sensors on the roof of

the U.S. Embassy for advanced radiation detection. To date, the sensors have not detected any increases in
radiation in Tokyo.

* Eleven Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) personnel remain on the DART to provide guidance to the U.S.
Embassy in Tokyo regarding the evolving situation at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant.

* DoD has established a chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear control center with limited
decontamination assets at Yokota Air Force Base.

Humanitarian Coordination and Information Management
* In response to international offers of assistance, the GoJ maintains that officials continue to identify needs and

establish mechanisms to store and transport relief commodities for affected populations. The GoJ has
recommended that no individual, organization, or government send relief goods without coordination with the
GoJ.

* Information regarding DoD activities may be available on the All Partners Access Network (APAN) at
https://community.apan.org, an unclassified network connecting partners through various subscriber groups.

* DoE press releases are available at http://www.energy.gov/news/releases.htm.
* NRC press releases are available at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/201 1/.

U.S. Citizen Services
a U.S. citizens in need of emergency assistance should send an e-mail to JapanEmergencyUSC@state.gov with

detailed information about their location and contact information and monitor the U.S. Department of State
website at travel.state.gov. Individuals should also monitor the Embassy's website (http://japan.usembassy.gov/)
for updated information. For telephone inquiries, individuals may call 202-501-4444 or 1-888-407-4747.

3
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USAID HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO JAPAN

Implementing Partner Activity Location Amount
•k... .• ••-""= •• .. •. • .....'.•.= A1D] Q .=. ISTA N CE =•:' . . 7:. ,.=••=•...... . . , ,.•.=

U.S. Embassy in Emergency Relief Support Affected Areas $100,000
Tokyo

DoD USAR Operations (Transport of USAR teams) Affected Areas $1,000,000

L.A. County USAR USAR Operations Affected Areas $2,058,000
Team

Fairfax County USAR USAR Operations Affected Areas $2,058,000
Team

U.S. Department of
Health and Human Health Affected Areas $93,360
Services

I USAID/DART Support Costs $1,599,600

$282,211

1,71Ui
. ... .... .... . .... ......... . . . . .. . . ..

N INPV Flfý 1 $7,191,] 71
USAID/OFDA funding represents anticipated or actual obligated amounts as of March 17, 2011.

PUBLIC DONATION INFORMATION
" The most effective way people can assist relief efforts is by making cash contributions to humanitarian

organizations that are conducting relief operations. A list of humanitarian organizations that are accepting cash
donations for earthquake and tsunami response efforts in Japan can be found at www.interaction.org.

* USAID encourages cash donations because they allow aid professionals to procure the exact items needed
(often in the affected region); reduce the burden on scarce resources (such as transportation routes, staff time,
warehouse space, etc.); can be transferred very quickly and without transportation costs; support the economy
of the disaster-stricken region; and ensure culturally, dietary, and environmentally appropriate assistance.

* More information can be found at:
o USAID: www.usaid.gov
o The Center for International Disaster Information: www.cidi.org or (703) 276-1914
o Information on relief activities of the humanitarian community can be found at www.reliefweb.int

USAID/OFDA bulletins appear on the USAID web site at http://www.usaid.2ovlour work/humanitarian assistance/disaster assistance/
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March 21, 2011

ALL STATE LIAISON OFFICERS
ALL RADIATION CONTROL PROGRAM DIRECTORS

NOTIFICATION OF ISSUANCE OF INFORMATION NOTICE 2011-05 "TOHOKU-TAIHEIYOU-
OKI EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS ON JAPANESE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS" AND
AVAILABILITY OF SEISMIC QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE NRC WEBSITE
(FSME-1 1-026)

Purpose: To provide recipients with a copy of Information Notice (IN) 2011-05 and NRC website
link for Seismic Questions and Answers for their information and awareness.

Background: The NRC has been monitoring the response to the earthquake and associated
tsunami which struck Japan on March 11, 2011.

Discussion: The NRC continues to respond as appropriate and necessary to the earthquake/
tsunami. The NRC has issued IN 2011-05 to its reactor licensees, to inform addressees of
effects of the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake on nuclear power plants in Japan, and to inform
addressees of measures, current as of the issuance date of the IN, which NRC has taken in
view of the known consequences of the Japan earthquake/tsunami disaster. The NRC is
providing a copy of IN 2011-05 to the State Liaison Officers and Radiation Control Program
Directors for their information and awareness. No action or response is required.

In addition, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has posted a series of updated seismic and
tsunami questions and answers on its website. The Q&A provides basic information on
earthquakes and tsunamis, details on U.S. nuclear power plant seismic design and an
explanation of NRC's recent study on earthquake risk. The document is available at
http://www.nrc.qov/iapan/faqs-related-to-iapan.pdf, and other NRC information related to the
March 11 earthquake and tsunami is available at http://www.nrc.qov/iapan/iapan-info.html.

For questions regarding the issues and suggestions raised in IN 2011-05, please contact the
individual listed as the technical contact in IN 2011-05. For questions about this FSME letter,
please contact the individual listed below.

POINT OF CONTACT: Alison Rivera INTERNET: Alison.Rivera(cnrc.,qov
TELEPHONE: 301-415-5108 FAX: (301) 415-5955

IRA!

Josephine M. Piccone, Director
Division of Intergovernmental Liaison
and Rulemaking

Office of Federal and State Materials
and Environmental Management Programs

Enclosure: IN 2011-05
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Vegel, Anton

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Werner, Greg
Monday, March 21, 2011 4:34 PM
Vegel, Anton; Howell, Linda
FW: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

FYI

From: Conatser, Richard
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 1:00 PM
To: Werner, Greg; Henderson, Pamela; Dickson, Billy; Bonser, Brian
Cc: Garry, Steven; Pedersen, Roger; Jimenez, Manuel; Clemons-Webb, Candace; Shoop, Undine; Ricketson, Larry;
Carson, Louis; Graves, Chris; Greene, Natasha; Alldredge, Casey
Subject: RE: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

Here is a link to the EPA RadNet Air Monitoring System. The graphs are updated daily.
http://www.epa.-gov/*apan2011/rert/radnet-data. html#air-monitorinci
It has graphs of gross beta on air filters for various cities on the west coast.
Gross beta is more subject to background variability and it lacks the sensitivity of 1-131 analysis, but it is still a
good gross indicator.

From: Werner, Greg
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 1:45 PM
To: Conatser, Richard; Henderson, Pamela; Dickson, Billy; Bonser, Brian
Cc: Garry, Steven; Pedersen, Roger; Jimenez, Manuel; Clemons-Webb, Candace; Shoop,
Carson, Louis; Graves, Chris; Greene, Natasha; Alldredge, Casey
Subject: RE: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

SONGS, Diablo, and Palo Verde are reporting air samples with 1-131 at around 1
weekend they were approximately 3 -5 E-1 3 at Diablo and SONGS.

Undine; Ricketson, Larry;

E-12 at this time. Over the

Greg

From: Conatser, Richard
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:18 PM
To: Werner, Greg; Henderson, Pamela; Dickson, Billy; Bonser, Brian
Cc: Garry, Steven; Pedersen, Roger; Jimenez, Manuel; Clemons-Webb, Candace; Shoop, Undine
Subject: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

All,

You may want to pass this along to your Inspectors who will be on inspections during the next couple of
months.

The NRC's REMP REPORTING LEVELs may be exceeded as a result of plumes from Fukushima passing
over REMP sampling stations. This email contains some unit conversions for your use. The table below
shows the default NRC REPORTING LEVEL for 1-131 in REMP samples listed in NUREG-1301 (PWRs) and
NUREG-1302 (BWRs). It also converts the REPORTING LEVELS to those units commonly used at the plant
sites.

1-131 Reporting Level in NUREG 1301 and NUREG-1302
1,--131 Units 1131 Units

1
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Drinking Water j 2 •pCI/L 2E -9 uei/mI
Non-Drinking Water 20 .. Ci/.. L. 2E•8 tici/MlI.4

Air 0. ~ 3'~9E-13 uCi/cc

These are default values, and the site-specific values will be in the licensees' ODCMs. The REMP
REPORTING LEVELs may be exceeded as a result of plumes from Fukushima passing over REMP sampling
stations. The REMP results may vary as various puffs/plumes traverse the US. If a nuclide concentration
exceeds the REPORTING LEVES (averaged over a calendar quarter), the licensee may be required to report
the data to the NRC within 30 days. The licensee should take the actions listed in their ODCM.

Because the 1-131 (and possibly other radionuclides) from Fukushima will elevate the "background," it will
reduce the licensee's ability to differentiate releases from their site. Strong data evaluation and analyses are
appropriate at all times, and are particularly applicable at this time. This is also a good verification of licensee's
analytical detection capabilities.

Best Regards,

Health Physicist
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-4039
Richard.Conatser@NRC.gov
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COMGBJ-1 1-0002
March 21, 2011

MEMORANDUM TO: Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff

FROM: Chairman Jaczko IRA/

SUBJECT: NRC ACTIONS FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

The tragic events in Japan have reinforced the importance of this agency's mission and efforts.
The NRC's existing licensing and oversight process have provided us with a robust framework
for assuring safety at our existing facilities. I also believe that one of our greatest assets as an
agency is our ability to analyze and learn from new information. This tragedy requires us to do
just that. Therefore, I ask my colleagues to join me in directing the Executive Director for
Operations to establish a senior level agency task force to conduct a methodical and systematic
review of our processes and regulations to determine whether the agency should make
additional improvements to our regulatory system and make recommendations to the
Commission for its policy direction. I believe the review must necessarily unfold with near term
and then longer term objectives.

Near Term Review

* This task force should evaluate currently available technical and operational information
from the events in Japan to identify near term/immediate operational or regulatory issues
affecting domestic operating reactors of all designs in areas such as protection against
earthquake, tsunami, flooding, hurricanes; station blackout and a degraded ability to
restore power; severe accident mitigation; emergency preparedness; and combustible
gas control.

" The task force should develop recommendations, as appropriate, for changes to
inspection procedures and licensing review guidance, and recommend whether generic
communications, orders, or other regulatory requirements are needed.

" The task force efforts should be informed by some stakeholder input but should be
independent of industry efforts.

* The report would be released to the public per normal Commission processes.

To ensure the Commission is both kept informed of these efforts and called upon to resolve any
policy recommendations that surface, I believe the task force should, at a minimum, be
prepared to brief the Commission on a 30 day quick look report; on the status of the ongoing
near term review at approximately a 60 day interval; and then on the 90 day culmination of the
near term efforts. Additional specific subject matter briefings and additional voting items that
request Commission policy direction may also be added during the Commission's agenda
planning meetings and thus, the staff should be prepared in advance to adapt to the
Commission's requests following those agenda planning sessions in this dynamic environment.



Longer Term Review

• The task force's longer term review should begin as soon as NRC has sufficient
technical information from the events in Japan with the goal of no later than the
completion of the 90 day near term report, and the task force should provide updates on
the beginning of the longer term review at the 30 and 60 day status updates.

* This effort would include specific information on the sequence of events and the status
of equipment during the duration of the event.

• The task force should evaluate all technical and policy issues related to the event to
identify additional research, generic issues, changes to the reactor oversight process,
rulemakings, and adjustments to the regulatory framework that should be conducted by
NRC.

• The task force should evaluate interagency issues such as emergency preparedness.
" Applicability of the lessons learned to non-operating reactor and non-reactor facilities

should also be explored.
* During the review, the task force should receive input from and interact with all key

stakeholders.
* The task force should provide a report with recommendations, as appropriate, to the

Commission within six months from the start of the evaluation for Commission policy
direction.

" The report would be released to the public per normal Commission processes.

The proposal described above is intended to provide high-level guidance to a new agency task
force. I look forward to reaching Commission consensus on an appropriate approach on this
important issue as soon as possible.

SECY, please track.

cc: CFO
EDO
OGC
SECY



Vegel, Anton

From: Howell, Art
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:19 AM
To: Howell, Linda; Maier, Bill; Dricks, Victor; Uselding, Lara; Kennedy, Kriss; Caniano, Roy; Vegel,

Anton; Hay, Michael; Taylor, Nick; Kellar, Ray; Fuller, Karla
Subject: FW: Japanese Event Response and Available Resources

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:49 AM
To: Sheron, Brian; Wiggins, Jim; Johnson, Michael; Haney, Catherine; Miller, Charles; Boyce, Thomas (OIS); Stewart,
Sharon; Cohen, Miriam; Howell, Art; Pederson, Cynthia; McCree, Victor; Wert, Leonard; Dean, Bill; Lew, David; West,
Steven; Collins, Elmo
Cc: Ash, Darren; Weber, Michael; Virgilio, Martin; Borchardt, Bill
Subject: FYI: Japanese Event Response and Available Resources

Please see message below. Feel free to share with your staff that are interested.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Schwarz, Sherry On Behalf Of Leeds, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:03 PM
To: NRR Distribution
Subject: Japanese Event Response and Available Resources

I want to echo the Commission and Bill Borchardt's words of appreciation and admiration spoken of the staff
during the Commission Meeting this morning. NRR has provided tremendous support over the last week, and
we will continue our efforts in the weeks, months, and years to come.

In our continued efforts to assist with responding and centralizing information related to events in Japan, we've
added a new feature to the homepage of the NRR internal SharePoint site, "Japan Event Information." All of
the information under this title has been publicly released or has been approved to be used publicly in our
responses to related questions that might arise. Included in the list is a link to the NRC public web site, "NRC
Actions on Japan's Emergency," where you may find information related to NRC actions, including news
releases, NRC Blog posts, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), and other related information and sources.
Please be sure to check these resources frequently, as information is being updated daily.

In addition, I've assigned Bob Nelson, Deputy Director, Division of Operating Reactor Licensing (DORL), as the
NRR Coordinator for External Communications related to NRR's response to the recent events in Japan.
Assisting Nelson will be Sean Meighan and Quynh Nguyen from the NRR front office, Eric Thomas from
Division of Inspection and Regional Support, Eric Oesterle from the Office of New Reactors and a
communications "tiger team" formulated in DORL headed by Mike M~rkley. Harold Chernoff will also provide
assistance as needed. Nelson and his team will be responsible for coordinating the development and review of
related Qs & As and coordinating the response to related controlled correspondence tasked to NRR, including
related 2.206 petitions.

Please forward all of your requests for support in this area, to Nelson, 301-415-1453.

Thank you all for your continued support!
I



A

Cric

* NRR SharePoint Site: http://portal.nrc..qov/edo/nrr/default.aspx
* NRC Public Website: NRC Actions on Japan's Emergency: http://www.nrc.qov/japan/iapan-info.html
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Howell, Art

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:04 AM
To: Howell, Art
Subject: Fw: FYI: Japanese Event Response and Available Resources

From: Leeds, Eric
To: Sheron, Brian; Wiggins, Jim; Johnson, Michael; Haney, Catherine; Miller, Charles; Boyce, Thomas (OIS); Stewart,
Sharon; Cohen, Miriam; Howell, Art; Pederson, Cynthia; McCree, Victor; Wert, Leonard; Dean, Bill; Lew, David; West,
Steven; Collins, Elmo
Cc: Ash, Darren; Weber, Michael; Virgilio, Martin; Borchardt, Bill
Sent: Tue Mar 22 07:48:42 2011
Subject: FYI: Japanese Event Response and Available Resources

Please see message below. Feel free to share with your staff that are interested.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Schwarz, Sherry On Behalf Of Leeds, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:03 PM
To: NRR Distribution
Subject: Japanese Event Response and Available Resources

I want to echo the Commission and Bill Borchardt's words of appreciation and admiration spoken of the staff
during the Commission Meeting this morning. NRR has provided tremendous support over the last week, and
we will continue our efforts in the weeks, months, and years to come.

In our continued efforts to assist with responding and centralizing information related to events in Japan, we've
added a new feature to the homepage of the NRR internal SharePoint site, "Japan Event Information." All of
the information under this title has been publicly released or has been approved to be used publicly in our
responses to related questions that might arise. Included in the list is a link to the NRC public web site, "NRC
Actions on Japan's Emerg-ency," where you may find information related to NRC actions, including news
releases, NRC Blog posts, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), and other related information and sources.
Please be sure to check these resources frequently, as information is being updated daily.

In addition, I've assigned Bob Nelson, Deputy Director, Division of Operating Reactor Licensing (DORL), as the
NRR Coordinator for External Communications related to NRR's response to the recent events in Japan.
Assisting Nelson will be Sean Meighan and Quynh Nguyen from the NRR front office, Eric Thomas from
Division of Inspection and Regional Support, Eric Oesterle from the Office of New Reactors and a
communications "tiger team" formulated in DORL headed by Mike Markley. Harold Chernoff will also provide
assistance as needed. Nelson and his team will be responsible for coordinating the development and review of
related Qs & As and coordinating the response to related controlled correspondence tasked to NRR, including
related 2.206 petitions.

Please forward all of your requests for support in this area, to Nelson, 301-415-1453.

Thank you all for your continued support!

I
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* NRR SharePoint Site: http:/lportal.nrc..ov/edo/nrr/default.aspx
* NRC Public Website: NRC Actions on Japan's Emergency: http://www.nrc.,gov/iapan/iapan-info.html
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Maier, Bill

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

LIA04 Hoc
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:40 PM
OST05 Hoc; LIA04 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral;
Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena
Piccone, Josephine; Jackson, Deborah; Easson, Stuart; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Maupin,
Cardelia; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard;
Virgilio, Rosetta
FYI - Japan evacuations
Japan evacuation.doc

FYI - attached contains excerpts regarding other countries evacuation recommendations for their citizens. We have also
requested that OIP develop a talking point or points regarding the coordination that occurred between the U.S. and
Japanese government prior to the release of the 50 mile PAR.

Alison Rivera
State Liaison
NRC HQ Operations Center
301-816-5193

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:30 PM
To: LIA01 Hoc; LIA04 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc
Subject: FW: FYI - Japan evacuations

For your info. Jeff

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:12 PM
To: LIA06 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; PMT01 Hoc
Cc: OST02 HOC; ET01 Hoc; ET05 Hoc
Subject: FYI - Japan evacuations

Please find attached and below a summary of the protective actions issued
citizens in affected areas of Japan.

by other nations with respect to their

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary; Wiggins, Jim; Evans, Michele;
Miller, Charles; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader; Grobe, Jack; Boger, Bruce; Ruland,
William; Dean, Bill; McCree, Victor; Pederson, Cynthia; Howell, Art; Batkin, Joshua
Subject: Heads up: Japan evacuations

FYI - I asked our contact at the NEA for info on other countries evacuating around Fukushima. Some other members of
the international community followed the US recommendation. Some did other things See below and attached.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1270
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From: Diane.JACKSON(oecd.orq [mailto:Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org1
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:22 PM
To: Leeds, Eric
Subject: Your question about Japan evacuations

Eric -

I did some web searching. Canada, South Korea, UK and Australia stated an evacuation distance of 80 kin/ 50 miles.

Many countries, such as France, urged their citizens in the north-east Japan and Tokyo to evacuate. In most reports,
most countries do not state the reason is nuclear and they do not give a defined distance.

Attached are excerpts from reports with web sources.

Hope that helps,
Diane
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Mhier, Bill

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

LIA04 Hoc
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:22 PM
OST05 Hoc; LIA04 Hoc; Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral;
Maier, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena
Piccone, Josephine; Jackson, Deborah; Easson, Stuart; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Maupin,
Cardelia; Noonan, Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard;
Virgilio, Rosetta
FYI - Updated Talking Points and Q&A for B.5.b issues
B5bQA.docx; QUAKETP_3_23.docx

Attached are updated general talking points issued as of 2:30 pm on March 23 and some Q&As on B.5.b requirements.

Also, below is the link to our Japanese counterpart, Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) website if you are
interested in their press releases. The seismic damage information releases contain a file on the Conditions at the
Japanese reactors.

http://www.nisa.meti.go.ip/english!

Alison Rivera
State Liaison
NRC HQ Operations Center
301-816-5193

I
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1. What mitigative measures are required in the event of large fires at a plant?

Following the events of Sept. 11, 2001, NRC required all nuclear plant licensees to take
additional steps to protect public health and safety in the event of a large fire or explosion. In
accordance with NRC regulations, all nuclear power plants are required to maintain or restore
cooling for the reactor core, containment building, and spent fuel pool under the circumstances
associated with a large fire or explosion. These requirements include using existing or readily
available equipment and personnel, having strategies for firefighting, operations to minimize fuel
damage, and actions to minimize radiological release to the environment. In general, mitigative
strategies are plans, procedures, and pre-staged equipment whose intent is to minimize the
effects of adverse events. If needed, these mitigative strategies could also be used during natural
phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, and tsunami.

2. When did these mitigative measures become required?

After the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, NRC issued an Interim Compensatory Measures Order that
required all nuclear plant licensees to take additional steps to protect public health and safety in
the event of a large fire or explosion. After completing the NRC rulemaking process, the
requirements of this NRC Order were formally converted to regulations in 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2).
The regulations took effect in March 2009.

3. How do we know these will work/be effective?

The NRC performed a comprehensive review that looked at what could happen in the event of a
large fire or explosion at a nuclear power plant. As part of this review, the NRC conducted
detailed engineering studies of a number of nuclear power plants. These studies included
national experts from Department of Energy laboratories, who used state-of- the-art experiments,
structural analyses, and fire analyses. The studies performed during this review confirmed that
current operating nuclear plants are robust. In addition, operating reactor licensees were required
to assess site-specific conditions and develop mitigation strategies to protect the reactor core,
containment building, and spent fuel pool at each nuclear power plant. The NRC evaluated the
strategies for each operating reactor licensee and issued a safety evaluation report to document
the commitments to implement these mitigation strategies. Due to the highly sensitive nature for
plant security contained in these reports, they are not available to the public.

4. Has any plant ever had to employ them?

The NRC is not aware of any plant that has needed to employ these mitigative measures in
response to an actual event.



5. Are they regularly tested/inspected?

All mitigative measures have been implemented by nuclear plant licensees and were inspected
by the NRC before the end of 2008. In accordance with NRC regulations, all nuclear plants are
required to maintain equipment and procedures that support these mitigative measures. A variety
of routine NRC inspections address selected aspects of these mitigative measures, but the most
comprehensive NRC inspection of this area is a triennial fire protection inspection program.
Every 3 years, NRC inspectors who are knowledgeable in the areas of fire protection and reactor
operations conduct an onsite inspection of the storage, maintenance, and testing of equipment
related to these mitigative measures.
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From: Leslie Bret
To: Abrams. Charlotte; A Jo; Alvarado. Lvdiana Arce Jeannete; ArLHn; Ashley MarvAnn; A d

Heather; Bacuta. Georoe; Bauer. Laurel; radbuav. John; Brooks. David; Brown Christopher; Brown. Frederick;
Cady. Ralh; Cambel. And Ciocco. 3ef; Cohen. Stephen' Compton. Keith; Culp, isp; Danna. James; Fedors.
Randall; Fetter. Allen; Firth. James; Ford, William; Francis, Karin; Fuhrmann, Mark; Glenn. Chad; G
Natasha; Gross. Allen; Guttmann. Jack; Gwo. Jin-Pinn; Hamdan. Latif; Hill, Brittain; John Stamatkos; Johnson.
Robert; Kammerer. Annie; Kokaiko. Lawrence' Lancaster. Thomas; Lee.fMik; B ; U. Yong; Linton.
Eon; Lonamire. Pamela; Markley. Christopher Marshall. Jane; McCartin. Timothy; McConnell. Keith; Michla.
Paul; Misenhimer. David; Mohseni, Aby; Munson. Clifford; Murphy. Andrew; Nataraia, Mysore; Neil Coleman;
Nicholson. Thomas; ODonnell, Edward; Parrott. Jack; Phil Justus; Plaza-Toledo. Meralis; Pstrak. David; Quinlan.
Kev.i; Ouinones. Ernesto; Rubenstone. James; Russell. Tonva' Saxton. John; Seber. Doian; Self. Stephen;
Snyder. Amy; Stablein. King; Stieve. Alice; Stirewalt. GerEy Sulima. John; Swain, Patricia; Tabatabai, Sarah;
Tiruneh. Nebivu; VonTill. Bill; Wastler. Sandra; Weber, Michael

Subject: FYI: GSW Meeting, liquifaction video, music stratification, and some interesting Japan effects links
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:11:22 PM

Hope you are all hanging in there with the all the attention/effort to support Japan

1) GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON, John Wesley Powell Auditorium, Cosmos
Club, 2170 Florida Ave NW, Washington, D.C.
Wednesday, February 30, 2011; Refreshments 7:30 pm; Meeting 8:00 pm
+.++.++++.+.++.+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
A special meeting highlighting a major new initiative at the Smithsonian Institution: "Deep
Time." Matt Carrano, Curator of Dinosauria, will open with an informal communication
highlighting this multi-year effort.

Matt Carrano, National Museum of Natural History (NMNH), Smithsonian Institution --
Dinosaur diversity and the Mesozoic fossil record.
Bill DiMichele, NMNH, Smithsonian Institution -- The response of tropical vegetation to the
onset of an ice age at the Pennsylvanian-Permian boundary.
Scott Wing, NMNH, Smithsonian Institution -- A deep time perturbation of carbon cycle
and climate with implications for the future.

2.) Liquefaction Video - and the message you get from NRC. (thanks to Ernesto and Ed)
When you click on the link to the liquefaction video below you will get the following
cautionary message from NRC:
"Warning: You are about to visit a social media website. Please ensure that any posting
you make is in conformance with applicable NRC policy. Click on Accept to acknowledge
this message." [and below the message is the word "Accept"]
The liquefaction video is safe to watch. It is of scientific interest.
The link is to an amateur video take last Friday in Japan after the earthquake showing
water boiling up in a park.
The cause of the water boiling up could be soil liquefaction from the earthquake or broken
pipes. The site is viewable here at NRC.,
http://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=i6K6JcAB9TO

3) Dendrochronology applied to musical instruments ... thus music stratification
(thanks Ed)
Please find herewith enclosed the presentation of the Manual "A new dendrodating
procedure with the latest version 2.2.1 of the Synchro Search program" by Angelo Mondino
and Matteo Avalle.
Through the link www.synchrosearch.org you can enter the Italian or the English version
of the site Dendrochronology by Synchro Search where you will find the Summaries of the
four Notebooks in which the Manual is divided and the extracts (in progress at the



moment) of many chapters an other infos.
Furthermore an open letter with its appendix reviewing the article of H. Grissino-Mayer et
al., appeared in "Dendrochronologia" journal vol.28 issue 3, 2010 titled "Adverse
implications of misdating in Dendrochronology: Addressing the re-dating of the Messiah
violin", are posted.

4) A couple interesting links on effects of Japanese earthquake and NPP events.
(thanks Hans)
Florida water table rise http://www.miamiherald.com/2011/03/20/2125014/officials-south-
fla-water-table.html
Dispersion modeling
http://www.zamg.ac.at/docs/aktuell/Japan20 1l-03-22 1500, E.pdf
At the bottom of http://www.zamg.ac.atlaktuell/index.php?seite=l&artikel=ZAMG_2011-03-
23GMT10:57
are the results of some dispersion modeling care of the Austrian Weather Service.



McKelvey, Harold

From: Vegel, Anton
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:11 AM
To: Howell, Art; Collins, Elmo
Subject: FW: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

FYI! Some background info regarding REMP, ODCM, and Fukushima.
Thanks!
Tony V.

From: Werner, Greg
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:03 AM
To: Ricketson, Larry; Carson, Louis; Graves, Chris; Greene, Natasha; Alidredge, Casey
Cc: Pruett, Troy; Vegel, Anton
Subject: FW: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

FYI

From: Conatser, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:26 AM
To: Werner, Greg; Henderson, Pamela; Dickson, Billy; Bonser, Brian
Cc: Garry, Steven; Pedersen, Roger; Jimenez, Manuel; Clemons-Webb, Candace; Shoop, Undine
Subject: RE: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

All,

I just wanted to send a follow up email to clarify a particular nuance in the email below that may not be obvious
on a casual reading. The licensee is only required to report exceeding the REPORTING LEVELS in the
Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program when the activity is due to effluents from their facility and it is
averaged over a calendar quarter. This is why my original email says:

If a nuclide concentration exceeds the REPORTING LEVES (averaged over a
calendar quarter), the licensee may be required to report the data to the NRC
within 30 days. The licensee should take the actions listed in their ODCM.

Because the 1-131 (and possibly other radionuclides) from Fukushima will elevate
the "background," it will reduce the licensee's ability to differentiate releases from
their site. Strong data evaluation and analyses are appropriate at all times, and
are particularly applicable at this time.

Here is the nuance that may (or may not) be obvious on a casual reading. If the licensee knows that all the
activity in a REMP sample is from the Fukushima facility, then a 30-day report is not required. If, however, the
licensee is not able to discern whether the activity is from their facility or not, then they would need to follow
their ODCM and take the appropriate actions, which may include a 30-day report to the NRC. Lastly, if the
activity is from their facility, then the licensee would be required to make a 30-day report to the NRC.

The key issues are summarized below:

1.
2.

3.
4.

licensees need to be aware of their REPORTING LEVELS in their ODCMs,
the licensee's data evaluation is extremely important to discern plant-related activity from non-plant
related activity,
licensees should not immediately assume all activity in REMP samples is from Fukushima,
licensees need to take the actions as outlined in their ODCMs (this is always true), A

1
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5. if a licensee is unable to make a determination whether the activity is plant-related or not, they may
choose to make a 30-day Special Report as listed in their ODCM, and

6. if a licensee knows that all the activity is due to Fukushima, then a 30-day Special Report is not
required (as listed in their ODCM).

You may wish to pass this along to the Inspectors in your Regions.

Best Regards,

Health Physicist
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-4039
Richard.Conatser@N RC.gov

From: Conatser, Richard
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:18 PM
To: Werner, Greg; Henderson, Pamela; Dickson, Billy; Bonser, Brian
Cc: Garry, Steven; Pedersen, Roger; Jimenez, Manuel; Clemons-Webb, Candace; Shoop, Undine
Subject: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

All,

You may want to pass this along to your Inspectors who will be on inspections during the next couple of
months.

The NRC's REMP REPORTING LEVELs may be exceeded as a result of plumes from Fukushima passing
over REMP sampling stations. This email contains some unit conversions for your use. The table below
shows the default NRC REPORTING LEVEL for 1-131 in REMP samples listed in NUREG-1 301 (PWRs) and
NUREG-1302 (BWRs). It also converts the REPORTING LEVELS to those units commonly used at the plant
sites.

1-131 Reporting Level in NUREG 1301 and NUREG-1302

1-131 Units 1-131 Units

Drinking Water 2 pCi/L 2E-09 uCi/mI
Non-Drinking Water 20 pCi/L 2E-08 uCi/ml

Air 0.9 pCi/m3 9E-13 uCi/cc

These are default values, and the site-specific values will be in the licensees' ODCMs. The REMP
REPORTING LEVELs may be exceeded as a result of plumes from Fukushima passing over REMP sampling
stations. The REMP results may vary as various puffs/plumes traverse the US. If a nuclide concentration
exceeds the REPORTING LEVES (averaged over a calendar quarter), the licensee may be required to report
the data to the NRC within 30 days. The licensee should take the actions listed in their ODCM.

Because the 1-131 (and possibly other radionuclides) from Fukushima will elevate the "background," it will
reduce the licensee's ability to differentiate releases from their site. Strong data evaluation and analyses are
appropriate at all times, and are particularly applicable at this time. This is also a good verification of licensee's
analytical detection capabilities.

Best Regards,

HealdP &ayicis
Health Physicist
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-4039
Richard.Conatser@N RC.gov
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Maier, Bill

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:21 PM
To: Barker, Allan; Browder, Rachel; Erickson, Randy; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill; McNamara,

Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill; Heck,
Jared; McCree, Victor; Pederson, Cynthia; Satorius, Mark

Cc: Piccone, Josephine; Easson, Stuart; Flannery, Cindy; LIA04 Hoc; Lukes, Kim; Maupin,
Cardelia; Noonan, Amanda; OST05 Hoc; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle;
Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta

Subject: FW: 03.24.11 - USAID/DCHA Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Fact Sheet #13
Attachments: 03.24.11 - Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Map.pdf; 03.24.11 - USAID-DCHA Japan EQ and

Tsunami Fact Sheet #1 3.pdf

FYI

From: RMTPACTSUELNRC [mailto:RMTPACTSUELNRC@ofda.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:12 PM
To: LIA11 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; LIA12 Hoc; LIA04 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc; LIA06 Hoc; Harrington,
Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; ET07 Hoc
Subject: 03.24.11 - USAID/DCHA Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Fact Sheet #13

Subject: 03.24.11 - USAID/DCHA Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Fact Sheet #13

Please find attached and pasted below the USAID/DCHA Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Fact Sheet #13 and

accompanying map, both dated March 24, 2011. These documents have been approved for public use. Please

note the next fact sheet is scheduled for release on March 31.

If you experience formatting issues in the text below, please refer to the attached document.

To be added to or removed from this distribution list, please email rmtpactsu inc@ofda.gov.

SUSAID
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

BUREAU FOR DEMOCRACY, CONFLICT, AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE (DCHA)
OFFICE OF U.S. FOREIGN DISASTER ASSISTANCE (OFDA)

Japan - Earthquake and Tsunami

Fact Sheet #13, Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 March 24,
2011

Note: The last fact sheet was dated March 22, 2011.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS
* The earthquake and tsunami have resulted in more than 9,800 deaths and left approximately 17,500 people missing, as reported

by the Government of Japan (GoJ) on March 24. The natural disasters also damaged or destroyed more than 139,000 buildings
and 2,000 roads.

* According to the GoJ, the number of people staying in evacuation centers continues to steadily decrease. On March 24, the GoJ
reported that approximately 245,000 people remain in evacuation centers, representing a decrease of more than 18,000 people-7
percent of the population in evacuation centers-since March 22. More than half of the people in evacuation centers have left
since the peak of displacement on March 16. Of the total number of people staying in evacuation centers, the U.N. Office for the



Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) reports that nearly 84,000 people had been evacuated from the GoJ's 20 km
exclusion zone around the Fukushima Daiichi facility.
On March 24, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government lifted an advisory to avoid infant consumption of tap water after tests
recorded decreased levels of radioactive iodine in the water, according to international media sources. Tokyo authorities issued
the advisory as a precautionary measure on March 23 following detections of higher-than-normal levels of radioactive iodine in
the water supply. The GoJ reported that the levels did not pose a health risk for adults.

NUMBERS AT A GLANCE"'1 SOURCE
Confirmed Deaths 9,811 GoJ NPAt2 - March 24, 2011
Missing Persons 17,541 GoJ NPA - March 24, 2011
Number of People in Evacuation 245,394 GoJ NPA - March 24, 2011
Centers

FY 2011 HUMANITARIAN FUNDING PROVIDED TO JAPAN TO DATE
USAID/OFDA Assistance for the Japan Earthquake and Tsunami ................................................................ $7,291,550
DoD1 3l Humanitarian Assistance for the Japan Earthquake and Tsunami ................................................... $24,960,294
Total USAID and DoD Assistance for the Japan Earthquake and Tsunami ............................................... $32,251,844

CONTEXT
* On March 11 at 0046 hours Eastern Standard Time, or 1446 hours Japan Standard Time, a magnitude 9.0 earthquake occurred off

the east coast of Honshu Island-approximately 231 miles northeast of Tokyo--at a depth of approximately 15 miles, generating
a tsunami that struck the eastern coast of Japan and resulted in additional fatalities and damage, particularly in Miyagi,
Fukushima, and Iwate prefectures. Furthermore, the natural disasters led to a serious nuclear incident at the Fukushima Daiichi
power plant located approximately 150 miles north of Tokyo.

" USAID immediately activated a Response Management Team in Washington, D.C., and deployed a Disaster Assistance
Response Team (DART)-including urban search and rescue (USAR) specialists and nuclear experts-to support Japanese
emergency response efforts. On March 11, U.S. Ambassador John V. Roos declared a disaster due to the effects of the
earthquake and tsunami in Japan.

Humanitarian Situation and Response
* According to DART assessments, the GoJ continues to meet the immediate needs of individuals in affected areas, with sufficient

relief items available locally and higher quantities of relief supplies flowing into affected areas as roads are repaired. DART staff
also noted that local level coordination appeared strong and has continued improving across the GoJ as telecommunications
repairs are completed.

* Japanese authorities have commenced construction of temporary housing in Iwate and Fukushima prefectures, with preparations
ongoing in Miyagi, Tochigi, and Chiba prefectures, according to the U.N. GoJ authorities plan to construct at least 33,000
temporary houses in the coming weeks.

* As of March 23, approximately 216,000 households remained without electricity-an improvement of more than 95 percent from
the 5 million households without electrical services on March 12.

Logistics and Relief Supplies
* Approximately 10,000 USAID/OFDA-funded personal protective equipment sets-including suits, masks, gloves,

decontamination bags, and other supplies-have arrived in Koriyama city, near the contaminated zone in Fukushima Prefecture,
for distribution to individuals working near the nuclear exclusion zone around Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant.

" As of March 23, DoD had delivered a total of 337,793 pounds of relief commodities to Japan in support of humanitarian response
efforts.

Situation at Nuclear Power Plants
* On March 23, OCHA reported that electrical power had been restored to all six reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power

plant. Staff from the U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo, and the
DART continue to actively monitor and triangulate information on radiation levels in Tokyo.

* The GoJ found radioactive materials exceeding national safety limits in II types of vegetables grown in Fukushima Prefecture as
of March 23, according to OCHA. The U.N. World Health Organization notes that Japanese authorities have instituted
monitoring and are taking measures to address food safety concerns.

USAID AND DOD HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO JAPAN
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Ymplementing Activity Location Amount
Partner

USAID/OFDA ASSISTANCE 1

U.S. Embassy in Emergency Relief Support Affected Areas $100,000
Tokyo _____________________ _______

DoD USAR Operations (Transport of USAR cargo) Affected Areas $1,000,000
County USAR Operations Affected Areas $2,058,000

Team
Fairfax County USAR Operations Affected Areas $2,058,000
USAR Team ____________________

USAID/DART Support Costs $1,618,240

Administrative Support $457,310

TOTAL USAAID/OFDA $7,291,550

DOD ASSISTANCE _ _"

Emergency Relief Support Affected Areas $24,960,294

TOTAL DOD $24,960,294
TOTAL USAID. AN DODHUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO JAPAN IN $3f251,4

'USAID/OFDA funding represents anticipated or actual obligated amounts as of March 24, 2011. Amounts are subject to
change.2Estimated expenditure as of March 22, 2011.

Public Donation Information
* The most effective way people can assist relief efforts is by making cash contributions to humanitarian organizations that are

conducting relief operations. A list of humanitarian organizations that are accepting cash donations for earthquake and tsunami
response efforts in Japan can be found at www.usaid.gov/iapanquake or www.interaction.org.

* USAID encourages cash donations because they allow aid professionals to procure the exact items needed (often in the affected
region); reduce the burden on scarce resources (such as transportation routes, staff time, warehouse space, etc.); can be
transferred very quickly and without transportation costs; support the economy of the disaster-stricken region; and ensure
culturally, dietary, and environmentally appropriate assistance.

* More information can be found at:
o The Center for International Disaster Information: www.cidi.org or (703) 276-1914
o Information on relief activities of the humanitarian community can be found at www.reliefweb.int

USAID/OFDA bulletins appear on the USAID web site at
http://www.usaid.gov/our work/humanitarian assistance/disaster assistance/

Helen Ho, Lily Frey, and Patricia Shea
Information Coordinators
Pacific Tsunami and Japan Earthquake Response Management Team
RMTPACTSU INC@ofda.gov
202-712-0039
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1' Figures remain preliminary and are expected to change.
21 National Police Agency (NPA)

l U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)
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USG Talking Points
Humanitarian Response to Japan Quake
Updated 3/24/2011 @ 0830 EDT

The Government of Japan (GoJ) National Police Agency reported 9,737 deaths,
16,423 persons missing, and 2,777 people injured due to the earthquake and
tsunami as of 0500 hours Eastern Daylight Time on March 24. The natural
disasters also damaged or destroyed more than 139,000 buildings and 2,000 roads.

At present, U.S. agencies, including the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) and the U.S. Department of Energy (DoE), continue to report no increases
in radiation levels in Tokyo. On March 24, nuclear specialists on the Disaster
Assistance Response Team (DART) reported no major changes at the Fukushima
Daiichi power plant, with the U.S. Government (USG) 50-mile zone for American
citizens remaining in effect.

Approximately 10,000 USAID/OFDA-funded sets of personal protective
equipment (PPE) arrived in Koriyama City in March 24-located on the edge of
the contaminated zone in Fukushima Prefecture-for distribution to individuals
working near the GoJ nuclear exclusion zone.

On March 24, DART staff participated in ajoint assessment of affected areas in
Miyagi Prefecture with the GoJ Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the GoJ Cabinet
Secretary's Office, and the U.N. The DART reports that the GoJ continues to meet
the immediate needs of individuals in affected areas, with sufficient relief items
available locally and higher quantities of relief supplies flowing into affected areas
as roads are repaired. DART staff note that coordination appeared strong at the
local level and appears to be improving across the GoJ as telecommunications
repairs are completed.

To date, the USG has provided more than $32.1 million in support of humanitarian
assistance efforts in Japan.

Background
The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) is working with
agencies across the U.S. Government-including the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the Departments of State, Defense, and Energy-to provide
necessary assistance to the Government of Japan following the earthquake and
tsunami.



In coordination with the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo, the DART in Japan engages at
three levels to determine potential humanitarian needs in Japan-nationally
through Japan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other GoJ contacts, locally at the
prefecture level and in coordination with U.S. Forces-Japan, and through Japanese
civil society organizations.

Assessments from the U.S. disaster assistance response team in hard-hit Miyagi
Prefecture indicate that assistance is flowing in an organized manner from the
national level to the evacuation center level. The Japanese Government is
responding robustly to humanitarian needs. The DART reports that sufficient
relief commodities are available in-country and the GoJ has not requested in-kind
contributions.

Nuclear specialists on the DART-including 11 NRC officers and 1 DoE officer-
are monitoring technical aspects of the nuclear issues at the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power plant, coordinating with Japanese Government officials to evaluate
possible health impacts of radiation, and providing expert guidance to the U.S.
Embassy in Tokyo and the GoJ on efforts to cool reactors.

USAID's urban search and rescue teams from Fairfax County, Virginia, and Los
Angeles County, California-comprising 144 personnel and 12 live search
canines-returned to the U.S. on March 19 and 20. The teams had completed all
GoJ-assigned missions after nearly a week of operations in Iwate Prefecture, with
no live rescues.

For individuals and businesses who wish to help those in Japan, we encourage
making a cash donation to a reputable organization working in the affected area.
Nothing will get there faster or help more at this time. Visit www.usaid.gov for
more info or email iapanheli(aofda.vov.
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Howell, Art

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 5:37 PM
To: Dean, Bill; Lew, David; McCree, Victor; Wert, Leonard; Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia;

Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art
Cc: Boger, Bruce; Ruland, William
Subject: FW: NRR Comm Team SitRep - 3/25

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:58 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Grobe, Jack; Boger, Bruce; Burnell, Scott; LIA06 Hoc; Roberts, Darrell; Kennedy, Kriss; Lara, Julio;
Croteau, Rick; Landau, Mindy; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Brown, Frederick; Cheok, Michael;
Evans, Michele; Ferrell, Kimberly; Galloway, Melanie; Giitter, Joseph; Givvines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Howe,
Allen; Lee, Samson; Lubinski, John; McGinty, Tim; Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William; Skeen, David; Thomas, Brian
Cc: West, Steven; Shear, Gary; Craver, Patti; Markley, Michael; Nguyen, Quynh; Meighan, Sean; Oesterle, Eric; Thomas,
Eric; Broaddus, Doug; Campbell, Stephen; Carlson, Robert; Chernoff, Harold; Kulesa, Gloria; Pascarelli, Robert; Salgado,
Nancy; Simms, Sophonia; Wall, Scott
Subject: FYI: NRR Comm Team SitRep - 3/25

See e-mail below which has been our principal focus over the last two days. In addition:

1. Completed screening of 5 potentially sensitive licensing actions (9 TACs) - result was normal
processing for each.

2. Regions have identified a POC in each region for 2.206 petitions
3. Responded to several quick-turnaround Qs & As
4. Based on discussions with Patti Craver, no additional guidance was determined to be necessary for the

AP FOIA.

NELSON

From: Oesterle, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:04 PM
To: Nelson, Robert
Cc: Markley, Michael
Subject: FYI: NRR Q&A Database Status Update for 3/25/11

Nelson,

1) Q&A Database operational as of 3/25/11; located on NRR/DORL/March 11 Japan Earthquake and
Tsunami Sharepoint page (is separate from NRR TA Sharepoint page)

2) Coordinated usability of Q&A Database with OPA... "good start and very helpful"
3) Populated Q&A Database with 34 OPA approved Q&As so far (includes 3/23 file of OPA approved

Q&As and 3 additional approved Q&As from 3/25)
4) Added OPA approved Q&As associated with Price-Anderson Act to NRR Q&A Database
5) Updated WORD document list of OPA approved Q&As under Japan Event Information on NRR

Sharepoint page ),-
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6) Working on consolidating and categorizing Q&As from OPA Q&As (3/15 file), Chairman's Capitol Hill
Briefing (3/17 file), and FAQ's on Japan Event (3/21 file)

7) Working on consolidating Q&As from 3/21 Commission Briefing and getting OPA approval

Eric R. Oesterle
NRR Communications Team
Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)
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Howell, Art

From: Vegel, Anton
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art
Cc: Caniano, Roy
Subject: FW: SENSITIVE OUO - RST Assessment
Attachments: 03-25-11 0430 RST Assessment Document.docx

FYI - a really good snap shot of events at Fukushima.
Thanks!
Tony V.

From: Brown, Frederick
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Christensen, Harold; Croteau, Rick; Roberts, Darrell; Clifford, James; Jones, William; Kennedy, Kriss; Miller, Chris;
Moorman, James; Munday, Joel; OBrien, Kenneth; Reynolds, Steven; Shear, Gary; Pruett, Troy; Vegel, Anton; West,
Steven; Wilson, Peter
Subject: FW: SENSITIVE OUO - RST Assessment

As discussed.

From: Brown, Frederick
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 9:08 AM
To: Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Cheok, Michael; Evans, Michele; Ferrell, Kimberly; Galloway, Melanie; Glitter, Joseph;
Givvines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson; Lubinski, John; McGinty, Tim; Nelson, Robert;
Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William; Skeen, David
Subject: FYI: SENSITIVE OUO - RST Assessment

FYI - a really good snap shot. Kudos to Bill Ruland, Brian Holian, and Dave Skeen for their work and

leadership in putting this together.

Note the QUO nature

From: RSTO1 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 8:05 AM
To: Brown, Frederick
Subject: RST Assessment
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Melfi, Jim

From: Quails, Phil
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 1:36 PM
To: Melfi, Jim; Replogle, George
Subject: article

Someone just emailed this to me. The NY Times usually is not a very good source though. This is in the
U3 discussion

A senior nuclear executive who insisted on anonymity but has broad contacts in Japan said that there

was a long vertical crack running down the side of the reactor vessel itself. The crack runs down below

the water level in the reactor and has been leaking fluids and gases, he said.

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/26/world/asia/26iapan.html? r:3&hp
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Baca, Bernadette

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Vegel, Anton
Friday, March 25, 2011 4:07 PM
Hay, Michael
FW: Cindy Pederson's written statement for today's Public forum on the safety
of reactors and spent fuel pools in Illinois
Pederson Written Statement - Final 3-24-2011 .pdf

Mike
FYI!
Thanks!
Tony V.

---- -Original Message -----
From: Reynolds, Steven
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 1:52 PM
To: Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Kriss; Pruett, Troy; Croteau, Rick; Munday, Joel; Moorman, James; Roberts,
Darrell; Wilson, Peter
Subject: Cindy Pederson's written statement for today's Public forum on the safety of reactors and spent
fuel pools in Illinois

This is now a publicly available document.
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Written Testimony

Of

Cynthia Pederson

Deputy Regional Administrator, Region III, Lisle, IL

On behalf of the

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Senator Durbin and Senator Kirk, I'm honored to appear before you today on behalf of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission to address the continuing safety of the nuclear power plants in Illinois.

I would first like to offer my condolences to all those affected by the earthquake and tsunami in Japan.

Our hearts go out to all those who have been dealing with the aftermath of these natural disasters, and

we are mindful of the long and difficult road they will face in recovery. We know that the people of

Japan are resilient and strong, and we have every confidence that they will come through this difficult

time and move forward, with resolve, to rebuild their vibrant country. As an NRC employee, I am

especially proud of the efforts of my colleagues who are providing technical assistance to Japan, to aid in

their efforts to control a very challenging situation at the Fukushima plants. Since Friday, March 11,

when the earthquake and tsunami struck, the NRC's headquarters' operations center has been

substantially augmented in order to monitor and analyze events and to provide expert assistance and

review. At the request of the Japanese government, and through the United States Agency for

International Development (USAID), the NRC sent a team of more than 12 experts to provide on-the-

ground support. Within the United States, the NRC has been working closely with other Federal

agencies as part of our government's response to the situation.

Background to the NRC

The NRC is an independent federal agency, with approximately 4000 staff. We play a critical role in

protecting public health and safety of the American people. We have inspectors who carry out duties

full-time at every commercial operating nuclear power plant in the United States, and we have world-

class scientists, engineers, and professionals who work together to assure that the nuclear material and

nuclear power plants in our country are safe and secure. From the NRC resident inspectors, who work

at and live near the reactors, to the dozens of region-based specialists, who visit the plants regularly to
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assess emergency planning, security, maintenance, or engineering, there are about 225 people in NRC's

Region III office in Lisle, Illinois; we are absolutely dedicated to making sure that the 24 reactors in the

Midwest are safe.

The NRC carries out rigorous reviews to confirm that our nuclear plants are built and operated safely.

All commercial U.S. nuclear power plants are designed and built to withstand site-specific environmental

hazards, including earthquakes, tornados, floods, and tsunamis. Even those plants located outside of

areas with high seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems and components be designed to take into

account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding area.

The NRC requires an additional safety margin to provide added robustness. This basically means that

U.S. nuclear power plants are designed to be safe based on historical data from the area's maximum

credible earthquake, floods, tornadoes, and tsunamis.

Nuclear power plants in the U.S. are subject to strong safety oversight:

" Every reactor in this country is required by NRC regulation to be designed for natural events

based upon the specific site where that reactor is located;

* There are multiple barriers to the release of radioactivity at every reactor;

" There are a wide range of diverse and redundant safety features in order to provide assurance

of public health and safety;

" The NRC has a long regulatory history of conservative decision-making. We use sound risk

insights to help inform our regulatory process, and have continued to require improvements to

the plant design and operation as we learn from operating experience over the more than 35

years of civilian nuclear power in this country;

* Our regulatory process has been informed by lessons learned from previous significant events,

such as Three Mile Island, Davis-Besse, and September 1 1 th, 2001;

" We also have severe accident management guidelines, emergency operating procedures, and

procedures and processes for mitigating scenarios such as large fires and explosions, regardless

of the cause;

" Further, we have a station blackout rule which ensures an appropriate response to loss of power

at a plant, and a hydrogen rule for reactors to prevent explosions within containment.
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Reactor Safety

I would like to focus on the factors that go into assuring the NRC that domestic reactors are safe,

including the nuclear reactors here in Illinois. The NRC has, since the beginning of the regulatory

program in the United States, used a philosophy of Defense-in-Depth, which recognizes that nuclear

operations require the highest standards of design, construction, oversight, and operation. But even

with these high standards, the NRC will not rely on any one level of protection for maintaining public

health and safety. So, the design for every single reactor in this country, after accounting for site-

specific threats - such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, or tsunamis - also has multiple

physical barriers to prevent radiation release. On top of this, there are diverse and redundant safety

systems. NRC regulations require these safety systems be maintained in a state of readiness and

frequently tested. It is my job, and that of the NRC, to ensure that they are. My inspectors and I are

determined, exacting, and thorough in this pursuit. Should a very unlikely significant event occur, each

plant has emergency preparedness plans which would be put into action. These plans are developed in

cooperation with the NRC, FEMA, and State and local officials.

The NRC has always sought to learn from previous operating experience to review and amend our

requirements as necessary - and we will continue to do so. The most significant nuclear event in this

country was the Three Mile Island accident in 1979. As a result of lessons-learned from that event,

changes were introduced across the spectrum of NRC's regulations. The NRC significantly revised

emergency planning and emergency operating procedures. Many rules for control room operators were

enhanced. We created requirements for enhanced indication of the status of pumps and valves. To

further reduce the likelihood of any explosions inside of reactor containments, the NRC added new

requirements for hydrogen control. The NRC introduced requirements for a post-accident sampling

system that monitors for potential radioactive material release and possible fuel degradation.

One of the significant changes after Three Mile Island was the establishment of the Resident Inspector

Program, which provides for the posting of at least two full-time NRC inspectors at each plant. These

inspectors have unfettered access to all licensees' activities 24 hours a day, seven days a week; they also

live in the community and have a direct stake in the safety of the facility.
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Also as a result of operating experience and ongoing research programs, the NRC has developed

requirements for severe accident management guidelines. These are programs that perform the "what

if" scenario. What if all of this careful design work, all of these important procedures and practices and

instrumentation all failed? What procedures, policies, training, and equipment should be in place to

deal with the extremely unlikely scenario of a severe accident? These programs have been in effect for

many years and are evaluated by the NRC.

As a result of the events of September 11, 2001, we further enhanced our requirements, and identified

mitigation strategies intended to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool

cooling capabilities under the circumstances associated with the explosions or fire. These

enhancements and strategies are directly applicable to the kinds of very significant events that are

taking place in Japan.

The NRC also has requirements related to what is termed "station blackout;" every plant in the country

has to maintain a response for loss of power. A plant could respond by using batteries for a while, but

must also have procedures and arrangements in place in order to restore power to the site and to

provide cooling to the core. As I mentioned earlier, there's a hydrogen rule to mitigate the impacts of

hydrogen generated as a result of beyond-design basis events and core damage. There are equipment

qualification rules that require indication equipment, pumps, and valves, to remain operable under the

kinds of environmental temperature and radiation conditions that you would see under a design basis

accident.

I also mentioned earlier very important emergency preparedness and planning requirements. In

coordination with our federal partner, FEMA, and with state and local governments, these emergency

preparedness programs are evaluated and tested on a yearly basis.

Local Concerns from events in Japan

Speaking directly to the containment design at Fukushima, which has received considerable attention in

the press, the NRC has had a Mark I Containment Improvement Program since the very late 1980s. This

initiative required the installation of fission-product scrubbing equipment, enhanced reliability of the

automatic depressurization system, and new hardened vent systems for the containment cooling for all

BWR Mark Is-including 4 units here in Illinois.
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Another local issue I specifically want to address is regarding the spent fuel pools at Zion nuclear power

plant and GE Morris facility. Both maintain cooling systems and closely monitor water levels and

temperatures. The spent fuel at these facilities has been cooling in the pools for many years, allowing

for the residual heat to dissipate significantly. At this point, there is not enough heat being generated in

the GE spent fuel pool for the water to boil. At Zion, the fuel has also significantly cooled.

Learning from Fukushima

Despite our confidence in the safety of U.S. reactors, more will be done. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission has issued an Information Notice to all currently operating U.S. nuclear power plants,

describing the effects of the March 11 earthquake and tsunami on Japanese nuclear power plants. The

notice provides a brief overview of how the earthquake and tsunami are understood to have disabled

several key cooling systems at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station, and also hampered efforts

to return those systems to service. Based on the NRC's current understanding of the damage to the

reactors and associated spent fuel pools as of Friday, March 18, 2011, the notice reflects the current

belief that the combined effects of the March 11 earthquake and tsunami exceeded the Fukushima

Daiichi plant's design limits. The notice also recounts the NRC's efforts, post-9/11, to enhance U.S.

plants' abilities to cope with severe events, such as the loss of large areas of a site, including safety

systems and power supplies. The NRC expects U.S. nuclear power plants will review the entire notice to

determine how it applies to their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate.

Over the near term, the NRC will be enhancing our activities through additional inspection, utilizing the

resident inspectors and the region-based inspectors in our four Regional offices to verify the readiness

of licensees to deal with both design basis accidents and beyond-design basis accidents.

These additional inspections will focus on the capabilities to mitigate conditions that result from severe

accidents, including the loss of significant operational and safety systems. NRC inspectors will be re-

verifying the capability to mitigate a total loss of electric power to the nuclear plant. They will also re-

verify the capability to mitigate problems associated with flooding, and the impact of floods on systems

both inside and outside of the plant. And they will verify the equipment that is needed for the potential

loss of equipment due to seismic events.
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In the longer term, the NRC will be developing lessons-learned from the earthquake and tsunami in

Japan. The Commission has directed the NRC staff to establish a senior level agency task force to

conduct a methodical and systematic review of our processes and regulations to determine whether the

agency should make additional improvements to our regulatory system and make recommendations to

the Commission for its policy direction. This review will encompass domestic operating reactors of all

designs, including their spent fuel pools, in areas such as protection against earthquake, tsunami,

flooding, hurricanes; station blackout and a degraded ability to restore power; severe accident

mitigation; emergency preparedness; and combustible gas control. The NRC will evaluate technical and

policy issues to identify additional research, generic communications, changes to our reactor oversight

program, potential new rulemakings, and adjustments to the regulatory framework that may warrant

action by the NRC. This evaluation will then consider inter-agency issues and applicability of these

lessons learned to other, non-reactor facilities. This will be a very substantial and lengthy undertaking,

but in order to fully learn and appropriately respond to the lessons of the recent events in Japan, we

must proceed methodically and systematically.

In conclusion, the NRC has full confidence that the current fleet of reactors and materials licensees are

operated in a manner that protects the public health and safety and the environment. There are a

number of immediate, short-term, and long-term evaluations that we are embarking upon with an aim

to ensure the continued safety of U.S. facilities. After we have been able to thoroughly study and

understand the events in Japan, we will apply the lessons learned to our domestic fleet of nuclear

reactors and facilities. We are strongly committed to protecting public health and safety, and will take

any additional actions needed to do so.

Thank you.
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Baca, Bernadette

From: Carson, Louis
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 9:40 AM
To: Baca, Bernadette
Subject: FW: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

Fyi:

From: Werner, Greg
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:03 AM
To: Ricketson, Larry; Carson, Louis; Graves, Chris; Greene, Natasha; AlIdredge, Casey
Cc: Pruett, Troy; Vegel, Anton
Subject: FW: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

FYI

From: Conatser, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:26 AM
To: Werner, Greg; Henderson, Pamela; Dickson, Billy; Bonser, Brian
Cc: Garry, Steven; Pedersen, Roger; Jimenez, Manuel; Clemons-Webb, Candace; Shoop, Undine
Subject: RE: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

All,

I just wanted to send a follow up email to clarify a particular nuance in the email below that may not be
obvious on a casual reading. The licensee is only required to report exceeding the REPORTING LEVELS
in the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program when the activity is due to effluents from their facility
and it is averaqed over a calendar quarter. This is why my original email says:

If a nuclide concentration exceeds the REPORTING LEVES (averaged over a
calendar quarter), the licensee may be required to report the data to the NRC
within 30 days. The licensee should take the actions listed in their ODCM.

Because the 1-131 (and possibly other radionuclides) from Fukushima will
elevate the "background," it will reduce the licensee's ability to differentiate
releases from their site. Strong data evaluation and analyses are appropriate
at all times, and are particularly applicable at this time.

Here is the nuance that may (or may not) be obvious on a casual reading. If the licensee knows that all the
activity in a REMP sample is from the Fukushima facility, then a 30-day report is not required. If, however,
the licensee is not able to discern whether the activity is from their facility or not, then they would need to
follow their ODCM and take the appropriate actions, which may include a 30-day report to the NRC. Lastly,
if the activity is from their facility, then the licensee would be required to make a 30-day report to the NRC.

The key issues are summarized below:

1. licensees need to be aware of their REPORTING LEVELS in their ODCMs,
2. the licensee's data evaluation is extremely important to discern plant-related activity from non-plant

related activity,
3. licensees should not immediately assume all activity in REMP samples is from Fukushima,
4. licensees need to take the actions as outlined in their ODCMs (this is always true),
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5. if a licensee is unable to make a determination whether the activity is plant-related or not, they may
choose to make a 30-day Special Report as listed in their ODCM, and

6. if a licensee knows that all the activity is due to Fukushima, then a 30-day Special Report is not
required (as listed in their ODCM).

You may wish to pass this along to the Inspectors in your Regions.

Best Regards,

Health Physicist
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-4039
Richard.Conatser@NRC.gov

From: Conatser, Richard
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:18 PM
To: Werner, Greg; Henderson, Pamela; Dickson, Billy; Bonser, Brian
Cc: Garry, Steven; Pedersen, Roger; Jimenez, Manuel; Clemons-Webb, Candace; Shoop, Undine
Subject: REMP Reporting Levels and Fukushima

All,

You may want to pass this along to your Inspectors who will be on inspections during the next couple of
months.

The NRC's REMP REPORTING LEVELs may be exceeded as a result of plumes from Fukushima passing
over REMP sampling stations. This email contains some unit conversions for your use. The table below
shows the default NRC REPORTING LEVEL for 1-131 in REMP samples listed in NUREG-1301 (PWRs)
and NUREG-1302 (BWRs). It also converts the REPORTING LEVELS to those units commonly used at
the plant sites.

1-131 Reporting Level in NUREG 1301 and NUREG-1302
1-131 Units 1-131 Units

Drinking Water 2 pCi/L 2E-09 uCi/mI
Non-Drinking Water 20 pCi/L 2E-08 uCi/mI

Air 0.9 pCi/m3 9E-13 uCi/cc_

These are default values, and the site-specific values will be in the licensees' ODCMs. The REMP
REPORTING LEVELs may be exceeded as a result of plumes from Fukushima passing over REMP
sampling stations. The REMP results may vary as various puffs/plumes traverse the US. If a nuclide
concentration exceeds the REPORTING LEVES (averaged over a calendar quarter), the licensee may be
required to report the data to the NRC within 30 days. The licensee should take the actions listed in their
ODCM.

Because the 1-131 (and possibly other radionuclides) from Fukushima will elevate the "background," it will
reduce the licensee's ability to differentiate releases from their site. Strong data evaluation and analyses
are appropriate at all times, and are particularly applicable at this time. This is also a good verification of
licensee's analytical detection capabilities.

Best Regards,

RMd4$dZ 66"amee
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Health Physicist
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-4039
Richard.Conatser@NRC.gov
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Howell, Art

From: Dean, Bill
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:10 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Satorius, Mark; West, Steven; McCree, Victor; Wert,

Leonard; Lew, David
Subject: RE: FYI: NRR External Comm Team SitRep - 3/28

thanks Eric. ANy thoughts on forming a communications team to respond to correspondence, or has the level not
been that substantial that such an approach is warranted?

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 5:13 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Satorius, Mark; West, Steven; McCree, Victor; Wert, Leonard; Dean, Bill; Lew, David
Subject: FW: FYI: NRR External Comm Team SitRep - 3/28

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 3:57 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Grobe, Jack; Boger, Bruce; Burnell, Scott; LIA06 Hoc; Roberts, Darrell; Lara, Julio; Kennedy, Kriss;
Croteau, Rick; Landau, Mindy; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Brown, Frederick; Cheok,
Michael; Evans, Michele; Ferrell, Kimberly; Galloway, Melanie; Giitter, Joseph; Givvines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick;
Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson; Lubinski, John; McGinty, Tim; Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William; Skeen,
David; Thomas, Brian; Westreich, Barry
Cc: West, Steven; Shear, Gary; Broaddus, Doug; Campbell, Stephen; Carlson, Robert; Chernoff, Harold; Kulesa,
Gloria; Markley, Michael; Pascarelli, Robert; Salgado, Nancy; Simms, Sophonia; Wall, Scott; Guzman, Richard;
Lyon, Fred; Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh; Oesterle, Eric; Polickoski, James; Tam, Peter; Thomas, Eric
Subject: FYI: NRR External Comm Team SitRep - 3/28

1. Reminder - To assist you in responding to questions that you may get from both internal and external
stakeholders, there are several sets of Q&A's that have been approved by OPA on the NRR SharePoint page under
the heading "Japan Event Information" at the following link: http://portal.nrc.gov/edo/nrr/default.aspx. All of this info
has been screened for public release. A link is provided to the Japan Event Information portion of the public web
site.

2. For the longer term, we are currently in the process of developing a category-question-driven Q&A database
that we believe can be used agency-wide to help respond to inquiries. We have just begun populating it with OPA
approved Q&A's but still have some ways to go. We are working to get buy-in for its use as an agency-wide tool.

3. A spent fuel white paper was developed over the weekend with coordination by the Ops Center. It was
provided to the White House. For this reason, OPA has recommended that we control its distribution. Please
contact Mike Markley or Eric Oesterle if you want access to this paper.

4. Link to EPA website on Japanese Nuclear Emergency: http://www.epa.,qov/lapan20l 1/index.html

5. On Thursday, 3/31, there will be a category 1 public meeting with PG&E to discuss the licensee's plans to
submit an amendment to incorporate a methodology for the review of new geotechnical information in the design
and licensing basis for Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2. The meeting will be held in the Commission
hearing room from 1 to 4. The meeting will be web cast and significant stakeholder interest is expected.

6. Completed screening of 4 potentially sensitive licensing actions (7 TACs) resulting in normal processing for
each. /



a

7. The NRR Comm Team will be meeting with Mindy Landau, OEDO, and her staff later this week to exchange
information and improve coordination of communications.

8. We prepared an estimate of approx 1400 staff-hours and 22,000 pages to respond to the FOIA requesting all

exemptions approved for power reactors.

R.A. Nelson

Robert A. Nelson
NRR External Communications Coordinator, Japan Event Deputy Director Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation [cid:image001 .pnq(@01 CBED4B.B60DD1001
- E-mail: robert.nelson(•nrc.,ov<mailto:Jacob.Zimmerman(-nrc.gov> I ° Office: (301) 415-1453 I (Cell: (703) 244-
7493 17 Fax: (301) 415-21021
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Howell, Art

From: Vegel, Anton
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 12:00 PM
To: Kennedy, Kriss; Pruett, Troy; Howell, Art
Cc: Caniano, Roy; Hay, Michael
Subject: FW: Q&A's that have been approved by OPA on the NRR SharePoint page under the heading

"Japan Event Information"

Fyi!

From: Oesterle, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 11:34 AM
To: Roberts, Darrell; Croteau, Rick; Lara, Julio; Vegel, Anton
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Markley, Michael; Thomas, Eric; Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh; Lyon, Fred; Polickoski, James;
Guzman, Richard; Tam, Peter
Subject:

Colleagues,

To assist you in responding to Questions that you may get from both internal and external stakeholders, there
are several sets of Q&A's that have been approved by OPA on the NRR SharePoint page under the heading
"Japan Event Information" at the following link: http://portal.nrc.,ov/edo/nrr/default.aspx. With lots of questions
coming in from many different locations it is easy to get overwhelmed by responding to the same or similar
questions multiple times. Maintaining consistency in our responses is going to be an agency challenge as we
move forward while the events in Japan continue to unfold. Please use these OPA approved Q&A's to assist
you in providing agency-consistent responses.

For the longer term, NRR is currently in the process of developing a category-question-driven Q&A database
that we believe can be used agency-wide to help respond to inquiries. We have just begun populating it with
OPA approved Q&A's but still have some ways to go to add the many other OPA approved Q&A's to it. We
are working to get buy-in for its use as an agency-wide tool. We believe in the long term that this tool can help
make agency efforts in responding to inquiries more efficient and consistent. In addition, other helpful uses for
this database have already been envisioned (e.g., a resource for public meeting facilitators, a resource for
responding to public comments on the AP1000 and ESBWR design certification rulemakings, etc.). We
envision this becoming the eventual central repository of how we answered Q&As.

I am supporting Robert Nelson and Mike Markley on the NRR Communications Team. Please call me or
contact me if you have any questions. Thanks!

Eric R. Oesterle
NRR Communications Team
Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1365
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HoWell, Art

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Satorius, Mark; Westreich, Barry; Reynolds, Steven; McCree,

Victor; Wert, Leonard; Dean, Bill; Lew, David
Subject: FYI: Feedback - Meeting with Japan Nuclear Technology Institute

Please see below. FYI.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:58 PM
To: Borchardt, Bill; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael
Cc: Grobe, Jack; Holahan, Gary; Miller, Charles; Wiggins, Jim; Skeen, David; Brown, Frederick; Boger, Bruce; Evans,
Michele; Johnson, Michael
Subject: Feedback - Meeting with Japan Nuclear Technology Institute

The purpose of this email is to provide a very high level overview of a significant meeting NRR just had with members of
the JNTI. With me at the meeting was Fred Brown, Dave Skeen and several other NRR managers. The Chairman came to
the beginning of the meeting and greeted the JNTI but then had to leave before the presentation started.

The JNTI is roughly equivalent to INPO. Yesterday they briefed NEI for 3 hours. They began the meeting explaining their
purpose was to share information concerning the Fukushima event because the Japanese had received criticism for not
having provided meaningful information about the event to other countries. They plan to visit, ASN, NEA, and others
next week. The meeting had been set up late yesterday and we did not understand the purpose or their intentions until
hours before today's meeting.

Both Skeen and Brown have spent a significant amount of time on shift and there were a number of items that the JNTI
covered that were new or different from what we thought. Fred will provide the RST with slides that show information
different than what we had: e.g., that the Unit 4 spent fuel pool temperatures spiked high much earlier than we thought
(day 2). We also learned that the Japanese do not checkerboard, or otherwise manage the heat load in their spent fuel
pools. There are a number of these examples that I've asked Fred and Dave to capture in their notes and to be prepared
to provide insights to the near term task force (Charlie - get an acronym so I don't have to type that out anymore!).

To cover the highpoints with regard to beyond design basis accident preparations: The Japanese do have SAMGs, but
we couldn't get into any significant detail. It seemed that they use a similar strategy for SBO coping and after the
Tsunami took out all ac, they were fine for 8 to 10 hours until the batteries ran out. They also believe that the plants
rode out the earthquake without any significant damage, it was really the tsunami that caused the problems. As for the
Mark I containment, we think that they do inert with nitrogen and they did take some actions with regard to hardening
the vents (they definitely hedged as to hardening the vents), but it was difficult with the short time and translation
impediments to get much detail. They were not at all positive about their nuclear emergency preparedness program -
in fact they sounded quite negative.

I acknowledged that there would be more lessons learned over time and that it was still very early in the event, but I
asked the team leader, Dr. Ishikawa, if he could share any initial learnings from Fukushima. He provided three major
lessons learned (obviously a man of superior intellect!):
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1. Need to learn more about external hazards (mother earth)
.. Backup power is crucial. Not just diesels, but other, diverse sources of power that can be protected, put on

higher ground, brought in and hooked up when all else fails.
3. Hydrogen control. The nuclear industry is so focused on containing radionuclides that we may have hurt

ourselves. Perhaps the Japanese more so than the US. We need to re-think our strategy so we can vent areas
and bring fresh air in to prevent the buildup of hydrogen.

They left us with a couple of videos and a detailed presentation. We will screen and if valuable, we'll share as
appropriate.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270
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H owell, Art

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Attachments:

Reynolds, Steven
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:26 PM
Satorius, Mark; Leeds, Eric; McCree, Victor; Dean, Bill; Howell, Art
Louden, Patrick; Shear, Gary; Boland, Anne; Holt, BJ; Sotiropoulos, Dina; OBrien, Kenneth;
Barker, Allan; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Buckley, Patricia; Tomczak, Tammy; Pederson, Cynthia;
Weber, Michael; Virgilio, Martin; Powell, Amy
Final Written and Oral Statements of Mark Satorius for the March 31st Illinois Senate Energy
Committee Hearing
Satorius written testimony final 3-29-2011 .doc; Satorius oral statement final 3-29-2011 .doc

Attached are the two files containing the final Written and Oral Statements of Mark Satorius for the March 31st
Illinois Senate Energy Committee Hearing.
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Written Testimony

Of

Cynthia PedFrSOnMark Satorius

Deputy-Regional Administrator, Region III, Lisle, IL

On behalf of the

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Se:ate9F Chairperson Jacobs, Minority Spokesperson Jones, Durbin and Senator Kirk, and other members

of the Energy Committee, I'm honored to appear before you today on behalf of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) to address the continuing safety of the nuclear power plants in Illinois.

I would first like to offer my condolences to all those affected by the earthquake and tsunami in Japan.

Our hearts go out to all those who have been dealing with the aftermath of these natural disasters, and

we are mindful of the long and difficult road they will face in recovery. We know that the people of

Japan are resilient and strong, and we have every confidence that they will come through this difficult

time and move forward, with resolve, to rebuild their vibrant country.

As an NRC employee, I am especially proud of the efforts of my colleagues who are providing technical

assistance to Japan, to aid in their efforts to control a very challenging situation at the Fukushima plants.

Since Friday, March 11, when the earthquake and tsunami struck, the NRC's headquarters' operations

center has been substantially augmented in order to monitor and analyze events and to provide expert

assistance and review. At the request of the Japanese government, and through the United States

Agency for International Development (USAID), the NRC sent a team of more than 12 experts to provide

on-the-ground support. Within the United States, the NRC has been working closely with other Federal

agencies as part of our government's response to the situation.

Background to the NRC

The NRC is an independent federal agency, with approximately 4000 staff. We play a critical role in

protecting public health and safety of the American people. We have inspectors who carry out duties

full-time at every commercial operating nuclear power plant in the United States, and we have world-
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class scientists, engineers, and professionals who work together to assure that the nuclear material and

nuclear power plants in our country are safe and secure.

From the NRC resident inspectors, who work at and live near the reactors, to the dozens of region-based

specialists, who visit the plants regularly to assess emergency planning, security, maintenance, or

engineering, there are about 225 people in NRC's Region III office in Lisle, Illinois; we are absolutely

dedicated to making sure that the 24 reactors in the Midwest are safe.

The NRC carries out rigorous reviews to confirm that our nuclear plants are built and operated safely.

All commercial U.S. nuclear power plants are designed and built to withstand site-specific environmental

hazards, including earthquakes, tornados, floods, and tsunamis. Even those plants located outside of

areas with high seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems and components be designed to take into

account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding area.

The NRC requires an additional safety margin to provide added robustness. This basically means that

U.S. nuclear power plants are designed to be safe based on historical data from the area's maximum

credible earthquake, floods, tornadoes, and tsunamis.

Nuclear power plants in the U.S. are subject to strong safety oversight:

* Every reactor in this country is required by NRC regulation to be designed for natural events

based upon the specific site where that reactor is located;

* There are multiple barriers to the release of radioactivity at every reactor;

* There are a wide range of diverse and redundant safety features in order to provide assurance

of public health and safety;

" The NRC has a long regulatory history of conservative decision-making. We use sound risk

insights to help inform our regulatory process, and have continued to require improvements to

the plant design and operation as we learn from operating experience over the more than 35

years of civilian nuclear power in this country;

" Our regulatory process has been informed by lessons learned from previous significant events,

such as Three Mile Island, Davis-Besse, and September 21 th, 2001;
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* We also have severe accident management guidelines, emergency operating procedures, and

procedures and processes for mitigating scenarios such as large fires and explosions, regardless

of the cause;

* Further, we have a station blackout rule which ensures an appropriate response to loss of

electrical power at a plant, and a hydrogen rule for reactors to prevent explosions within

containment.

Reactor Safety

I would like to focus on the factors that go into assuring the NRC that domestic reactors are safe,

including the nuclear reactors here in Illinois. The NRC has, since the beginning of the regulatory

program in the United States, used a philosophy of Defense-in-Depth, which recognizes that nuclear

eF-at~eps reactors require the highest standards of design, construction, oversight, and operation. But

even with these high standards, the NRC will not rely on any one level of protection for maintaining

public health and safety. So, the design for every single reactor in this country, after accounting for site-

specific threats - such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, or tsunamis - also has multiple

physical barriers to prevent radiation release. On top of this, there are diverse and redundant safety

systems. NRC regulations require these safety systems be maintained in a state of readiness and

frequently tested. It is my job, and that of the NRC, to ensure that they are. My inspectors and I are

determined, exacting, and thorough in this pursuit. Should a very unlikely significant event occur, each

plant has emergency preparedness plans which would be put into action. These plans are developed in

cooperation with the NRC, FEMA, and State and local officials.

The NRC has always sought to learn from previous operating experience to review and amend our

requirements as necessary - and we will continue to do so. The most significant nuclear event in this

country was the Three Mile Island accident in 1979. As a result of lessons-learned from that event,

changes were introduced across the spectrum of NRC's regulations. The NRC significantly revised

emergency planning and emergency operating procedures. Many rules for control room operators were

enhanced. We created requirements for enhanced indication of the status of pumps and valves. To

further reduce the likelihood of any explosions inside of reactor containments, the NRC added new

requirements for hydrogen control. The NRC introduced requirements for a post-accident sampling

system that monitors for potential radioactive material release and possible fuel degradation.
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One of the significant changes after Three Mile Island was the establishment of the Resident Inspector

Program, which provides for the posting of at least two full-time NRC inspectors at each plant. These

inspectors have unfettered access to all licensees' activities 24 hours a day, seven days a week; they also

live in the community and have a direct stake in the safety of the facility.

Also as a result of operating experience and ongoing research programs, the NRC has developed

requirements for severe accident management guidelines. These are programs that perform the "what

if" scenario. What if all of this careful design work, all of these important procedures and practices and

instrumentation all failed? What procedures, policies, training, and equipment should be in place to

deal with the extremely unlikely scenario of a severe accident? These programs have been in effect for

many years and are evaluated by the NRC.

As a result of the events of September 11, 2001, we further enhanced our requirements, and identified

mitigation strategies intended to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool

cooling capabilities under the circumstances associated with the explosions or fire. These

enhancements and strategies are directly applicable to the kinds of very significant events that are

taking place in Japan.

The NRC also has requirements related to what is termed "station blackout;" every plant in the country

has to maintain a response for loss of electrical power. A plant could respond by using batteries for a

while, but must also have procedures and arrangements in place in order to restore electrical power to

the site and to provide cooling to the core. As I mentioned earlier, there's a hydrogen rule to mitigate

the impacts of hydrogen generated as a result of beyond-design basis events and core damage. There

are equipment qualification rules that require indication equipment, pumps, and valves7 to remain

operable under the kinds of environmental temperature and radiation conditions that you would see

under a design basis accident.

I also mentioned earlier very important emergency preparedness and planning requirements. In

coordination with our federal partner, FEMA, and with state and local governments, these emergency

preparedness programs are evaluated and tested on a yearly basis.
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Additionally, the NRC has a close working relationship with the state of Illinois. We have a

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) where the Illinois Emergency Management Agency (IEMA) can

have inspectors team up with the NRC resident inspectors at each nuclear power plant as we perform

our safety inspections and assessments. The NRC also has a Regional State Liaison Officer that works

closely with IEMA, and county and local officials near the nuclear power plants.

Local Concerns from events in Japan

Speaking directly to the containment design at Fukushima, which has received considerable attention in

the press, the NRC has had a Mark I Containment Improvement Program since the very late 1980s. This

initiative required the installation of fission-product scrubbing equipment, enhanced reliability of the

automatic depressurization system, and new hardened vent systems for the containment cooling for all

BWR Mark Is-including 4 units here in Illinois.

Another local issue I specifically want to address is regarding the spent fuel pools at Zion nuclear power

plant and GE Morris facility. Both maintain cooling systems and closely monitor water levels and

temperatures. The spent fuel at these facilities has been cooling in the pools for many years, allowing

for the residual heat to dissipate significantly. At this point, there is not enough heat being generated in

the GE spent fuel pool for the water to boil. At Zion, the fuel has also significantly cooled.--. In the

event of a loss of all electrical power, the GE Morris and Zion facilities both have the capability to add

water to the spent fuel pools without relying on electrical power.

Learning from Fukushima

Despite our confidence in the safety of U.S. reactors, more will be done. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission has issued an Information Notice to all currently operating U.S. nuclear power plants,

describing the effects of the March 11 earthquake and tsunami on Japanese nuclear power plants. The

notice provides a brief overview of how the earthquake and tsunami are understood to have disabled

several key cooling systems at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station, and also hampered efforts

to return those systems to service. Based on the NRC's current understanding of the damage to the

reactors and associated spent fuel pools as of Friday, March 18, 2011, the notice reflects the current

belief that the combined effects of the March 11 earthquake and tsunami exceeded the Fukushima

Daiichi plant's design limits. The notice also recounts the NRC's efforts, post-9/11, to enhance U.S.

plants' abilities to cope with severe events, such as the loss of large areas of a site, including safety
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systems and power supplies. The NRC expects U.S. nuclear power plants will review the entire notice to

determine how it applies to their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate.

Over the near term, the NRC will be enhancing our activities through additional inspection, utilizing the

resident inspectors and the region-based inspectors in our four Regional offices to verify the readiness

of licensees to deal with both design basis accidents and beyond-design basis accidents.

•-These additional inspections will focus on the capabilities to mitigate conditions that result from

severe accidents, including the loss of significant operational and safety systems. NRC inspectors will be

re-verifying the capability to mitigate a total loss of electric power to the nuclear plant. They will also

re-verify the capability to mitigate problems associated with flooding, and the impact of floods on

systems both inside and outside of the plant. And they will verify the equipment that is needed for the

potential loss of equipment due to seismic events.

In the longer term, the NRC will be developing lessons-learned from the earthquake and tsunami in

Japan. The Commission has directed the NRC staff to establish a senior level agency task force to

conduct a methodical and systematic review of our processes and regulations to determine whether the

agency should make additional improvements to our regulatory system and make recommendations to

the Commission for its policy direction. This review will encompass domestic operating reactors of all

designs, including their spent fuel pools, in areas such as protection against earthquake, tsunami,

flooding, hurricanes; station blackout and a degraded ability to restore power; severe accident

mitigation; emergency preparedness; and combustible gas control. The NRC will evaluate technical and

policy issues to identify additional research, generic communications, changes to our reactor oversight

program, potential new rulemakings, and adjustments to the regulatory framework that may warrant

action by the NRC. This evaluation will then consider inter-agency issues and applicability of these

lessons learned to other, non-reactor facilities. This will be a very substantial and lengthy undertaking,

but in order to fully learn and appropriately respond to the lessons of the recent events in Japan, we

must proceed methodically and systematically.

In conclusion, the NRC has full confidence that the current fleet of reactors and materials licensees are

operated in a manner that protects the public health and safety and the environment. There are a
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number of immediate, short-term, and long-term evaluations that we are embarking upon with an aim

to ensure the continued safety of U.S. facilities. After we have been able to thoroughly study and

understand the events in Japan, we will apply the lessons learned to our domestic fleet of nuclear

reactors and facilities. We are strongly committed to protecting public health and safety, and will take

any additional actions needed to do so.

Thank you.
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Oral Statement
Of

Mark Satorius
Regional Administrator, Region III

On behalf of the
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Good Morning.

Chairperson Jacobs, Minority Spokesperson Jones, and other members of the Energy Committee, I'm
honored to appear before you today on behalf of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to address
the continuing safety of the nuclear power plants and spent fuel pools in Illinois.

I would first like to offer my condolences to all those affected by the earthquake and tsunami in Japan.

Background to the NRC

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an independent federal agency created by Congress.
The NRC is a relatively small federal agency, with approximately 4000 staff, with a mission to license and
regulate the Nation's civilian use of radioactive materials in order to protect the American people.

From the NRC resident inspectors, who work at and live near the reactors, to the dozens of region-based
specialists, who visit the plants regularly to assess emergency planning, security, maintenance, or
engineering, there are over 200 people in NRC's Region III office in Lisle, Illinois; we are absolutely
dedicated to making sure that the 24 reactors in the Midwest are safe.

Reactor Safety

I would like to tell you why people in Illinois should have confidence that the reactors are safe. The NRC
uses a philosophy of Defense-in-Depth, which recognizes that the nuclear industry requires the highest
standards of design, construction, oversight, and operation.

But even with these high standards, the NRC does not rely on any one level of protection for maintaining
public health and safety. So, every single reactor in this country, after accounting for site-specific
threats -such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, or tsunamis- also has multiple physical
barriers to prevent fission-product release. On top of this, there are both diverse and redundant safety
systems.

And should a very unlikely significant event occur, each plant has emergency preparedness plans,
developed with the NRC, FEMA, and Illinois State and local officials, to appropriately respond.

Additionally, the NRC has always, and will continue, to review previous operating experience to evaluate
and amend our requirements as necessary. The most significant nuclear event in this country was the
Three Mile Island accident in the 1979. As a result of those lessons learned, the NRC made significant
changes to our regulations, including enhanced emergency planning and emergency operating
procedures, and hydrogen control requirements to prevent explosions inside containment.
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And one of the more significant changes after Three Mile Island was creating the Resident Inspector
Program, which has at least two full time NRC inspectors, who are our eyes and ears, at each plant at
any hour of the night or day. They are called resident inspectors because they actually live near the
plant and work in the plant each day. Today we have at least 2 fully qualified resident inspectors at each
of the 5 sites (with a total of 11 reactors) in Illinois.

Then as a result of the events of September 11, 2001, we went even further, and required additional
mitigation strategies to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool cooling
capabilities in case of large explosions or fire. These enhancements and strategies are directly
applicable to the kinds of very significant events that are taking place in Japan.

Let me also point out that the NRC has a close working relationship with the state of Illinois in areas of
emergency planning and coordination, NRC outreach to state, county, and local officials near the nuclear
power plants, and finally, mutual support of our own respective inspection programs.

Local Concerns from events in Japan

Speaking directly to the containment design at Fukushima which has received considerable attention in
the press, the NRC has had a Mark I Containment Improvement Program since the very late 1980s. This
initiative required several safety improvements for all BWR Mark I's-including the 4 units here in
Illinois.

Another local concern I want to address is the spent fuel pools at the shutdown Zion nuclear power
plant and at the GE Morris facility. The spent fuel at these facilities has been in the pools cooling for
many years, allowing for the residual heat from the fuel assemblies to dissipate significantly such that it
would takes weeks to months before water boiled or evaporated off. In the event of a loss of all
electrical power, the GE Morris and Zion facilities both have the capability to add water to the spent fuel
pools without relying on electrical power.

Learning from Fukushima

Now let me return to the events that gave rise to this Hearing. Since Friday, March 11, when the
earthquake and tsunami struck, the NRC's headquarters' operations center has been substantially
augmented in order to monitor and analyze events unfolding at the nuclear power plants in Japan. At
the request of the Japanese government, the NRC sent a team of technical experts to provide on-the-
ground support. Within the United States, the NRC has been working closely with other Federal
agencies as part of our government's response to the situation.

However, more will be done. Over the near term, the NRC has already starting conducting additional
inspections to verify the readiness of reactor licensees to deal with both the design basis accidents and
the beyond-design basis accidents.

The information that we gather from these near-term inspections will be used to evaluate the industry's
readiness for similar events, and aid in our understanding of whether additional regulatory actions need
to be taken in the near term.
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On the longer term, the NRC will be developing lessons learned from the events in Japan. The NRC will

evaluate all the technical and policy issues to identify and determine whether additional regulatory
changes are warranted.

So, in conclusion, the NRC has full confidence that the current fleet of reactors and materials licensees
are operated in a manner that protects public health and safety. There are a number of immediate,

short-term, and long-term evaluations that we are embarking upon with an aim to refine and strengthen

the safety of U.S. facilities. We are strongly committed to taking additional actions, as warranted.

Thank you.
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Baca, Bernadette

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Nelson, Robert
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:20 PM
Roberts, Darrell; Kennedy, Kriss; Lara, Julio; Croteau, Rick
Shear, Gary; West, Steven; Hay, Michael; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Giitter,
Joseph
FYI: Generic Fukushima Presentation
NGA Present.docx

We are preparing a presentation for Eric Leeds for a meeting next week with the National Governors
Assoc. A very rough, high-level outline is attached. Our intent is to leverage this presentation to develop
one that can be used by the regions in EOC & other public meetings.

We'll share Eric's presentation with you when its finalized and request your input at that time on how it
should be modified for regional use.

NELSON
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X .. a

ERIC LEEDS NGA PRESENTATION
4/4/11

HIGH-LEVEL OUTLINE
Key Messaqes
" Our plants are safe
* No one in US is at risk
* We will perform a systematic and methodical review to see if there are changes that

should be made to our programs and regulations to ensure protection of public health
and safety

Outline
" What NRR does - mission statement level
* What happened at Fukushima - stick to the facts

o Aerial picture of site before the accident
o Map showing location of earthquake
o Simplified BWR "schematic". Suggest using animation from public website
o Earthquake & tsunami sequence of events

" What was NRC's response
o Ops Center 24/7
o Team of experts to Tokyo, still there
o Real-time support
o EPA role
o Environmental monitoring at US plants

* Future plans - use press release 11-055
" Address anticipated Qs - 15 min time will be limiting
* Q&A



Deployment of Third NRC Team to Japan as of March 30, 2011

Skill Set Name/Office/Projected Deployment
date

Executive Level - Team Lead - primary Chuck Casto to remain on team
role is to interface with the Ambassador
and Japanese regulators, military and
cabinet

Executive level - assistant Team Elmo CollinslRIVIMarch 29
Leader. Eventually will replace Dan
Dorman.

Mike Salay/RES/April 2 or 3
* Severe accident expertise, OECD

4 members with a collective good agreements on fission product behavior and
understanding of severe accident MELCOR modeling
management, B5b and accident 0 Good political savvy
recovery

Michel Call/NMSS/April 2
* Nuclear Engineer
* Fluent in Japanese and lived in Northern

Japan for 2 years
Criticality and Shielding evaluations

Mike Hay/RIV/April 2
" Outstanding general ops, interpersonal

skills, and Masters in HP
" Extensive emergency planning and event

response experiences

Rudy Bernhard/RII/April 2
* Wealth of experience including expert

knowledge of severe accident management,
B5b, and accident recovery.

International Programs Expertise TBD/TBD/TBD



Achen, Stephanie

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Replogle, George
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:06 PM
Baca, Bernadette
FW: Neutron beam observed 13 times at crippled Fukushima nuke plant

foia

----- Original Message -----
From: Qualls, Phil
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Replogle, George
Subject: FW: Neutron beam observed 13 times at crippled Fukushima nuke plant

This was later reported on other sources

Subject: Neutron beam observed 13 times at crippled Fukushima nuke plant

httv://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2693257/posts
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Quayle, Lisa

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCree, Victor
Thursday, March 31, 2011 5:50 PM
Virgilio, Martin; Howell, Art; Satorius, Mark; Dean, Bill; Leeds, Eric
Collins, Elmo
DRAFT - Slides for INPO Nuclear Executive Seminar, April 6, 2011
Participants Listing (41).doc; INPO Senior Nuclear Executive Slides _VMcCreeApril
2011.pptx

Marty, et.al.,

I plan to speak at INPO's Senior Nuclear Executive Seminar next Wednesday, April 6. For your information,
INPO has invited 19 Site or Corporate VPs (see attached attendee list) to the seminar: 3 from Region I; 4 from
Region II; 3 from Region III; 5 from Region IV; and 1 each from France, Spain, Canada and the UAE). I have
been asked to speak on 3 topics: NRC's response to the events in Japan; a current perspective on the
performance of U.S. plants; and my general perspective on leadership/leadership challenges.

Attached is a draft set of slides that I plan to use to guide my remarks on these topics. You'll note that I have
plagiarized liberally from Bill's presentation during the March 2 1st Commission meeting, and have inserted a
number of slides that we used during the recent Regional session of the Regulatory Information Conference.

I'd appreciate any comments and/or suggestions regarding any specific messages you'd like me to share with
the seminar attendees.

Thanks, Vic
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Senior Nuclear Executive Seminar
° 'NATIONAL SNES/ 11-01-41

l FNCLDEMA April 5 - 6, 2011
OmiSTRAINING

1. Saleh Al Shehhi (Saleh), Deputy Chief Program Officer, Emirates Nuclear Energy Corporation

2. Michael A. Balduzzi (Mike), Senior Vice President, Regional Operations - Northeast, Entergy Nuclear

3. Pierre-Louis Boyer (Pierre), Financial & Human Resources Director, Chinon, Electricite de France

4. Michael H. Carlson (Mike), Vice President, Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Indiana Michigan Power
Company

5. Thomas J. Dougherty (Tom), Site Vice President, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Exelon
Corporation

6. Jon A. Franke (Jon), Site Vice President, Crystal River Unit 3, Progress Energy, Inc.

7. Jose M. Gravalos (Jose), Director General & CEO, Vandellos, Asociacion Nuclear Asco-AIE/C.N.
Vandellos I-AIE

8. Timothy K. Hanley (Tim), Site Vice President, Dresden Station, Exelon Corporation

9. J. Randy Johnson (Randy), Site Vice President, Farley Nuclear Plant, Southern Nuclear Operating
Company

10. Blair Kennedy (Blair), Vice President, New Brunswick Power

11. Larry Lane (Larry), Site Vice President, North Anna Power Station, Dominion Generation

12. Oscar A. Limnpias (Oscar), Vice President, Engineering, Entergy Nuclear, Entergy Nuclear

13. MichaelJA Massaro (Mike), Site Vice President, Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Exelon
Corporation

14. John F. McCann (John), Vice President, Nuclear Safety, EP & Licensing, Entergy Nuclear

15. Garry D. Miller (Garry), Vice President, Nuclear Engineering, Progress Energy, Inc.

16. Eric W. Olson (Eric), General Manager, River Bend Station, Entergy Nuclear

17. Michael Perito (Mike), Site Vice President, River Bend Station, Entergy Nuclear

18. Cleveland 0. Reasoner (Cleve), Vice President, Engineering, Callaway Nuclear Plant, Union Electric
Company

19. Christopher J. Schwarz (Chris), Site Vice President, Arkansas Nuclear One, Entergy Nuclear

INPO CONTACTS (770) 644-8000

Ronnie White, Course Manager 644-8872
Lisa Stiles, Course Manager 644-8871
Delisa Eaton, Coordinator 644-8166

4/15/2011 4:20 PM



U.S.NRC
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Protecting People and the Environment

INPO
Senior Nuclear Executive

Seminar

Victor M. McCree
Regional Administrator

Region II
April 6, 2011
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•U.S. N RC.UIElD STATES NU CLEAR RECL LA1)RI' COMMISSION

Prtecting People and the. Environmtent

Topics

" NRC Response to Events in Japan

* Licensee Performance Insights

* Leadership Challenges
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LN] TEL) STATES NU CLEAR REGULATORY CONMMISON

Immediate NRC Response to Japan Events

* Activated Operations Center

" Dispatched NRC experts to Japan

" Areas of focus

* Extensive outreach to stakeholders
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UIED) STATES9 NUCLEFAR RFC L4TIORY COMMISS[ON
Protecting People and the Environment

Continuing NRC Response to Japan Events

* Operations Center

* Support U.S. response

* Provide assistance

* Mobilize resources
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Pr-ofecting People and the Entvironment

Focus on Safety of Domestic Plants

* NRC oversight of U.S. plant safety

* Continuous improvement based on operating
experience
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UNITED STTEES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Protecting People and the Environntent

NRC Activities - Longer Term

* Lessons learned and recommendations

* Regulatory actions, for example, to identify
potential:
- Research projects

- Generic issues

- Regulatory enhancements
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lit.,U.S.NRCUNTDSTATES NI CLE.AR RE(L I ATORY COMMISSION

Protecting People and the Environment

Licensee Performance Insights

" Reactor Oversight Process Results

" Industry Trends
- Reactor TripslScrams
- Significant Events
- Safety System Failures

7



U.S.NRC
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Protecting People and the Environment

Plants in ROP Action Matrix Cols. 2y 3&4
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Protecting People and tOe Environmsent
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RED STATES NUtCLEAR REGUcLATORY COMMISSION

p"tectzn Peole nd the nio nen
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~US.SNRC

uI'rED -ATES N CLEAR REGUI TORY CO M ISSION

Protecting People and the Environment
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'U.S.NRC
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR RE•ULATURY COMMISSION

Protecting People and the Environment

Reactor Significant Events
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U.S.NRC
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGUIATURY COMIMISSION

Protecting People and the Environment

Safety System Failures
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UNITED STATES, NU CLEAR REGUL ATORY COMMISSION

Artecting People and the Environryent

Licensee Performance Insights

• Plant Safety Improvements

* Other Regulatory Issues

- Safety Culture

- Fatigue Rule

- Lessons Learned from 95002 Supplemental Inspections
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C~US.NRC
UNITED TATLS NIICLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSON

A-tecting People and the Ent ,rontnent

Leadership Challenges
" Leading Under Stress - the real test of leadership

" Assure Nuclear Safety and Security - the highest priority

" Focus on People - our most important asset

* Focus on Values - the essence of who we are

" Focus on Communications - it drives perception

15



Quayle, Lisa

From: AskTheRA@nrc.gov
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 7:14 AM
To: Collins, Elmo; Hays, Myra; Lopez, Joseph; Howell, Art
Subject: Ask Region IV Management - webform submittal

You have received the following question. This may be answered at -
http://r4.nrc.gov/ORA/AskTheMgmt/mgmtAskTheMgmt.asp

Ask the RIV Mgmt

We were recently informed that a member of the technical staff had been selected to travel to Japan as a
member of the NRC response team. I don't recall seeing a solicitation for this opportunity. Can management
please explain the selection criteria for these assist visits?

Name: unknown

Division: unknown

1



Quayle, Lisa

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

McCree, Victor
Thursday, March 31, 2011 6:03 PM
Virgilio, Martin; Leeds, Eric; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; Howell, Art
Collins, Elmo
FW: DRAFT - Slides for INPO Nuclear Executive Seminar, April 6, 2011
DRAFT - Slides for INPO Nuclear Executive Seminar, April 6, 2011

Also, I plan to insert 1 additional last slide to offer "Vic's Preliminary Insights" on the Japanese event. See
below:

* Highlights Need for Continued Vigilance in Operating Safety
- Do not allow standards to degrade
- Be Proactive in Increasing Margins to Safety

* Underscores Need for Strong, Independent Regulator
* Opportunity to Communicate with Stakeholders
• Opportunity to Clarify Roles and Responsibilities

- Role of NRC, fed agencies, state, et.al., in protective action recommendations
- IAEA Role in Event Response
- Role of NEI and INPO in coordinating industry support

Vic

I \-Ok



Achen, Stephanie

From: Replogle, George
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:06 PM
To: Baca, Bernadette
Subject: FW:

foia

From: Quails, Phil
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Replogle, George
Subject: FW:

The below is a photo that the press calls a fire in U3 during the event. When I took a second look, I wondered
what happened to the "smoke". The plume sort of ends, not dissipate like thick smoke usually does. This
looks much more like a steam plume during cold weather (remember it is still cold there as they had snow)(at
least to my experience, but will defer to Mark as concerning smoke behavior). This may really be the U3 SFP
boiloff. This amount of steam seems a lot for decay heat. This may really be nuclear heat from an undesired
criticality.

M!.
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a. .

From "Der Spiegel" Thick white smoke billows from the number 3 unit of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant

on March 17.
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Achen, Stephanie

From: Replogle, George
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:03 PM
To: Baca, Bernadette
Subject: FW: GOOD SITE FOR HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS OF FUKUSHIMA

foia

From: Quails, Phil
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 6:19 AM
To: Brown, Eva; McCann, Edward; Replogle, George; Salley, MarkHenry; Melfi, Jim
Subject: FW: GOOD SITE FOR HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS OF FUKUSHIMA

The damage is amazing. IMO, Mark's opinion means more, U3 had to have had a SFP zirc fire after the
explosion. Note the condition of the steel girders around the pool. They must have fallen to the top of the pool
before the fire, then melted and twisted. Glad this did not happen near Decatur, Alabama!

Subject: GOOD SITE FOR HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS OF FUKUSHIMA

In case you are looking for a good site for high resolution photographs of the damaged Fukushima-
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants, you might find this site handy...

http://crvptome.orq/eveball/daiichi-npp/daiichi-photos.htm

1 oKP



Howell, Art

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Leeds, Eric
Friday, April 01, 2011 11:34 AM
Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Brown, Frederick; Cheok, Michael; Evans, Michele; Galloway,
Melanie; Giitter, Joseph; Givvines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee,
Samson; Lubinski, John; McGinty, Tim; Nelson, Robert; Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William;
Skeen, David
Doane, Margaret; Miller, Charles; Virgilio, Martin; Grobe, Jack; Boger, Bruce; Mamish, Nader;
Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Wiggins, Jim; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor;
Howell, Art; Johnson, Michael; Flanders, Scott
FYI: NEA/CNRA task group on Fukushima Implications
CNRA task group_Fukushima.doc

Please see below. NRR plans to place an SES manager on the NEA task force.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org [mailto: Diane.JACKSON oecd.org1
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:40 AM
Subject: NEA/CNRA task group on Fukushima Implications

Sent on behalf of Mike Weiqhtman

Dear CNRA members -

As our Japanese colleagues continue to work tirelessly towards stabilising the Fukushima nuclear power plants, the
safety of all nuclear power plants world-wide have come under close scrutiny. Regulatory bodies have been called upon
to affirm the safety of its power plants, regardless of type. Earlier this week, the CNRA Chair and Vice-chairs discussed
the issue to seek ways to combine efforts internationally for improved effectiveness and efficiency.

The CNRA is establishing a senior-level task group to coordinate the response of CNRA activities, exchange information
on national activities, and look at generic implications of the event. The task group will be asked to identify areas that
in-depth evaluation would benefit on an international level and can be undertaken by CNRA or CSNI working groups, or
by new task groups to address gaps that are not within the scope of an existing working group. The group would be also
chartered to identify short-term and long-term activities.

Countries generally with operating nuclear power plants are invited to nominate a senior-level delegate to the group. It
would be expected that the group could commence work through the immediate sharing of national activities, and
follow-on shortly with a group meeting. Task group delegates should be available for a meeting in Paris in early May.
Please send your nominations to Javier.Reig@oecd.org and Diane.Jackson@oecd.org

Additionally, in order for all CNRA members stay informed of the task group and National activities, documents for
exchange will be posted on a NEA password protected member website. It will be accessible to CNRA, CSNI, and working
group members. If you could send your documents regarding your country's plans for plant reviews and the timelines to
Diane Jackson, she will make sure they are posted on the website.

Best regards,
Mike Weightman, CNRA Chair _,

1. \ve)
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QAEN 0NEA OECD

30 March 2011

Paris, France

Dear CNRA members -

As our Japanese colleagues continue to work tirelessly towards stabilising the Fukushima nuclear power

plants, the safety of all nuclear power plants world-wide have come under close scrutiny. Regulatory

bodies have been called upon to affirm the safety of its power plants, regardless of type. Earlier this

week, the CNRA Chair and Vice-chairs discussed the issue to seek ways to combine efforts

internationally for improved effectiveness and efficiency.

The CNRA is establishing a senior-level task group to coordinate the response of CNRA activities,

exchange information on national activities, and look at generic implications of the event. The task

group will be asked to identify areas that in-depth evaluation would benefit on an international level

and can be undertaken by CNRA or CSNI working groups, or by new task groups to address gaps that are

not within the scope of an existing working group. The group would be also chartered to identify short-

term and long-term activities.

Countries generally with operating nuclear power plants are invited to nominate a senior-level delegate

to the group. It would be expected that the group could commence work through the immediate sharing

of national activities, and follow-on shortly with a group meeting. Task group delegates should be

available for a meeting in Paris in early May. Please send your nominations to Javier.Reig@oecd.org and

Diane.Jackson@oecd.org

Additionally, in order for all CNRA members stay informed of the task group and National activities,

documents for exchange will be posted on a NEA password protected member website. It will be

accessible to CNRA, CSNI, and working group members. If you could send your documents regarding

your country's plans for plant reviews and the timelines to Diane Jackson, she will make sure they are

posted on the website.

Best regards,

Mike Weightman, CNRA Chair



Howell, Art

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Leeds, Eric
Friday, April 01, 2011 3:55 PM
Dean, Bill; Lew, David; Roberts, Darrell; McCree, Victor; Wert, Leonard; Satorius, Mark;
Pederson, Cynthia; West, Steven; Howell, Art; Kennedy, Kriss
Johnson, Michael; Flanders, Scott; Wiggins, Jim; Evans, Michele; Virgilio, Martin; Weber,
Michael; Miller, Charles; Holahan, Gary; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Schmidt, Rebecca;
Powell, Amy; Meighan, Sean; Ruland, William; Boger, Bruce; Cheok, Michael; Moore, Scott
Eric Leeds NGA Presentation
Presentation%20to%20NGA%20(Energy%20Panel)%20April%20201 I.ppt. ppt

Attached is our first draft of a generic slide presentation for the Fukushima event. Its geared for a non-nuclear, public
audience and is meant to be modified based on the time allowed (generally 30 minutes or less) and level of detail the
presenter chooses to provide.

Your comments and suggestions are welcome and requested. Sean Meighan is our POC.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

",\4,
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*U.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Presentation on Fukushima to
NGA Center for Best Practices

Eric Leeds, Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR)



StU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

NRC Mission - What Do We Do?

The mission of the NRC is to license and
regulate the Nation's civilian use of byproduct,
source, and special nuclear materials in order
to protect public health and safety, promote
the common defense and security, and
protect the environment.
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SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Overview of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station
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SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Earthquake & tsunami sequence of events

Friday March 11th @ 2:36 pm local
" Magnitude 9.0 earthquake 231 miles northeast of Tokyo.
" Quake is fifth largest in the world (since 1900).
* Earthquake generated a 14m Tsunami

5



5 U.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Plant Response

Earthquake
" Earthquake Caused Automatic Shutdown

of 3 Operating Units
* Offsite Power Lost
* Initial indications were that Emergency Diesels operated

14m Tsunami (less than 1 hour later)
0 All Emergency Back-up Power Lost
* 8-10 hours later Station Batteries Depleted

6



#U.S.NRC
United Stares Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

* Current status of the Reactors
" Core Damage in Unit 1,2, 3
* Electrical Power Restored

* Fresh Cooling Water supplied to

All Units

• Spent Fuel Pool Status
• Suspect Fuel Damage in

Pools 3 & 4

* Providing periodic make up water



SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

NRC Response

" Ops Center 24/7

" Team of experts to Tokyo

" Support to U.S. Ambassador and Japanese

" Coordinating Environmental Monitoring with
DOE & EPA

8



7U.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Domestic Considerations
" No anticipated U.S. Health Effects from Fukushima
" U.S. Plants Designed for External Events
" NRC has initiated additional inspections at all U.S. Plants
" NRC conducting Near-Term and Long-Term Reviews.

9



SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

NRC Near Term Actions

" Evaluate Fukushima Daiichi Events
* Domestic Operating Reactors and Spent Fuel Pools

" External Events
" Station Blackout
* Severe Accident Mitigation
" Emergency Preparedness
* Combustible Gas Control

" Near Term Review due in 90 days (mid June)

10



SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

NRC Longer Term Actions

" Based on Near Term Review and Additional Insights
from Fukushima Event

" Identify Potential Technical and Policy Issues
* Research Activities
" Generic Issues
" Reactor Oversight Process
* Regulatory Framework
* Interagency Emergency Preparedness

11



SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Operating Commercial Power Reactors

Licensed to Operate (104)

12



•U.S.NRC
United. States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environ ment

Questions?
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#U.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

PARS
• NRC Regulations have 2 Emergency Planning Zones

(EPZs)1 0/50 miles
* EPZs are not limits, but frameworks that allow for

expansion as needed
* 50 miles in Japan due to extraordinary situation

- 4 units severely challenged

- Unclear information as to state of reactors, mitigative
strategies, radiological releases

- Decision to evacuate conservative, better to err on conservative

* Precautionary evacuation occurred days before
fuel melt.

14



*,U.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Generic BWR
Protecting People and the Environment

to~nmat Stmaurs
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SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Po Reactor Service Floor
Concrete CsReactor Building

Oil Concrete Reactor Building
(secondary Containment)

io Reactor Core ____M -
i1 Reactor Pressure Vess

io Containment (Dry wejj)~~-'MOMMEMEM00-

Containment (Wet Well --



SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Research and Test Reactors

A Licensed/Currently Operating (31) 17



Achen, Stephanie

From: Replogle, George
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:12 PM
To: Baca, Bernadette
Subject: FW: article

foia

From: Quails, Phil
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 1:36 PM
To: Melfi, Jim; Replogle, George
Subject: article

Someone just emailed this to me. The NY Times usually is not a very good source though. This is in the

U3 discussion

A senior nuclear executive who insisted on anonymity but has broad contacts in Japan said that there

was a long vertical crack running down the side of the reactor vessel itself. The crack runs down below

the water level in the reactor and has been leaking fluids and gases, he said.

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/26/world/asia/264apan.html? r=3&hp

1



Howell, Art

From: Sigmon, Rebecca
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Sigmon, Rebecca
Subject: New OpE COMM: International - Tsunami Causes Complete Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink and

Near Miss Incidents at Three Units at Fukushima DAINI Site

This email is being sent to notify recipients of a new posting on the (,Operatinq Experience Community
Forum.

Recipients are expected to review the posting for applicability to their areas of regulatory responsibility and
consider appropriate actions. However, information contained in the posting is not tasking; therefore, no
specific action or written response is required.

Summary

Following the magnitude 9.0 Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake and ensuing tsunami on March 11, 2011 off
the eastern coast of Japan, three of four units at the Fukushima Daini (or Fukushima II) reactor site
experienced a complete loss of ultimate heat sink due to a loss of all seawater pumps. After suppression pool
temperatures reached the saturation point at each of the three units, containment pressure started to increase.
Unlike at the Fukushima Dai'ichi site though, offsite power was never lost. Operators were able to restore
sufficient seawater cooling to RHR heat exchangers before core damage occurred. The Japanese regulator
(NISA) assigned an International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) rating of level 3 to the events at
each of these three plants.

Information Security Reminder: OpE COMMs contain preliminary information in the interest of timely
internal communication of operating experience. OpE COMMs may be pre-decisional and may contain
sensitive/proprietary information. They are not intended for distribution outside the agency

The posting may be reviewed at: International - Tsunami Causes Complete Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink
and Near Miss Incidents at Three Units at Fukushima DAINI Site

or at

http://nrrl 0.nrc.gov/forumlforumtopic.cfm?selectedForum=03&forumId=AlIComm&topicid=3299

This COMM is being posted to the following groups: All Communications, Containment (leakage,
degradation, cooling system performance), ECCS, Electrical Power Systems, Emergency Diesel
Generators, Emergency Preparedness, Flood Protection & Missiles, Fuels, Natural Phenomena, New
Reactors, Pump and Valve Performance, Station Service Water Systems & Ultimate Heat Sink

To unsubscribe from this distribution list or to subscribe to a different list on the OpE Community, please visit:
http://nrrl0.nrc.,ov/rps/dyn/subscriptionl.cfm

For more information on the Reactor OpE Program, please visit our Reactor OpE Gateway.

Thank you for reviewing and using Operating Experience.

Rebecca Sigmon
Reactor Systems Engineer
NRR/DIRS/IOEB



Operating Experience Branch
(301) 415-4018
Rebecca. Siqmona-nrc. qov
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Howell, Art

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Kennedy, Kriss
Friday, April 01, 2011 7:30 AM
Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Caniano, Roy; Vegel, Anton; Pruett, Troy; Walker, Wayne; Miller,
Geoffrey; Gaddy, Vincent; Lantz, Ryan; Clark, Jeff; Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor; Maier, Bill;
Hays, Myra; Pellet, John; Cain, Chuck
FW: Japan Event Tasking Memo (eom)
2011-0002comgbj-srm. pdf

FYI

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 7:26 AM
To: Roberts, Darrell; Croteau, Rick; Kennedy, Kriss; Lara, Julio
Cc: Shear, Gary; West, Steven; Hay, Michael
Subject: FYI: Japan Event Tasking Memo (eom)
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Quayle, Lisa

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Giessner, John
Friday, April 01, 2011 3:25 AM
Monninger, John; Casto, Chuck; Dorman, Dan; Collins, Elmo
Fw: bullets

(Sent from Blackberry)

From: Giessner, John
To: Giessner, John
Sent: Fri Apr 01 04:22:49 2011
Subject: bullets

-Another day of excellent exchange of information.

-We provided NISA/TEPCO the revision 1 RST document. NISA provided concerns with venting and
containment fill regarding releases. They will provide comments tomorrow.

-N2 vent for unit 1 has earliest start on 5April due to debris which has high vicinity doses. Earliest time for
Unit 2 and 3 would be a week later for setting up N2.

-TEPCO indicated that processing Turbine bldg waste is a top priority.

-TEPCO data says TB Units I and 3 activated water is likely from SFP; Unit 2 is likely a fresh fuel isotope.

1



Quayle, Lisa

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

nei-hisanori@meti.go.jp
Saturday, April 02, 2011 11:41 PM
Scott, Michael
Blarney, Alan; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo; HochevarAR@lNPO.org; Giessner, John;
Monninger, John; Taylor, Robert; RST01 Hoc; oshima-toshiyuki@meti.go.jp; bannai-
toshihiro@meti.go.jp; koyama-masaomi@meti.go.jp; sakuma-yasuhiro@meti.go.jp
Re: Supplemental Information on Venting Hisanori Nei

Dear Mr. Scott

Thank you for your e-mail to share the supplemental infomation on Venting.

I already sent to Sato-san and my colleagues in Integrated Headquarters at TEPCO.

We will discuss on this matter tomorrow 1100 meeting.

However, it include beneficial to consider necessity of additional venting at 1 F1 , therefore I ask my colleague
to take a look carefully and take into account for there decision making.

See you tomorrow and thank you again for your cooperation.

Regards,

Hisanori Nei

I
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Written Testimony

Of

Cynthia Pederson

Deputy Regional Administrator, Region Ill, Lisle, IL

On behalf of the

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Senator Durbin and Senator Kirk, I'm honored to appear before you today on behalf of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission to address the continuing safety of the nuclear power plants in Illinois.

I would first like to offer my condolences to all those affected by the earthquake and tsunami in Japan.

Our hearts go out to all those who have been dealing with the aftermath of these natural disasters, and

we are mindful of the long and difficult road they will face in recovery. We know that the people of

Japan are resilient and strong, and we have every confidence that they will come through this difficult

time and move forward, with resolve, to rebuild their vibrant country. As an NRC employee, I am

especially proud of the efforts of my colleagues who are providing technical assistance to Japan, to aid in

their efforts to control a very challenging situation at the Fukushima plants. Since Friday, March 11,

when the earthquake and tsunami struck, the NRC's headquarters' operations center has been

substantially augmented in order to monitor and analyze events and to provide expert assistance and

review. At the request of the Japanese government, and through the United States Agency for

International Development (USAID), the NRC sent a team of more than 12 experts to provide on-the-

ground support. Within the United States, the NRC has been working closely with other Federal

agencies as part of our government's response to the situation.

Background to the NRC

The NRC is an independent federal agency, with approximately 4000 staff. We play a critical role in

protecting public health and safety of the American people. We have inspectors who carry out duties

full-time at every commercial operating nuclear power plant in the United States, and we have world-

class scientists, engineers, and professionals who work together to assure that the nuclear material and

nuclear power plants in our country are safe and secure. From the NRC resident inspectors, who work

at and live near the reactors, to the dozens of region-based specialists, who visit the plants regularly to

1



assess emergency planning, security, maintenance, or engineering, there are about 225 people in NRC's

Region III office in Lisle, Illinois; we are absolutely dedicated to making sure that the 24 reactors in the

Midwest are safe.

The NRC carries out rigorous reviews to confirm that our nuclear plants are built and operated safely.

All commercial U.S. nuclear power plants are designed and built to withstand site-specific environmental

hazards, including earthquakes, tornados, floods, and tsunamis. Even those plants located outside of

areas with high seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems and components be designed to take into

account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding area.

The NRC requires an additional safety margin to provide added robustness. This basically means that

U.S. nuclear power plants are designed to be safe based on historical data from the area's maximum

credible earthquake, floods, tornadoes, and tsunamis.

Nuclear power plants in the U.S. are subject to strong safety oversight:

* Every reactor in this country is required by NRC regulation to be designed for natural events

based upon the specific site where that reactor is located;

" There are multiple barriers to the release of radioactivity at every reactor;

* There are a wide range of diverse and redundant safety features in order to provide assurance

of public health and safety;

" The NRC has a long regulatory history of conservative decision-making. We use sound risk

insights to help inform our regulatory process, and have continued to require improvements to

the plant design and operation as we learn from operating experience over the more than 35

years of civilian nuclear power in this country;

* Our regulatory process has been informed by lessons learned from previous significant events,

such as Three Mile Island, Davis-Besse, and September 1 1 th, 2001;

* We also have severe accident management guidelines, emergency operating procedures, and

procedures and processes for mitigating scenarios such as large fires and explosions, regardless

of the cause;

* Further, we have a station blackout rule which ensures an appropriate response to loss of power

at a plant, and a hydrogen rule for reactors to prevent explosions within containment.

2



Reactor Safety

I would like to focus on the factors that go into assuring the NRC that domestic reactors are safe,

including the nuclear reactors here in Illinois. The NRC has, since the beginning of the regulatory

program in the United States, used a philosophy of Defense-in-Depth, which recognizes that nuclear

operations require the highest standards of design, construction, oversight, and operation. But even

with these high standards, the NRC will not rely on any one level of protection for maintaining public

health and safety. So, the design for every single reactor in this country, after accounting for site-

specific threats - such as earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, or tsunamis - also has multiple

physical barriers to prevent radiation release. On top of this, there are diverse and redundant safety

systems. NRC regulations require these safety systems be maintained in a state of readiness and

frequently tested. It is my job, and that of the NRC, to ensure that they are. My inspectors and I are

determined, exacting, and thorough in this pursuit. Should a very unlikely significant event occur, each

plant has emergency preparedness plans which would be put into action. These plans are developed in

cooperation with the NRC, FEMA, and State and local officials.

The NRC has always sought to learn from previous operating experience to review and amend our

requirements as necessary - and we will continue to do so. The most significant nuclear event in this

country was the Three Mile Island accident in 1979. As a result of lessons-learned from that event,

changes were introduced across the spectrum of NRC's regulations. The NRC significantly revised

emergency planning and emergency operating procedures. Many rules for control room operators were

enhanced. We created requirements for enhanced indication of the status of pumps and valves. To

further reduce the likelihood of any explosions inside of reactor containments, the NRC added new

requirements for hydrogen control. The NRC introduced requirements for a post-accident sampling

system that monitors for potential radioactive material release and possible fuel degradation.

One of the significant changes after Three Mile Island was the establishment of the Resident Inspector

Program, which provides for the posting of at least two full-time NRC inspectors at each plant. These

inspectors have unfettered access to all licensees' activities 24 hours a day, seven days a week; they also

live in the community and have a direct stake in the safety of the facility.
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Also as a result of operating experience and ongoing research programs, the NRC has developed

requirements for severe accident management guidelines. These are programs that perform the "what

if" scenario. What if all of this careful design work, all of these important procedures and practices and

instrumentation all failed? What procedures, policies, training, and equipment should be in place to

deal with the extremely unlikely scenario of a severe accident? These programs have been in effect for

many years and are evaluated by the NRC.

As a result of the events of September 11, 2001, we further enhanced our requirements, and identified

mitigation strategies intended to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool

cooling capabilities under the circumstances associated with the explosions or fire. These

enhancements and strategies are directly applicable to the kinds of very significant events that are

taking place in Japan.

The NRC also has requirements related to what is termed "station blackout;" every plant in the country

has to maintain a response for loss of power. A plant could respond by using batteries for a while, but

must also have procedures and arrangements in place in order to restore power to the site and to

provide cooling to the core. As I mentioned earlier, there's a hydrogen rule to mitigate the impacts of

hydrogen generated as a result of beyond-design basis events and core damage. There are equipment

qualification rules that require indication equipment, pumps, and valves, to remain operable under the

kinds of environmental temperature and radiation conditions that you would see under a design basis

accident.

I also mentioned earlier very important emergency preparedness and planning requirements. In

coordination with our federal partner, FEMA, and with state and local governments, these emergency

preparedness programs are evaluated and tested on a yearly basis.

Local Concerns from events in Japan

Speaking directly to the containment design at Fukushima, which has received considerable attention in

the press, the NRC has had a Mark I Containment Improvement Program since the very late 1980s. This

initiative required the installation of fission-product scrubbing equipment, enhanced reliability of the

automatic depressurization system, and new hardened vent systems for the containment cooling for all

BWR Mark Is-including 4 units here in Illinois.
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Another local issue I specifically want to address is regarding the spent fuel pools at Zion nuclear power

plant and GE Morris facility. Both maintain cooling systems and closely monitor water levels and

temperatures. The spent fuel at these facilities has been cooling in the pools for many years, allowing

for the residual heat to dissipate significantly. At this point, there is not enough heat being generated in

the GE spent fuel pool for the water to boil. At Zion, the fuel has also significantly cooled.

Learning from Fukushima

Despite our confidence in the safety of U.S. reactors, more will be done. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission has issued an Information Notice to all currently operating U.S. nuclear power plants,

describing the effects of the March 11 earthquake and tsunami on Japanese nuclear power plants. The

notice provides a brief overview of how the earthquake and tsunami are understood to have disabled

several key cooling systems at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station, and also hampered efforts

to return those systems to service. Based on the NRC's current understanding of the damage to the

reactors and associated spent fuel pools as of Friday, March 18, 2011, the notice reflects the current

belief that the combined effects of the March 11 earthquake and tsunami exceeded the Fukushima

Daiichi plant's design limits. The notice also recounts the NRC's efforts, post-9/11, to enhance U.S.

plants' abilities to cope with severe events, such as the loss of large areas of a site, including safety

systems and power supplies. The NRC expects U.S. nuclear power plants will review the entire notice to

determine how it applies to their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate.

Over the near term, the NRC will be enhancing our activities through additional inspection, utilizing the

resident inspectors and the region-based inspectors in our four Regional offices to verify the readiness

of licensees to deal with both design basis accidents and beyond-design basis accidents.

These additional inspections will focus on the capabilities to mitigate conditions that result from severe

accidents, including the loss of significant operational and safety systems. NRC inspectors will be re-

verifying the capability to mitigate a total loss of electric power to the nuclear plant. They will also re-

verify the capability to mitigate problems associated with flooding, and the impact of floods on systems

both inside and outside of the plant. And they will verify the equipment that is needed for the potential

loss of equipment due to seismic events.
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In the longer term, the NRC will be developing lessons-learned from the earthquake and tsunami in

Japan. The Commission has directed the NRC staff to establish a senior level agency task force to

conduct a methodical and systematic review of our processes and regulations to determine whether the

agency should make additional improvements to our regulatory system and make recommendations to

the Commission for its policy direction. This review will encompass domestic operating reactors of all

designs, including their spent fuel pools, in areas such as protection against earthquake, tsunami,

flooding, hurricanes; station blackout and a degraded ability to restore power; severe accident

mitigation; emergency preparedness; and combustible gas control. The NRC will evaluate technical and

policy issues to identify additional research, generic communications, changes to our reactor oversight

program, potential new rulemakings, and adjustments to the regulatory framework that may warrant

action by the NRC. This evaluation will then consider inter-agency issues and applicability of these

lessons learned to other, non-reactor facilities. This will be a very substantial and lengthy undertaking,

but in order to fully learn and appropriately respond to the lessons of the recent events in Japan, we

must proceed methodically and systematically.

In conclusion, the NRC has full confidence that the current fleet of reactors and materials licensees are

operated in a manner that protects the public health and safety and the environment. There are a

number of immediate, short-term, and long-term evaluations that we are embarking upon with an aim

to ensure the continued safety of U.S. facilities. After we have been able to thoroughly study and

understand the events in Japan, we will apply the lessons learned to our domestic fleet of nuclear

reactors and facilities. We are strongly committed to protecting public health and safety, and will take

any additional actions needed to do so.

Thank you.
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Quayle, Lisa

From: Berger, Claire [BergerMC@state.gov]
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 11:43 PM
To: Wall, Marc M; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo; Spurlock, Kenneth CAPT USN MDAO
Cc: Howard, E. Bruce; Cipullo, Timothy L; Zumwalt, James P; Sano, Mikako; Monninger, John
Subject: RE: MOFA meeting - vehicle confirmed today at 3:15

Van will depart from the Chancery Front at 3:15 for this meeting today.

Participants:

Marc Wall
Chuck Casto
Elmo Collins
Kenneth Spurlock

Thank you.

Claire Berger

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Wall, Marc M
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 9:08 AM
To: Wall, Marc M; 'Chuck Casto'; 'John Monninger'; Cipullo, Timothy L; Sano, Mikako
Cc: Howard, E. Bruce; Cipullo, Timothy L; Zumwalt, James P; Berger, Claire
Subject: RE: MOFA meeting

Sano-san:

Please contact Miyagawa's office at MOFA to set up the meeting mentioned below. Let's make
sure someone from the NRC team can participate.

Marc

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Wall, Marc M
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 12:03 PM
To: 'Chuck Casto'; 'John Monninger'; Cipullo, Timothy L
Cc: Howard, E. Bruce; Cipullo, Timothy L; Zumwalt, James P
Subject: MOFA meeting p1



MOFA D'irector General Miyagawa has asked to meet with someone from the NRC team to discuss
how we assess the state of our collaboration now with the GOJ. Miyagawa is head of MOFA's
Disarmament, Non-Proliferation, and Science Department. He has been attending the evening
meetings at the cabinet and raised the issue of reimbursement at our last session.

He has proposed meeting with us Monday afternoon, anytime except between 2:30 pm and 3 pm. I

and perhaps someone else from my office would like to join you.

Will a NRC representative be available?

Marc

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
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Quayle, Lisa

From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 4:52 AM
To: Ali, Syed; Blarney, Alan; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo; Emche, Danielle; Giessner, John;

Jackson, Todd; Miller, Marie; Monninger, John; NRC Team at USAID; Scott, Michael; Sheikh,
Abdul; Stahl, Eric; Taylor, Robert; Way, Ralph

Cc: RST01 Hoc
Subject: FW: Closeout for Impact due to Flooding

From: Hoc, RST16
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 5:45 AM
To: RST01 Hoc
Subject: Closeout for Impact due to Flooding

Initial calculations on the pressure impact due to flooding the drywell have produced results with such high levels of
uncertainty that they are not useful. The high level of uncertainty is due to the need to estimate or use parameters with
a wide variability of reported values (i.e., drywell leakage and concentration of non-condensable gases). Therefore, we

do not recommend continuing this analysis.
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Quayle, Lisa

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

RST01 Hoc
Sunday, April 03, 2011 3:25 AM
Ali, Syed; Blarney, Alan; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo; Emche, Danielle; Giessner, John;
Jackson, Todd; Miller, Marie; Monninger, John; NRC Team at USAID; Scott, Michael; Sheikh,
Abdul; Stahl, Eric; Taylor, Robert; Way, Ralph
RST01 Hoc
RPV Breach Determination
RPV Breach Determination - GE 02apr2011 .pdf



S.

Start

less than 50 psig above

Suppression Chamnbe

Pressure?

YES

s drywell hydrogen

concentration

RPV Breach Determination
Breach Signature:
IF all of the conditions which can be observed are

NO observed

Prolonged existence of ALL of following:
*RPV water level < BAF
*RPV injection < MDRIR
*RPV lower head metal temperature or bottom head
drain temperature >575 degrees F

N 0 The conditions above indicate loss of in-vessel debris
cooling with some or all of debris relocated to lower
plenum.

Concurrent existence of:
* Increasing Drywell pressure trend
*Decrease in difference between RPV and Drywell
pressure (if RPV>DW to start)

NO *Increasing Drywell temperature trends

The conditions above are indicators of RPV breach
with concurrent effects on DW

RPV BREACHED( I PV NOT BREACHED
Information Not Verified

I I

02 April 2011
GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy Americas, LLC



Quayle, Lisa

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Attachments:

OPA Resource
Monday, April 04, 2011 12:33 PM
Ash, Darren; Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore, Nancy; Bergman,
Thomas; Bollwerk, Paul; Bonaccorso, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot;
Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar, Patrice; Burnell, Scott; Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia;
Chandrathil, Prema; Clark, Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret, Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie; Cutler,
Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dricks, Victor;
Droggitis, Spiros; Flory, Shirley; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney, Catherine; Hannah,
Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan, Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary;
Holahan, Patricia; Holian, Brian; Jacobssen, Patricia; Jaczko, Gregory; Jasinski, Robert;
Jenkins, Verlyn; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Andrea; Kock, Andrea; Kotzalas, Margie; Ledford,
Joey; Lee, Samson; Leeds, Eric; Lepre, Janet; Lew, David; Lewis, Antoinette; Loyd, Susan;
Magwood, William; McCrary, Cheryl; McGrady-Finneran, Patricia; McIntyre, David; Mensah,
Tanya; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Monninger, John; Montes, David; Nieh, Ho; Ordaz, Vonna;
Ostendorff, William; Owen, Lucy; Powell, Amy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Reddick, Darani;
Regan, Christopher; Reyes, Luis; Riddick, Nicole; RidsSecyMailCenter Resource; Riley
(OCA), Timothy; Rohrer, Shirley; Samuel, Olive; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schmidt,
Rebecca; Scott, Catherine; Screnci, Diane; Shaffer, Vered; Shane, Raeann; Sharkey, Jeffry;
Sheehan, Neil; Sheron, Brian; Siurano-Perez, Osiris; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Svinicki,
Kristine; Tabatabai, Omid; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Renee; Temp, WDM; Uhle, Jennifer;
Uselding, Lara; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Rosetta; Walker-Smith,
Antoinette; Weaver, Doug; Weber, Michael; Weil, Jenny; Werner, Greg; Wiggins, Jim;
Williams, Evelyn; Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
Speech: Side Event on Fukushima Daiichi Accident, 5th Review Meeting of the Convention
on Nuclear Safety, Prepared Remarks of NRC Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko, April 4, 2011,
Vienna, Austria
s-1 1-01 l.docx

Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Remarks as Prepared for Delivery
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko

Side Event on Fukushima Daiichi Accident
51h Review Meeting of the Convention on Nuclear Safety

April 4, 2011
Vienna, Austria

I would like to reiterate my condolences to all those who have been affected by the
earthquake and tsunami in Japan. Our hearts go out to all who have been dealing with the
aftermath of these natural disasters, and we are mindful of the long and difficult road they will
face in recovering. We know that the people of Japan are resilient and strong, and we have every
confidence that they will come through this terrible time and move forward, with resolve, to
rebuild their vibrant country.

I made a brief visit to Japan last week. I wanted to convey a message of support and
cooperation to our Japanese counterparts there and to assess the ongoing situation. I also met
with senior Japanese government and TEPCO officials, and consulted with a team of experts
from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission who went to Japan as part of our assistance
effort.

NRC Response to Japan Events

I'd like to take a few minutes to address the response of the NRC to the tragic events in
Japan, and then to briefly describe how we plan to proceed.

On Friday, March 11, when the earthquake and tsunami struck, the NRC's headquarters
Operations Center began operating on a 24-hour basis to monitor and analyze events at nuclear
power plants in Japan. At the request of the Japanese government, and through the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID), the NRC sent a team of its technical experts to
provide on-the-ground support, and we have been in continual contact with them since that time.
And, within the United States, the NRC has been working closely with other Federal agencies as
part of our government's response to the situation.

Shortly after 4:00 AM (Washington, DC time) on Friday, March 11 th, the NRC
Emergency Operations Center made the first telephone call to inform NRC management of the
earthquake and the potential impact on U.S. plants. We went into monitoring mode at our



Emergency Operations Center, and the NRC's initial focus was on the possible impacts of the
tsunami on U.S. plants and radioactive materials on the West Coast, and in Hawaii, Alaska, and
U.S. Territories in the Pacific.

We were in communication with our licensees and our resident inspectors at Diablo
Canyon Power Plant and San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station in California, and the
Radiation Control Program Directors for California, Washington, Oregon and Hawaii.

On that same day, we began interactions with our Japanese regulatory counterparts and
dispatched two experts to Japan to help at the embassy in Tokyo.

By Monday, March 14, we had dispatched a total of 11 NRC staff to Japan. We have
subsequently rotated in additional staff to continue on-the-ground assistance in Japan. The
areas of focus for this team are: 1) to assist the Japanese government and respond to requests
from our Japanese regulatory counterparts; 2) to support the U.S. Ambassador and the U.S.
government assistance effort.

On Wednesday, March 16, we collaborated with other U.S. government agencies and
decided to advise American citizens to evacuate within a 50-mile range around the plant. We
believed this decision was a prudent course of action, and would be consistent with what we
would do in a similar situation in the United States. This evacuation range was predicated on the
information that we had available at the time, which indicated the possibility that reactor cores
and spent fuel pools may have been compromised.

We have been working with an extensive range of stakeholders regarding the Japan
situation, including the White House, Congressional staff, our state regulatory counterparts, a
number of other federal agencies, and the international regulatory bodies around the world.

Steps Already Taken

The NRC's program of continuous improvement in the future will include lessons learned
from the events in Japan. We already have begun enhancing inspection activities through
temporary instructions to our inspection staff, including the resident inspectors and the inspectors
in our four Regional offices.

We've also issued an information notice to licensees to make them aware of activities
they should undertake to verify that their capabilities to mitigate conditions due to severe
accidents-including the loss of significant operational and safety systems-are in effect and
operational. Specific conditions include a total loss of electric power, flooding, and damage from
seismic events.

On their own initiative, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) issued a Level
I Event Report (highest level) to its members on March 15, identifying four actions requiring
written responses. Those include walkdowns and verifications of capabilities to address large
fires and explosions; severe accident management guidelines; mitigation of station blackout
conditions; internal and external flooding, and fire and flooding events that could be impacted by
a concurrent seismic event.
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NRC Plans Moving Forward

While we are confident about the safety of U.S. nuclear power plants, our regulatory
agency has a responsibility to the American people to undertake a systematic and methodical
review of the safety of our domestic facilities, in light of the natural disaster and the resulting
nuclear situation in Japan. Examining all available information is an essential part of that effort.

On March 21, my fellow Commissioners and I established a senior level task force to
conduct a comprehensive review of our processes and regulations to determine whether the
agency should make improvements to our regulatory system.

This review will be conducted in a short-term and a longer-term timeframe. The short-
term review has already begun, and will identify potential or preliminary near-term operational
or regulatory issues. A longer-term review will begin as soon as we have sufficient information
from Japan. That review will be completed in six months from the beginning of the evaluation.
The task force's reports will be publicly available.

The task force will evaluate all technical and policy issues related to the event to
identify additional potential research, generic issues, changes to the reactor oversight process,
rulemakings, and adjustments to the regulatory framework that should be pursued by the NRC.
We also expect to evaluate issues that may involve multiple U.S. Government agencies, such
as emergency preparedness. We will seek input from all key stakeholders during this process.
Based on what we learn in our review, we will take all of the appropriate actions that are
necessary to ensure the continuing safety of the American people.

We will also continue to communicate closely with our regulatory counterparts
throughout this process. As we navigate lessons-learned efforts in the months ahead,
international cooperation takes on new importance. The IAEA has a significant role to play in
facilitating information-sharing among countries as we undertake this process. To that end, we
commend Director General Amano's announcement of the Agency's intention to host a
ministerial-level conference in June. We are also pleased to support the IAEA as it works to
address and incorporate the events at Fukushima into its activities in various technical
disciplines, as well as continuing its work in areas that have already been identified as nuclear
safety and security priorities.

Over the next few days, contracting parties to the Convention on Nuclear Safety will
have the opportunity to present information on their nuclear safety programs and receive
feedback from their counterparts. This review process provides us with an important venue to
address the events in Japan and begin to formulate plans for short- and long-term cooperation.
But in addition, it continues to serve a critical purpose in generally advancing nuclear safety
worldwide. We are pleased to be part of this process.

We commend the IAEA staff for its hard work in preparing for the Convention review
meeting and continuing to facilitate the provision of assistance to the Japanese people. I
appreciate the opportunity to address you this evening.
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Quayle, Lisa

From: Casto, Chuck
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 6:36 AM
To: ET07 Hoc; Collins, Elmo; Dorman, Dan
Subject: Re: Chairman Call Tonight (your time)

Yes. 24/7. I will call in.

Chuck

From: ET07 Hoc
To: Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo; Dorman, Dan
Sent: Mon Apr 04 07:14:12 2011
Subject: Chairman Call Tonight (your time)

The Chairman has delayed the call from 8AM EDT to 11:30 am EDT, which is midnight-ish in Tokyo. Will anyone from the

Tokyo Team be up and available to call in?
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Quayle, Lisa

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Taylor, Robert
Monday, April 04, 2011 3:06 AM
Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo; Monninger, John
Daily Bullets from NRC Japan RST - 4-4-11 .docx
Daily Bullets from NRC Japan RST - 4-4-11 .docx
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4/3 bullets - NRC Japan RST

" The NRC held its standard 1100 JST meeting with NISA and TEPCO.
" This meeting continues to facilitate good communications on the current plant status at

Daiichi, issues of mutual interest, and plans moving forward.
o For the first time, the NRC, NISA, and TEPCO had a detailed discussion of

technical issues related to differences in assumptions between the Consortium's
assessment of hydrogen explosion risks and those from TEPCO.

o The NRC received TEPCO's written questions and concerns and is working with
the Consortium to prepare a response.

o TEPCO informed the NRC that it plans to begin inerting the Unit 1 containment
tomorrow, April 5th

o NISA again requested Consortium views on what plant conditions would need to
be such that the risk of an additional major event or release would be low. This is
being worked by the Consortium



Quayle, Lisa

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hay, Michael
Monday, April 04, 2011 10:47 PM
Collins, Elmo
Casto, Chuck
RE: Request
Japan Team Work Objectives 4-3.docx

---- Original Message ---
From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 8:48 PMV
To: Hay, Michael
Subject: Request

Pis e-mail to me and Chuck the draft global assessment plan Thanks Elmo



Japan Team - Work Objectives for the Week of April 3, 2011

Complete the following:

Overall Objective:
A Package providing a 'Current State' Overall Assessment of the Current status of Fukushima
reactors and plans moving forward.

Mike Hay will receive all inputs from the team and develop the package.

Rudy H. - Timeline of events for Fukushima site by reactor (task HQ RST) 4/11

Protective Measures Team Items:
1. Provide summary of the bases for the return of those U.S. citizens who voluntarily

evacuated areas beyond 50 miles. Marie
2. Criterion to consider in order to relax the recommendation to evacuate U.S. citizens

within 50 miles. Marie
3. Pursue the deployment of RADNET to the Fukushima area. Marie
4. PAR's based on Sandia MAX report. Marie
5. Provide Joe Hughart's's preliminary characterization of Fukushima hydrology - Marie
6. Provide information to support NOAA's assessment of seawater dispersion of

radioactive material. Marie
7. Summary of RASCAL and NARAC results - Mike Call
8. Results from the Health Effects Working Groups (American-Japanese task force). Todd
9. Naval Reactors and DOE dose assessment in warm and hot zones - Mike Call

Reactor Safety Team Items: Allen Blamey
1. Consortium assessment and recommendations for containment flooding
2. Consortium qualitative assessment and opinions regarding long term feed and bleed

including qualitative assessment of the point in time (if it exists) when containment
flooding does not offer additional benefit

3. Most recent status document which shows the difference between our understanding of
conditions vs what TEPCO understands

4. Structural integrity assessments
5. Other technical assessments?
6. For information sources: summarize information gathering activities, meetings and

provide an assessment of the degree of "penetration" into Japanese entities.
7. Sandia quantitative assessments
8. Obtain summary assessment from Naval Reators



International:
1. Conduct a technical coordination meeting of U.S. entities to assemble a consolidated list

of planned activities regarding Fukishima

Provide an assessment of the plans moving forward (eg equipment, industry support, U.S. Govt.
roles and activities)

Assemble presentation



Howell, Art

From: Kennedy, Kriss
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 2:57 PM
To: Howell, Art
Subject: RE: Task force support and outline

I propose TSB, with Mike Hay as the POC with Dale Powers filling in until Mike returns.

From: Howell, Art
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 2:10 PM
To: Kennedy, Kriss
Subject: FW: Task force support and outline
Importance: High

Kriss,

Who would be a good POC?

From: Sanfilippo, Nathan
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 7:49 AM
To: Howell, Art
Subject: FW: Task force support and outline
Importance: High

Art-

We never heard back from Elmo - so we wanted to make sure you had this.

Thanks,

Nathan

From: Miller, Charles
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:32 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Johnson, Michael; Wiggins, Jim; Sheron, Brian; Moore, Scott; Zimmerman, Roy; Dean, Bill; McCree,
Victor; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo; Haney, Catherine; Doane, Margaret
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Borchardt, Bill; Grobe, lack; Holahan, Gary; Williamson, Edward; Spencer, Mary;
Cubbage, Amy; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Dorman, Dan
Subject: Task force support and outline
Importance: High

Over the course of the past week, the task force has been chartered (attached) and begun its work. We have

developed a working outline (also attached) that the task force will follow in pursuing this task. During this

effort, we will need support from various agency technical experts from many of your offices or regions. We

expect this input to largely be in the form of technical advice, informal briefings, and pulled from existing

documents which will aid us in formulating our recommendations to the Commission. Please let me know the

best way to coordinate support with your office. One method would be to identify a primary point of contact to

coordinate support for the task force; however, I'm open to other suggestions to suit your needs. We will try to

minimize the impact on your offices and regions resources so that you can continue to go about your normal

agency responsibilities and duties.

I



To date, the task force has had the benefit of interviewing some members of the team dispatched to Japan to
gain their insights and seek their feedback on the scope of our efforts (included in the attached outline). In
addition, Dan Dorman will be joining the task force upon return from Japan which will further inform our efforts.

I appreciate your continued cooperation to ensure the success of this agency effort. For example, we have
already been able to schedule meetings next week with agency seismic and flooding experts. We will keep
you informed as the review progresses, particularly on matters that could affect your programs.
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Howell, Art

From: Sanfilippo, Nathan
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 7:49 AM
To: Howell, Art
Subject: FW: Task force support and outline
Attachments: Task Force Report Outline.docx; Charter.docx

Importance: High

Art-

We never heard back from Elmo - so we wanted to make sure you had this.

Thanks,
Nathan

From: Miller, Charles
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:32 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Johnson, Michael; Wiggins, Jim; Sheron, Brian; Moore, Scott; Zimmerman, Roy; Dean, Bill; McCree,
Victor; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo; Haney, Catherine; Doane, Margaret
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Borchardt, Bill; Grobe, Jack; Holahan, Gary; Williamson, Edward; Spencer, Mary;
Cubbage, Amy; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Dorman, Dan
Subject: Task force support and outline
Importance: High

Over the course of the past week, the task force has been chartered (attached) and begun its work. We have
developed a working outline (also attached) that the task force will follow in pursuing this task. During this
effort, we will need support from various agency technical experts from many of your offices or regions. We
expect this input to largely be in the form of technical advice, informal briefings, and pulled from existing
documents which will aid us in formulating our recommendations to the Commission. Please let me know the
best way to coordinate support with your office. One method would be to identify a primary point of contact to
coordinate support for the task force; however, I'm open to other suggestions to suit your needs. We will try to
minimize the impact on your offices and regions resources so that you can continue to go about your normal
agency responsibilities and duties.

To date, the task force has had the benefit of interviewing some members of the team dispatched to Japan to
gain their insights and seek their feedback on the scope of our efforts (included in the attached outline). In
addition, Dan Dorman will be joining the task force upon return from Japan which will further inform our efforts.

I appreciate your continued cooperation to ensure the success of this agency effort. For example, we have
already been able to schedule meetings next week with agency seismic and flooding experts. We will keep
you informed as the review progresses, particularly on matters that could affect your programs.
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Draft - 4/1/11

Organization of the Fukushirna Task Force Report

1. Introduction

2. Commission Direction - Task Force Charter

3. Summary of the Events at Fukushima Daiichi

a. Earthquake
b. Tsunami
c. Long-term loss of AC power
d. Loss of cooling
e. Core and spent fuel damage
f. Hydrogen explosions
g. Radiological releases

We will write at the summary level. We need to collect information from other
sources, create our write-up, and then have others review for validity (NRR OpE?).

4. Discussion of Approach to Formulating Recommendations
a. Use of safety goals?
b. Use of regulatory analysis guidelines?

5. Evaluation of NRC regulatory requirements, programs, and processes, and their
implementation at U.S. plants (generically, by type/location, individually as appropriate)

a. Screening Discussion
i. Short-term review vs. long-term review

ii. What is in scope vs. out of scope?

b. Protection from Natural Phenomena
i. Evaluation of the design basis and safety margins for seismic events

1. Have U.S. plants considered the right bounding conditions for
seismic events? (Does GI-199 need to be accelerated? Is current

action enough?)
ii. Evaluation of the design basis and safety margins for external events to

protect against long-term station blackout (core and SFP?)
1. Seismic
2. Tsunami
3. Other Flooding Issues

a. Hurricanes (storm surge)
b. Dam failures (flooding level)

Offc-ia se n " ormation
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c. Probable maximum precipitation (rivers and stream
flooding, blizzard)

d. Internal flooding
4. External Fires
5. High Winds

a. Hurricane winds
b. Tornado winds
c. Tornado missile

6. Sequentially related external events (e.g., earthquake causes
tsunami)

iii. Evaluation of the design basis and safety margins for spent fuel pool
integrity and cooling

c. Mitigation
i. Strategies for mitigating accidents at single or multiple units; including

challenges from unit interactions
1. Strategies to Prevent Core Damage during a Long-Term Station

Blackout (SBO)
a. SBO rule and implementation
b. SBO restoration capabilities and issues
c. Instrumentation availability
d. Staffing availability/effectiveness/protection
e. Emergency operating procedures (EOPs) for coping with

loss of A/C
f. Severe accident management guidelines (SAMGs) for

coping with loss of A/C
g. 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2)-type measures for coping with loss of

A/C
2. Strategies to Prevent Fuel Damage in the Spent Fuel Pool

a. SBO rule and implementation
b. SBO restoration capabilities and issues
c. Instrumentation availability
d. Staffing availability/effectiveness/protection
e. Emergency operating procedures (EOPs) for coping with

loss of A/C
f. Severe accident management guidelines (SAMGs) for

coping with loss of A/C
g. 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2)-type measures for coping with loss of

A/C
h. Other spent fuel pool failure mechanisms

3. Strategies for Maintaining Reactor Containment Function
a. SAMGs
b. 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2)-type measures
c. Instrumentation availability
d. Staffing availability/effectiveness/protection

O Iia.= e-.a•- Predecisiomationý
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e. Containment Performance Improvement program
i. Containment venting capabilities
ii. Hardened vents

f. Hydrogen control measures
g. SAMG training and procedures

4. Strategies for Maintaining Spent Fuel Pool Containment Function
a. SAMGs
b. 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2)-type measures
c. Instrumentation availability
d. Hydrogen combustion control measures
e. SAMG training and procedures

d. Preparedness and Response to Emergencies (note: consider MOX)
i. Evaluation of Planning Framework

1. Protection from Plume Exposure
a. Emergency Planning Zone
b. Protective Action Recommendations
c. Use and availability of KI
d. External event challenges/infrastructure damage
e. Evacuation Time Estimates

2. Protection from Ingestion Pathways
a. Emergency Planning Zone
b. Protective Action Recommendations
c. Measures to control food and water exposures
d. External event challenges/infrastructure damage

ii. Licensee Dose Projection Capability
iii. Radiation Monitoring (onsite/offsite)
iv. Emergency Communications During Natural Disasters and SBO

1. Emergency Response Data System
2. Availability and capability of communications equipment

v. Command and Control
1. Agreements with outside organizations to support utility
2. Impact on licensee when NRP is invoked

e. Evaluation of NRC Programs
i. Reactor inspection
ii. Near-term licensing impacts

iii. Safety/security interface

6. International Cooperation and Coordination

7. Information Provided by Stakeholders

8. Conclusions and Recommendations
a. Applicability regardless of initiating event
b. Sufficiency of structure to ensure safety goals remain met
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c. Priority?
d. Recommendations

i. Near-term/immediate operational or regulatory issues
ii. Long-term recommendations for follow-up

1. Issues
2. Research
3. Resources

e. Conclusions
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Quayle, Lisa

From: Stahl, Eric
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:15 AM
To: 'Morimura, Stephanie (TDY/PAS)'; 'meirx@state.gov'
Cc: Emche, Danielle; Harrington, Holly; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo
Subject: RE: Nuclear-related Messages
Attachments: NRC Input for Embassy Nuclear Fact Sheet.docx

Stephanie and Richard -

Please find NRC's draft input for the Embassy Fact Sheet on nuclear-related assistance attached. Please feel free to
tweak as needed.

Thanks,
Eric

From: Stahl, Eric
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 12:42 AM
To: 'Morimura, Stephanie (TDY/PAS)'
Cc: 'meirx@state.gov'; Emche, Danielle; Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Nuclear-related Messages

Stephanie -

Nice meeting you this morning too. I think your draft messages below are on target. I'm CCing Holly Harrington at the
NRC's Office of Public Affairs at NRC Headquarters, who may be able to assist you with crafting high-level messages
concerning NRC's role.

I'm working on inputs for the fact sheet and will try to provide that in the next couple of hours.

Thanks,

Eric

From: Morimura, Stephanie (TDY/PAS) [mailto:TDYMorimuraS(state.gov1
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 10:06 PM
To: guilia.bisconti(hq.doe.cov; Stahl, Eric
Cc: Mei, Richard X; Basalla, Suzanne I; Fuller, Matthew G; Quade, Christopher P; Largent, Dale A; Duncan, Aleshia D;
Hoffmann, Phillip P; Zumwalt, James P
Subject: Nuclear-related Messages

Hi - Great meeting you just now. I've attached the top line messages we have on humanitarian assistance I mentioned,

for your information.
In addition to the fact sheet we discussed, we'd like to come up with a similar messages document related to nuclear
issues.

I'll take a shot at drafting up some messages for discussion but basically I'm thinking we should focus on:
- Experts from the U.S. - DOE, NRC, military, the private sector - are here to provide assistance and expertise to

Japanese counterparts, at the request of the Japanese
- The different players have different roles and focus, but all are coordinating with Japanese counterparts

1v



We are not leading the efforts
We don't want to cause alarm with our messages or presence, and we don't want to be effusive in praise of the
efforts so far
We value getting accurate information and coordinating efforts
Our fact sheets will help in getting accurate information out

All -- what do you think?

Best regards,

Stephanie

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
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NRC Input for Embassy Nuclear-Related Assistance Fact Sheet

As part of the USAID response to the earthquake and tsunami in Japan, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) has sent a team of experts to Tokyo to provide technical advice
to the Government of Japan and U.S. Embassy, as requested.

" The NRC has maintained a working relationship with its regulatory counterpart, the
Japanese Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) for many years. Since soon after
the earthquake struck, the NRC team has maintained a continuous dialogue with NISA
on a number of topics, including daily updates of the plant's status, severe accident
analysis, radiation protection, shielding, and fuel removal.

* An NRC team of subject matter experts on reactor safety, protective measures and
international relations have been stationed in Tokyo since March 15. The team is being
supported by additional NRC experts working in the NRC Headquarters Operations
Center near Washington, D.C.

* NRC Chairman, Dr. Gregory Jaczko, traveled to Tokyo on March 28, to directly convey a
message of support and cooperation to his counterparts, and to assess the current
situation. During his visit, Chairman Jaczko met with senior Japanese government and
TEPCO officials.

* NRC has coordinated with other elements of the U.S. Government and nuclear industry
in providing technical assistance and equipment to aid in mitigation of the events at the
Fukushima Daiichi site, as requested by the Government of Japan.

* The Institute of Nuclear Power Operators is leading the U.S. industry response to the
situation at Fukushima Daiichi and is working closely with the Tokyo Electric Power
Company and the U.S. Government.



Achen, Stephanie

From: Replogle, George
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:12 PM
To: Baca, Bernadette
Subject: FW: NRR Q&A Database

Importance: High

From: Replogle, George
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:50 PM
To: Munroe, Stacey
Subject: FW: NRR Q&A Database
Importance: High

foia

From: Quails, Phil
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:01 PM
To: Replogle, George; Melfi, Jim
Subject: FW: NRR Q&A Database
Importance: High

Lot of good questions, lots of poor answers.

From: Cheok, Michael
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 11:58 AM
To: NRRDRAAADB Distribution; NRRDRAAFPB Distribution; NRRDRAAPLA Distribution; NRRDRAAPOB
Distribution; NRRDRADO Distribution
Subject: FW: NRR Q&A Database
Importance: High

FYI - a good database for Qs & As for the Fukushima events.

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:46 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Grobe, Jack; Boger, Bruce; Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Brown, Frederick; Cheok, Michael; Evans,
Michele; Ferrell, Kimberly; Galloway, Melanie; Giitter, Joseph; Giwines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen;
Lee, Samson; Lubinski, John; McGinty, Tim; Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William; Skeen, David; Thomas, Brian; Westreich,
Barry
Subject: FYI: NRR Q&A Database
Importance: High

Up and running & populated with OPA approved Qs & As. EDO may announce in an EDO Update. Content
control maintained by DORL. Link below.

http://portal.nrc.•ov/edo/nrr/dorl/japan/Shared%20Documents/Questions%20and%20Answers.aspx
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Howell, Art

From: Wiggins, Jim
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Howell, Art
Subject: FW: FYI - Nyt article RESPONSE

fyi

----- Original Message -----
From: Wiggins, Jim
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:41 AM
To: Howell, Linda; Leeds, Eric; Sheron, Brian; Johnson, Michael;. Moore, Scott; Haney, Catherine; Dean, Bill;
McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo
Cc: Weber, Michael; Virgilio, Martin; Burnell, Scott; Powell, Amy; Doane, Margaret; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: FW: FYI - Nyt article RESPONSE

Here is a good statement that can be used by staff in response to questions from stakeholders on the NYT article on
the Japan event.

----- Original Message -----
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnellanrc.,ov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:04 AM
To: Shapiro, Nicholas S.; Brenner, Eliot; 'Dan.Leistikow@hq.doe.gov'; Bentz, Julie A.
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Doane, Margaret; Batkin, Joshua; Weber, Michael
Subject: RE: Nyt article

All;

The agency continues to develop a path towards releasing the assessment documents. In the meantime, here is
the current NRC response to the NY Times article:

The March 26 document represented an interim snapshot of what NRC staff and other experts considered as
possible conditions inside the damaged units at Fukushima-Daiichi; the document does not reflect our
understanding of the current situation. Based on those possible conditions, the NRC staffs recommendations
should be considered prudent measures; they are not offered as the only possible solutions. We shared those
recommendations with the Japanese operator and regulator of the plants. We understand they are pursuing an
alternative set of strategies to control the plants and ensure the safety of the people working at the plants and living
nearby. We are working with our counterparts to consider these strategies and explore additional steps that could
enhance safety.

Thank you.

Scott Burnell

>N,,V2
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Howell, Art

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 2:06 PM
To: Howell, Art
Subject: FW: start the dialogue

Art,

Please see the highlighted part below. Thanks.

Michele

From: Casto, Chuck
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:45 AM
To: Virgilio, Martin
Cc: Weber, Michael; Collins, Elmo; Evans, Michele
Subject: start the dialogue

Ok, let me take a leap here ...... for the sake of discussion, let me tee this up .....

The industry has opened up some communications with TEPCO, but they still are not fully functional. DOE
has no presence other than PNL and Sandia here. The TEPCO draft strategic plan has prolonged conditions
for full stability of cooling. My feeling is that the Embassy is worried about Agencies scaling down. I don't think
a team of much less than 9 is functional at this point given the demands.

Therefore, I would suggest that we identify 4 names to replace the 4 people that we have on the reactor safety
team. That's severe accident experience. Lot's of EOP/SAMG experience.

We need at LEAST one, better if we have two, protective measures people.....we need an ingestion pathway
person and a "plume" person. Region IV has outstanding talent in thesse areags-.

Depending on what Elmo plans, you might want to line up someone to "try" replacing him.....for me, if you go
that route, I would suggest someone at least a deputy division director, division director or deputy office
director..... someone like a Jim Anderson, Mike Cheok .......

Thoughts?

casto

K2~2
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Achen, Stephanie

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Replogle, George
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:13 PM
Baca, Bernadette
FW: Japan may have lost race to save nuclear reactor I World news I guardian.co.uk
Plant StatusMarch 30.pdf

foia

----- Original Message -----
From: Qualls, Phil
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Replogle, George
Subject: FW: Japan may have lost race to save nuclear reactor I World news I guardian.co.uk



Information on Status of Nuclear Power
Plants in Fukushima

Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.

Policy on information and compilation
This JAIF-compiled information chart represents the situation, phenomena, and operations in which JAIF estimates
and guesses the reactors and related facilities are, based on the latest data and information directly and indirectly
made available by the relevant organizations when JAIF' s updating works done. Consequently, JAIF may make
necessary changes to descriptions in the chart, once (1) new developments have occurred in the status of reactors
and facilities and (2) JAIF has judged so needed after reexamining the prior information and judgments.
JAIF will do its best to keep tracks on the information on the nuclear power plants quickly and accurately.



Status of nuclear power plants in Fukushima as of 21:00 March 30 (Estimated by JAIF)
Power Station Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station

Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6

Electric / Thermal Power output (MW) 460 / 1380 784 / 2381 784 / 2381 784 / 2381 784 / 2381 1100/3293

Type of Reactor BWR-3 BWR-4 BWR-4 BWR-4 BWR-4 BWR-5

Operation Status at the earthquake occurred In Service -> Shutdown In Service -> Shutdown In Service -> Shutdown Outage Outage Outage

Fuel assemblies loaded in Core 400 548 548 No fuel rods 548 764

Core and Fuel Integrity (Loaded fuel assemblies Damaged Damage d Damaged No fuel rods Not Damaged Not Damaged

Reactor Pressure Vessel structural integrity Unknown Unknown Unknown Not Damaged Not Damaged Not Damaged

Containment Vessel structural integrity Not Damaged (estimation) Damage and Leakage Suspected Not damaged (estimation) Not Damaged Not Damaged Not Damaged

Core cooling requiring AC power I Not necessary
(Not;Functi Not Functional Not Functional ' Not necessary Functional Functional

Core cooling requiring AC power 2 N IoFunctioning Functioning• .,• .Not Functional: •.=.•". .. Not F, unctional .'' No ,t Functional . '* Not necessary
(Cooling through Heat Exchangers) -- • ... ... : ,' ,., .,. .. , ': . . .. . .. .• * :• . .. .,. .. " '.".(in cold shutdown) (in cold shutdown)

BuilingntegitySaevely.amaged . -',Severely Damagd' . .!.'. Severely D iaged>...,. Open a vent hole on the rooftop for avoiding

Building Integrity "__:__ _"__.__ .(Hydrogen E xpiosi 6n) . Slightly Damaged (Hydrogen Ex.plosion): ., (Hydrogen Exp p ion):. .':'.. hydrogen explosion

Water Level of the Rector Pressure Vessel Fuel exposed partially or fully 6Fuel exposed partiallyor fully Fuel exposed partially or fully. Safe Safe Safe

Pressure / Temperature of the Reactor Gradually increasing / Decreased a little Unknown / Stable Unknown Safe Safe Safe
Pressure Vessel after increasing over 400°C on 24th

Containment Vessel Pressure Decreased a little after increasing up to Stable Stable Safe Safe Safe
0.4Mpa on 24th

Water injection to core (Accident Management) Continuing (Switch from seawater to Continuing (Switch from Continuing (Switch from
Freshwater) seawater to Freshwater) seawater to Freshwater) Not necessary Not necessary Not necessary

Water injection to Containment Vessel (AM) (To be confirmed) to be decided (Seawater) (To be confirmed) Not necessary Not necessary Not necessary

Containment Venting (AM) Temporally stopped Temporally stopped Temporally stopped Not necessary Not necessary Not necessary

Fuel assemblies stored in Spent Fuel Pool 292 587 514 1331 946 876

Fuel Integrity in the spent fuel pool Unknown Unknown Damage Suspected Possibly damaged Not Damaged Not Damaged

Cooling of the spent fuel pool Water injection to be considered Seawater Injection continue Seawater spray.contirrueand Seawater•spray contiue Pool cooling capability Pool cooling capability was
craneecwa of.re Hdiro'gen from th~ poo Id d wa eovered recovered

Main Control Room Habitability & Operability .. Poor due toloss'ofA•Opower h ..R.,- ,: .ii":pordue to loss of AC. powar " Notdamged(ei,stimate
MainConrolRoomHaita__ity_&_Oprabilit ( 'i•" +'Lighting working in the control room at Unit.1 and 2.): . " (Lightirg Worinir'in the con6ol room at Unit 3 and 4.).,a

Radiation level: 1.05mSv/h at the south side of the office builiding, 163 y Sv/h at the Main gate. 75 11 Sv/h at the West gate, as of 15:00, Mar. 30th
Radioactive material was detected from milk and agricultural products from Fukushima and neighboring prefectures. The government issue order to limit shipment (Mar. 21st-) and intake (Mar. 23rd-)
for some products from some areas.
Radioactive iodine was detected from tap water sampled at some prefecture. Level of iodine in tap water temporally exceed the provisional legal limit for infant consumption.
Radioactive Iodine. Cesium. Ruthenium, and Tellurium were detected from seawater sample collected in the sea surrounding the power station.

Environmental effect Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan released prediction of radioactive material spread caused by the accident (Mar. 24th). This prediction was based on the calculation using computer code called
SPEEDI (System for Prediction of Environmental Emergency Dose Information).=> http://www.nsc.gojp/info/110323_top-siryo.pdf
Radiation dose higher than 1000 mSv was measured at the surface of water accumulated in the tunnel for laying piping outside Unit 2 turbine building on Mar. 27th.
Plutonium was detected from the soil of the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS site on Mar. 28th. The concentration of plutonium measured is as little as in normal environment, almost the same

as measured in Japan when the nuclear bomb tests were conducted in the atmosphere in the past, and not harmful to human body.

Evacuation 20krm from NPS(Mar. 12) * People who live between 20km to 30km from the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS shall stay in the houses or buildings Mar. 15), should consider leaving Mar. 25).

INES (estimated by NISA) -.;:; ::.. Level 5. :.. .............. ;; . .. : 'Level5 ... -.:. . ". Le-vel 5:.: .. . LeveI3 - -

*Progress of the work to recover injection function
Water injection to the reactor pressure vessel by temporally pumps were switched from seawater to freshwater at Unit 1. 2 and 3. since adverse effect such as erosion is concerned on Mar. 26th.
High radiation makes difficult the work to restore originally installed pumps for injection. Removing water with high concentration of radioactive nuclides in the basement of buildings of Unit Ithrough
3 was partly begun on 26th but is considered to take time to complete. (3 workers were sent to the hospital after heavily exposed on March 24 and discharged on March 28.)
0 Function of containing radioactive material

Remarks It is presumed that radioactive material inside the reactor vessel would have leaked outside the containment vessel at Unit 1, 2 and Unit 3. based on the investigation of the water sampled in the
turbine building from Mar. 24th to 27th. On Mar. 30th, NISA said air may be leaking from the Reactor Pressure Vessel of Unit 2 and 3 because some of their data show the Pressure in the vessels is

low, but there is no indication of large cracks or holes in the vessels,
*Cooling the spent fuel pool
Steam like substance rose intermittently from the reactor building at Unit 1. 2. 3 and 4 has been observed. Injecting and/or spraying water to the spent fuel pool has been conducted on and off
since Mar. 17th.

[Source]
Government Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters: News Release (-3/3019ý00), Press conference
NISA: News Release (-3/30 15:30), Press conference
TEPCO: Press Release (-3/30 16:00), Press Conference

[Abbreviations]
INES: International Nuclear Event Scale NISA: Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency TEPCO: Tokyo Electric Power Company, Inc.

[Significance judged by JAIF]
Low
High

El.Severe (Need immediate action)



Power Station Fukushima Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station
Unit 1 2 1 3 4
Electric / Thermal Power output (MW) 1100 / 3293
Type of Reactor BWR-5 BWR-5 I BWR-5 BWR-5
Operation Status at the earthquake occurred In Service -> Automatic Shutdown

Status All the units are in cold shutdown.
INES (estimated by NISA) Level 3 Level 3 - -- Level 3

Unit-l, 2. 3 & 4. which were in full operation when the earthquake occurred, all shutdown automatically.
External power supply was available after the quake. While injecting water into the reactor pressure vessel using make-up water system, TEPOO

Remarks recovered the core cooling function and made the unit into cold shutdown state one by one.
Latest Monitor Indication:.8U/U Sv/h at 15:00. Mar. 30 at NPS border
Evacuation Area: 10km from NPS

Power Station Onagawa Nuclear Power Station I
Unit 1 2 3
Operation Status at the earthquake occurred In Service -> Automatic Shutdown

Status All the units are in cold shutdown.

Remarks Safe

Power Station Tokai Dai-ni

Operation Status at the earthquake occurred In Service -> Automatic Shutdown

Status In cold shutdown;

Remarks Safe



Parameters in the Table

JAIF picks up these parameters to evaluate safety condition of the nuclear plants during this accident from the view point of the principles of nuclear power plant safety, which are 'Shutdown',

'Cooling" and "Containment'. Then we create the chart. The following diagram is to show the correspondence relation of these parameters in the table to nuclear power plant safety.

Nuclear Power Plant Safety and related items Parameters in the tabi
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Accidents of Fukushima Dai-ichi and Fukushima-Dai-ni Nuclear Power Stations
i 1th 20 1 1 :30

1. Latest Major Incidents and Actions
30th High level of radioactive Iodine, 1-131, which is 3,355 times higher than criterion, was detected in the seawater sampled in the vicinity of the south discharge outlet of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS at 13:55, Mar. 29th.

2. Chronology of Nuclear Power Stations
(1) Fukushima Dalichi NPS

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit-5 and 6

Major ncidents and Actions 11 th 15:42 Report lAW Article 10" (Loss of 1 lth 15:42 Report lAW Article 10* (Loss of 11 th 15:42 Report lAW Article 10' (Loss of 14th 04:08 Water temperature in Spent Fuel Water temperature in SF Storage Pool is increasingspower) power) power) Storage Pool increased at 84'C
'The Act on Special 11 th 16:36 Event falting under Article 15" 1 1th 16:36 Event falling under Article 15* 13th 05:10 Event falling under Article 15" 15th 09:38 Fire occurred on 3rd floor 18th Vent hole was opened oil the rooftop for avoiding
Measures Concerning occurred (Incapability of water injection by core occurred (Incapability of water injection by core
Nuclear Emergency cooling function) cooling function) occurred (Loss of reactor cooling functions) (extinguished spontaneously) hydrogen explosion

12th 00:49 Event falling under Article 15' 14th 13:25 Event falling under Article 15" 13th 08:41 Start venting 16th 05:45 Fire occurred (extinguished 19th 05:00 RHR-pump in the Unit-5 restarted.
occurred (Abnormal rise of CV pressure) occurred (Loss of reactor cooling functions) 13th_08:41_Startventing spontaneously) 19th 22:14 RHR-pump in the Unit-6 restarted.

12th 14:30 Start venting 14th 16:34 Seawater injection to RPV 13th 13:12 Seawater injection to RPV Since 20th, operation of spraying water to the 20th 14:30 Reactor is in cold shutdown mode at Unit-5.
_ spent fuel pool continues. 20th 19 27 Reactor is in cold shutdown mode at Unit-6.

14th 22:50 Report lAW Article 15" (Abnormal 14th 07:44 Event falling under Article 15' 21st 20:00 work to restore external AC power 22nd 19:41 switch to external AC power from
12th 15:36 Hydrogen explosion rise of CV pressure) occurred (Abnormal rise of CV pressure) was interrupted after black smoke rising emergency Diesel generator at unit-5 and 6.
12th 20:20 Seawater injection to RPV 15th 00:00 Start venting 14th 11:01 Hydrogen explosion 22nd 10:35 external AC power becomes 23rd 17:24 RHR-pump stopped automatcally at unit-S.
22nid 11:20 RPV temperature increased 15th 06:10 Sound of explosion, 15th 10:22 Radiation dose 400mSv/h 29th 11:50 lights in the main control room 24th 16:14 RHR-pump of Unit 5, which had failed, was

Suppression Pool damage suspected becomes available replaced and then restarted at unit-5.
Since 23rd, the RPV temperature has been 15th 08:25 White smoke reeked 16th 06:40, 08:47 Radiation Dose 400mSv/h
gradually declining. (157.5°c as of 25th 06:00) near building

24th 10:50 White, steam-like smoke emerged Since 20th, operation of spraying water to the 16th 08:34, 10:00 White smoke reeked
24th____50_White__steam-_iesmokeeerge spent fu~Ipool continues.

24th 11:30 lights in the main control room 21st 18:22 White. steam-like smoke erupted Since 17th, operation of spraying water to the
becomes available from the top of the rector building. spent fuel pool continues.

25th 15:37 Freshwater injection to the reactor 25th 09:00 There is a trace that indicates water 21st 1555 Slightly gray smoke erupted (16:02
started, had flown from R/B to general drain via carry-in settled)startedentrance.

26th 10:10 Freshwater injection to the reactor 22nd 22:46 lights in the main control room
started. becomes available
26th 16:46 lights in the main control room 23rd 16:20 Black smoke erupted from Unit 3
26th vt (i was confirmed that the smoke had settled
becomes available rnd2:0 ____________________

around 23:30)
25th 18:02 Freshwater injection to the reactor
started.

Reactor Water level Reactor Water level Reactor Water level Water temperature of SFP (24th 11:00)
Major Data (A) -1600mm (B) -1600mm (h13:001 -1500mm (30h13:00 (A) -1850mm. (B) -2250mm (3 13 00) (immeasurable) Water temperature of SFP

Unit 5 37.2C (30th 140)
Reactor pressure Reactor pressure Reactor pressure Unit 6 26.5'C (30th 14M
(A) 0.34OMPaG, (B) 0.491MPaG (30th 13:00 (A) -0.023MPaG, (B) -0.023MPaG (30th 13:00 (A) 0.018MPaG, (B) -0.095MPaG (30th 13:00)

CV pressure CV pressure CV pressure
0.230MPaabs (30th 13:00 0.100MPaabs (30th 13:00) 0.tO64MPaabs (30th 13:00

RPV temperature (at feed water line nozzle) Water temperature of SFP
270.1°C (30th 13:0) 48C (30th 13:00

(2) FuKushima Dat-ni NPPs
All units are cold shutdown (Unit-l, 2, 4 have been recovered from a event falling under Article 15")

3. State of Emergency Declaration
11th 19:03 State of nuclear emergency was declared (Fukushima Dai-ni NPS)
12th 07:45 State of nuclear emergency was declared (Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS)

4. Evacuation Order
11th 21:23 PM direction: for the residents within 3km radius from Fukushima I to evacuate, within 10km radius from Fukushima I to stay in-house
12th 05:44 PM direction: for the residents within 10km radius from Fukushima I to evacuate
12th 17:39 PM direction: for the residents within 10km radius from Fukushima 11 to evacuate
12th 18:25 PM direction: for the residents within 20km radius from Fukushima I to evacuate
15th 11:06 PM direction: for the residents within 20-30km radius from Fukushima I to stay in-house
25th Governmental advise: for the residents within 20-30 kni radius from Fukushima I to voluntarily evacuate

SFP;-: Spent Fuel Stlorage P•ool
EDG: Emergency Diesel Generator
RPV: Reactor Pressure Vessel
RIB: Reactor Building
RHR-pump: Residual Heat Removal



Status of the Nuclear Power Plants after the Earthquake
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Accident with Nuclear Fuel Damage Suspected
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Safe
Safe (Not affected by the quake)



Howell, Art

From: Powers, Dale
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 7:09 PM
To: R4DRS-DIV; R4DRP-DIV; R4DNMS-DIV; Howell, Art; Howell, Linda
Subject: FW: information resources on Japan

Dr. Dale A. Powers
Senior Technical Analyst
(800) 952-9677 or (817) 860-8195
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Suite 400, 612 East Lamar Blvd.
Arlington, Texas 76011

From: Deahl, Elizabeth
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 8:58 AM
To: Barkley, Richard; Fong, CJ; Khouri, George; Abraham, Susan; Bonaccorso, Amy; Heher, Patrick; Miller, Ilyne; Powers,
Dale; Murray, Alex; Nichols, Russell
Cc: McGowan, Anna
Subject: information resources on Japan

Hello Technical Library Advisory Board,
The staff of the Technical Library and the Public Document Room have compiled this list of information
resources about the recent Japan events. It covers general NRC information, links to other USG sites,
international organizations, international news and local (Japan) information, and some material in the
Technical Library. We hope that agency staff find this useful.

Please distribute to anyone you feel might be interested. We also welcome suggestions for resources to add to

the list.

http://www.internal.nrc..ov/TICS/news/20110405 iapan.html

Best regards,
Beth

Beth Deahl

Technical Information Center Section

NRC Office of Information Services

elizabeth.deahlenrc.gov

301.415.5684
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Howell, Art

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Johnson, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Wiggins, Jim; Moore, Scott; Mamish, Nader; McCree,

Victor; Lew, David; Satorius, Mark; Howell, Art; Kokajko, Lawrence
Subject: FYI: Spoke with Marty

I just spoke with Marty about the concerns we discussed this am. Marty plans to send an email to all of us describing an
"exit strategy" for the Op Center and Tokyo. He is working with the Chairman and seems confident that we will be able
to down-power our efforts once a definition of stability is agreed upon and reached. Certainly, we'll work the issue
through this weekend and the beginning of next week, but there is hope going forward.

Enjoy the weekend!

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270
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Howell, Art

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Virgilio, Martin
Friday, April 08, 2011 5:58 PM
Muessle, Mary; Andersen, James; Cohen, Miriam; Tracy, Glenn; Dyer, Jim; Evans, Michele;
Wiggins, Jim; Casto, Chuck
Leeds, Eric; Weber, Michael; Borchardt, Bill; Johnson, Michael; Dean, Bill; McCree, Victor;
Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Haney, Catherine; Zimmerman, Roy; Sheron, Brian;
Landau, Mindy; McDermott, Brian; Morris, Scott; Ash, Darren
MEMO: Approval of Operations Center Reduction in Support of the Japan Event
04082011 Memo to EDO.Operations Center Staffing Reduction Japan Event.pdf

All

Please see the attached. This memo supports rightsizing the ops center and site team staffing to match today's
conditions and our efforts to more precisely estimate the number of excepted staff if we have to run the agency under a
government wide shut down (after we have exhausted our funds). In signing this memo the Chairman made clear his
expectations that we would have sufficient staff in the building to support the ops center and the ability to call back
others, if necessary.

Jim/Michele - I will leave the details around implementation to you. The chairman has given us some relief around
when we would need to have the four products available to support a future deputies meeting. He is looking to have
final products in hand by mid week, that have been vetted with the other agencies who have been party to these types
of recommendations in the past.

I know some of managers and staff have been asking what defines success and what is our exit strategy from this
intense near term support. I see this as a step in the right direction. I also see the four products were are developing for
the Chairman (to define stabile conditions at the site, and criteria for allowing Americans back into the areas where they
live and work) as major milestones in that effort.

Finally, I sincerely appreciate all of the contributions, products, and support, and sacrifices you and the staff of NRC have
made. You make me proud to be a part of this organization

Marty

From: Pace, Patti
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 6:19 PM
To: Virgilio, Martin; Borchardt, Bill
Cc: Weber, Michael; Ash, Darren; Sharkey, Jeffry; Sosa, Belkys; Bubar, Patrice; Nieh, Ho; Batkin, Joshua; Coggins,
Angela; Garland, Stephanie; Boyer, Rachel; Cianci, Sandra; Taylor, Renee; Lepre, Janet; Harves, Carolyn; Savoy, Carmel;
Blake, Kathleen; Jimenez, Patricia; Crawford, Carrie; Herr, Linda; Bozin, Sunny; Gibbs, Catina; Speiser, Herald
Subject: MEMO: Approval of Operations Center Reduction in Support of the Japan Event

Good Evening,

Please find subject memo from Chairman Jaczko to EDO, attached.

Thanks,

Patti Pace
Assistant to Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1820 (office)

1.
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0-O1-415-3504 (fax)
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Howell, Art

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 1:51 PM
To: Evans, Michele; Howell, Art; McCree, Victor; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; Haney, Catherine;

Moore, Scott; Sheron, Brian; Johnson, Michael; Leeds, Eric
Cc: Pederson, Cynthia; Lew, David; Wiggins, Jim; Ordaz, Vonna; Uhle, Jennifer; Ruland, William;

Boger, Bruce; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Flanders, Scott; Lewis, Robert; Muessle, Mary;
Mamish, Nader; Howell, Linda; FOIA Response.hoc Resource

Subject: RE: ACTION: Identify 4th wave of NRC staff to Japan

ODs/RAs

Thanks for all of the input I have received so far. Since Wednesday, views regarding composition and length
of stay of the site team to Japan have evolved.

First, be aware that the staff selected to go to Japan will be expected to be deployed for up to 3 weeks, instead
of the previous 2 week commitment. Therefore, staff leaving the country on April 12/13, would return around
May 3/4.

Second, approval has been given for Chuck to maintain a team of about 11 people for the immediate future. It
has been decided that the protective measures component of the team, does not need to have the specific
expertise that was previously noted. Any modeling work/analysis that would need to be done, would be
completed here at HQs. Instead, Chuck has indicated that he is looking for someone with a health physics
background that could assist in briefings and can effectively communicate radiation exposure and
contamination to a lay audience.

I will be in contact with Chuck over the next 24 hours to further discuss the composition of his team of 11. If
there is a skill set needed that hasn't been identified in this email or the one below, I will send you that
information tomorrow.

I still plan to be able to identify at least 4 staff to support Chuck's original request by Sunday, so their travel
could start on 4/12 or 4/13.

With regard to the new request above and any additional request that I learn from Chuck in the next 24 hours,
please provide all nominees by COB on Monday 4/11. Those individuals would be expected to travel later in
the week (target 4/14 or 4/15).

Sorry about this lengthy email. If something is not clear, feel free to call me or email.

Michele
Michele Evans
Acting Deputy OD, NSIR
301-415-3236

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 2:58 PM
To: Howell, Art; McCree, Victor; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; Haney, Catherine; Moore, Scott; Sheron, Brian; Johnson,
Michael; Leeds, Eric
Cc: Pederson, Cynthia; Lew, David; Wiggins, Jim; Ordaz, Vonna; Uhle, Jennifer; Ruland, William; Boger, Bruce; Virgilio,
Martin; Weber, Michael; Flanders, Scott; Lewis, Robert; Muessle, Mary; Mamish, Nader
Subject: ACTION: Identify 4th wave of NRC staff to Japan

1 C9 ?



ODs and RAs:

There is discussion of potentially sending an additional 6 or so staff to Japan.

These individuals would likely depart the USA on April 12 or 13, with a return date of about April 27. (For awareness,
this time period spans religious holidays)

Specifically Chuck is looking for 4 individuals with severe accident experience. Lots of EOP/SAMG experience. He is
looking for two protective measures staff. Specifically an ingestion pathway person and a "plume" person.

As always, looking for these skill sets combined with the best interpersonal skills.

OD/RA ACTION:

1. Please confirm that you received this email.
2. Please identify potential candidates to me by COB Friday April 8.

If you have any questions or need any clarification, please call me. Thank you.

Michele Evans
Acting Deputy OD, NSIR
301-415-3236

2



Achen, Stephanie

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jayroe, Peter
Tuesday, April 19, 2011 12:37 PM
Baca, Bernadette
FOIA 2011-184
Dose Consequences slides.pptx

From: Jayroe, Peter
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 3:32 PM
To: R4DRP-BC; Pruett, Troy
Cc: Howell, Linda
Subject: Fukushima Dose Consequence slides

Seeking your feedback on dose consequences slides...

The first slide explains the EPA/DOE role and provides links to their websites. The websites are pretty good...check them out.

The second slide is an attempt to compare current airborne rad levels to some sort of NRC limit. DAC seemed to be the most reasonable. The blurb about
cancer on the second slide is cut and pasted from the epa website listed on the same slide.

Let me know what you think & what you would add or take away from this. The intent is to succinctly (within 2 slides) communicate the impact to the US from
Fukushima fallout. We could spend 100 slides explaining RP and the biological effects of radiation, but we need to do it in 2. This seemed like the most direct

way to do it.

We can update the EPA survey data before public meetings. I'm sure it will change between now and then.

Peter Jayroe
Project Engineer
NRC Region IV
817-860-8174

1
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Howell, Art

From: Vegel, Anton
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 12:03 PM
To: Kennedy, Kriss
Cc: Howell, Art
Subject: Re: request to NRC to facilitate detection measurements.

Kriss
On monday we should get together and coordinate, hopefully we can get more info on this.
Thanks
Tony V

From: Kennedy, Kriss
To: Gaddy, Vincent
Cc: Pruett, Troy; Vegel, Anton
Sent: Sat Apr 09 11:55:56 2011
Subject: Fw: request to NRC to facilitate detection measurements.

Vince

When is Cooper's outage scheduled to end? (See below - no action at this time).

Kriss

This email is being sent from an NRC Blackberry device.

From: Howell, Art
To: Kennedy, Kriss; Vegel, Anton
Sent: Sat Apr 09 10:31:27 2011
Subject: Fw: request to NRC to facilitate detection measurements.

Perhaps more work coming your way!

From: Leeds, Eric
To: Zimmerman, Roy; Virgilio, Martin
Cc: OST01 HOC; Weber, Michael; ET05 Hoc; Guitter, Joseph; Boger, Bruce; Nelson, Robert; Howell, Art
Sent: Sat Apr 09 10:27:27 2011
Subject: Re: request to NRC to facilitate detection measurements.

NRR will coordinate with the regions to make it happen. We're all over it.

From: Zimmerman, Roy
To: Virgilio, Martin; Leeds, Eric
Cc: OST01 HOC; Weber, Michael; ET05 Hoc
Sent: Fri Apr 08 18:34:05 2011
Subject: RE: request to NRC to facilitate detection measurements.

I'd suggest my good friend Eric take this one and his staff work with NNSA and then regions ........... if he is
agreeable. However, If preferred, we will work it from the Ops Center.

I



Howell, Art

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 12:40 PM
To: Reynolds, Steven; Garchow, Steve; Moore, Carl; Mitman, Jeffrey; Gepford, Heather; Huffert,

Anthony; LIA03 Hoc; LIA06 Hoc
Cc: Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia; Howell, Art; Ferrell, Kimberly; Lee, Samson; McCree,

Victor; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Ruland, William; Gibson, Kathy; Tracy, Glenn;
Linnerooth, Sarah; Kerben, Valerie; Buchholz, Jeri; Virgilio, Martin

Subject: Deployment to Japan

Thank you for volunteering for deployment to Japan. This work is of highest priority for the agency and your
efforts are enormously appreciated.

At this time we've identified 5 additional technical staff and one manager to support the team in Japan. The
plan is for Steve Garchow (RIV), Carl Moore (Rill), Jeff Mitman (NRR), Heather Gepford (RII),Tony
Huffert (RES) and Steve Reynolds (Rill) to leave the USA on Tuesday, April 12. The intent is that your
stay will be three weeks or less.

The Operations Center Liaison Team (LT) will be contacting you later today to handle the logistic for your trip.
This includes items such as flights, passports, country clearances, health immunizations, international
blackberry service, dosimetry and KI tablets.

In addition, HR has requested that I provide you the information below:

-Please contact NRC Health Services at your earliest convenience on 301-415-8400 to schedule an
appointment with Dr. Cadoux for health screening and counseling. If at all possible, it is important that you
meet with Dr. Cadoux face-to-face. However, if you are located in the Region or if you are notified and
deployed in a very short time frame so that medical screening is not possible, this screening will be conducted
by phone. Please be aware that medical services available in Tokyo are limited at this time. Additionally,
working conditions are such that controlling diet, sleep, exercise, and routine may be impossible. All of these
factors can impact your health. Please review any medical conditions that you may have with Dr. Cadoux so
that he can provide you with advice and counseling on managing you medical condition while deployed.

-Before you deploy we recommend that you speak briefly with the NRC Employee Assistance Program
counselor, Sarah Linnerooth. Sarah can be reached on 301-415-7113. While you are deployed, EAP services
are available to both you and your family, including extended family members such as Grandparents. The
telephone number is for EAP service is 1-800-896-0276. More information is available on the EAP on the web
at www.eapconsultants.com. To learn more about the EAP and the services provided click on the member
services tab. The NRC passcode is (nuclear". )Please be sure to share this information with your family.

At this point, I ask that you hold any questions that you may have until the LT contacts you directly. However,
after that time, if you have any additional questions or concerns that have not been addressed, please call or
email me.

Thank you.

Michele Evans
Acting Deputy OD, NSIR
Michele.evans@nrc.gov
BB: 240-688-6509
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Howell, Art

From: Virgilio, Martin
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 1:03 PM
To: Miller, Charles
Cc: Sanfilippo, Nathan; Cubbage, Amy; Leeds, Eric; Sheron, Brian; Wiggins, Jim; Johnson,

Michael; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; McCree, Victor; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Casto, Chuck;
Dorman, Dan; Frazier, Alan; Andersen, James; Muessle, Mary; Wittick, Brian; Bowman,
Gregory; Borchardt, Bill; Weber, Michael; Ash, Darren

Subject: Followup to the ACRSmeeting on Fukushima

Charlie

Following the ACRS briefing this week where the members raised questions about the 50 mile
evacuation and other issues, the Chairman called Said and provided feedback and
recommendations that the ACRS look forward and not backward. Said noted that the ACRS
was planning a meeting on Fukushima on May 2 6 th and wanted staff to participate. The
Chairman emphasize his desire to have ACRS input at the appropriate time and recommended
to Said that the ACRS focus on the post 90 day activities. He suggested that the ACRS observe
the already scheduled Commission meetings and not attempt to engage the Task Force staff
during the 90 day short term effort, noting that the staff had much work to accomplish in a short
amount of time. They agreed to revisit this issue again after the May 1 2th and June 16 th

Commission Meetings.

By copy of this e mail (and please share this with others who need to know) I am asking that
we not deviate from the Chairman's agreement with Said and commit to briefing the ACRS,
and that we not get out in front of the Task Force as we participate other meetings and
conversations related to the lessons learned efforts.

Marty

I



Howell, Art

From: Virgilio, Martin
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 6:24 PM
To: Borchardt, Bill
Cc: Weber, Michael; Ash, Darren; Muessle, Mary; Andersen, James; Landau, Mindy
Subject: Turnover notes

Bill

I hope you are able to get some time off over the weekend. I apologize for the length of this
note, I would have broken it into more digestible chunks and sent them earlier, but it has been a
busy week. The Chairman is already aware of the more important issues. Here is a summary of
things that were not already provided to you, based on what I can tell from the email traffic...

There were a few themes from the April 6 th House Energy and Commerce subcommittee
hearing that I attended. Specifically, the safety of the operating reactors, differences between
US BWRs and the Fukushima Daiichi reactors, SBO and dissenting staff views associated with
SOARCA's credit for B5b equipment operability. There were individual members who raised
questions about SOARCA results, whether the vessel was breached, and the 50 mile evacuation,
KI, seismic vulnerabilities, lessons learned, and wet/dry cask storage.

Subsequent to this Hearing we held a phone call with a half dozen staffers from the Senate
EPW. They were mostly interested in the status of the Fukushima site. Although there was a
question about our notification to Unistar that they don't meet our requirements regarding
financial ownership of Calvert Cliffs (Unistar is 100% owned by EDF).

The Chairman approved our downsizing the number of staff on shift in the ops center. A new
watch bill will go into effect on Monday morning as part of a more comprehensive transition
plan. Our strategy is reliant on support from POC's and staff in the program offices. We had
toyed with the idea of reformatting our daily report (status update) and issuing it less frequently
however based on pushback from external stakeholders we decided to keep it as it is for now.

RST staff members have completed an evaluation of a possible breach of the reactor vessel and
ensuing ex-vessel occurrence of fuel at Unit 2 early in the event -mid March. Their conclusion
is that it did occur and we are sharing with the site team and other appropriate stakeholders (GE,
DOE, INPO) for their review and possible severe accident strategy changes for that unit, i.e.
possibly further importance to flooding up the containment to the bottom of the reactor vessel

We have provided comments to DOS on their document containing a proposed rational for the
return of US citizens to Japan following the "voluntary departure" authorized by the
Ambassador. Our "composite document" on stability, short term entry criteria (grab and go) and



relaxation of the 50 mile evacuation is maturing and will be ready for interagency review
tomorrow, and for discussion at an IPC meeting later next week.

The Lessons Learned Task Force has established POCs in the program offices, aligned with
NRR on roles and responsibilities (e.g., NRR to take the lead on the chronology), developed an
outline of its report and is in the process of developing a master schedule. Following the ACRS
briefing where the members raised questions about the 50 mile evacuation and other issues, the
Chairman called Said and provided feedback and recommendations that the ACRS look forward
and not backward. Said noted that the ACRS was planning a meeting on Fukushima on May
2 6 th and wanted staff to participate. The Chairman emphasize his desire to have ACRS input at
the appropriate time and recommended to Said that the ACRS focus on the post 90 day
activities. He suggested that the ACRS observe the already scheduled Commission meetings
and not attempt to engage the staff during the 90 day short term effort, noting that the staff had
much work to accomplish in a short amount of time. They agreed to revisit this issue again
after the May 12 th and June 16 th Commission Meetings.

We dispatch the Commission Paper with the proposed final rule on EP. This rule codifies the
requirements that were imposed by the security orders, enhances the e plan change process,
performance criteria for assessing EOFs, and requires: periodic updates to evacuation time
estimates; licensees to identify and describe assistance expected from offsite responders: on
shift staffing analyses; EALs for hostile actions; emergency declaration times, ANS backup,
more challenging drills and exercises, and protection for onsite personnel from hostile actions.
The Commission paper acknowledges the recent events in Japan and provides a rationale for
proceeding. The paper also includes a discussion about the actions taken in developing the rule
to address the cumulative impacts of regulation.

We dispatched the Commission Paper with the annual ROP self assessment. Separate Papers
will be developed on a more holistic approach to assessing safety and security, and changes to
the Public Radiation Safety Cornerstone. We will be revising our Inspection Procedures to
clarify the MSPI performance indicator.

Region 2 held a regulatory conference with Browns Ferry related to the inoperable safety
related valve. BF made a number of good arguments as to why this should not be a yellow
finding. Staff will evaluate this information.

Progress Energy has issued a press release concerning additional containment delamination at
Crystal River. The company cannot estimate a return to service date at this time. After the
licensee completed one of the tensioning sequences, they started to have indications from the
acoustic monitors and embedded strain gages. The worker on the roof of the RB heard what
sounded like "popping corn." Other workers heard what they characterized as "welds
breaking". They called in their laser scanning personnel on contract to do a laser scan inside the
RB and calling in the impulse response people to perform IR testing. We are waiting as Bechtel
develops repair concepts. We expect that process will be ongoing for some weeks yet.

2



Region IV plans to conduct a special inspection at Cooper Nuclear Station, starting on Monday.
The event involved workers performing maintenance at the top of the reactor vessel needing
access to the bottom vessel penetration. With permission, the workers moved to the bottom of
the reactor vessel, without modifying either the associated work order or the corresponding
radiation work permit. The workers exited the areas when their dosimeters alarmed. There were
no overexposures. The highest estimated dose was calculated to be 0.3 rem to the hand of one
worker.

Millstone Special Inspection Team will be back onsite next week to review the licensee's root
cause and will conduct an exit meeting next Thursday. The significance determination process
for the findings is still in progress (findings have not be colored). The SIT team management
continue to coordinate with INPO and will discuss the outcome of our inspection effort with the
appropriate INPO contacts following the exit meeting.

We launched special inspections at Byron and Braidwood to follow up on issues related to
voiding in the AFW pump suction (licensee's response appears less than adequate) and
annunciator (extent of condition review) issues.

Susquehanna will be moving from the Regulatory Response Column to the Degraded
Cornerstone Column of the action matrix. Specifically: Susquehanna Unit 1 will enter the
degraded cornerstone (initiating events) due to a White PI for unplanned scrams. The plant
experienced its 41h trip within a year on January 25th when the unit was scrammed due to a
steam leak in the C Feedwater Heater Bay. The White PI will be officially reported on April

2 1st and Region I plans to issue a quarterly assessment letter the following day. Susquehanna
Unit 1 already has a White finding on the books due to the July 16, 2010, flooding event in the
condenser bay which resulted in a manual reactor scram and loss of the normal heat sink.

The Robinson ASP analysis status is as follows: 1) RES just finished resolving technical,
comments from Region II and NRR risk analysts (no significant change in the high CCDP); 2)
The draft analysis will now go to RES management, then NRR and Region II management for
formal concurrence, which might take a couple weeks total; and 3) Once RES has obtained
NRR and Region II concurrence, the draft analysis will be transmitted to the licensee for a 60
day review period, and then we'll incorporate comments as appropriate and finalize the
analysis.

NRR is making plans for a meeting with the Deputy Mayor of NYC to discuss the safety of IP
in light of Fukushima. And, we are scheduling a date for the Chairman and the Governor to visit
IP.%

The Chairman supports the proposal to scale back as much as possible, including going to a
simulation cell for the NLE. We signaled our plans for a scaled back level of participation in
the NLE to the other agencies this week, and will participate in the Table Top next week.

3



The latest information we have on a potential Deputies meeting to consider a cleanup standard
and waste disposal issues resulting from the PLE is that the meeting will not be held until the
last week of April/first week of May. At this time, the working group has not completed a
second draft of the cleanup standard paper incorporating comments. Notwithstanding some
progress at the working level NSIR has been tasked with drafting a letter to the EPA explaining
our concerns and disagreement with using CERCLA as a long-term recovery cleanup standard.

The region and NMSS hosted the LPR meeting with NFS. They subsequently met with Joe
Henry and small group of senior execs. Sandy Baker attended. We highlighted topics that they
should expect at the AARM including questions on sustaining performance. We expect that
they will request drop in visits after the AARM.

CFO is developing a reprogramming request and is tracking NRC efforts spent on Fukushima
that will be reported to OMB. Note that the CFO is projecting that we will spend about $6.8M
over 6 months in responding to the events in Japan

We completed our first round of DEDO meetings on the 2013 budget requests. At first blush
there appear to be some significant corporate costs associated with the consolidation in FY 13.
We will be meeting again next week to determine what to propose to the Chairman.

SBCR and OEDO staff provided a good overview of our Diversity and Inclusion Action Plans,
Performance (results) and recommendations for the future. A package of the handout materials
is in your in basket.

Dick Meserve has agreed to participate in our Tenth Anniversary Commemoration of 9/11. He
would participate on a panel with the Chairman, and industry rep (Mike Pacilio) and a former
NYC official responsible for emergency management (R Sheirer).

The Chairman has started conducting interviews for the FSME Director position.

My periodic meeting this week with Magwood, Ostendorff and Apostolakas were all about me
briefing them on Fukushima, the hearing this past week, the status of our response to the event
and our lessons learned review.
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Howell, Art

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Evans, Michele; Howell, Art; McCree, Victor; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; Haney, Catherine;

Moore, Scott; Sheron, Brian; Johnson, Michael; Leeds, Eric; Ferrell, Kimberly; Kokajko,
Lawrence

Cc: Pederson, Cynthia; Lew, David; Wiggins, Jim; Ordaz, Vonna; Uhle, Jennifer; Ruland, William;
Boger, Bruce; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Flanders, Scott; Lewis, Robert; Muessle, Mary;
Mamish, Nader; Howell, Linda; FOIA Response.hoc Resource

Subject: ACTION: New skill set - Identify 4th wave of NRC staff to Japan

In talking with Chuck this morning he identified 2 additional staff skill sets that he needed, as described below.

1 - Someone who could fill a PM role and specifically help us with the equipment logistics eg coordination with USAID to
obtain repair equipment and who can help determine the technical priority of that equipment. That is help judge how
urgently the equipment is needed based upon plant status. So they need logistical skills and BWR plant knowledge.

2 - A nuclear plant seasoned generalist. This person would be involved in figuring out how to move a lot of water with
temporary systems.

3 - I haven't identified the 4 th person for the originally requested SAMG/EOP/Severe accident skill set. There are two
names that I am considering from the previously provided names. I will contact offices directly for some info. Meanwhile,
if there are any other nominations for this skill set, please provide them to me.

These three individuals would travel by 4/14. Please provide names as soon as you have them and by COB Monday 4/11
at the latest.

Thanks!

Michele

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 2:51 PM
To: Evans, Michele; Howell, Art; McCree, Victor; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; Haney, Catherine; Moore, Scott; Sheron,
Brian; Johnson, Michael; Leeds, Eric
Cc: Pederson, Cynthia; Lew, David; Wiggins, Jim; Ordaz, Vonna; Uhle, Jennifer; Ruland, William; Boger, Bruce; Virgilio,
Martin; Weber, Michael; Flanders, Scott; Lewis, Robert; Muessle, Mary; Mamish, Nader; Howell, Linda; FOIA
Response.hoc Resource
Subject: RE: ACTION: Identify 4th wave of NRC staff to Japan

ODs/RAs

Thanks for all of the input I have received so far. Since Wednesday, views regarding composition and length
of stay of the site team to Japan have evolved.

First, be aware that the staff selected to go to Japan will be expected to be deployed for up to 3 weeks, instead
of the previous 2 week commitment. Therefore, staff leaving the country on April 12/13, would return around
May 3/4.

Second, approval has been given for Chuck to maintain a team of about 11 people for the immediate future. It
has been decided that the protective measures component of the team, does not need to have the specific
expertise that was previously noted. Any modeling work/analysis that would need to be done, would be
completed here at HQs. Instead, Chuck has indicated that he is looking for someone with a health physics
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background that could assist in briefings and can effectively communicate radiation exposure and
contamination to a lay audience.

I will be in contact with Chuck over the next 24 hours to further discuss the composition of his team of 11. If
there is a skill set needed that hasn't been identified in this email or the one below, I will send you that
information tomorrow.

I still plan to be able to identify at least 4 staff to support Chuck's original request by Sunday, so their travel
could start on 4/12 or 4/13.

With regard to the new request above and any additional request that I learn from Chuck in the next 24 hours,
please provide all nominees by COB on Monday 4/11. Those individuals would be expected to travel later in
the week (target 4/14 or 4/15).

Sorry about this lengthy email. If something is not clear, feel free to call me or email.

Michele
M'4ichele Evans
Acting Deputy OD, NSIR
301-415-3236

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 2:58 PM
To: Howell, Art; McCree, Victor; Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; Haney, Catherine; Moore, Scott; Sheron, Brian; Johnson,
Michael; Leeds, Eric
Cc: Pederson, Cynthia; Lew, David; Wiggins, Jim; Ordaz, Vonna; Uhle, Jennifer; Ruland, William; Boger, Bruce; Virgilio,
Martin; Weber, Michael; Flanders, Scott; Lewis, Robert; Muessle, Mary; Mamish, Nader
Subject: ACTION: Identify 4th wave of NRC staff to Japan

ODs and RAs:

There is discussion of potentially sending an additional 6 or so staff to Japan.

These individuals would likely depart the USA on April 12 or 13, with a return date of about April 27. (For awareness,
this time period spans religious holidays)

Specifically Chuck is looking for 4 individuals with severe accident experience. Lots of EOP/SAMG experience. He is
looking for two protective measures staff. Specifically an ingestion pathway person and a "plume" person.

As always, looking for these skill sets combined with the best interpersonal skills.

OD/RA ACTION:

1. Please confirm that you received this email.
2. Please identify potential candidates to me by COB Friday April 8.

If you have any questions or need any clarification, please call me. Thank you.

Michele Evans
Acting Deputy OD, NSIR
301-415-3236
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